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ABSTRACT 
This thesis explains some of the aspects of heavy ion (HI) induced reactions at energies 
near and above the fusion barrier ( 5 / „ , ) , which has been a topic of considerable interest 
in the past decades. In recent years, the study of reaction dynamics in HI interactions 
has acquired central place in nuclear physics research [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. It has been 
noticed that the Hl-induced reactions are widely different from light ion induced reactions 
due to large Bfus and due to the availability of different £-bins. The above difference is 
because of the fact that the charge and mass of Hi's are larger than the light ions, and 
thus the energy and momentum carried in by the Hi's are relatively large, which makes 
the Hl-induced reactions more complex. In favorable conditions (only if the projectile 
energy is comparable to the 5/,, ,) , associated input angular momentum (£) is supposed 
to be large enough to produce nuclei in extreme conditions (high excitation energy 
and spin). Since, the de-Broglie wavelength in Hl-induced reactions is of the order 
of nuclear dimensions, therefore, the interaction may be explained by adopting semi-
classical approach [8]. Classically, the interaction trajectories depending on different i-
bins and/or impact parameters lying within the target dimensions may lead prominently 
to the reaction processes like; [i] Complete fusion (CF), and (??') Incomplete fusion 
(ICF). For CF to occur, the entrance channel angular momentum {i) should be < 4,if, 
the upper limit of sustainable angular momentum. In such a case, the attractive nuclear 
potential overcomes the sum of repulsive Coulomb and centrifugal potentials during 
the projectile-target interaction. This implies large transmission probability, even for 
higher partial waves (£ < icnt)- Consequently, the target nucleus hugs the projectile 
with the involvement of all nuckionic degrees of freedom essentially at projectile energy 
comparable to the Bf^s or well above it. Absorption of projectile and target nucleus 
means that, after a while, nucleons from both the projectile and the target lose their 
previous collective and individual characteristics and take on a set of new characteristics 
in a single nuclear potential leading to the formation of the composite system. The CF 
reactions are said to occur probably at zero/small values of impact parameters and for 
the input angular momenta range 0< f<4 r t t . where the probability of CF is supposed 
to be maximum. In case of CF, the total linear momentum of the projectile is given 
to the composite system and hence the nuclei recoil at angles very close to the beam 
direction. The mass of the composite system is nearly equal to the sum of the projectile 
and the target nucleus masses [8, 12]. It may, further, be pointed out that the kinetic 
energy of projectile in the center of mass frame is converted into the excitation energy 
of the compound nucleus (CN). All the kinetic energy which is allowed by momentum 
conservation is distributed statistically among all accessible internal degrees of freedom 
until the memory of its mode of formation is lost, except that required by the conservation 
of energy, total angular momentum, and parity. 
Moreover, the CN is only formed if the life-time of the merged system (projectile 
plus target nucleus) is long enough to attain thermodynamic equilibrium. The CN thus 
formed, de-excites by the evaporation of light nuclear particle(s) alongwith characteristic 
7-radiations. Each particle takes away a definite amount of excitation energy from the 
equilibrated system, but only a small amount of angular momentum. With the stipulation 
that fission is also an acceptable modes of de-excitafion in favorable conditions. The 
CN in case of CF, is assumed to be formed via essentially a single route with pre-
determined mass and charge, excitation energy, angular momentum, etc. The angular 
distribution of the emitted particle(s) from a CN may be obtained by simple classical 
considerations. In such a case, evaporation residues (target-like fragments) are expected 
to be concentrated in forward cone. Further, it has been experimentally observed that 
the total CF cross-section (acp) is smaller than the total reaction cross-section {aj^) at 
a given projectile energy [10]. As a matter of fact, large angular momenta inhibit CF, 
which is expressed as a l' cut-off for CF [icnt), above which the centrifugal potential 
is so large which prevents fusion between two colliding nuclei. The sharp-cut-off model 
calculates the cross-section for CF as a summation of contributing ^-values from ^=0 
upto a limiting value (=tcrit, where the probability of CN formation is assumed to be 
maximum. Since, £-values are related to the interaction trajectories, therefore, at higher 
£-values beyond ^cnt or at relatively higher values of impact parameters, minimum mass 
overlap between projectile and target nuclei takes place. This is obvious when a grazing 
collision involves only the tails of nuclear matter, where fusion incompleteness may lead 
to the so called ICF. 
Incomplete fusion (ICF) corresponds to the reaction dynamics where an incompletely 
fused composite system is formed as a result of partial linear momentum transfer (LMT) 
from projectile to the target nucleus. In case of ICF relatively less nucleonic degrees of 
freedom are expected to be involved as that in CF. As already mentioned, at relatively 
higher projectile energies and at finite values of impact-parameters, CF gradually gives 
way to the ICF, where the centrifugal potential {Vrrnt) increases. Under the influence 
of centrifugal force field, the driving angular momenta exceeds its critical limit (4rz<) 
for CF, as such, the attractive nuclear potential (\'„„c/) is no more strong enough to 
capture entire projectile by the target nucleus. At relatively small centrifugal potentials, 
a pocket remains in the potential energy curve in the vicinity of critical distance of 
approach. However, the pocket in the entrance channel potential almost vanishes at 
high input angular momentum (depends on projectile energy and the value of impact 
parameter). As such, no fusion can occur unless a part of projectile is emitted to release 
excess driving angular momenta. After the prompt emission of a part of projectile 
(predominantly Q-cluster(s) in case of '^^ O and '^^ C beams) allows a loss of input angular 
momenta(A<'), so that another curve is attained corresponding to a lower £-value where 
the pocket does exist. As such, the remnant is now supposed to have input angular 
momentum less than or equal to its own critical limit for fusion with the target nucleus. 
Eventually, an incompletely fused composite (IFC) system (a part of projectile plus target 
nucleus) appears with less charge and mass as that of CF population. Further, the ICF 
is associated with the ^-bins above the icrit- The statement about the i'-window in the 
entrance channel for ICF rea'ction dynamics, is based on the comparison of the population 
of 'yrast' states (spin distribution) in final nuclei populated via CF and/or ICF [12]. 
It may, however, be pointed out that in case of ICF, most of the time either a-particle 
or cluster of a-particles (i.e., ^Be or ^^C) depending on the incident ion, escape as un-
fused spectator. Nonetheless, the viscous forces between interacting partners also play 
an important role in the occurrence of fusion and fusion-like (ICF) processes [11]. At rel-
atively higher projectile energies (or at large relative velocities) the viscous force between 
interacting partners decreases, which may significantly reduces the sticking probability of 
projectile with target nucleus. However, it has experimentally been observed that there 
is no such boundary of input angular momentum for CF and ICF, both the processes are 
found to contribute significantly below and above their input angular momentum lim-
its. Apart from the well estabilished CF reaction dynamics, ICF in Hl-induced (A<20) 
reactions has been a topic of renewed interest after the observation of such processes 
even at energies near and/or just above the ^jus [13, 14, 18]. Large-scale efforts in 
the field of interest have been made to understand the multitude of ICF processes at 
energies ~ 4-7 MeV/nucleon, where only complete fusion (CF) is expected to be domi-
nant. As of now, several dynamical models viz; SUMRULE model[12], Break-Up Fusion 
(BUF) model[15]. Promptly Emitted Particles (PEP's) model[16], Exciton model[17], 
HOT SPOT model[19], etc., have been proposed to explain some of the characteristics 
of ICF reaction dynamics. As a matter of fact, the above existing models qualitatively 
explain the experimental data particularly at E/A > 10.5 MeV, however, none of the 
proposed models is able to reproduce the experimental data obtained at energies as low 
as ^^-1 MeV/nucleon[20]. 
Further, in several Hl-reactions, significant ICF contribution has been observed 
[21, 22, 23], even at energies jus;t above the B/„s, which has become the motivation to 
study ICF dynamics at relatively low bombarding energies. Apart from that, Parker et 
a/.[24], observed forward O'-particles in low-Z heavy ion interactions on "^V target at E/A 
K, 6 MeV. Morgenstern et al. [2!j], observed the velocity spectra of evaporation residues 
in the interaction of '^"Ar with Boron and Carbon targets. Morgenstern et a/.[26, 27], 
have also shown that, ICF reactions significantly contribute to the total reaction cross-
section for mass asymmetric systems as compared to mass symmetric systems at the 
same relative velocity. Further, it has also been observed that both the processes con-
tribute significantly below and above their input angular momentum limits[28]. Since 
then, the ICF reaction dynamics has been extensively studied, nevertheless, no clear pic-
ture regarding the multiplicity of linear momentum transfer, effect of mass asymmetry, 
role of different ^-values associated with different reaction processes could be drawn, 
and/or such studies are still limited for a few projectile-target combinations in medium 
mass region i.e., A « 150. As such, in order to have better a understanding of reaction 
dynamics, it is required to further investigate the underlying processes for above men-
tioned aspects. 
In the present work, in order to explore some of the important issues related to the ICF 
reaction dynamics at energies near and just above the Bfus, ie. , ~ 4-7 MeV/nucleon, 
the information of considerable value have been obtained from the measurements of; 
• Excitation functions (EFs): as an indication of ICF reaction dynamics in which the 
relative contributions of CF and ICF processes have been deduced, 
• Forward recoil range distributions (RRDs): as a proof of fractional linear momen-
tum transfer in which significant fusion incompleteness, associated with fractional 
degree of linear momentum transfer (LMT) has been observed, and 
• Spin-distributions and feeding intensity profiles of evaporation residues (ERs): 
to probe the entirely different entry state populations in CF and ICF reaction 
processes. 
The experiments for all the above measurements have been performed at the Inter-
University Accelerator Center (lUAC), New Delhi, India. In the first set of experiments, 
the measurements have been carried out to understand the influence of incomplete fu-
sion on complete fusion at energies near and above the Coulomb barrier. Excitation 
functions for i68m|_u^ l6Tl^^^ lOTyb^ io6 j^^ i79pg^ iTTp^^ iTTyy^ 178J3 gnd ^^^Hf radio-
nuclides populated via complete and/or incomplete fusion of ^^'0 with '^^ '^ Tb and ^^^Tm 
have been measured and analyzed over a wide projectile energy range i.e., £'proj~75-95 
MeV. Recoil-catcher technique followed by "/-spectrometry has been employed in the 
present measurements. The radio-nuclide ' " W is found to have contribution coming 
from its pre-cursor decay, which has been separated out from its cumulative cross-section. 
Experimental data have been compared with the predictions of statistical model code 
PACE2. Sizable enhancement in the experimentally measured production cross-sections 
has been observed in case of a-emitting channels over the theoretical predictions, which 
has been attributed to be coming from incomplete fusion of projectile at these ener-
gies. Analysis of experimental data indicates that incomplete fusion is in competition 
with complete fusion, and is observed to be dominant at higher energies. As such, 
an attempt has been made to estimate the fraction of incomplete fusion for both the 
systems, and has been found to be sensitive to the projectile energy and mass asym-
metry of interacting partners. The detailed discussion of these measurements are given 
in chapter-2 of this thesis [29]. Further, in order to confirm the findings of the mea-
surement and analysis of EFs presented in Chapter-2, and also to investigate fusion 
incompleteness due to fractional linear momentum transfer from projectile to target nu-
cleus, most probable forward recoil ranges of various radio-nuclides produced via CF 
and/or ICF in i'^'0-fi'^''Tb and i"0+"'-^Tm systems have been measured at ^ 90 MeV 
and « 87 MeV, respectively. In this chapter, the measurement and analysis of forward 
mean recoil ranges for different radio-nuclides have been performed within the framework 
of degree of linear momentum transfer from projectile to the target nucleus by adopting 
break-up fusion model considerations. Different full and fractional linear momentum 
transfer components corresponding to the fusion of ^''0 and/or -^^ C and '^ Be transfer 
from ^^0 projectile to the target nucleus have been observed. Further, the experimen-
tally measured recoil range distributions can be used to deduce the relative strengths 
of full and fractional linear momientum transfer components. As such, an attempt has 
been made to separate out the relative percentage contributions of CF and ICF by the 
analysis of experimentally measured forward recoil ranges. The detailed discussion on 
experimental set-up, measurement and analysis, results obtained and their interpreta-
tions are given in the Chapter-3 |30]. While, in the second set of experiments, aiming to 
probe the incomplete fusion dynamics within the framework of input angular momenta, 
spin-distributions of various reaction products populated via xn,Q/2axn-channels have 
been measured for ^^0-f^*^^Tm system at Ew5.6 MeV/nucleon and ^^C-F^^^^Tm at E«4-
7 MeV/nucleon. Prompt 7-rays in coincidence with fast charged particles (Z= l ,2 ) 
have been recorded to obtain the information about involved reaction processes on the 
basis of their experimentally observed spin-populations during de-excitation. The ex-
perimentally observed spin-distributions for direct-t>-emitting channels (associated with 
incomplete fusion) have been found to be distinctly different than that observed for 
fusion-evaporation (complete fusion) channels. The mean value of driving input an-
gular momenta associated with various direct-Q/2ttxn-channels have been found to be 
higher than that observed for fusion-evaporation xn/axn-channels, and increases with 
direct-a-multiplicity in the forward cone. Experimentally measured production yields of 
fusion-evaporation xn/axn-channels have been found to be in good agreement with the 
predictions of theoretical model code PACE4. Further, in order to understand the feed-
ing probability in both complete and incomplete fusion reaction products, an attempt 
has been made to generate feeding intensity profiles from spin-distribution data for both 
the systems. It has been observed that the complete fusion products are strongly fed 
over a broad spin range, however, incomplete fusion products are found to be less fed 
and/or the population of lower spin states are strongly hindered. In the present work, 
the mean value of input angular momenta (Jo) is found to be ^ 10 h for xn-channels, 
while for direct-axn and 2axn-channels (ICF products) the value of Jo approaches to 
^ 13 h and ^ 16 h, respectively. It is interesting to note that, the value of Jo for Q-
emitting channels (^^'Re isotope) identified from backward gated spectra is also found 
to be ~ 9-10 h, which indicates involvement of significantly less input angular momenta 
as compared to '^^ ^Re isotope populated via direct-a-emitting channels (^13-14 h). The 
smallness of Jo indicates the involvement of less input angular momenta in CF reactions 
as compared to ICF reactions. As such, the approximate but quite useful essence which 
emerged from these measurements about how the driving input angular momenta {(:) 
increases with the direct-n multiplicity, can be represented as; 
^[ICF~nxn) ~ ^•''if-tCF-xn/axn] (1 ) 
^iICF-20X7-,) ~ l-23/(yf-/F_„., .„) ~ l-G(iCF~xn/oxn) (2 ) 
It may, further, be pointed out that the multiplicity of direct-n-particles in forward 
cone (ICF-a) increases with Jo, indicates the variation of f-values (impact parame-
ter dependent) even at energy as low as 5.6 MeV/nucleon. As such, on the basis of 
aforementioned description, it may be inferred that the ICF occurs in the peripheral 
interactions (at finite values of impact parameters). The detailed discussion of the ex-
perimental and electronic set-ups, the method of analysis, findings etc., are given in 
Chapter-4 of this thesis [31, 32]. The conclusions and future perspectives of the present 
work are given in the last Chapter of this thesis. 
_*^ _ 
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Spin distribution and feeding intensity 
measurement 
Aiming to probe incomplete fusion dynamics in '^0 -I- '^ ^Tm system, spin-distributions of various 
reaction products populated via xn-, ci'/2axn-channels have been measured at E = 5.6 MeV/nucleon. 
Prompt y-rays in coincidence with fast charged particles (Z - 1.2) have been recorded to achieve 
the information about involved reaction processes on the basis of their experimentally observed spin-
populations during de-excitation. The experimentally observed spin-distributions for direct-cK-emitting 
channels (associated with incomplete fusion) have been found to be distinctly different than that 
observed for fusion-evaporation {complete fusion) channels. The mean value of driving input angular 
momenta associated with various direct-Q'/2Q'xn-channels have been found to be higher than that 
observed for fusion-evaporation xn/ccxn-channels. and increases with direct-cy-multiplicity in forward 
cone. Experimentally measured, normalized production yields of fusion-evaporation xn/axn-channels 
have been found to be in good agreement with the predictions of theoretical model code PACE4. Further, 
in order to understand the feeding probability in both complete and incomplete fusion reaction products, 
an attempt has been made to generate feeding intensity profiles from spin-distribution data. It has been 
observed that the complete fusion products are strongly fed over a broad spin range, while incomplete 
fusion products are found to be less fed and/or the population of lower spin states are strongly hindered. 
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Production of fast projectile-like fragments (PLFs) associated 
with incomplete fusion (ICF) dynamics is a topic of resurgent 
interest at energies near and/or above the fusion barrier {Bfus) 
11-9], where only complete fusion (CF) is expected to be domi-
nant [10-15]. The production of fast PLFs in ICF dynamics has been 
first investigated by Britt and Quinton in their pioneering measure-
ments [16]. Later, the similar studies were carried out by Galin et 
al. |17]. Semi-dassically, heavy ion (HI) induced CF and ICF pro-
cesses can be disentangled on the basis of driving input angular 
momenta [i] imparted in the system due to various interaction 
trajectories [18-23]. The probability of CF corresponds to the sum-
mation of all /"-values from / = 0 to a limiting value f = taio 
which is expected to be maximum at <" = fcrit and assumed to be 
zero for (. > fcrit (as per the sharp cut-off approximation) 124-27). 
In case of CF, the attractive nuclear potential overwhelms the sum 
of repulsive Coulomb and centrifugal potentials in central and/or 
near central (small values of impact parameters) collisions. Con-
sequently, the target nucleus hugs the entire projectile involving 
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all nucleonic degrees of freedom leading to the formation of fully 
equilibrated compound nucleus (CN). While, at relatively higher 
values of impact-parameters, under the influence of centrifugal po-
tential the driving input angular momenta exceeds its critical limit 
Ccrit) for CF where the attractive nuclear potential is no more 
strong enough to capture entire projectile. As a result, no fusion 
can occur unless a part of projectile is emitted to release excess 
driving input angular momenta. As such, prompt emission of a 
part of projectile (predominantly a-cluster in case of '^0 and '^ C 
beams) takes place to provide sustainable input angular momenta 
to the system. After such an emission, the remnant now has result-
ing input angular momenta less than or equal to its own critical 
limit for fusion with the target nucleus [28,29]. Eventually, an in-
completely fused composite system (a part of projectile plus target 
nucleus) appears with relatively less charge and mass than that of 
CF population. Further, ICF is assumed to be associated with the 
(^ -values above the tcrit for CF. However, Tserruya et al. [30], ob-
served that there is no sharp limit of input angular momenta for 
CF and ICF, both the processes are found to contribute significantly 
below and above their input angular momenta limits. Moreover, 
Gerschel [31 ] suggested that the localization of t-window also de-
pends on target deformation at energies < 10 MeV/nucleon. In 
case of deformed targets peripheral collisions are observed with 
Please cite this article in piev as. PR Singli ef al., Probing of incomplete fusion dynamics by spin-distribution measurement. Physics Letters B (2008). 
doi:I0.1016/j physlMb.2O08.M.O35 
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/^ -values in the vicinity of c^rit for CF, while for spherical tar-
gets, the ^-window is found to be centered around the ^-values 
^ 0.5<!crit- However, the advances in the understanding of ICF dy-
namics took place after the particle-y coincidence measurements 
by Inamura et al. |32] and Zolonowski et al. |33). In addition, 
Geoffroy et al. [34], measured correlation of charged-particle(s) 
energies and angles alongwith the y-multiplicities, where ICF pro-
cesses have been observed to have originated from undamped pe-
ripheral collisions. Since then, ICF dynamics has been extensively 
studied, nevertheless, no clear picture of underlying process in the 
framework of driving input angular momenta has been drawn at 
projectile energies == 4-7 MeV/nudeon. Some outstanding features 
of ICF dynamics that have emerged from literature are; (i) the CN 
via ICF is expected to form with relatively less mass and charge 
as compared to the total mass and charge of interacting partners 
135,36]; (ii) the recoil velocity of heavy reaction products is ex-
pected to be less than those populated via CF process [37,38]; 
(iii) the angular distribution of ejectiles show maxima at forward 
angles, where Q;-particle(s) are emitted with a velocity centered 
around the projectile velocity, termed as direct-a-particle(s) [7,16]; 
(iv) the spin-distribution and side-feeding pattern of evaporation 
residues (ERs) have been found to be distinctly different for ICF 
than that observed for CF ]32,33]; and, (v) ICF has been observed 
to be prominent for more mass asymmetric systems as compared 
to mass symmetric systems ]39-42]. 
With a view to describe the production of fast PLFs associated 
with ICF dynamics, a variety of dynamical models, viz. Break-Up 
Fusion (BUF) [43,44], SUMRULE [45], Promptly Emitted Particles 
(PEPs) [46], Fermi-jet [47,48], Hot Spot [49], Moving-Source [50], 
Exciton [51,52] models have been proposed. Apart from these. 
Overlap model ]2,53,54] and Multistep Direct Reaction theory 155] 
have also been proposed, and Morgenstern et al. 139,56], corre-
lated the probability of ICF reactions to the entrance channel mass 
asymmetry. It may, further, be pointed out that the aforementioned 
models/theories, generally, have been used to fit the experimental 
data obtained at energies E/A ^ 10.5 MeV or so. However, none of 
the proposed models is able to fit the experimental data obtained 
at relatively low bombarding energies i.e., ^ 4-7 MeV/nucleon. As 
such, due to the unavailability of any reliable theoretical model 
to explain the emission of fast PLFs associated with ICF at ener-
gies «i 4-7 MeV/nucleon, the study of ICF is still an active area of 
investigations. Recently, significant ICF contribution has been ob-
served even at energies just above the Bfus |30,57-59], which has 
become the motivation to study ICF dynamics at low bombarding 
energies. Apart from that, Dracoulis et al. 161], Lane et al. 162], and 
Mullins et al. 163] reported ICF as a promising route to produce 
high spin states in final reaction products using light HI beams 
even at low bombarding energies, although a perfect modeling of 
ICF processes is apart 160,62,63). 
In order to figure out which bunch of driving input angu-
lar momenta is associated with a particular reaction channel, a 
particle-y coincidence experiment has been performed for ^^0 -|-
^^ T^m system at 5.6 MeV/nucleon at the Inter-University Accelera-
tor Center (lUAC), New Delhi, India. Spin-distributions of different 
reaction products have been measured to probe entirely different 
spin-populations corresponding to the CF and ICF dynamics 132]. 
The same projectile-target combination has been chosen for the 
present measurement as in Ref 157,65], where the information 
about ICF contribution has been obtained by the analysis of ex-
citation functions and forward recoil ranges measurements. The 
present work not only strengthens our earlier findings but also 
provide additional qualitative information on the driving input an-
gular momenta in various reaction channels. In order to record 
partide-y coincidences. Gamma Detector Array (GDA) alongwith 
Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA) set-up has been used. The 
GDA is an assembly of 12 Compton suppressed, high resolution 
HPGe y-spectrometers at angles 45°, 99°, 153° with respect to the 
beam axis and there are 4 detectors at each of these angles. How-
ever, the CPDA is a set of 14-phoswich detectors housed in a 14-cm 
diameter scattering chamber, covering nearly 90% of the total solid 
angle. All 14 detectors of CPDA have been divided into the angular 
rings; (i) Forward angle (F) 10°-60°, (ii) Sideways (S) 60°-120°and 
(iii) Backward angle (B) 120°-170°. Depending on the fast and slow 
components of the CPDA, proton and a-particles in each angu-
lar ring can be identified. Spectroscopically pure, self-supporting 
"^ ^Tm (100%) target of thickness ^ 0.93 mg/cm^ (prepared by 
rolling technique) has been bombarded with ^^0+^ (£ «= 90 MeV) 
beam delivered from 15UD-Pelletron Accelerator. In order to re-
move the scattered beam, CPDs have been covered by Al-absorbers 
of appropriate thicknesses. At forward angles (F) 10°-60°, the de-
tectors are supposed to detect both; (i) fusion-evaporation (CF) 
a-particles of average energy, i.e., £„ (evaporation) ^ 18 MeV, and 
(ii) ICF 'fast' a-particles belonging to the same velocity as that 
of incident projectile, i.e., 22.5 MeV. In order to cut-off fusion-
evaporation a-particles emitted in the forward cone, an additional 
Al-absorber of appropriate thickness has been kept on forward 
angle (F) 10°-60° CPDs so that only ICF 'fast' a-particles (£ ;> 
18 MeV) may be detected in forward cone. In-beam prompt y-
ray spectra have been recorded in multi parameter mode, which 
includes different coincidences like; a and 2a detected in back-
ward, forward and 90° angles. Further, in order to identify the 
xn-channels (produced predominantly via CF), singles data has also 
been collected. Data analysis has been performed in two steps. In 
first step, the eflnciency determination and gain matching of HPGe 
detectors have been carried out by counting the radio-activity (be-
fore and/after the experiment) of standard y-sources (^ ^^ Eu and 
"^Ba) kept at target position. After proper gain-matching, differ-
ent coincidence conditions have been projected onto y-spectra 
to generate particle (Z = 1,2) gated spectra. In order to improve 
the data statistics, assuming the angular distribution of the ob-
served y-rays to be isotropic, all gated spectra for a particular 
gating condition have been summed up. However, in the second 
step, different reaction products expected to be populated via CF 
and/or ICF have been identified from their characteristic y-lines 
from the gated and/or singles spectra. Several xn-channels (pre-
dominantly populated via CF) such as; ISS-OTJ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ identi-
fied by looking into singles spectra. For the identification of pxn-
channels, backward(B)-a-gated spectra has been subtracted from 
backward(B)-particles(Z = 1,2)-gated spectra to achieve proton-
gated spectra. However, axn/2axn (CN-a)-channels produced via 
CF have been identified from the backward(B)-a-gated spectra. 
Further, as per the definition of ICF, the fast-a-partides (parti-
cles of the order or projectile velocity) are expected to be emitted 
only in forward cone (F). As such, axn/2axn(Direct-a)-channels 
produced via ICF have been identified from forward(F)-a-gated 
spectra. The intensity and area under the photo-peak (efl^ ciency 
corrected) of the characteristic prompt y-transitions assigned to 
the particular reaction products were used to determine the rela-
tive production yield. The y-ray energies and their intensities used 
in the present work have been taken from RADWARE level scheme 
directory {64|. in order to generate experimental spin-distributions 
of various CF and ICF reaction products, relative production yields 
have been plotted as a function of experimentally observed spin 
(Jg^j) corresponding to prompt y-transitions. For better compari-
son of different reaction channels (xn, axn and 2axn) in a panel, 
relative production yields have been normalized with their own 
highest experimentally measured values (Y^f] at lowest J^". 
Further, as an analytical representation of data, the experimentally 
measured spin-distributions obtained as mentioned above have 
been fitted by a function of following type 132]: 
y = y„ / [ i -Kexp( ; - j„ ) /z i ] , (1) 
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Fig. 1. Experimentally measured spin-distributions for different residues populated 
via xn (CF product) and axn/Iaxn {both CF and/or ICF products) in '^0 + '^ ^Tm 
system at a 5.6 MeV/nucleon. The nomenclature used in the plots indicate the 
involved reaction dynamics i.e., ICF-a and ICF-2Q' means, involved reaction dynam-
ics is ICF with one a and 2a-multiplicity. respectively. While, CF-c indicates CF 
with one ^-multiplicity identified from backward o'-gated spectra. The nomencla-
ture also shows that the exist channels are composed by the one given residual 
nucleus, c(-particle(s) (Mjiphj = 1-2), neutron(s) and/or proton(s). 'F' and 'B' rep-
resent the reaction products identified respectively from 'Forward' and 'Backward' 
a-gated spectra. The lines and curves through data points are the result of best fit 
procedure explained in the text. 
where; A is related to the width of mean input angular momenta 
{]„) and Vo is the normalization constant. Here, ]„ is a sensitive 
parameter, which provides the qualitative information about the 
driving input angular momenta associated with various reaction 
channels. 
Experimentally measured spin-distributions for xn, am and 
2axn channels populated via CF and/or ICF are plotted in Figs. 1(a), 
(b). The errors have not been shown in these figures and are esti-
mated to be sj 10%, Since the normalized yield (Ynor) at different 
yobs for a particular reaction product have been obtained as a ratio 
of y ^ f at ;™j,'[ to Vobs at different Jobs values. As such, the frac-
tional errors significantly reduced in the value of Vnor. it has been 
checked that the inclusion of these reduced errors does not al-
ter the fitting of spin-distribution, and hence the present analysis. 
Different reaction channels have been labeled by self-explanatory 
notations of corresponding emission cascade. It can be observed 
from the Figs. 1(a), (b), there is a striking difference in the spin-
distributions for different reaction products expected to be popu-
lated via CF and ICF, which indicates the involvement of entirely 
different reaction dynamics in the production of these reaction 
products. As shown in these figures, the intensity of xn-channels 
(predominantly populated via CF) falls off rather quickly with Jobs 
or the intensity is increasing steeply towards the band head, in-
dicating strong feeding during the deexcitation of CN, However, 
for axn- and Zaxn-channels identified from forward(F)-c<-gated 
spectra (associated with ICF), the intensity appears to be almost 
constant up to a certain value of observed spin, i.e., Jobs ^ lOfi for 
direct-a-emitting channels, and Jobs «= 12/i for direct-2Q;-emitting 
channels. As such, on the basis of observed trends, it can be in-
ferred that the intensity is not increasing towards band head after 
^ 10 and 12fi for direct-Q;/2a-emitting channels. These observa-
tions indicate the absence of feeding to the lowest members of the 
'yrast' band and/or the population of low spin states are strongly 
hindered in axn and 2o'xn channels (associated with ICF dynam-
ics). Moreover, for axn and/or 2axn-channels, it may be pointed 
out that the intensity increases with Jobs upto J % 10-12/), re-
spectively, indicating significant feeding upto J ~ 10-12fi from the 
entry point. Further, in order to show entirely different observed 
trends of spin-distributions for CF and ICF products, same ERs 
populated via forward-o- (ICF) and backward-a (CF) emitting chan-
nels (Re-isotopes) have been compared and plotted in Fig. 1(a). As 
can be seen from this figure, the spin-distribution for ''''Re iso-
tope identified from backward-o'-gated spectra has been found to 
be distinctly different than that observed from forward-a-gated 
spectra, which again indicates the involvement of entirely differ-
ent reaction dynamics. The spin-distribution of '^''Re ((z4n) isotope 
identified from backward-cf-gated spectra shows the same trend 
as has been observed for xn-channel (CF), Further, Fig. 1(b) shows 
the spin-distributions of ^'^''^''Hf isotopes identified from forward-
cK-gated spectra, which are likely to reflect the similar character-
istics as that observed for direct-o;-emitting channels. Although, 
the dispute on this point has been discussed by Gerschel [31], 
Further, in general, the spin at half yield i,e., the mean value of 
input angular momenta (Jo) is found to be R= lOfi for xn-channels, 
while for direct-cuxn and 2axn-channels (ICF products) the value 
of Jo approaches to ^ 13fi and ^ 16/i, respectively. It is interest-
ing to note that, the value of Jo for a-emitting channels ("^Re 
isotope) identified from backward gated spectra is also found to 
be ^9-lOfi, which indicates involvement of significantly less in-
put angular momenta as compared to ''''Re isotope populated via 
direct-a-emitting channels [^ 13-14/1). The smallness of Jo indi-
cates the involvement of less input angular momenta in CF re-
actions as compared to ICF reactions. As such, the approximate 
but quite useful essence which emerged from these measurements 
about how the driving input angular momenta [t] increases with 
the direct-Q! multiplicity, can be represented as: 
t (\Z?-axn) '\.3t {CF~xn/axn)^ 
^(ICF-2Q'OT) ^ ^-ZBf^dCF- axn) • •\.U (CY-xn/axn) • 
(2) 
(3) 
It may, further, be pointed out that the multiplicity of direct-c^-
particles in forward cone (ICF-a) increases with Jo, indicates the 
variation of <!-values (impact parameter dependent) even at energy 
as low as 5.6 MeV/nucleon, As such, on the basis of aforemen-
tioned description, it may be inferred that the ICF occurs in the 
peripheral interactions (at finite values of impact parameters). 
In order to check the accuracy and self-consistency of presently 
measured spin-distributions, an attempt has been made to esti-
mate relative production yield of each reaction product from spin-
distribution data. The experimentally measured relative yield of 
individual reaction product has been extrapolated up to J = Ofi, 
and the yield value at J = Oft (Y-'=°) has been normalized with 
the total yield (sum of all fusion-evaporation channels) to esti-
mate relative yield value of each reaction product. In the same 
way the relative production yield of individual reaction products, 
calculated using theoretical model code PACE4, have also been nor-
malized with the total yield of fusion-evaporation channels. The 
ratio of experimentally measured and theoretically calculated rel-
ative yields (VEXP/YPACEA) for all fusion-evaporation channels has 
been plotted in Fig, 2. As shown in this figure, both the experi-
mentally and theoretically calculated values agree reasonably well 
within the experimental uncertainties, strengthening the measured 
spin-distributions. 
Further, as indicated in Figs. 1(a), (b), the intensity of 'yrast'-
line transitions decreases gradually with high spin for CF while, 
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in case of ICF the intensity remains almost constant up to a cer-
tain limiting spin value and decreases rapidly for transitions of 
higher spin, indicating entirely different de-excitation patterns for 
CF and ICF from entry states to the 'yrasf line. This implies a 
rather smooth and broad feeding distribution for the 'yiast'-states 
in case of CF. However, for ICF channels this distribution must have 
a 'narrow window' meaning thereby a well localized angular mo-
mentum region where a given projectile-like fragment is emitted 
in contrast to the large window for the fusion reactions. As such, 
in order to understand the feeding pattern in different reaction 
channels associated with CF and/or ICF, the feeding intensity of 
y-population have been deduced from the experimentally mea-
sured spin-distributions of reaction products. The feeding intensity 
for studied reaction channels have been plotted as a function of 
Jobs and are given in Figs. 3(a), (b). As shown in these figures, 
the feeding intensity for forward gated axn and 2axn-channels 
is found to be increasing upto J =» 14ft and J ^ 17fi, respectively 
from the higher spin states (entry side), indicating that the high 
spin states are strongly fed even in case of ICF channels. How-
ever, as the residual nucleus de-excites, the feeding intensity de-
creases gradually with available excitation energy and/or angular 
momentum, which indicates the absence of feeding to the low-
est members of the 'yrasf band or the low spin states are less 
populated in c<xn and 2axn-channels identified from forward-a-
gated spectra. Such feeding intensity pattern is expected to arise 
from narrow /^-window, localized near and/or above to the critical 
angular momentum for CF, that is associated with ICF. Further-
more, as shown in Figs. 3(a), (b), the feeding intensity is showing 
sharp exponential rise towards low spin states for all xn-channels 
(CF), indicating strong feeding. Apart from that, for better compar-
ison of forward and backward Q:-channels populated via ICF and 
CF respectively, the feeding intensity pattern for backward(B)-a-
channels alongwith forward(F)-a-channels have also been plotted 
in Figs. 3(a), (b). As can be seen from this figure, feeding inten-
sity of axn-channel identified from backward(B)-a-gated spectra 
shows exponential rise towards lower spin states, as expected for 
CF dynamics, where the band is fed over a broad spin range. Fur-
ther, the feeding intensity is found to be less in the production 
of ^"Re isotopes identified from backward(B)-a-gated spectra, as 
compared to xn-channels. This difference may be because of the 
fact that the neutron emission carry almost negligible angular mo-
mentum from CN, while, emission of an a-particle from CN takes 
away significant amount of angular momentum and excitation en-
ergy, which may not provide broad feeding range towards the band 
head. 
In conclusion of the present work, it may be inferred that the 
experimentally measured spin-distributions of direct-a/2a-emit-
ting channels (ICF reaction products) identified from forward(F)-
a-gated spectra have been found to be distinctly different than 
that observed for CF reaction products. The population of low 
spin states are observed to be strongly hindered and/or less fed 
in ICF reaction products, while significant feeding has been ob-
served over the broad spin range in case of CF. It may, further, 
be pointed out that, the value of mean input angular momentum 
increases with direct-a multiplicity in forward cone, which indi-
cates the competition from successively opened ICF channels for 
each £-value above £crit for normal fusion (CF) even at projectile 
energy 5.6 MeV/nucleon. This confirms the fact that ICF reactions 
predominantly occur due to influence of centrifugal potential at 
higher values of impact parameters, where only CF is expected to 
be dominant. As such, it may not be out of place to mention that 
the ICF is a natural extension of the fusion processes for those in-
teraction trajectories for which the limit of input angular momenta 
do not allow CR The extension of the present work at different en-
ergies would be interesting, and helpful for the refinement of the 
present findings. As such, it has been proposed to extend the above 
measurements at different projectile energies to generate some 
systematics and to compare the entry/exit state spin-populations, 
which will be presented in the forthcoming paper(s). 
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Spin-distribution measurement: A sensitive probe for incomplete fusion dynamics 
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Spin distributions of various reaction products populated via complete and/or incomplete fusion of "O with 
'*'Tm have been measured at projectile energy *5.6 MeV/nucleon. Particle (Z = 1,2) y-coincidences have 
been employed to achieve the information about involved reaction modes on the basis of their entry state spin 
populations. The experimentally measured spin distributions for incomplete fusion products have been found 
to be distinctly different than those observed for complete fusion products. The driving input angular momenta 
associated with incomplete fusion products have been found to be relatively higher than complete fusion products, 
and increases with direct a-multiplicity. It has also been observed that incomplete fusion products are less fed 
and/or the population of lower spin states are strongly hindered, while complete fusion products indicating strong 
feeding over a broad spin range. 
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.78.017602 PACS number(s): 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Jj, 25.70.Mn 
Incomplete fusion (ICF) in heavy ion (HI) induced re-
actions has been a topic of renewed interest at energies 
near and/or above the fusion barrier (Bfus) [1-6]. Large-scale 
efforts have been in progress to understand the multitude of 
ICF processes at energies %5-7 MeV/nucleon, where only 
complete fusion (CF) is expected to be dominant [7-9]. 
Firstly, the ICF dynamics has been investigated by Britt and 
Quinton in their pioneering measurements on the production 
of energetic forward-peaked a-particles [10]. Similar studies 
were carried out by Galin et al. [11]. However, the advances 
in the understanding of ICF dynamics took place after the 
particle-y-coincidence measurements by Inamura et al. [12] 
and Zolonowski et al. [22]. In addition, Geoffroy et al. [13], 
measured correlation of charged-particle energies and angles 
with y-multiplicities, where ICF processes have been shown 
to originate from undamped peripheral collisions. It is now 
known that the CF occurs for the driving input angular 
momentum £ up to a limiting value, i.e., C equal to £crit [14]. 
The probability of CF is assumed to be unity for i equal 
to £crit and expected to be zero for I > la\i (as per sharp 
cut-off approximation) [15-17]. In case of CF, the attractive 
nuclear potential overcomes the sum of repulsive Coulomb and 
centrifugal potentials. Consequently, the target nucleus hugs 
the projectile with the involvement of all nucleonic degrees 
of freedom leading to the formation of fully equilibrated 
compound nucleus (CN). While, at relatively higher projectile 
energies and at finite values of impact parameters, CF gradu-
ally gives way to ICF, where the centrifugal potential increases 
for the higher values of impact parameters. Under the influence 
of the centrifugal force field, the attractive nuclear potential is 
not strong enough to capture the entire projectile. Therefore, 
an incompletely fused composite system (a part of projectile 
'Also at: NP-Group, Inter-University Accelerator Center, P.O. Box 
No. 10502, New Delhi 110 067, India. 
t bpsinghamu@ gmail.com 
' ranjan@ iuac.emet. in 
plus target nucleus) appears in the exit channel. In addition, if 
the input angular momentum exceeds the critical limit (^cdt) 
for CF, no fusion can occur unless a part of the projectile 
is emitted to release excess driving input angular momenta. 
After emission of a part of the projectile, the remnant is now 
supposed to have resulting input angular momenta less than or 
equal to its own critical limit for fusion to occur [13,18,19]. 
Further, it has also been observed that both the processes 
contribute significantly below and above their input angular 
momentum limits [20]. Moreover, Gerschel [21 ] suggested that 
the localization of ^-window depends on the target deformation 
at energies ^10 MeV/nucleon. Where, in case of deformed 
targets peripheral collisions are observed with ^-values in 
the vicinity of £crii for CF, while for spherical targets, the 
^-window is found to be centered around values ^O.S^crit- The 
ICF dynamics has been extensively studied, nevertheless, no 
clear picture about the multiplicity of input angular momenta 
associated with different reaction channels has been drawn. 
A variety of dynamical models viz.; Break-Up Fusion (BUF) 
[23,24], SUMRULE [25], Promptly Emitted Particles (PEP's) 
[26], Fermi-jet [27,28], Hot Spot [29], Moving-Source [30], 
Exciton [31,32] models have been proposed to explain the 
characteristics of ICF dynamics. These models generally have 
been used to fit the experimental data obtained at energies 
^10 MeV/nucleon. However, none of the proposed models is 
able to reproduce the experimental data obtained at energies 
as low as ~ 4 - 7 MeV/nucleon. Recently, significant ICF con-
tributions have been observed even at energies just above the 
Sfu.s [33-35], which has become the motivation to investigate 
ICF at relatively low bombarding energies. Apart from that, 
Dracoulis et al. [36], Lane et al. [37], and Mullins et al. [38] 
reported that ICF can selectively populate high spin states 
in final reaction products even at low bombarding energies, 
and can be used as a spectroscopic tool. However, a perfect 
modeling of the ICF processes is still lacking. 
In view of the above motiv'ations, an experiment has been 
performed at the Inter-University Accelerator Center (lUAC), 
New Delhi, INDIA, employing the particle-y-coincidence 
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technique. A spectroscopically pure, self-supporting natural 
'^ ^Tm (100%) target of thickness «i0.93 mg/cm^ prepared by 
the rolling technique has been bombarded with a 90 MeV 
'^0+^ beam delivered from the 15UD-Pelletron Accelerator. 
The above projectile-target combination has been chosen 
because of the well-known prompt y-transitions in the 
possible reaction products and also to supplement our earlier 
studies [33,39], where the information about ICF contribution 
has been obtained by the measurement and analysis of 
excitation functions and forward recoil ranges. The present 
work not only strengthens our earlier findings but also provides 
additional qualitative information on the driving input angular 
momenta associated with various CF and ICF channels. In 
this experiment, particle-y-coincidence events have been 
recorded using the Gamma Detector Array (GDA) along with 
Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA) setup. The GDA is 
an assembly of 12 Compton suppressed, high resolution HPGe 
y-spectrometers at angles 45°, 99°, 153° with respect to the 
beam axis and there are four detectors at each of these angles. 
However, the CPDA is a set of 14-phoswich detectors housed 
in a 14 cm diameter scattering chamber, covering nearly 90% 
of total solid angle so that the angular distribution of charged 
particles (Z — 1,2) in ^4ji-so\\d angle may be recorded. 
All 14 detectors of CPDA have been divided into the three 
angular rings: (i) forward angle (F) 10°-60°, (ii) sideways 
(S) 60°-120°, and (iii) backward angle (B) 120°-170°. In 
order to remove the scattered beam, CPDs have been covered 
by Al absorbers of appropriate thicknesses. In the present 
experiment, at «90 MeV projectile energy, the forward angles 
(F) CPD's 10°-60°, are expected to detect two a-components; 
i.e., (i) the fusion-evaporation (CF) a-particles of average 
energy £„ « 18 MeV, and (ii) the ICF 'fast' a-particles of 
d^irect-a ~ 22.5 MeV. As such, in order to record only 'fast' 
a-particles in forward cone (F), an Al absorber of appropriate 
thickness has been kept at forward angle (F) 10°-(50° CPD's 
to cutoff low energy alpha component (i.e., £„ «18 MeV). 
All HPGe y-detectors of GDA setup have been calibrated 
using various standard y-sources of known strength. The 
efficiency of high-resolution HPGe y-spectrometers have 
been determined by putting '^ ^Eu and '-'•'Ba y-sources 
at the target position. The ^""Am-source has been used 
for CPDA gain matching. In-beam prompt y-ray spectra 
have been recorded in multiparameter mode employing 
different gating conditions. Off-line data analysis has been 
performed by projecting a-backward (for CF products) 
and ff-forward gates (for ICF products) on y-spectra. 
Specific exit channels have been identified by looking 
into various a-gated spectra. The main reaction channels 
that were identified in the forward cone in coincidence 
with fast a-particle(s) have been '*^Tm('^0,ax«)'^'~^Re, 
'69Tm('^ 0,Q!/7xn)'^ °--'W, ^^'^TmC^O,2oixny''''-''Ta, and 
'*'Tm('*0,2a/7Jcn)"*~-'Hf. However, the residues which have 
been identified in backward cone are '*'Tm('*0,aJt«)'^'~-*Re 
and '^'Tm('*0,pxn)'^''~^Os. The normal xn-channels 
'*'Tm('^0,x«)'*5--^Ir (CF products) have been identified 
from singles spectra and confirmed from decay y-lines. Areas 
under the peaks of relevant y-transitions have been used 
to obtain the relative production yield of different reaction 
products. 
In the present work, different reaction modes have been 
identified on the basis of entry state spin population in a resid-
ual nucleus prior to its deexcitation [12], which are expected 
to be entirely different in CF and ICF reactions. The spin 
distributions [i.e., the yield (intensity) profile as a function of 
observed spin (^ obs)] of residual nuclei have been measured for 
the given projectile-target combination at R=5.6 MeV/nucleon. 
Experimentally measured spin distributions of evaporation 
residues have been fitted to a function of the following type 
adopted as the simplest analytical representation of data: 
F = F , / [ l+exp(y -yo) /A] , (1) 
where A is related to the width of input angular momentum 
(Jo) and Ya is the normalization constant. Here, Jo is a sensitive 
parameter and provides the qualitative information about the 
mean driving input angular momenta associated with different 
reaction channels. 
Experimentally measured spin distributions for xn,axn 
and 2aA:«-channels are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. For a 
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimentally measured spin distribu-
tions for different residues populated via xn (predominantly via CF) 
and axnilaxn (both CF and/or ICF) channels in "'O-l-'^ 'Tm system 
at K35.6 MeV/nucleon. Notations 'F' and 'B' represent the reaction 
products identified respectively from 'Forward' and 'Backward' 
a-gated spectra. The lines and curves through data points are the 
result of best fit procedure explained in ihe text. 
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Explanation of the figure is same as Fig. 
better comparison of xn, axn, and 2axn channels in a panel, 
relative yields of different CF and ICF products have been 
normalized to their own maximum observed yield values at 
lowest /obs- The errors have not been shown in these figures 
as they have been estimated to be ^10%, and the inclusion 
of these errors is not likely to modify the present analysis. 
Reaction channels are labeled by self-explanatory notation 
of corresponding emission cascade. It can be observed from 
Figs. 1 and 2 that the experimentally measured spin distribu-
tions for ICF products are found to be distinctly different than 
that observed for CF products. The intensity of the xn-channels 
(predominantly populated via CF and identified from singles 
spectra) falls off rather quickly toward high spin states in the 
'yrast' band, indicating strong feeding during the deexcitation 
of CN. This gradual monotonic increase in the intensity toward 
the band head is due to the fact that CF reactions lead to a 
CN of definite excitation energy (£ ' ) , but with a broad spin 
distribution. In this case, the yrast states will be fed over a 
broad spin range. However, for axn and/or 2axn channels 
identified from forward a-gated spectra (associated with ICF), 
the yield appears to be almost constant up to 7 ~ lOTi for 
a-emitting channels, and J ^ \2h for 2a-emitting channels. 
Further, by comparison, CF and ICF spin distributions for 
I78,i79j^ g isotopes identified from backward-a-gated spectra 
(CF products) are found to be distinctly different than 
those observed from forward-a-gated (ICF products) spectra, 
Figs. l(a, b). The yield of '^ ^•''''^ Re isotopes identified from 
the backward cone is found to fall steeply with increasing 
spin, indicating strong feeding as expected for CF. The same 
characteristics of the spin distribution have also been observed 
in the case of ''2. i77 j^j jsotopes populated via lapxn and axpn 
channels. Fig. 2. These results imply the absence of feeding 
to the lowest members of the 'yrast' band, or the population 
of low spin states are strongly hindered in direct a-emitting 
channels (ICF products). Moreover, the yield decreases above 
/ « 10-12^1, indicating significant feeding at entry-state spin 
populations in the ICF processes. The observed trends likely 
reflect the fact that the entry-spin distribution for ICF reaction 
products is narrow and peaked at large ^-values. However, the 
dispute on this point has been discussed by Gerschel [21]. 
Moreover, in general, the value of J^ is found to be «=8/i 
for xn-channels, while for forward-aj:« and 2aj:n-channels 
Jo is found to be ~\3h and ~\6h, respectively. Again, it is 
interesting to note that, the J. value for a-emitting channels 
(-I78.i79|^ g isotopes) identified from backward a-gated spectra 
is found to be %10?!, which indicates the involvement of 
significantly less input angular momenta as compared to 
\78,i79j^ g isotopes populated via direct-a-emitting channels. 
It may also be seen from the deduced values of Jo that the 
multiplicity of direct a-particles increases with the driving 
input angular momenta, which shows the variation of £-bins 
with different values of impact parameters at a given projectile 
energy. As such, it may be inferred that the lower ^-values do 
not contribute to the ICF, significantly. 
In order to check the accuracy and self-consistency of the 
presently measured spin distributions, an attempt has been 
made to estimate the relative production yield of each reac-
tion product from spin-distribution data. The experimentally 
measured relative yield of the individual reaction product has 
been extrapolated up to 7 = Gh, and the yield value at J = Oh 
(YJ=^^ has been normalized with the total yield (sum of ail 
fusion-evaporation channels) to estimate the relative yield 
value of each reaction product. In the same way the relative 
production yield of individual reaction products, calculated 
using theoretical model code PACE4, have been normalized 
with the total yield of fusion-evaporation channels.The ratio of 
experimentally measured and theoretically calculated relative 
yields (>'Exp/ypACE4) for all fusion-evaporation channels has 
been plotted in Fig. 3. As shown in this figure, both the 
experimental and theoretical data agree reasonably well within 
the experimental uncertainties, strengthens/gives confidence in 
the measured spin distributions. 
On the basis of results presented in this paper, it may be 
concluded that the low ^-values are strongly hindered and/or 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The yield ratio VEXp/ypACE4 of different 
residues produced only via CFof '^O with '^'Tm at projectile energy 
«:5.6 MeV/nucleon. 
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less fed in ICF. This confirms the fact that ICF reactions 
predominantly occur due to large input angular momenta 
coming from higher values of impact parameters. It may 
further be pointed out that the competition from successively 
opened ICF-channels (direct-a multiplicity) increases with 
driving input angular momenta. Each ^-value above l„it for 
normal fusion (CF) is expected to contribute to the direct-a 
emitting channels. As such, ICF seems to be a natural extension 
of the fusion processes for those interaction trajectories for 
which the driving input angular momentum does not allow CF. 
The extension of the present work at different energies would 
be interesting, and helpful for the refinement of the present 
findings. As such, it has been proposed to extend the above 
measurement for different projectile energies to generate some 
systematics. 
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Influence of incomplete fusion on complete fusion: Observation of 
a large incomplete fusion fraction at E ^ 5-7 MeV/nucleon 
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Experiments have been carried out to explore the reaction dynamics leading to incomplete fusion of heavy ions 
at moderate excitation energies. Excitation functions for '^ '^ Lu'^ .'^ ^Lu, '"Yb, "^ "Tm, '^"Re, '"Re. '"W, "»Ta, 
and "^Hf radio-nuclides populated via complete and/or incomplete fusion of '^0 with ''"''Tb and '^ ''Tm have 
been studied over the wide projectile energy range Eproj ^ 75-95 MeV. Recoil-catcher technique followed by 
off-line y-spectrometry has been employed in the present measurements. Experimental data have been compared 
with the predictions of theoretical model code PACE2. The experimentally measured production cross sections 
of cy-emitting channels were found to be larger as compared to the theoretical model predictions and may be 
attributed to incomplete fusion at these energies. During the analysis of experimental data, incomplete fusion has 
been found to be competing with complete fusion. As such, an attempt has been made to estimate the incomplete 
fusion fraction for both the systems, and has been found to be sensitive for projectile energy and mass asymmetry 
of interacting partners. 
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.77.014607 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The reaction dynamics studies at energies near and above 
the Coulomb barrier (CB) with light heavy ions (Z ^ 10) and 
high-Z targets have been a topic of considerable interest [1-3]. 
Recent experimental data [4-8] at these energies indicate 
that the most dominating fusion processes are (a) complete 
fusion (CF) and (b) in-complete fusion (ICF). For incident 
energies up to a little above the Coulomb barrier, with the 
collision trajectories of input angular momentum I ^ £crit. 
heavy ion interaction is dominated by entire linear momentum 
transfer from projectile to target nucleus leading to complete 
fusion process. As a consequence, a fully equilibrated excited 
compound nucleus of pre-determined charge, mass, and 
angular momenta is supposed to be formed via essentially 
a single route, after which the light nuclear particle(s) 
and characteristic y-radiations are emitted as a means of 
deexcitation. However, at relatively high bombarding energies 
and for input angular momentum I ^ €crit, complete fusion 
gradually gives way to incomplete fusion, where fractional 
mass and charge as well as the linear momentum of projectile 
are transferred to the target nucleus, due to the prompt emission 
of a-clusters in forward cone with almost projectile velocity. 
As a result of such process, projectile-like and target-like 
partners may come into picture in the exit channel. Such kind 
of reactions were first observed by Britt and Quinton [9] in the 
bombardment of heavy targets by '^C, ''*N, and '^O projectiles 
at energies well above the Coulomb barrier. Further, particle-y 
coincidence studies by Inamura et al. [10] contributed a great 
*pushpendrapsingh@gmail.com; also at: NP-Group, Inter-
University Accelerator Center, Aruna AsafAli Road, P. O. Box 10502, 
New Delhi 110 067, India. 
*bpsinghamu@gmail.com 
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deal to the understanding of underlying dynamics. Some 
of the important features of incomplete fusion process are 
(i) ICF contributes a significant fraction to the reaction cross 
section in case of low-Z projectiles and high-Z targets; 
(ii) the forward mean-ranges of recoils show relatively smaller 
depth in the stopping medium than that of complete fusion 
residues, strengthening the concept of fractional momentum 
transfer; (iii) the outgoing projectile-like fragments are mainly 
concentrated in forward cone and their energy spectrum 
essentially peak at the projectile velocity [9]; and (iv) the spin 
distribution of evaporation residues populated via incomplete 
fusion are found to be distinctly different as observed for 
complete fusion process [ 10,11 ]. 
In order to explain some of these features several dynam-
ical models viz. SUMRULE model [12], Break-Up Fusion 
(BUF) model [13], Promptly Emitted Particles (PEP's) model 
[14], etc., have been proposed. The SUMRULE model of 
Wilczynski et al. [12] considers that ICF processes mainly 
occur in peripheral interactions and are localized in the angular 
momentum space above the critical angular momentum for 
the complete fusion. The peripheral nature of ICF has also 
been emphasized by Trautmann et al. [15] and Inamura et al. 
[16,17]. The BUF-model of Udagawa and Tamura [ 13] is based 
on the distorted wave Bom approximation (DWBA) formalism 
for elastic breakup, where the projectile is supposed to breakup 
into a-clusters as it approaches the nuclear field of target 
nucleus. One of the fragments of projectile is assumed to fuse 
with target nucleus to form an incompletely fused composite 
system (ICF) and unfused fragment continues to move nearly 
undeflected or less deflected in the forward cone with almost 
projectile velocity. However, in PEP's model [14], the particles 
transferred from the projectile to target nucleus are assumed to 
get accelerated in the nuclear field of target nucleus and hence, 
acquire extra velocity to escape. Moreover, the leading-particle 
model of Natowitz et al. [18], hybrid model of Blann et al. [19], 
0556-2813/2008/77(1)/014607(11) 014607- ©2008 The American Physical Society 
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and Fermi-jet model [20-22] have also been proposed and 
seem to explain some of the experimental data related to 
incomplete fusion. As a matter of fact, the above existing 
models qualitatively explain the experimental data particularly 
at E/A ^ 10.5 MeV, but are not consistent at relatively low 
bombarding energies [10,23,24]. Moreover, during the past 
decade, several reports indicated the onset of incomplete 
fusion even at low bombarding energies, i.e., E/A «- 5-7 MeV 
[25-29]. Parker et al. [30] observed forward a-particles in 
low-Z heavy ion interactions on ''' V target at E/A ~ 6 MeV. 
Morgenstem et al. [31] observed the velocity spectra of 
evaporation residues in the interaction of '''^ Ar with boron 
and carbon targets. Morgenstem et al. [32] have also showed 
that, incomplete fusion reactions significantly contribute to 
the total reaction cross section for mass asymmetric systems 
as compared to mass symmetric systems at the same relative 
velocity. Later studies by Vineyard et al. [33] and Beck et al. 
[34] also supported the systematics presented by Morgenstem 
et al. [32]. However, the detailed conclusions regarding the 
multiplicity of linear momentum transfer, effect of mass 
asymmetry, role of different £-bins associated with mcomplete 
fusion processes, could not be drawn and such studies are 
still limited for few projectile-target combinations in medium 
mass region, i.e., A ~ 150. Moreover, the ICF reactions are 
considered to be a promising route to produce high spin states 
in heavy residues using light heavy ion beams (A ^ 16) even 
at low bombarding energies [35-37]. As such, in order to 
have better understanding of incomplete fusion dynamics, 
precise experimental data covering a wide range of periodic 
table and energies are required. The study of ICF dynamics in 
the framework of all these aspects may provide key parameters 
to determine optimum irradiation conditions for the production 
of radioactive ion beams (RIBs) [38,39]. 
In view of the availability of limited data covering only 
few projectile-target combinations at £/A ~ 5-7 MeV, our 
group has undertaken a program of precise measurement and 
analysis of excitation functions (EF's), recoil range distribu-
tions (RRD's), and spin distributions of residues populated 
via complete and/or incomplete fusion using particle-y coin-
cidence technique for various projectile-target combinations 
over a wide projectile energy range. As a part of ongoing 
programme to explore the dynamics of light heavy ion induced 
reactions (mainly complete and incomplete fusion), excitation 
functions for a large number of residues produced in several 
projectile-target combinations have been measured [27,40,41 ]. 
The present work deals with the extension of our earlier 
observations and a part of the analysis of these systems have 
already been published [40-42]. In this work, the influence of 
incomplete fusion on complete fusion has been studied and 
cross sections for nine radio-nuclides populated in '*0-|-''''Tb 
and '*0-|-'*'^ Tm systems have been presented. The present 
paper is organized as follows. The experimental details and 
the evaporation residues identification are given in Sec. II. 
The experimentally measured EFs for both the systems have 
been compared with the predictions of statistical model code 
PACE2 and detailed analysis is given in Sec. III. The influence 
of incomplete fusion on complete fusion has been studied by 
the deduction of incomplete fusion fraction calculated on the 
lines of Gomes et al. [54] and the detailed discussion is given 
in Sec. IV. Section V deals with the summary and conclusions 
of the present work. 
U. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
The experiments were carried out at the Inter-University 
Accelerator Center (lUAC), New Delhi, India using 15-UD 
Pelletron Accelerator facilities. A brief description of experi-
mental details, such as target preparation and irradiations, post 
irradiation analysis, identification of evaporation residues, etc., 
are presented in the following subsections. 
A. Target preparation 
The self-supporting '•^ ''Tb (abundance — 99.99%) targets 
of thickness ~0.83 mg/cm^ were prepared by rolling method 
and the '^ ^Tm (abundance = 100%) targets of «i0.65 mg/cm^ 
thickness were deposited on Al-backing of «1.5 mg/cm^ thick-
ness, using vacuum-evaporation technique. The Al-backing of 
'*^Tm targets served as energy degrader as well as catcher 
foil during the irradiations. The '^ ^Tb targets were backed by 
thick Al-catchers of «2 mg/cm^ thickness to trap the recoiling 
nuclei. Since, a precise knowledge of the target thickness is 
an essential part of the absolute cross-section measurement 
of different reaction products, therefore, the thickness of 
each target was determined by a-transmission method. This 
technique is based on the measurement of the energy loss 
per unit path length by 5.487 MeV a-particles obtained from 
standard '^" Am source, while passing through the material of 
target. The targets were cut into the size of 1.2 x 1.2 cm^ and 
were pasted on Al-holders having concentric hole of 1.0 cm 
diameter. The Al-ho!ders were used for rapid dissipation of 
heat produced during the irradiations. 
B. Irradiations 
The irradiations have been carried out in the general purpose 
scattering chamber (GPSC) having an invacuum transfer 
facility (ITF) using conventional recoil-catcher technique. The 
ITF has been used to minimise the time lapse between the stop 
of irradiations and beginning of the counting. Two stacks each 
containing four and five samples of '^ ^Tb were irradiated at 
beam energies ~87 and 95 MeV, while, two stacks of '^ ^Tm 
targets having four and three samples each were irradiated at 
energies ~92 and ~95 MeV by an '*0^+ beam. The beam 
current was monitored «530-50 nA for both the systems in 
all irradiations. The targets along with Al-catcher foils were 
placed normal to the beam direction so that the recoiling nuclei, 
which have been populated during the interaction of projectile 
and target nuclei may be trapped in the catcher foil thickness. 
Keeping in view the half-lives of interest, irradiations have 
been carried out for ~8-10 h. The beam flux was calculated by 
the total charge collected in the Faraday cup, placed behind the 
target-catcher foil assembly, using a current integrator device. 
C. Post irradiation analysis 
After the irradiation the stack of targets along with catcher 
foils was taken out from the GPSC with the help of an ITF. 
The evaporation residues populated in each target-catcher 
foil assembly via complete and/or incomplete fusion of '*0 
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were identified by counting the induced activities using high 
resolution HPGe y-ray spectrometer of 100 c.c. active volume 
coupled to PC through CAMAC based FREEDOM software. 
The energy and efficiency calibration of y-spectrometer has 
been done using various standard y-radiation sources of known 
strength. Further, the spectrometer resolution was ~ 2 keV for 
1.33 MeV y-ray of "^Co source. In the present work, the 
standard y-sources and the irradiated samples were counted in 
the same geometry to keep the geometry dependent detector 
efficiency same for both. The geometry dependent efficiency 
(Ge) of HPGe y-ray spectrometer for different source-detector 
separation was estimated using following relation: 
Ge = N„ 
K.„ 9 e*-^')' (1) 
where No is the observed disintegration rate of the standard 
y-source at the time of measurement, Nao is the disintegration 
rate at the time of manufacture, X is the decay constant, t is the 
lapse time between the manufacture of the source and start of 
counting, 9 is the branching ratio of the characteristic y-rays. 
Attention was paid to keep the dead time of the detector ^10% 
by suitably adjusting the source-detector separations. Keeping 
in view the half-lives of interest, the counting of activities 
induced in the samples were performed for a considerably 
long period. 
D. Identification of evaporation residues 
As already discussed, the evaporation residues populated 
via different reaction processes are likely to decay to the 
ground state by emitting characteristic y-radiations, whose 
detection is an unique way for their identification. Thus, 
the observed intensity of the induced activities is a measure 
of production probability of evaporation residues. The y-
ray spectra of individual target-catcher foil assembly were 
recorded at the increasing times. The typical y-ray spectra of 
'^'Tb and '^^Tm samples irradiated by '*0''+ at w95 MeV are 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The various peaks in observed y-ray 
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FIG. 1. Typical y-ray spectra showing y-lines of different radio-
nuclides populated via CF and/or ICF in '^O-t-'^'Tb system at 
projectile energy «i95 MeV. 
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FIG. 2. Typical y-ray spectra showing y-lines of different radio-
nuclides populated via CF and/or ICF in "^04-"''Tb system at 
projectile energy ~95 MeV. 
spectra were assigned to the different evaporation residues. The 
reaction products were identified not only by the energy of the 
characteristic y-radiations but also by the measured half-lives 
of residues. The measured half-lives of evaporation residues 
were found to be in good agreement with the literature values. 
Data analysis have been performed using FREEDOM software 
for nuclear data analysis. Area under the peaks of identified 
y-lines of evaporation residues were used to estimate the count 
rate followed by production probability measurement. Nuclear 
data like half-lives, y-ray energies, etc., have been taken from 
the Table of Isotopes [45] and Nuclear Wallet Card [43]. 
Identified evaporation residues along with their spectroscopic 
properties are given in Tables I and II. 
E. Determination of production cross sections 
A change in the composition of the target nucleus takes 
place, as a result of different reaction processes forming the 
evaporation residues, which may be identified on the basis 
their half-lives and characteristics y-radiations. The intensities 
of the characteristic y-radiations were used to estimate the 
reaction cross sections. A FORTRAN program EXP-SIGMA 
based on the following formulation has been used for the 
TABLE I. List of identified evaporation residues produced in 
I6Q_|_I59J(J system via complete and/or in-complete fusion. 
Reactions 
'•'*''Tb("'0,a3«) 
"''Tb("^0,a4/j) 
"''Tb('*0,a/73n) 
'5'Tb('«0,2a«) 
Residues 
168, m 71 LU 
'*^Lu 
l67Yh 7 0 " ' ' 
6 9 ' ' " 
Ey (keV) 
298.61 
539.88 
239.13 
317.48 
143.46 
594.37 
1176.68 
half-life 
6.7 min 
57.5 min 
17.5 min 
7.7 h 
J. 
3-K 
7/2-f 
5/2-
2+ 
ay (%) 
17 
47 
8.2 
1.5 
2.10 
3.08 
8.4 
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TABLE n. List of identified evaporation residues produced in 
'*0+'*'Tm system via complete and/or in-complete fusion. 
Reactions Residues Ey (keV) Half-life .I„ Uy (%) 
'^'TmC^CapS^) '^ ^W 115.0 2.21 h 1/2- 59 
426.94 13.1 
"''Tm('*'0,«2p«) ^]l'X-d 325.5 2.36 h 7 - 94.1 
33L6 32 
'<''Tm('*0,a3p«) '^ ^Hf 214.4 51.4 min 7/2- 8.3 
638.1 20.0 
'^'TmC'^OMn) '^ ^Re 1118.4 14.0 min 5/2- 25 
723.4 15 
"*''Tm('«0,a2«) '^ ^Re 221.9 19.5 min 5/2-h 3.6 
401 7.3 
3.2 5.7 
determination of the production cross sections of evaporation 
residues [44], 
C,=o 
NQe(j)G,K{\ -exp(-;ir ,)] (2) 
where C,=o is the total number of observed counts at the 
time of stop the irradiation, No is the initial number of 
target nuclei, 6 is the branching ratio of the characteristic 
y-ray, (j> is the flux of incident beam, G, is the geometry 
dependent efficiency of the spectrometer for a particular y-ray 
energy, and K — [\ — t\p(—fid)]/ixd is the self-absorption 
correction factor for the material of the sample of thickness 
d (gm/cm^) and of absorption coefficient /U (cm"/gm). The 
factor [1 — e\p{—Xti)] is a saturation correction factor. In 
the present work, excitation functions for nine evapora-
tion residues "^^Lu'"(a3n), '*'^Lu(a4n), "'^ Yb(Q;/;3n), and 
'^ <'Tm(2Q'?!) produced in '^0-h''^'Tb system, and ''"^Re(a'27?), 
'"Re(Q!4n), '"W(a/;3n), '^'*Ta(a2p«), and '^ 'HfCo-Spn) 
produced in '*0-f-'*^Tm system have been measured. The 
measured cross sections of identified evaporation residues are 
presented in Tables III and IV. 
The errors in the measured production cross-sections may 
arise mainly because of (i) the nonuniform thickness of 
samples that may lead to the uncertainty in the determination 
of the number of target nuclei. To check the uniformity of 
the sample, thickness of the each sample was measured at 
TABLE III. Experimentally measured production cross sections 
for evaporation residues populated via ICF and/or CF in ''0-1-'^'Tb 
system along with the projectile energies. 
Lab energy 
(MeV) 
75.2 ± 0.9 
78.7 ± 0.9 
83.2 ± 0.9 
87.2 ± 0.8 
89.6 ± 1.0 
94.6 ± 0.4 
aC^^Lu'") 
(mb) 
3 ±0.59 
12±1.86 
57 ±6.81 
69 ±9.8 
87 ± 11.67 
145 ±16.93 
a ('"'Lu) 
(mb) 
_ 
-
5±1.12 
46 ±6.54 
59 ±9.61 
118±17.52 
a ('"^Yb) 
(mb) 
-
-
9±1.23 
28 ±4.22 
49 ±5.94 
2! ±3.63 
a ('6*Tm) 
(mb) 
-
1.93 ±0.36 
7±L24 
28±3.11 
3! ±5.69 
49 ±7.56 
different positions by a-transmission method. It is estimated 
that the error in the thickness of the sample material is less 
than 1 %. (ii) Fluctuations in the beam current may result in the 
variation of incident flux, proper care has been taken to keep the 
beam current constant as far as possible and, correction in flux 
determination from the fluctuation in beam current has been 
applied, (iii) Uncertainity in the determination of geometry 
dependent spectrometer efficiency. The error in the efficiency 
determination due to the statistical fluctuations in counts is 
estimated to be less than 2%. (iv) The losses of the product 
nuclei recoiling out of the sample may introduce large errors 
in the measured cross sections. The thickness of the catcher 
foils was sufficient to stop even the most energetic residues, 
moreover, in the present measurements both the sample and 
the catcher foils were counted together and hence, the losses 
due to the recoiling of nuclei is avoided, (v) The dead time 
of the spectrometer was kept ^10% by suitably adjusting 
sample-detector distance. These errors exclude the uncertainty 
of the nuclear data such as branching ratio, decay constant, etc., 
which have been taken from the Table of Isotopes [45]. The 
overall errors from these factors including statistical error are 
estimated to be ^ 15%. 
III. DATA ANALYSIS: STATISTICAL MODEL 
CALCULATIONS WITH PACE2 
In order to examine the extent to which the observed 
quantities are described in terms of the equilibrated decay 
of '^ ^Ta* and '^^jj.* populated in the interaction of '*0 with 
'•'^ '^ Tb and '^ '^ Tm within the energy range E « 75-95 MeV, 
the presently measured excitations functions have been com-
pared with those calculated using statistical model code 
PACE2 (based on Hauser-Feshbach theory) [46]. The code 
PACE2 is based on statistical approach of CN deexcitation by 
Monte Carlo procedure. The angular momentum projections 
are calculated at each stage of deexcitation. The angular 
momentum conservation is explicitly taken into account at 
each step, and the CF cross sections are calculated using BASS 
formula [47]. 
The partial cross section (a<) for the formation of compound 
nucleus at a particular angular momentum I and specific 
bombarding energy, E is given by 
X'-
a, =—(2i + l)Ti, (3) 
47T 
where k is reduced wavelength and the transmission coeffi-
cients Tf may be given by the expression 
1 + exp (4) 
where A is the diffuseness parameter and 1^^ the maximum 
amount of £ detained by total fusion cross section, 
(=0 
(5) 
The optical model potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees 
[48] are used for calculating the transmission coefficients for 
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TABLE IV. Experimentally measured production cros,s sections for evaporation residues 
populated via ICF and/or CF in "'0+"'''Tm system along with the projectile energies. 
' ^bcani 
(MeV) 
74.9 ± 0.9 
78.7 ± 0.9 
82.0 ± 0.8 
85.8 ±0.8 
88.9 ± 1.0 
91.6 ±0.4 
94.6 ± 0.4 
fT.„„, ( ' " W ) 
(mb) 
_ 
17 ±2.49 
41 ±4.3 
36±5.9 
73 ±6.2 
79 ±8.3 
96 ±9.5 
OM ( ' " W ) 
(mb) 
— 
-
35±3.17 
28 ±4.63 
58±5.31 
62 ±6.48 
61 ±7.19 
a {""Ta) 
(mb) 
— 
36 ±4.58 
87±8.91 
106 ±7.61 
143 ±13.57 
149± 12.81 
194± 18.41 
(7 C '^Hf) 
(mb) 
-
8 ±0.89 
11 ±1.27 
28 ±2.32 
37 ±2.59 
40 ±3.71 
63 ±6.51 
a ('"Re) 
(mb) 
-
-
5 ±1.09 
7 ± 1.04 
13±1.96 
15 ±2.97 
31±3.17 
a C^'Re) 
(mb) 
3 ±0.89 
14 ±1.24 
19 ±3.02 
39 ±4.64 
46±5.36 
37 ±6.98 
32±3.7I 
neutron and proton, and optical model potential of Satchler 
[49] is used for a-particle emissions. In the description of 
y-ray competitions, emission of £ 1 , £2, Ml, and M2 y-ray 
are included and the y-rays strength for different transitions, 
are taken from tables of Endt [50]. In this code, the level density 
parameter ai—A/K), is one of the important parameters, 
where, A is the mass number of the nucleus and A' is a 
free parameter. The value of K may be varied to match 
the experimental data. In the present work, we tested the 
experimental data using different values of level density 
parameters from A/11 to A/8 MeV~'. As a representative 
case, the effect of the variation of above parameter ' A^ ' on 
calculated EF's for the population of Lu isotopes via CF and/or 
ICF in '*0+"^Tb system is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). As 
can be observed from this figure, the theoretical predictions 
with different input parameters are almost similar or a very 
small change comes into picture for higher value of level 
density parameter at relatively higher projectile energies. It 
may, however be pointed out that a value of K ^ \Q, may 
give rise to the anomalous effect in particle multiplicity, and 
compound nucleus temperature [51]. Though, it is possible 
to explain all the excitation functions with different values 
of parameters of the code for individual channels, however, 
from the physics point of view, it is quite unreasonable. 
As such, in the present work all the calculations have been 
performed consistently using same set of parameters for all the 
channels. The value of level density parameter (a) was taken as 
/4/8MeV^',i.e., A" = 8, as suggested by Gilbert and Cameron 
[52]. This set of parameters reproduced the excitation functions 
for complete fusion channels satisfactorily, as mentioned 
in our earlier publications [40,41]. This further shows that 
the optical model parameters used in these calculations are 
satisfactory. It may, however, be pointed out that the ICF 
process is not taken into account in code PACE2. Hence, the 
enhancement of experimentally measured production cross 
sections as compared to the theoretical predictions may be 
attributed to the incomplete fusion process. 
products i6'''68Lym jjave ground and metastable states of 
half-lives 51.5 min and 6.7 min, respectively. The reaction 
products '67.168^ 1^1 j^gy ijg formed both via complete and/or 
incomplete fusion of '*0 with "^Tb. In case of complete 
fusion, composite system '^ ''Ta* is formed, which may decay 
via the emission of an a-particle and three or four neutrons 
leaving behind the above residues. The same residues may 
also be populated via ICF, it can be explained by assuming the 
breakup of '^0-nucleus into its fragments viz. '^C and'*He (a-
particle) in the nuclear force field of target nucleus. One of the 
fragments '^C fuses with '• '^'Tb, forming an incompletely fused 
composite system '^'Lu*, which may decay by the emission 
of three neutrons forming '^^Lu"' and four neutrons forming 
'^ ^Lu. Similarly, the reaction product '^^Yb, which has ground 
state of half-life 17.5 min, is expected to be populated via 
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A. Excitation functions: "0-|-'^'Tb system 
In Figs. 3 and 4, the experimentally measured and theoret-
ically calculated excitation functions for four radio-nuclides 
i67,i68Lym^ i67Yb, and "^ *Tm produced in '^O+'-'^'Tb system 
in the energy range ^70-95 MeV are shown. The reaction 
FIG. 3. (Color online) Experimentally measured and theoretically 
calculated excitation functions for '^'ISSLU"' isotopes, expected to 
be populated via a4n and a3n channels in '*0+'"Tb system. The 
dark circles indicates the experimental data points and the solid lines 
represents the polynomial fit to the PACE2 predictions at different 
input parameters. 
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FIG. 4. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
excitation functions for (a) '*^Yb populated via ap3n channel, and 
(b) '**Tm populated via 2an channel in interaction '^0-1-'^'Tb 
system. Sold lines represents the PACE2 predictions. For '^'Tm 
residue, the theoretical predictions found to negligible and hence, 
not plotted in the figure. 
complete fusion {ap3n) channel and/or incomplete fusion 
(i.e., the fusion of '^C with '•''^Tb) followed by subsequent 
emission of one proton and three neutrons from ' ''Lu*. The 
remaining a-fragment (''He) of the incident ion is assumed to 
go on moving with beam velocity in forward direction without 
any significant interaction with target nucleus. Similarly, the 
evaporation residue '^*Tm (t\/2 — 7.7 h), is expected to be 
populated via fusion of '^Be and subsequent emission of one 
neutron from '^^Tm*. However, the remaining part ^Be (two 
a-particles) behaves like a spectator. It may be observed from 
Fig. 3(a), the experimentally measured cross sections are 
almost matching with PACE2 calculations in the energy range 
^75-80 MeV. However, in the higher energy region the 
measured cross sections are some what under predicted by 
PACE2 calculations. This may be explained by assuming that 
only complete fusion contributes to the formation of '^ ^Lu"^ 
in the energy range «75-80 MeV, while, as the energy 
increases both complete and incomplete fusion contribute to 
the production probability. In the similar way, the theoretical 
values of cross-sections for most of the a-emitting channels 
are found to be some what underpredicted than that of 
experimental data, as indicated in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 4(a). 
Since, ICF is not taken into consideration in code PACE2, there-
fore, substantially large cross sections (in case of '^''^'^^Lu'^ 
and '*^Yb evaporation residues) as compared to the theoretical 
ones cannot be the uncertainty in measurement and hence 
may be attributed to the contribution coming from mcomplete 
fusion process of the type 
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FIG. 5. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
EF's for "^'^'Re isotopes expected to be populated via a4n and 
a2n in '*0-t-"''Tm system. Explanation of symbols is the same as in 
Figs. 3 and 4. 
Further, in case of reaction product '^^Tm(2an), the theoretical 
predictions of PACE2 give an almost negligible cross section 
and hence are not shown in Fig. 4(b). This indicates that the 
major contribution for the population of '*^Tm comes from 
incomplete fusion process of the type 
'^0('*Be-h ^Be) '^ Be + "' 'Tb => '"Tm* + '^ Be 
' * 0 ( ' t - h ' ' H e ) ^ ' ^ C - H 
(a as spectator). 
159 Tb 'Lu* -F^He 
(beryllium as spectator). 
B. Excitation functions: ""O+'^Tm system 
The excitation functions for five radio-nuclides '^^'^^Re, 
'^^W, '^^Ta, and ' " H f populated in the interaction of ""O with 
'^'Tm within the energy range R=75-95 MeV are shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6. As already indicated in the earlier section, 
the above residues may be populated via complete and/or 
incomplete fusion of '^O with '^^Tm. The production of these 
residues leading to a-emission channels may also be explained 
in terms of the breakup of ' ^0 into '^C and ''He followed 
by fusion of ' ' C with '*^Tm forming an incompletely fused 
composite system '**'Re*. The reaction products '^^''^^Re, 
having half-lives of 14 min and 19.7 min, are expected to 
be populated via the emission of four and two neutrons from 
"*'Re*. Thus, the evaporation residues '^^Re and '™Re may 
not only be populated via incomplete fusion but may have 
significant probability of being formed via complete fusion 
of the projectile leading to the formation of '^^Ir*, which may 
decay by the emission of two and four neutrons along with an a 
particle. The complete fusion component calculated by PACE2 
code is shown in Fig. 5 by solid lines. As can be seen from 
these figures, the calculated cross-section values by PACE2 
have lower magnitudes than the experimental data, which 
indicates the contribution from incomplete fusion at these 
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(a) "*Ta and '^ 'Hf, (b) "^W, evaporation residues expected to 
be populated via, respectively, a2pn.a3pn, and ap3n channels 
in "O+'^'Tm system. The theoretical predictions are found to be 
negligible for these residues and hence are not shown in this figure. 
The different lines are drawn to guide the eye to the experimental 
data points. In (b) open circles indicate the independent yield of "^ W 
and cumulative yield is represented by solid stars. 
energies. Similarly, the reaction products '^''Ta and '^''Hf have 
half-lives 2.45 h and 51.4 min, respectively and are expected 
to be populated via alpn and a3pn channels, respectively, in 
which a-particle behaves as spectator. Since, the theoretical 
predictions of code PACE2 are negligible in case of '^'W, 
'^^Ta, and '^^Hf residues, and are therefore not shown in the 
Fig. 6(a) and 6(b). As such, it may be inferred that the major 
contribution to these reaction channels come from incomplete 
fusion processes of the type 
'^0('2C -1- ^He) => '^C + '^«Tm =» '^'Re* -f ^He 
(a as spectator). 
The evaporation residue '^^W (half-life of 2.21 h) may be 
populated via three different reaction channels; (a) complete 
fusion of ' ^0 , i.e., 
"^0+ '« 'Tm i77v ( S - V ^ " ' W - f a + p-K3n; 
(b) incomplete fusion of '^O, i.e.. 
' 0 ( ' 2 c + ^He) + '*'^ Tm 181. 'Re* -|-'*He(spectator)'^'Re'' 
and, (c) /3+ emission and/or EC decay of higher charge 
precursor, i.e., 
'*0 + '^ '^ Tm ^ ' "Re* +" He + 4n 
'Re* 177 W + y3+/EC. 
Since, the theoretical calculations (PACE2) for the CF 
channel '(a)' give negligible cross sections [and hence are not 
shown in Fig. 6(b)], it may be assumed that the residue '^^W 
is populated predominantly via ICF [channel '(b)'] and the 
precursor decay [channel '(c) '] . Since, '^^W is populated via 
ICF and precursor decay, hence, an attempt has been made to 
separate out the contribution due to the precursor decay from 
the cumulative activity of '^^W. Brief details of the method 
used for separating precursor contribution are given here [8] 
O'ind + ^p reC^ i pre ^  pre ' (6) 
where; and (Tjnd represent, respectively, the cumulative 
and independent yield of the residue, Wpre stands for the 
independent contribution of the precursor. The value of 
precursor fraction (Fpre) depends on the branching ratio Pp 
for precursor decay to the residue and is given by 
T 1 / 2 
(7) F — P 
' pre — ' /? 
'• ind ' pre 
here, Tj^ ^ and Tpre are the half-lives of the precursor and the 
daughter residues, respectively. This cumulative cross section 
is given by 
7-1/2 
= find + Pp ind rj,\ll _ . ^ l /2"Pre-
^ind 'pre 
(8) 
The values of branching ratios and the half-lives required for 
obtaining the coefficient Fpre are taken from Refs. [42,44]. 
Using the above formulation, in the present case, the cumu-
lative yield (tTcum) and independent yield (ffjnd) for ' " W are 
related as follows: 
CTcum('"W) = a i „ d ( ' " W ) + 1.118apre( '"Re), (9) 
where, (Tpre('^ '^ Re) is the independent yield of the precursor. 
As such, the precursor contribution of "^W at different 
energies has been subtracted from cumulative yield for the 
determination of independent yield. The measured cumulative 
cross sections (cTcum) as well as independent cross sections 
(aind) for '^^W residue deduced in such a way are given in 
Table IV and are also plotted in Fig. 6(b). As can be seen 
from this figure, the precursor ('^^Re) of '^^W contributes 
a finite value of yield to the production of '^^W. Moreover, 
the precursor ('^^Re) starts contributing to the production 
probability at ^=82 MeV, which is found to increase with 
projectile energy. It may, however, be pointed out that the 
cumulative and independent yields of '^'W reaction product 
are almost same up to R:87 MeV (within the error bars), 
which indicates a small contribution from the precursor for 
the energies up to ^%1 MeV, while as the energy increases 
the precursor contribution increases as inferred from the data 
points at %95 MeV. As shown in the figure, the solid stars 
represent the cumulative cross section of the residue '^''W, 
while the open circles represent the independent yield of this 
residue. A closer look at Fig. 6(b) indicates that acum for 
'^^W and ffind for the independent production of '''''W have 
cross sections with a very small difference at lower energies. 
However, as one moves toward the relatively higher energy 
the difference also increases to a sizable value, indicating the 
influence of precursor contribution in this case. 
Although, it may not be possible to directly obtain the 
relative contribution of complete and incomplete fusion from 
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FIG. 7. Deduced incomplete fusion contribution as a function of 
projectile energy for (a) '*0+''' 'Tb and (b) '^O+'^'Tm systems. 
Open circles represent the sum of all incomplete fusion channels 
(Sfficp). Data points are connected using lines just to guide the eye. 
the measurement of excitation functions, however, an attempt 
has been made to obtain the incomplete fusion contribution. 
The production cross sections which have been measured 
experimentally may be attributed to the both complete and/or 
incomplete fusion. As already mentioned, the enhancement in 
the experimentally measured production cross sections than 
that of PACE2 predictions may be attributed to incomplete 
fusion processes. As such, the incomplete fusion contribution 
for individual channels has been deduced by subtracting 
complete fusion cross sections (CTCF) (obtained by PACE2) 
from the experimentally measured cross sections (CTEXP) at 
respective projectile energies, as suggested by Gomes et al. 
[54]. The incomplete fusion contributions (CICF) deduced as 
mentioned in Ref. [54] for presently measured evaporation 
residues are plotted in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) along with the sum 
of all incomplete fusion channels (ECTICF) as a function of 
projectile energy. The lines drawn in these figures are just to 
guide the eyes. As can be seen from these curves, in general, 
the incomplete fusion contribution increases with projectile 
energy, which is expected as the break-up probability of the 
incident ion significantly increases with projectile energy. 
In the present work, the cross sections for CF and/or ICF 
channels have also been calculated using the SUMRULE 
model [12], which is based on the generalized concept of 
critical angular momentum as already discussed in Sec. I. In 
these calculations, it is assumed that ICF channels open only 
for those partial waves which have ^-values ^ ^crit- On the other 
hand partial waves with i ^ ^crit. contributes to CF process. In 
these calculations, the input parameters such as temperature 
(7) of the contact zone of interacting partners, the diffuseness 
parameter (A) of transmission probability distribution {Tt), 
and the Coulomb interaction radius {R^) are taken as 3.5 MeV, 
1.7 unit of angular momentum, and 12 fm, respectively, as 
suggested by Wilczynski et al. [12]. In the present work, 
it has been observed that the experimental cross section for 
fusion-evaporation channels agree reasonably well with the 
predictions of the SUMRULE model. However, there is a large 
discrepancy between measured and calculated cross-section 
values for ICF channels. As a typical example for ICF channels 
producing Lu isotopes in '*0-f-''''^Tb system, and Re isotopes 
in "'0+'*'' 'Tm system, the SUMRULE calculations are lower 
by a factor of more than 100 in general. Similar discrepancy 
has also been observed in case of '•'C-l-'^'Ta system studied 
by Babu et al. [53] in their experiment at projectile energy 
~ 6 MeV/nucleon. As a matter of fact, Wilczynski et al. [12] 
tested the SUMRULE model for the reactions at 8-10 MeV or 
higher energies and found satisfactory agreement in calculated 
and experimental cross sections. One of the possible reasons 
for the above disagreement in case of ICF channels in case 
of present measurements may be the non-validity of the 
generalized concept of critical angular momentum at energies 
with in the range of ^5-1 MeV/nucleon. Further, the cluster 
structure of incident ion may also play an important role in 
ICF reactions. 
IV. INCOMPLETE FUSION FRACTION (F,CF) 
As already mentioned in the earlier section, the sum of all 
incomplete fusion components is taken as the total incomplete 
fusion contribution (EWICF). The contribution coming from 
all incomplete fusion channels (Eaicp) and the sum of 
all complete fusion channels (ECTCF) obtained from PACE2 
calculations are plotted along with the total fusion cross 
section (CTXF = 5]fTcF + ^^O^ICF) for presently studied systems 
leO-t-'^'Tb and '^0-F-'*''Tm in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). As can be 
observed from these figures, the CF component has measurable 
contribution even at ^10 MeV, while ICF contribution seems 
to start from ^15 MeV, in the case of presently studied 
systems. Further, as can be observed from Figs. 8(a) and 
8(b), the separation between the plots for ECTTF (solid stars) 
and acF (solid circles) increases with projectile energy, which 
indicates that the ICF contributes larger production yield at 
relatively high projectile energies. This may be on account of 
the increasing probability of the break-up of incident ion into 
a-clusters ('^C-fa and/or ^Be-t-^Be) as the projectile energy 
increases. It may, however, be pointed out that the difference 
between the plots for EacF (solid stars) and CTTF (solid circles) 
is more for '^0-f'^^Tm system as compared to '^04-'^^Tb 
system at different energies. It may be because of the fact 
that, '^O-f-'^^Tm system is more mass asymmetric as that of 
I6Q_|_159JJ, system, indicating the dependence of underlying 
process on mass asymmetry of interacting partners. Further, 
the data seems to support the sensitiveness of incomplete 
fusion on projectile energy and mass asymmetry of interacting 
partners, as inferred by Morgenstem et al. [56]. An attempt 
has been made to investigate the affect of above variables on 
the relative contributions of complete and incomplete fusion 
fraction. The percentage incomplete fusion fraction (FICF) for 
both the systems has been estimated from the experimentally 
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measured production cross sections as given below: 
SCTICF 
^ICF = X 100. 
(TxF 
(10) 
The FicF for both the systems has been deduced at different 
energies and is plotted as a function of reduced projectile 
energy (^beam/ ^*. where V/, is Coulomb barrier of respective 
systems) in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). The reduced projectile 
energy (fbeam/^fc) has been used to incorporate the effect of 
Coulomb barrier while comparing different projectile-target 
combinations in a plot. As can be seen from Fig. 9(a), at 
the threshold of ICF (i.e., R=75 MeV in case of '*'0+"^''Tm 
system) the relative percentage FJCF is found to ~10% of the 
total fusion cross section (CTTF)- which increases with projectile 
energy. At the highest studied energy (i.e., ^^95 MeV) 
the relative percentage of ICF fraction approaches to ~30% of 
(TTF- Similar energy dependence of ICF fraction for '^0+"'^Tb 
system has also been observed, where ICF fraction at 
^75 MeV is found to be ^ 1 % of CTTF. but at ~95 MeV, it 
approaches to «20% of the total fusion cross section. Further, 
the percentage ICF contribution is an order of magnitude 
higher for '^0+'*^Tm system as compared to "'O+'^'^Tb 
system at «s75 MeV. However, it almost approaches to nearly 
the same value at higher energies. This may be because of 
the fact that as the beam energy increases, the effect of 
Coulomb barrier goes on diminishing. An attempt has also 
been made to estimate the similar energy dependent of F|CF 
for '2c+'2**Te and '^C+'^'-^Ho systems studied earlier [.3,27] 
and is shown in Fig. 9(b). The percent F\c? for '^C+'^-''Ho 
system is shown in the inset of Fig. 9(b) in order to see the 
variation more clearly. As can be seen from this figure, the 
incomplete fusion fraction for these systems also increases 
with the projectile energy. It may, however, be pointed out on 
the basis of Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) that the ICF fraction for ' 'C 
and '^O induced reactions increases with the charge and mass 
of target nucleus. Further, the difference between two systems 
at different projectile energies can be seen quite clearly, where 
the ICF fraction is found to be more for '^0-f'^^Tm system 
than that for ' *0+ ' ' ^Tb system, which shows the sensitiveness 
of ICF fraction to the mass asymmetry of interacting partners. 
Mogenstem et al. [55], suggested that the onset of incom-
plete fusion is governed by the relative velocity (^ relative) of 
projectile (i.e., y2(£'c.m. - Vft)//x, here; V^ , is the CB between 
the interacting partners, £c.m. 's the projectile energy in center 
of mass system and ii is the reduced mass of the system) 
and mass asymmetry of the interacting partners. With this 
in view, the percentage FICF for "^0-f'^^Tb, '''0-H"^''Tm, 
'^C-f-'^^Te, and '^C-h'^^Ho systems has been deduced at a 
constant value of iireiative- The mass asymmetry dependent 
percentage ICF fraction is shown in Fig. 10. As can be 
seen from this figure, in general, the data points suggest 
more ICF probability for more mass asymmetric systems 
than relatively mass symmetric system, which support the 
systematics presented by Morgenstem et al. [56]. How-
ever, the percentage ICF fraction for '^0-|-'*^Tm system is 
not following the general trend as inferred from the plot 
(Fig. 10). The above conflict in the measurements can be 
explained by considering projectile structure effect along with 
the mass asymmetry of interaction partners. As such, it can 
be pointed out that, for '^0-induced reactions with '^^Tb and 
'^^Tm, percentage ICF fraction is more for mass asymmetric 
system. However, for '^C-induced reactions with '^*Te and 
'^^Ho, the percentage FICF is also indicate the similar trends 
as that of '*0-induced reactions. As such, it may not be out 
of order to state that, mass asymmetry is also a function of 
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projectile structure. However, for better understanding of 
underlying processes, detailed measurements for various 
projectile-target combinations are required. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, some of the results of the experiments 
performed in order to study the influence of incomplete fusion 
on complete fusion process have been presented. Excitation 
functions for four radio-nuclides; issm.iev^^^ levy^^ and '^^Tm 
produced in '^O+'^^Tb system, and five radio-nuclides; 
' " • ' " R e , ' "W, '™Ta, and ' " H f produced in "'0+"^'^Tm 
via complete and/or incomplete fusion in the energy range 
~75-95 MeV have been measured. The experimental data 
have been compared with the predictions of theoretical model 
code PACE2. The enhancement in the production cross sections, 
in case of a-emission channels (after correcting the precursor 
contribution, if any), as compared to PACE2 calculations 
has been attributed to the incomplete fusion reaction. The 
incomplete fusion fraction (FICF) is found to be < 1 % at 
«75 MeV, while, it is approaching ~ 2 0 % of the total fusion 
cross section (CTTF) at ^95 MeV for '^0-1-''''^Tb system. 
However, FICF 'S found to be R^  10% at ~75 MeV and observed 
to be %30% of tTTF at ^95 MeV for '^0-t-'*''^Tm system. It may 
however be pointed out that FICF is also found to be more 
in mass asymmetric systems than that of mass symmetric 
systems, though, the projectile structure effect appears to 
play a significant role in the systematics but this conjecture 
needs to be confirmed by further experimental data. The 
observation of large percentage FICF may be attributed to 
the prompt breakup of projectile into a-clusters ('*0 =» 
'^C-f^'He and/or ^Be^Be), the probability of breakup in-
creasing with the incident projectile energy. Hence, it may 
be inferred that, in general, the percentage FICF is sensitive 
for projectile energy, mass asymmetry of interacting partners 
(projectile structure effect apart). The percentage FICF have 
been found to increase with projectile energy. The present 
observations are thus in agreement with the Morgenstem 
systematics [56]. As such, it may be concluded that apart from 
complete fusion, the ICF is also a process of greater importance 
at these energies, and hence, while predicting the total reaction 
cross section, the contribution coming from incomplete fusion 
may also be taken into consideration. Moreover, in order to 
have better understanding of complete and incomplete fusion 
and perfect modeling of incomplete fusion processes, it would 
be quite interesting to perform more detailed experiments 
for different projectile-target combinations. The additional 
information can be obtained regarding the ICF processes by 
the measurement of spin distribution of residues populated by 
CF as well as ICF, using particle-y coincidence technique both 
at relatively low and higher bombarding energies. 
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Abstract. With a view to study complete- and incomplete-fusion components in '"'"Tb,"'"' 'rni(^''0, ;/:) 
reactions, experiments have been carried out at the hiter-Univcrsiiy iVccelcrator Center. Xew Delhi, India 
using tlic 1.5L'D Pelletron accelerator facilities. The forward mean I'ecoil ranges for some radio-tmclides: 
'Lu. 'Lai, ' Yb. " '"Tm pr(xiuc:ed in the '"O + ' ' ' 'Tb system at a: 90 MeV, and Re, 'R.e. ' ' ' W , 
Ta and '• ' Hf produced in the 'O + Tm .system at s; 87 MeV liave been measured. The recoil-
catcher a.c:tivation t(-,'(:lini(j\ie followed i)y off-line 7-speetroinetry has be(m employcHi in the |)r<;sent work. 
The analysis of forward mean I'anges for different radio-nuclides has been done in tli(,' framework of the 
degree of linear momentum transfer from projectile to target nucleus by adopting l5reak-\ip fusion model 
considerations. Different complete- and incomplete-fusion components, wliich may be attributed to the 
fusion of ^''O and/or '^C and *Be transfer h'om the '*'0 projectile to thi- target imeleus liave been obscrvcrl. 
.'\n attempt has also been made to separate init the relative percentage contributions of complete- an(i 
incomplcte-ftision comi)onents using experimentally meastu'cd forward recoil ranges. The complete-fusion 
coiuributions deduced from rectjil range distribution arc found ti> 1)(- consistent with the prediction of 
the theoretical moriel code P.ACP. The anal>'sis of data indicates the complcle- and incomplete-fusion 
competition I'or botli I lie sy.st(>nis at the given energies. 
PACS. 2.5.70.Mn Projectile and target fragmentation - 2.").70.Ch C(nu|)ouiid nucleus 
1 Introduction 
The unders tanding of light lieavy-ion (4 < A < 20) in-
duced reactions has l^een a topic: of great interest in recent 
years. It i,s now a well-established fact tl iat a t energies near 
a n d / o r above the Coulomb barrier, t he most dominat ing 
reaction process is t he formation and tlecay of an equili-
fjrated coinpotmd nucleus (CN) followed by the entire pro-
jectile fusion with the target nucleus [1 3]. which is t e rmed 
as complete fusion (CF) . Nonetheless, incomplete fusion 
(ICF) has fjeen found as a compet ing fusion-like process at 
energies even a little al)ovc t he Coulomb harriei- [4-9]. ICF 
is mainly characterized by the fractional fusion of the pro-
jectile with the target nucletrs. due to the p rompt emission 
of forward-peaked projectile-like fragments fPLI's) at the 
initial stage of interaction. The possibilities of ICF were 
fir.st pointfd out by I5ritt and Qtiiritan [I0|. However, tlie 
'' e-mail: pushpendrapsinghSgmail. com 
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addit ional information regarding ICF processes has been 
found l)y hiamirra et al. [11]. In order to i l lustrate the CF 
and ICF in lieavy-ion interact ions, it is instructive to use 
the terminology of impact parameter . In central collisions 
or mainly at zero impact pa ramete r (0 < ( < I'mt). the 
interact ing pa r tne rs may mergr^ together with the strong 
involvement of all nucleonic degrees of freedom. In such 
a case, the ht teraet ion t ime is long enough (w 10"" ' ' s ) to 
allow the complete thcrmalizat ion leading to the CN for-
mat ion. Thus , the CN formed by essentially a single route 
may de-excite via the emission rtf light nuclear particles 
and characterist ic ^.-radiations. .Ajjart from tha t , at rel-
atively high projectile energies and nou-zcr(5 impact pa-
rameters (t,.,,,, < /' < / ,„„, ,) . C F gradually gives way to 
ICF. In the case of ICF . it is assumed that the projec-
tile may lose ii-clnstcrs as it approaclics the nuclear field 
of the target- iiucdeiis. which may move at forwEuxl angles 
with almost projectile velocity. .Again statistical equilib-
rium of merging nuelcoiis (a par t of projectile plus target 
nucleus) is adi ieved. As a result of such a par t ia l ftision of 
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projectile; i) the CN is supposed to form with less mass 
and charge as conipared to the; total mass and charge of 
the interacting partners: ii) the recoil velocity' of the re-
action products shonld l)e less than the complete-fnsion 
population and iii) the angular distribution of cjectiles is 
expected to sfiow maxima at fcjrward angles. In the cas(> of 
ICT processes, tlic mass transfer occiu's mostly from the 
ligliter to tiie lieavicr partner, tlie feature obsi:rve<i more; 
prominently for mass asynnnetrie systems as compared to 
mass .synunetric systems [12 14]. Anotfiei- way to charac-
terize the CF and/or IC'F proces.ses is the nica.'-urenieut of 
forward recoil ranges, even when a singl<' reaction [product 
is produced via several mecfianisms. 'fhe linear momen-
tiun transfer (LMT) is th(; signature of the interaction of 
the projectile and the target nucleus and hence can be 
used to jirobe the reaction dynamics associated with the 
different reaction ]jroducts. Tlie dependence of ICF on the 
projectile energy is well established, l)ut it is less clear to 
what extent the LMT depends on the projectile energy 
and interacting trajectoifes for different projectile-target 
coni))inatioiis. However, in addition, to understand ICF, 
time-of-flight, ineasurerneuts have also been performed fjy 
Morgensteni ct al. [l.")j. but only the information about 
the mass of the residues could liave been ob1;ained, and 
not about their atomic; luunbeis. 
In order to get a better ruulerstanding of incomplete-
fusion processes, several dynamical models. Inu'c been |)ro-
posed, like the break-up fusion (I3UF) model [Ki], the sum 
rule model |17]. the {)romptly emitted parti( les (PEPs) 
niodcl [18], the excitou model [19], etc. In the sum lule 
model, Wilczynski id al. [17] inferred that iuconiplete fu-
sion is mainly confined to the angular-mfiinentum .space 
al;)ove the critical momentum (/',.,•,/) for complete fusion, 
and originated from i)cri{)her;d interactions. The periph-
eral nature of ICF has also been emphasized by 'IVaut-
mauu (it al. [20]. and Inamui-a et al. [21.22] 'fhe BUF 
model of Udagawa and ramura is based on the distorted-
wave Born approximation (DWBA) in whicli the projec-
tile is assumed to brcak-uj) into its fragments [e.g.- "^ 'O 
may break-up into '"^ C + o; and/or "Be -I- *^ Be) as it ap-
proaches the nuclear field ol' the target, nucleus, either of 
the fragment may fuse witli the target rmcleus [16], while, 
the remnant moves fo]-waiTl as a .spectator and gives rise 
to projectile-like fragments (PLFs). According to the PEP 
model, the m.icleons transferred from the projectile to the 
target nucleus may get acf;clerated in the ruiclear force 
field of (he large! nufleus and conser|uently acquire ex-
tra vekxfty to escape [18[. The ex(!iton model assrnnes 
that the i)rojectile mufeons nntlergo a seifes of collisions 
with the target nucleus creating particle-hole cxcita.tions 
which de-excite by emitting fast nuclear particles [19]. On 
the other hand, Mermaz et al. [23], could explain the en-
ergy and angular distribution of the projectile-like frag-
ments using DWBA formalism for the srvrfacc transfer re-
actions. The existing models, generally, have been used 
to fit the experimental data, obtained at piojectile en-
ergies E/A > i()..5MeV, l)ut there are somewhat con-
flicting obs(=rva,lions for lire experimenial dat,a a,t rela-
tively low lionibarding energies, i.e.. 5-7McA'/uucloon. 
As such, there is no theorf;tical model available so far 
for ICF", which ca,u provide satisfactory fitting to the ex-
perimental data obtained at energies 5 7Me\7'nuclcou. 
Some studies, however, showed the onset of ICF pi'ocess 
at Ri 5 7MeV/nucleou. Parker et at. [24] oljservcd IC'F 
even at E/A ^ (i MeV using low-Z tieavy ions. Recently, 
there is a renewed interest in the study of ICF dynamics 
after the observation of these reactions at relatively low 
Ijombarding (energies [25 28]. More-over, the IC'F reactions 
are considcrcxl to be the promising route to produce high-
spin states in heavy residues using light heavy-ion beams 
(A < ]()) even at low bombarding energies [29 31). 
Further, some of the important issues associated with 
K.'F dynamics at the given energy range are; i) tlie degree 
of fusion inconii)leteness. i.e.. the degree of LMT associ-
ated w4l4i ICF at. diffei'ent energies, ii) tlie relative con-
tributions of C]F and IC'F processes have not yet been 
fully explored or limited to a few proj(;ctile-target comln-
nations. .As such, in order to have a better understanding 
of the underlying processes, a comprehensive study of exci-
tation ftmctions, forward ranges and angular distributions 
of recoils in lll-induced reactions has been undertaken by 
our groui) [26.25,32 35], In the pr(^sent work, which is the 
ext(;nsion of our <;arlier ol)servati()ns presented in ref [36], 
the forward recoil ranges of sev(-ral radio-nriclides "'""'"TJU. 
'«'Lu, '«'Yb. '«'Tm, ' '»Re. '^'Re. ' " W . '^^Taand ' ' 'Hf 
populat(-d via complete and/or incomplete fusion of '^'O 
with ' ' ' ' ' fb and with "'"'fm have been studied at, r(;spec-
tivc-ly. X: 90 MeV and s; 87 MeV. An attempt has also 
been made to separate; (jut the r<;lative percentage contri-
butions of CF and ICF components using experimentally 
measurcxl forward r(;coil ranges. The CT" contributions de-
dui;od from r<;f;oil range distribution are found to be in 
good agreement with the prexlictions of P,ACE. The recoil-
catcher teclinique followed by off-line gamma.-sj)ectroscop)' 
has been used in the present work; related experimental 
details are gi\'f:n in sect. 2. Ihnv the forwai'd ranges of re-
coils have been deduced is given in sect. 3. While, sect. 4. 
deals with the results and disf;nssion. the summary and 
conclusions of the present work are given in sect. 5. 
2 Experimental details 
The experiments have l)een performed using Ri 90 MeV 
antl ^ 87 MeV ^"0 ion beam delivered from the 15UD-
Pelletron acc(;lerator of the Inter-Ihiiversity Accelerator 
Center (lUAC'j, New Delhi. India. Irradiatit)ns have been 
carried out in tin; CJeneral Purpose Scattering Chamber 
(CiPSC) along with an In-vacuum I'ransfer Facility (ITF). 
Although the methodological details are somewhat simi-
lar to those already giv(-n in ref. 136], however, for quick 
reference, a brief tlescription oi sample preparation and 
irradiations, post-irradiation analysis etc., is given in the 
following subsections. 
2.1 Sample preparation and irradiations 
In the present work, a self-supporting sample of ''^"'Tb 
(abundance = 99.99''/{;) of thickness t ^ 0.80mg/cnr has 
I'usiipciuira P. Singh ':/ ci/.: Oliscivatinii ol'coiiiplcte- and iii(:oiiiploti'd'u.siori coiiiporu^nts .. .•(I 
F;inulii\ cup 
been prcjiared )>y the rolling method , while a sample of 
"•'^Tm {abmidanc;e = 100%) of thickness t ;» O.GOnig/cnf^ 
has been deposited l)y the eiccti'O-deposition techni(|ue 
on an Al foil (prepared b\- tlie rolling method) of thicl;-
ness t ~ l . o m g / c n r . 'l.'lic thickness of the samples has 
been est imated by the o- t ransmission method, which is 
based on the measurement of the energy lost Iw n-i>articlcs 
while passing through the sample mater ia l , a-part icles of 
5.48GMcV energy were obtained from the ' '•"Am stan-
dard Q-soui-ce. T h e samples fiavc been pasted on rectangu-
lar Al holders (size 1.2 x 1.2 cm-) having concentric holes 
of 1.0 cm diameter , Al liolders have been used for rajiid 
heat dissipation dviring t he i r radiat ions . T h e irradiat ions 
have been performed using an ' ' ' 0 ' ' ' " -bean i in GI^SC-ITF, 
Stacks of Al catcher foils (sufficient to s top the C'N formed 
via full linear momea tun i transfer) have been placed jus t 
after- the target , so tha t t he heavy slow i-esiducs popu-
lated via C'F a n d / o r IC'F could be t r apped at various .Al 
catcher foil thickncs.ses. A typical tai 'get-catcher foil set-
up used for the measurement of forward recoil ranges is 
shown ill tig. 1. In the case of the " ' ' 'Tm target deposited 
on the Al foil, the target has been mounted in such a way 
tha t the .'\l-backing hrs t faces the f)eani so that the re-
coiling nuclei (if any of very sliort range) does not s top in 
the target backing itself. T h e irradiat ions have l)e("n car-
ried out for the dura t ion of « 12 h. with a beam current 
^ 30 'lOn.A. T h e delay t ime between the end of irradia-
tion and the beginning of cormting was minimized using 
in-vacm.mi ti'ansfer of sami)les. Tlie total (.:harge collected 
in the Faraday cup has been usfxl to calculate the beam 
flux d>n-ing the i rradiat ions. 
2.2 Post-irradiation details and ERs identif ication 
T h e stacks of the samples backed by Al catchers were 
taken out from the scat ter ing chamber after irradiat ions 
using an I T F . Tlic activities produced in each catcher foil 
of the stack were counted separate ly using a pre-calil>ratcd 
high-iesolution MPGe spectrometer of lOOc.e. active vol-
ume coupled witli the CAMAC-based F R E E D O M soft-
ware. The f lPGe spect rometer was prc-calibrated both for 
energy and elhciency using various s t andard ^.-sources like 
Tab le 1. I.isl of idiiilihcd evaiiorat ion residues |)r()ducod ni 
tlio " ' ( )+ ' ' ' ' l b system via conipk'K- and/Or incomplete fusion. 
Residues /:,\ (keV) Half-life ,A- a-A'K] 
.3 + II 
H:2 
Fig. 1. A typical target-catcher foil set-up used for the niea- j -
.surement of forward recoil ranges of reaction products. 
7f" 'Lu(a3n) 298.61 ti.Tniiu 
5;?9.S8" 17 
i'i'"Lu((c4u) 2.39. i;i" ,'i7..')rriin 7/2-1-
:!17.4H 1.5 
7n'yb(op3n) 143.46" 17.5 min 5/2- 2.10 
ilj*'Tm(2on) -594.37 7.7h 2-f 3.(18 
1176.68°' 8.4 
i-\ l a i i s i t ions uy(Kt \oT d a t a analysi.-^ 
Tab le 2. Lisi of idonltfiod evapoialiou residues prodnced in 
the "'0-1- "" ' 'TUI system via complete and/or incomplete fusion. 
Residues 
lyW'I n\,:\u] 
7;y Iai,(>2\)nj 
i i 'Hf(u3pn) 
|);"Re(n In) 
} '^^ Re{a-2n) 
E': (ke\') 
115.11" 
426.9 
325.5" 
.331,6 
214.4 
(538.1" 
1118.4" 
723.4 
221.9 
401" 
498.2 
Half-lile 
2.21 li 
2..3Gh 
51.4 unn 
14.0 min 
19,5 min 
•h 
1/2-
7— 
7/2 
5 / 2 -
5/2-f-
a.,(%) 
59 
13.1 
94,1 
32 
8,3 
20 
25 
15 
3,6 
7.3 
5.7 
^Na. ^^•'Mii. d ' ' ' - 'ruj. The resolu-
7,tiaii.sit ioti.s u^cd for r ta ta analy.si.-. 
tion of tlie y-spectronieter was found to be « 2 k e \ ' . for 
1.33MeV - - r ay of ' '"Co source, during the counting of 
the sa.mples. The elhciency (getjinetry dependent) of the 
I l P G e detector ior \ 'arious s<Jurce-detector separations was 
determined using dilferent s t andard sources. The formu-
lation used for tfie efhcieiicy determinat ion is given else-
wdierc m ref. [3(51. Typical 7-ray spect ra of irradiated ' ' " T l i 
and '" ' 'Till sainph.'s. respectiveU'. at % 90 and ft 87MeV 
are shown in fig, 2 and hg. 3. The various peaks which havr' 
been used for thi: recoil range analysis are assigned to the 
didereni reacl ion produc ts on the basis of I heir character-
istic ^,-ray energies and iiHiasured half-lives, and arc clearly 
indicated in the gi\'eii figures. The list of (he radio-nuclides 
popula ted in ' " ( ) + ""' 'Tb and ' " 0 + " ' ' 'Tni , the energy 
of identified 7-rays used for the decay-curve analysis and 
tlie recoil range ineasiirement along wdth their branch-
ing ratios are given in tables 1 and 2. The evaporation 
residues (ERs) popula ted via the process of C F and /o r 
ICF are supposed to l)e t r apped at different catcher foil 
thicknesses, depending on the E R s recoil velocity and /or 
the degree of linear n iomcntum transfer associated with 
the mode of formation. Tlie residues are likely to decay to 
the ground s ta te by emi t t ing characterist ic i - radia t ions , 
whose delection can be used as a p r o b e for tfieir identifica-
tion. Thus. tJie induced activities can be n.scd to measure 
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Fig. 2. The observ(;d 7-va,y bpcctruni of tlie '''''Tl) sample irradiated tiy an " ' O ' ^ beam at on<!rgy ?= 90McV. The 7-liiics have 
been as.signed l.o differenl ER.s ex])e(-t(>d 10 lie I'opulated via CF and/or K.'F reaction dynamics. 
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Fig. 3. The observed 7-ray sjiectrum of the "'' 'Ti:! saiiipU? irT'adiat.ed by an " ' ( ) ' ^ h(;am at energy ~ 87MeV. The 7-liiies have 
been as.signed 1.0 diflerent ERs exi)ef:tf:(l l:o tie po[)ulaie(l via CK and/or ICF reaction dynamics. 
the production probabili ty of evaporat ion residues. Tlierc-
fore, the y-ray spectra of each foil ha,ve been I'eeorded at 
increasing times so tha t the decay curve analysis can i)c 
done to measure tlie lialf-livcs of tlie residiKW. 'I'he ob-
served peaks in the 7-ray spec t ra (figs. 2 and :i) have been 
assigned to the different react ion products . The experi-
mental dat,a points of decay curves have fieeu fitted us-
ing the least-square fitting opt ion of tlie OllI(,'^IN grapli-
ics software. The measured half-lives of the (evaporation 
residues were founil to be in good agreement with the lit-
erature values. Da ta analysis has been peidbrmed using 
the I-'REEDOM software' for nuclear-data a.rialysis. Nu-
cleai- da ta like half-lives, gamma-ray (energies, e t c . have 
been taken fi'oni the table of isotopes [37]. 
2.3 Production yield measurement of ERs 
The measured intensities of the charactc-ristic ' , - radiat ions 
were used to est imate the product ion yield of (Evaporation 
residues. A F O R T R A N program EXP-SIGMA based on 
the following formulation has berai used for the deteinii-
nation of the product ion yield of evaporat ion rc>sidues [:i8); 
where CV^n is the total nundier of counts at the end of 
tfie ii 'radiation. AVi is the initial number of target iniclei. 0 
is the branching rat io of tfie characteristic ^-ra.y. 6 i-"' tiie 
fiux of the incident beam. G, is tlie geometry-dependent 
efficiency of the sjiectroraeter for a part icular 7-ray energy 
and K •= [1 - exp(-/ic/)]//irf is the self-absorption correc-
tion factor for the mater ial of the sample of thickness d 
(gni/cm^) and of absorpt ion coefficient /i (cm'^/gm). The 
factor [1 ~ e x p ( - A t i ) ] is tfie sa tura t ion correction factor. 
In the present work, the profluction prolialiilitv of ERs 
'•''''"'Lu(o;.hi), " ' ' L u ( n 4 n ) . "'^Yb((.ip3n) and "^•'Tm(2«n) 
produced in the " ' ( ) :h system, and " ' 'Re(o:2n), 
ffprod Noe&G,K[l •-cxp(---Aii)j ' (1) 
' • ' "Re(Qln), ' " W ( a p 3 n ) . ' ' • ' 'Ta(rt2pn). and '•^'Hf(n3pn) 
produced in the "'(') + '*'"T'm system lias been measured 
at differenr catcher foil thicknesses to es t imate the rec(.)il 
range disti'il)utions. 
2.3.1 Uncertainties in measurements 
Errors in the measured product ion yield of ERs may arise 
liecause of sev(n-al reasons mz: i) non-uniform deposition 
of tlie target material and inaccurate es t imate of the foil 
thickness may lead to uncertaint ies in the determinat ion 
Pushpondra P. Singli ct al: Obscrvatiun of coniplote- and iii(:<jniplctc-fusion (:oiiipon(;iits ;i:^  
of the number of target nuclei in the sample. Altliough 
it is hard to know the uiicertairiity in the target thick-
ness, however, to cheek the uniformity of the sauiple, the 
thicknesses of the samples were niea.sored at difierent lo-
cations of the same sample l)y the a-transmissiou method 
as well as by the weighing methotl. It is estimated that 
the error hi the ta,rgct thickness is =s 1%. \\] Fhictuations 
in the beam current during the irradiations n\i\\ lesult in 
the vai'iation of the incident flux. Proper care fia.s been 
taken to keep the fjcam current constant within 1()S(. It 
is estimated that tlie Iseam fluctuations may introduce 
an error of s; 3%. iii) Uncertainty in Ww. determination 
of the geometry-dependent efficiency of the spectrometer 
«\ay give vise to eitov in the prothietioiv croasrseetious. 
Statistical errors in counting of the standard sources may 
give rise to an error in the efficiency, which was mininused 
by accumulating a large number of counts for compara-
tively larger times (^ 5000 s). Experimental data on tlie 
geometry-depeiident efficiencies with 0-ray energy at a 
fixed soiu'ce-detector seperatiou lias been fitted witli a 
power law curve. The tmeert.ainity due to the fitting of 
the efficiency curve is estimated to be less than 3%. Tlie 
unccrtafnity in detenuiuing the efficiency may also appear 
due to the solid-angle effect, because ihe irradiated sam-
ples were not point sources like the standard source, but 
tficy had a diameter of s; 4 nnn. It is estimated that the 
error in the efficiency due to the solid-angle effect is Icss 
than 6%. iv) During tfie stack irradiation, the beam tra-
verses the thickness of the material, thus the initial beam 
intesity is reduced. It is estimated that the error due to 
the decrease in beam intensity fie ai-ound 2%. v) In all the 
measurements, the dead time of the spectrometer was kc])t 
< 10% by suitably adjusting the sample-detector distance 
and the corrections for it were applied to tlie counting rate. 
Further, the uncertainties of the nuclear data like branch-
ing ratio, decay constant etc., which have been taken from 
the table of isotopes [37] liavc not been taken into consid-
eration. The overall errors from these factors including the 
statistical error arc estimated to be < 15%. 
3 Recoil range distributions 
The CF and ICF [jrocesses are based on the recoil velocity 
of the reaction products, which depends on the degree of 
the linear momentum transfer (PLMT) from tfie projectik^ 
to the target nucleus. For incomplete fusion. fn.MT l"<^ .^ • 
be given as 
PLMT 
I\,„j 2) 
where P/,.„,. is the linear momentum of the fused fraction 
of the projectile and Ppvj is the entire linear nn)meiitum 
of the jirojectile. As already mentioiuxl. PLMT is propor-
tional to the fused mass of the jirojcctile, i.e.. maximnui 
LMT may give maximum recoil velocity to the reaction 
products. This is supposed to lie a promising way of in-
vestigating the full momcntuni transfer in the case of the 
c(3mpleto-fusion process, and a relatively small recoil mo-
mDi\t\im in a pjartial moniontuni transfer Toaetion (ICF). 
Since, in the CF pi'ocess. the maximum PLMT gets trans-
ferred from the projectile to ttie target nucleus, there-
fore, for a given entrance cfiannel the CN has predeter-
mined mass, energy and momenta. While, in the case of 
ICF. a partial pi,Avr leads to the formation of an incom-
pletely fused composite system in excited state. For an in-
completelv fused eomiiosite system, the above-mentioned 
quantities (mass, euergv" and niomcnta of CN) ma}' not 
fia.ve nni(|ue values. This mav lie fiecause of the ffuctu-
ations in the hised mass ft'om th<' projectile to target 
nucleus and intcraiUion trajectories. The experimentally 
measured forward recoil ranges of final rea.ciion firoducls 
in the stopping medium may be an indication of the piMT 
involved. As such, tiK; radio-nnclides populated via a lower 
degree of lAlT, show relatively smaller depth (momentum 
transfer coinpoiierit) in the stopping medium as compared 
to the entire LMT populations. For a different PLMT- the 
residues may lia\'e ilifferent recoil ranges in the stopping 
medium. Therefore, the forward recoil range distributions 
may be used as a prolic to investigate the partial fusion 
of the proje(,:tile in ICF processes. 
As already mentioned, tlie measurement of the pro-
jected ranges of the reaction products may be an indica-
tion for the degree of linear momentum transfer (PLMT) 
fiom the projectile to the target nucleus. For a given re-
action product formed via particle evaporation from a re-
coiling intermediate with a well-d(>fined velocity i\). tlie 
velocity distrilmtion will he symmetric about Co with a 
width which depends upon the r-vaporation process and. 
in particular, upon the numlier of alptia-particles e\'apo-
rated in case of incoiujilctc fusion processes. For the CN 
formed via complete fusion the velocity 'Co may lie written 
as 
lE 
I'D VfW M (3) 
where, in is the projectile mass. M is the total mass of 
the system (projectile 4- target), and EJ is the projectile 
energy. Further, as already mentioned, for any intermedi-
ate complex whicli is supposed to be formed via a partial 
fusion of the projectile, tfie recoil velocity will be less than 
that achieved liy the complete momentum transfer popu-
lation. Ttierefore. the r(;action products populated via iu-
eomplete hisioii will show rclativcdy smaller tU-pth in the 
stopping nuxliuiii as compared to complete-fiision reac-
tion iirodncts. The measured RRD of a detected evapora-
tion r(^sidne can thus, in principle, be used as a probe to 
identify the hision iiwde. and to separate out the relative 
conti-ibutions of \'arious partial-fusion components to the 
formation of a particular evaporation residue in case of 
incomplete-fusion reactions. 
3.1 Estimation and analysis of RRDs 
As already meiitioued. the trapped recoiling reaction 
products in the catcher foils were identified by their char-
acteristic -y-radiations as well as their decay-curve anal-
ysis. The production cross-sections ((Tp,.„,y) for identified 
reaction produfits were computed using the standard for-
mniation given in s(x;-t. 3. In order to obtain the normal-
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izod yield as a function of ctnniilative clejjffi in the catcher 
stack, tlie cross-section of the reaction prodncts in each 
catcher foil was divided by its measured thickness. T'IK; 
resiihiiig normalized yields of different reaction products 
have been plotted against ctinmlative catc:her foil thick-
nesses to ofitain tfie differeritial recoil range (hstribntioris 
and are plot ted in figs. 4-8. The size of the circles in 
figs. 4-8 iiichides tbic tnicert.ainty in the yield va.lues. As 
can be seen from these figirres, the metisured RR.Ds clearly 
indicate t,lie different mornenfuni transfer components , de-
pending on the fused tnass of the projectile with the target 
nucletrs. 
Furtiier. the relative contriljutions of complete and in-
complete fitsion in the product ion of a par t icular reac-
tion product may l)e cornptued tjy fitting (he experimen-
tally measured RRDs with (?,aussian peaks using the OfU-
GIN software. 'The yiekl curves of evajjoration residues ob-
tained from R R D arc assumed to be Gaussian in natm'e 
and may be given as [39] 
Y = y,, + 
.4 
^^/^2^lu••:^ 
-(R-II„f/2u\ ;U 
where Rp is the most proltable irnian range, iv.\ is the 
width parameter (FWIIM) of the recoil range distr ibution. 
and .4 is tfie area under the peak. Ftirtfier. the normal-
ized yi(dd Y may be es t imated bv the chi square fit [x^] 
fr(jm the experimental ly determinetl production yield at 
dilh'reni catcher foil thiekne.sses and iriay be represented 
as follows: 
X 
-p-l 
{Y(A)~YoiA)}' (5) 
The value of the chi square fit {x'^) was minimized in this 
analysis tising a non-linear least-square fit routine, keeping 
the width pa ramete r («!,4) and most profjable moan range 
(fl,,) of xhc ovai)oration residues as a free parameter . 
Moreover, as indicated in figs. 4-8, most: of the residues 
show more than one R R D component . In such cases, the 
experimentally measured normalized yields have been fit-
ted using the mult i-peak option in a sinhlar way as men-
tioned a.l)ove. T h e contr ibution of different hision com-
ponents ('"'O. ' - C and "''i5e fusion) have been obtained 
by dividing the area under the peak of the corresponding 
hision conij)on<'iit by the total area associated with the 
experimental da ta . The percentage contributions coming 
from different, cirmplete- a n d / o r iiicomplete-hision compo-
nents deduced in such a way for the residues jiopnlated in 
Ijolh the systems are indicated in figs. 4-8, a.long with flieir 
corrcspoii(iing channels. 
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Table 3. Experimentally mea.sured most probable i-aiigcs /?,,(,.:,pi deduced fi-om RliD cin-ves, and tlu-oretically estimated forward 
mean ranges Rpitiu-j for CJ-F and IC'-F components using rlie range-energy relation along with the n^aetion products produced in 
the "'O -P '•'"'•'Tb system at = 90.VlcV. 
Residues /?,,(„.,,,,) Mg/cm''^  fl,,{f;,„) /'g/cm^ lipi,.^p) /ig/cm^ li,,(ti„:) A'g/cm^ Rpi,:.rp) f^s/cm'^ Rpiti,.,:) A'g./cm^ 
CF of "'O CF of '"=0 IGF oi '-C [CF of ''"C ICF of «Bc ICF of "Be 
"''Lu((i<!n) 
"»"'Lu(fv3n) 
' '^'Yb(ap3n) 
""'Tm(2rtn) 
426 ± 18 
t.'i] ± 2."i 
435 ± 14 
432 
4.32 
432 
23!) ± 15 
25(i ± 13 
21 1 ±21 
29li ± 27 
245 
245 
245 
245 143 X 19 126 
4 Interpretation of the experimental results 
4.1 "O -f "^Tb System 
In figs. 4-r>, (lie experimentally mea.sm-ed recoil raitge dis-
tributions for four reaction products ^''''•^'*'"Lu. ^'^'Yb 
and '''' 'Tm, populated via complete and/(5r irtcoinplctc 
fusion in the " 'O + ^''''Tb system at v 90McV arc 
shown. The reaction products ifj'.'Sf*™ j^jj have ground and 
metastable state of half-lives 51.5 min and 6.7niin, respec-
tively. As can be seen from fig. 4(a)-(b), these rea.cvic>n 
products (it"i6s"'Lu) may be formed both via complotc 
and/or incomplete fusion of ""O witlr '"'''Tb. In case of 
CF. the composite systcu] '^''Ta* is formed, which may 
decay via the statistical emission of an alpha-partitde and 
3 or 4 neutrons leaving behind the above residues. The 
above residues may also be populated, if it is assumed 
that, as soon as the incident "•'() ruudeus approaches the 
nuclear range of target nucleus, it may l)rcal'; u}) into a-
clustcrs VIZ ' -C and '*Hc(aIpha). One of the fragments 
'^C fuses with '•'"''Tl), forming an incompletely fused com-
posite system, ' ' 'L i i" . which may decay L)y the emission sul 
of, respectively, tlu'ce neutrons forming "''"^'''Lu and four 
neutrons forming "-''Lu. As can be observed from fig. 4(a), 
and as already mentioned the RflD for th(> residue "" Lu 
sfiow Ijotfi complete- and incomplete-fusion comijoneuts 
having two peaks at the cumulative catehcr thickness at 
« 239/ig/em^ (due to '''C' fusion) and ^ 426/^tg/cm'* (due 
to '^ ''O fusion). The ol)scrvccl mean recoil range of '"''O fu- ncl 
sioii with '"''-'Tb corresponds to the e.\i)ected recoil range of 
the compound system '^''Ta in ahmiinum. calculated us-
ing the classical approach and the stoijping-power taloles 
of Northcliii'e and Schilling. Il may, however, hie pointed 
otit that, tlie relative contribution of '^C fusion for the 
reaction '""Tb("'0,Q4n)"-''^Lu (fig. 4(a), indicated by the 
dotted curve) is found to be si 33%, while the coiitril)ution 
fi-om "•'(') firsion (iiidicatixl f>y the dasfied curve) is w 07%. 
The observation of a jieak at relatively smaller emimlati'w 
depth cleai4y indicates the lower degrees of I.MT in\'olved 
in the process. The reaction product "'*""'Lu also shows 
two components, respectively, fir te 25()/ig/cm'^ (due to 
'^ C^' fusion) and at ^ 451 /ig/cm''^ (due to "'O fusion). Sim-
ilarly, for the reaction '•'•"Tb('''0.a3n)'^"'^"'Lu, the contri-
butions of the ' -C (ICF) and "'O (CF) fusion (fig. 4(b). 
indicated \yy the dotted and tfic dashed curve) arc found 
to l)c % 74%; and « 26%), respectively. 'I'hc above descri|)-
tion clearlv indicates that the linear momentum transf(>r 
for tlie peaks at different cumvdalive deptfis in tiie strop-
ping meditnn involves flift'rnMit degree of linear uionientiim 
transfer (/JLA;J')-
FUrtlter. the reaction product ""V'b, which fias a 
grouttd state of half-life 17.5min. is exiiceted to be pop-
ulated via the complete-fusion (ap3n) channel and/or in-
complete fusion (i.e., the fusion of '"^ C with '''''Tb) fol-
lowed by subsequent emission of one proton and tfirce neu-
trons from ' ' 'Lu*. The remaining alpha-fragment ('He) 
of the incident ion is assmned to go on moving with 
the Ijeam velocity in the forward direction without any 
significant interaction with the target nucleus. As indi-
cated in fig. 5(a), t.hcre are two I.MT components, respec-
tively at ^ 214/jg/enf'^ (that belongs to '^C fusion) and 
~ 435/(.g/c;m'^ (dvie to "'O fusion). Tfic relative eontii-
butions of ICF (due to '-C fusion) and CF (clue to '«() 
fusion) for the reaction '' ' '"Tb("'0.o:p3n)""Yl) are found 
to 1)0 =s 37.5%: and ^ 02.5%: respectively, as indicated in 
fig, 5(a.) by t.he dotte<f and the da-shed curve. While, the 
evaporation residue '^'^'Tm(2an) of half-life t\!2 = 7.7h. 
is expected to be popnlati>d via the frisicm of ^IJc and 
s bse(|uerit ennssiou of one neutron from " " T m ' . How-
ever, the rcTiiaining part '^ Be (two ft-particles) beliaves 
like spectator. It may be obscn'ved h'om fig. 5(b). that, 
there are two LMF components, at ~ 143p.g/cm- and 
rv 296|(g/'cm-, due to '"^ Be and '~C ftision, respectively, in-
dicating the major contrituition for the population of the 
above residue only from the two incomplete-fusion chan-
els. It may, fiowevcr. be xjointed out tliat tlie relative 
contribution coming from *Be and '^C fusion (fig. 5(b). 
indicated by dotted and dashed curves) is found to f)c 
a 42% and K 58%, respcc:tively. In table 3, the exper-
imentally measured most profjable ranges i?,^,(,j.,,,, and 
theoretically estimated forward mean ranges Ryithe) '^ov 
CF and/or ICF components using the range-energy rela-
tion for the reaction products produced at s; 90 MeV are 
given. .4s can be se(;n from this tabic, the experimentally 
mcasuied most probal)le rtinges for botfi CF anil/or ICF 
components agree well with the theoretical ones within 
the exijcilmental uncertainty. The error shown in Rp{,-.rp) 
iudiciit(>s the filling errors of tlie Oati.ssian distribution to 
the exi)eilmeiital data. 
4.2 " O + "^^Tm system 
The recoil range distributions for '""-''^Re, '~"\V, '''^Ta 
and ' ' Tlf reaction residties populated in the interaction of 
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""'"Tni system at ~ H7M(-V. Tlie percentage fractions of '"'C 
and " 'O fusion are found to lie si 3'2.'2%c and a; 67.8% for the 
[)roduction of ' ' "Re, as indicated in (a), while the percentage 
fractions of "^ Bc and 'C- fusion are found to be ~ 53% and 
; ••17% (or the production of Fa, as ijidicat(>d in (b). 
" ' ( ) with ' ' '"Till at =; STMeV are .shown in figs (i-S. As al-
ready indicated in the previous section, the al)ove residues 
may be populated both via eonipletc aiicl/or iiieovnpjetc 
fusion of "HJ with "''-'Tm. The populat ion of thusc residues 
in cv-emission channels may also be exi)la.iiied in terms of 
the break-up of "•'() into ' ' C and ' 'He(a-part ic[c) followed 
by fusion of '^C with ' ' ' ' 'Tin forming an ineomplctoly fused 
composite system, '**'Rc*. As shown in fig. fi(a), the re-
action product ' ""Re of lialf-lifc l l m i n is expected t o lie 
populated via the emission of four neut rons fVoni ' ' " R e * 
and show two peaks, respectively a t « 221 ng/vm'^ (tliat 
belongs to ''"^ C fusion) and ^ 379/.tg/cra- (that belongs to 
' ' 'O fusion). Thus , the evaporat ion residues '^' 'Ro may not 
only be populated via incomplete fusion bu t may lia,ve sig-
riificatit probability of being loruicd by the CV of the pro-
jectile leailing to the formation of "*'''lr". wliieh may decay 
liy the emission of two and four neut rons along with an al-
pha particle. Similarly, the reaction product ' " W ( r t p 3 n ) 
having half-life 2.21 h is also expected to be populated 
dominaiitly via ICT of ''•^C with " ' "Tm. leading to the for-
mation of ' '^ 'Re". Tlie reaction product ' " W may come 
into play after the emission of a proton and three ruMitrons 
from '**'Rc'. As can be .seen from fig. (i(b). there are two 
I J M T components, respectively at s:; l l ( l / fg / t :n i ' ( that lie-
loiigs to •'^ I'le fusion) and ^ 211/ig/ 'cm^ (that belongs to 
'^C fusion) associated with an incomplete fusion of the 
following type; 
" ' O C ^ C + 'He) -» ' - C -f " ' " T m =^ "^ 'Re ' + ' 'He 
(alpha as specta tor ) . 
It may. liowcver, be iioiiited out t ha t tiie LMT eom-
pouent at a relatively smaller depth , i.e., ^ IWfig/c.m^ 
may be associated with tfic I C F of ''Bo with the target 
nucleus, which may lead to tlie formation of ' " T a " . The 
final rea.c:tiori product '^ ' 'W may also be populated via ,d+-
emission a n d / o r E C decay of the higher charge precursor 
isobar ' " ' 'Ta ' via incomplete fusion of '^Bc of following 
type: 
" '0(* 'Be -!- ""Bo) :=*• '"^ Be + " ' " T m => ' ' ' T a ' + '"^ Bc 
(beryllium as specta tor ) . 
Similarly, the reactii)n products ' ' ' 'Ta and ' ' " R e have 
lialf-li\'es 2.45 h and 19.5 niiu. respectively, and are ex-
pected to be [jopulated via a 2 p u and a'2n eJianncJs, rospec-
t ivdy, in wliich t;he a-par t ic lc may be assumed to behave 
as spectator . .As indicated in fig. 7(a), ' ' - 'Re is expected 
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Fig. 8. Tlic cxperinientally measured recoil range distribution 
for ' "Hf (a3pn) produced in the ' "O + "^^Tm system at ^ 
87McV. As discusscxi in the text, this product is expecttxi to 
be popidatcd only via incomplete fusion of '~C, 
to be populated via bo th (•ompletc a n d / o r incomplete br-
sion and hence shows two LiMT comjionents. respectively 
at a; 212/ ig/cm^ {due to '"'C bision) and :^ 38.'i//g/cnf-
(due to ""() fusion). While, ' ' '^Ta is popula ted ordy via 
ineonipk>te fusion and siiows two L M T conip(ui(uits. re-
spectively, at ~ 114/ tg /cm" (tliat belongs to ''^ Be fusion) 
and « 383/ig/cnf'^ ( tha t belongs to '- 'C bision), wliich are 
siiowTi in fig. 7(b). Furtl ier. the RRI) for reaction pi'od-
nct ' " H f ( Q 3 p n ) , having half-life of o l . d m i n is found to 
have only one peak corresijonding to a cumulat ive dcptli 
w 2 f6 / (g / ' en r . indicating the jx)pnlatif)n of this residue 
liy incomplete fusion of ' - ( ' only, as indicated in lig. 8. 
A comparison of/{,,(p,.^) and Rys^thf-,) ioi' various channels 
produced in the " 'O + " ' ' 'Tni system is given in tabic 4, 
and they agree reasonably well. 
Further, an a t t e m p t has been m a d e to compare the 
experimental range integrated cross-sections with tliat of 
theoretical predictions based on the PACE code. T h e 
C F eontril)utious deduced from forward recoil range d a t a 
(T,;;,,p(CF) iiave been compared witii tiie CE contr ibut ions 
deduced using the b]sion-(-vaj)oration model code P.AC'E 
based on Monte Cai'lo simulation. A compaiison of the 
CE contributions is given in tables 't and 0 for various 
residues. It may be pointed out t h a t the code does not 
take the ICE process into account. As can lie seen b'om 
these tables, the experimental ly do luced contr i lwtions of 
Tabic 5. Fxperimentally measured cumulative (CF-fI(/F) pro-
dn<:t.i(m cross-sections, deduced (using RRDs) cross-^ection 
for ICF and CF components and the theoretically calcu-
lated (P'\('F1) eross-seet.u)iis fi))- the residues produced in the 
"'O -1- '''''\'h system at s; 91) .Vle\'. 
Residues T, ,,,, (inb) rr,.,.,, (mb) »7, a,; (mb) n,i„ (rnb) 
CF+ICF ICF CF CF 
"'""'bu 
4ti±(i.(i 15 ±2 .2 
14(;±18.5 108 ±13 .7 
^Yb 1!) ± 7.0 18 ±3 ,2 
^Tm 31 ± 5 . 7 31 ± 5 . 7 
30 ± 4.4 
37 ± 4.8 
3t) ± 4,4 
26.50 
42.40 
27.18 
Table 6. Experimentally measured cumulative (CF+lCF') pro-
duction cross-sections, deduced (using R.RDs) cross-section 
for ICF and CF components and tlie theoretically calcu-
lated fP.»\CE) cross-sections for the residues produced in the 
" 'O + '•^''I4n svstem at ~ 87 McV 
R(;sidnes o, ,,, (mb) o,,,,, (mb) o,;:rp (mb) n,i,, (mh) 
CF^ lCl ' I CI' CF CF 
^'•Re 2 t i±4 , l 
' " 'W 39 ± 5 . 9 
'••'Re 23 ± 3 . 7 
9 = P5 17±2 .6 
39 ±5.!) 
8 = 1 . 2 15 ±2 .5 
19.8 
13.4 
-Fa IO(i± 12.0 106 ± 12.0 
dlf 48 ± 7,3 48 ± 7.3 
C F agree' w(,'ll with the theoretical values within tfie exp(;r-
imental unec>rtainties. Moreover, as already indicated in 
sects. 4.1 and 4.2. the R R D s for the residues '^ '*Tm. ' " W . 
^''"^Ta and ' " M f show [jeaks corresponding to the ICF of 
'^Be a n d / o r '^ •^ C only and hence experimental CF contri-
I)titions for these residues are not sliown in these tables. 
It may be jioirited out t h a t the P A C E predictions do not 
give any contr ibution for those residues as well. As such, it 
may again be inferred tirat. these residues are dominant ly 
produced in an ICP' proc(>ss. In the al)ove description, it 
is assumed tha t the residues iiroduced by CE of " 'O . ICF 
of '"^C and ICE of "130 would produce residues with the 
<ibserved average recoil ranges. It has been pointctl out by 
Parker (d al. [40] t h a t detailed theoretical calculations in-
dicate that even accounting for j)re-c(|nilibrium emission 
of particles (,-; = 1.2) and evaporat ion of eitlier 'Mi" or 
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'•p" or an n-particlc. it is not possible to exphiiii tiie recoil 
range distribution of several reaction pro(hu:ts by consid-
ering only occurrences of C'F or ])rc-equilibrinn: processes. 
Tlie enhaiiceineiit in cross-s(>ctions for tfie incidnctiori of 
Re, W, Ta and Hf isotoijes, t h a t one ofjserves. may Ijc 
a t t r ibuted to the ICF processes. It may, fiutlier. be men-
tioned that the observation of clear recoil range distril)n-
tions obtained in the present work may be considered as 
a direct proof of IC'F pr(3ccsscs at the studied energies. 
5 Summary and conclusions 
The recoil range dis tr ibut ions of nine evaporat ion residues; 
'Lu. 'Lu , i ^ 'Yb , ^^Rc, • • 'Re ' W , " « T a 
and '"Hlf produced in ' « 0 + '•'^ '^ Tf) and " ' ( ) -I- " ' ' 'Tm sys-
tems, respectively, at ^ 90 MeV and ^ 87McV have been 
studied. The results presented in this paper on the vnea-
surcmcnt and analysis of the mean forward recoil ranges 
of reaction products strongly levealed a sigiiific;mt con-
tr ibution from the part ial linear momc'utuni transfer of 
the projectile a.s.sociated with inconi])lele fusion. Differ-
ent momentum transfer components are a t t r ibu ted to the 
'^C and /o r '"'Be transfer from the " ' ( ) projectile to the 
target nucleus. An a t t empt has also Ijccn made to of>tain 
the relative contribution of complete- a n d / o r incomi)lete-
fusion components. It ha,s l)ecn fourid tliat, in goncral, 
tiie residues are not only popula ted via c:omj)lete fusion 
but incomplete hision is also fourid to play an impor-
tant role in the product ion of different reaction prod-
ucts involving direct Q-ciuster emission at these energies. 
However, in tfie c-ase of " ' '•Tin, ' ' " W , '^•'^la and " ' H f 
residues, the F{RD d a t a cl(,)arly in(ficate tha t th(; ICF rc-
acti(3n mechanism is dominant at the energies of interest 
in the present work. The above tneasurcm.ents are also 
consistent with the theoretical predictions Ijased on the 
model code PACE. A detailed s tudy on the a.ngular dis-
tr ibution of target-like and projectile-like fragments may 
pi'ovide impor tant addit ional information on incomplete-
fusion reaction clynanhcs. IIowcv(n', particle-gainnta coin-
cidence studies can further provide fleejxT insight into the 
miderlyiug mechanism. 
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With a view to study heavy-ion induced fission after complete and/or incomplete fusion 
reactions, experiments have been performed at the Inter-University Accelerator Center 
(lUAC), New Delhi, India. The production cross-sections for more than 40 fission-like 
events (25 < Z < 45) produced in ^^O + i^^Tb and ''^O + ^^^Tm systems, respectively, 
at E/A = 5.6 and 5.9 MeV have been measured using the recoil-catcher technique 
followed by off-line 7-spectroscopy. The analysis of the data indicates that fission is one 
of the competing modes of de-excitation of excited composite system formed via complete 
and/or incomplete fusion processes, where the evaporation of light nuclear particle(s) 
are more likely to be expected. Attempts have also been made to study isotopic yield 
distributions of Yttrium (83,84m,85,87my) and Strontium (80,81,83,85m.g^j isotopes in 
I60 + 159Tb system, and Indium (lOS.lOT.ios.nOjn) ^^d Technetium (99m,ioi,i04,i05-i'c) 
isotopes in ^®0 -f- ^^^Tm system. The statistical analysis of the isotopic yield distribution 
has also been carried out to determine the most probable values of mass and charge of 
fission-like events in two systems. 
Keywords: Activation technique; off-line 7-spectrometry; complete and/or incomplete 
fusion; fission-like events; ' "O- l - '^^Tb and '^0- |-- '^^Tm systems; isotopic yield distri-
bution; E/A = 5.6 and 5.9 MeV. 
1. Introduction 
The dynamics of heavy ion interaction leading to the production of fission-like 
events at intermediate energies has been a topic of current interest during the 
last few years. The heavy ion (HI) induced reactions are widely different from 
light ion induced reactions because of the fact that both projectile and target are 
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many nucleon systems, consequently they have large natural electrostatic repulsion 
(Coulomb barrier) between interacting partners. The input angular momentum (£) 
of His with respect to the center of mass is very large and therefore it is possible 
to produce nuclei with high excitation energy and high spins. Since the de-Broglie 
wavelength of incident HTs is very small i.e. of the order of nuclear dimensions, 
therefore, the interaction shows the semi-classical features and hence, the motion 
of the incident ions may be treated semi-classically. The classical trajectories of a 
projectile leading to the different reaction processes may be classified on the ba-
sis of impact parameter. At low energies, the projectile interacts only through the 
Coulomb field at very large impact parameter and leads to the distant collision. 
If the impact parameter is comparable to the sum of radii of interacting partners, 
grazing collision takes place and the projectile can be elastically or inelastically 
scattered.^ Moreover, when the projectile interacts with the target nucleus at rela-
tively high bombarding energy, just enough to enter in the nuclear range of target 
nucleus, then deep inelastic collision {DIG) dominates.^•'^ In such a case, the nu-
clear densities rise very rapidly in the surface region, and a few nucleons may get 
transferred from projectile to target nucleus. If the projectile interacts with the 
target nucleus very strongly at still smaller values of impact parameter, it may give 
rise to phenomena like (a) Fusion: complete fusion (CF) and/or incomplete fusion 
(ICF). The CF and ICF processes may be classified on the basis of input angular 
momentum multiplicity. In case of CF, with the collision trajectories i < £crit, the 
interacting partners may be trapped in the pocket of entrance channel potential, 
and hence entire mass of the projectile fuses with the target nucleus leading to 
the formation of excited composite system."^ The total kinetic energy and linear 
momentum of the projectile are shared among all the constituents of the composite 
system leading to the fully equilibrated compound nucleus. For collision trajectories 
with ^>^crit; the pocket in the entrance channel potential vanishes, and therefore 
such trajectories leads to the fusion incompleteness, i.e. the nuclear field is no longer 
strong enough to trap all the nucleons with target nucleus, as a consequence, frac-
tional momentum transfer takes place. In such a case, the incident projectile is 
assumed to break-up into fragments in the presence of nuclear field of target nu-
cleus. One of the fragments may fuse with target nucleus leading to the formation of 
excited incompletely fused composite system and the remnant may be assumed to 
traverse along the beam direction with almost the same velocity as that of incident 
projectile without any significant interaction^"'-* with the target nucleus, and (b) 
Fusion-Fission: The main assumption of this process is that with CF and/or ICF 
of projectile, the resultant composite system attains thermodynamical equilibrium 
and proceeds towards fission, depending on the available excitation energy and en-
trance channel mass asymmetry.^"''^ This may be explained as a result of gradual 
decrease of shell effects with increasing excitation energy of the composite system. 
The final reaction products may come into picture after emission of few nucleons 
and characteristic 7-radiations from fission-like events.'^"^"' 
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The production cross-sections measurement of such reaction residues in heavy 
ion HI interactions have been extensively carried out during the last few years 
and a large amount of experimental data for various fissioning systems has been 
generated, leading to the development of various nuclear models. ^^"^^ Even after 
considerable progress, the comprehensive understanding of reaction dynamics of HI 
interaction in general, and below the actinide region in particular, is still lacking. 
HFs have been used as projectile to study the spliting of excited composite system 
leading to the production of fission-like events over a wide range of fissility {Z'^/A), 
excitation energy and entrance channel angular momentum.^ '^~'^ "^ Studies on the 
effect of excitation energy and angular momentum on various fission observables 
have provided deeper insight into the nuclear reaction dynamics. A I^ost of the in-
vestigators have concentrated on few nuclei e.g. on ^35^ and ^''"''Pu, to produce a 
tremendous amount of high precision data necessary for the technical application 
in nuclear reactors and/or in nuclear weapons.^"* The development of future nu-
clear power energetics with applications of hybrid technologies using accelerator 
based incineration system requires a knowledge of cross-sections of such nuclear 
reaction products in a wide range of projectile-target combinations. However, more 
experimental data is also required to determine optimum irradiation conditions for 
producing radioactive isotopes of interest. The cross-section data of such products 
are also in demand for the production of specific radioactive ion beams (RIBs) and 
is a key parameter for the development of recently proposed Accelerator Driven 
Sub-critical (ADS) reactor system, popularly known as energy amplifiers.'^'' 
Nishio et alP'^ have also shown that fission of incompletely fused composite 
nucleus is one of the dominant processes other than fission of compound nucleus 
at intermediate energies. This study showed that several reaction channels open-
up at medium bombarding energies E/A > 8 MeV. In the present work, it is 
exciting to observe fission-like events in CF and ICF of a projectile at E/A « 
6 MeV. The experimental data for such fusion-fission reactions in HI interaction is 
still limited and a comprehensive understanding of HI induced fission at medium 
energies is still lacking. As such, in order to measure the production cross-sections 
of radio-nuclides produced in HI interaction, a program of precise measurements 
and analysis of Excitation Functions (EFs), Recoil Range Distributions (RRDs), 
Angular Distribution (ADs) and charge and mass-distribution of fission-like events 
in HI induced reactions have been undertaken by our group.•^^~"*" In the present 
work, the production cross-sections for 46 fission-like events, which are expected 
to be formed via the process of fission in ^''O + ^^^Tb and "^^ 0 -f- ^^^Tm systems at 
energies, respectively, E/A ss 5.6 and 5.9 MeV have been measured. In our earlier 
reports, the cross-sections for a large number of residues populated via CF and/or 
ICF in these systems have already been presented over a wide energy range.^ '^'^ •^ 
Present work has indicated that the radionuclides expected to be populated via 
the process of fission may be the admixture of fission after CF and/or fission after 
ICF processes. As such, an attempt has also been made to study the isotopic yield 
distribution of Yttrium (Y) and Strontium (Sr) isotopes populated in '*'0 -I- ^ '^ ^Tb 
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system and Technetium (Tc) and Indium (In) isotopes populated in ^^0 + '^^ ^Tm. 
To the best of our knowledge these measurements have been performed for the 
first time. The out line of the present paper can be summerised as follows. In 
Sec. 2 the experimental procedure is briefly discussed, while Sec. 3 and 4 deals 
with the reaction product identification and measurements, respectively. The results 
and discussion, summary and conclusions are given in Sec. 5 and 6 of the paper 
respectively. 
2. Experimental Procedure 
The present work has been carried out using a ^''0^+ beam from 15-UD Pelletron 
accelerator of the Inter-University Accelerator Center (lUAC), New Delhi, India. 
The details like target preparation, irradiation of samples, post-irradiation analysis 
etc. are given in the following subsections. 
2.1. Sample preparation and irradiation 
The sample of ^^ '-^ Tb (99.99%) used in the present measurements was a self sup-
porting foil, prepared by rolling method. The ^ '^^ Tm (100%) sample was prepared 
on Al-backing by vacuum-evaporation technique. The thickness of each sample was 
measured by a-transmission method, in which 5.487 MeV a-particles obtained from 
^''^Am source were allowed to pass through the samples to estimate the energy loss 
per unit path length while traversing the sample material. The thicknesses of Tb 
and Tm samples were, respectively, Rsl.8 mg/cm^ and KSO.6 mg/cm^. The thick-
nesses of Al-backing used for Tb sample was ?»2 mg/cm^, and for Tm samples it 
was ss 1.5 mg/cm^, which served as energy degrader as well as catcher foils during 
the irradiation. The samples were cut into the size of 1.2x1.2 cm^ and were pasted 
on Al-holder having concentric hole of 1.0 cm diameter. The Al-holder was used for 
rapid dissipation of heat produced during the irradiation. 
The irradiations were carried out in the General Purpose Scattering Chamber 
(GPSC) of 1.5 m diameter having In-vacuum Transfer Facility (ITF). The main 
advantage of ITF is that, one can replace the sample without disturbing the vacuum 
of the chamber, so that the delay-time between the stop of irradiation and beginning 
of the counting may be minimized. The samples of '^ '-^Tb and ^^ '-^ Tm along with 
appropriate catcher foils were irradiated by ^'^0'''+ beam at E/A « 5.6 and 5.9 MeV, 
respectively, with beam current w30 and 50 nA, The samples along with Al-catcher 
foils were placed normal to the beam direction with sample material facing the 
beam so that the recoiUng reaction products may be trapped in the catcher foil 
thickness. Keeping in view the half-lives of the interest, the irradiations were carried 
out for « 8 h duration for each projectile-target combination. The beam flux was 
monitored using an ORTEC current integrator device by taking into account the 
charge collected in the Faraday cup placed behind the target-catcher foil assembly. 
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2.2. Post irradiation analysis 
After irradiation, the targets along with catcher foils were taken out from the GPSC 
employing ITF assembly. The activities induced in the target-catcher foil assembly 
were followed by off-line 7-spectrometry. A pre-calibrated High Purity Germanium 
(HPGe) 7-ray spectrometer of 100 c.c. active volume coupled to a PC through 
CAMAC based FREEDOM software'''* has been used for off-hne counting. The 
calibration of spectrometer has been done using standard 7-radiation sources of 
known strengths like ^°Co, •'^''Cs, ^^^Eu etc., which emit 7-rays over a wide range 
of energies. The geometry dependent efficiency [G^) of HPGe detector at a given 
energy was estimated for efficiency correction in the observed spectra. Furthermore, 
the spectrometer resolution was ^2 keV for 1.33 MeV 7-ray of ^^ C^o source. In the 
present work, the standard 7-sources and irradiated target-catcher foil assemblies 
were counted in the same geometry in order to avoid the solid angle effect during 
the counting. Attention was paid to keep the dead time of the detector less then 
10% by suitably adjusting the source-detector separations. 
3. Reaction Product Identification 
As already mentioned the induced activities in the target-catcher foil assemblies 
have been followed by off-line 7-spectroscopy and the 7-ray spectra were recorded 
at increasing times, keeping in view the decay curve analysis for reaction products 
identification. A typical 7-ray spectra along with some of the assigned residues pop-
ulated in ^^0^+ induced reactions on ^^^Tb and ^^^Tm at, respectively, E/A = 5.6 
and 5.9 MeV are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The radio-nuclides populated via CF and 
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Fig. 1. Typical 7-ray spectrum in ' ' 'O -\- ^^**Tb system at E/A = 5.6 MeV, indicating the different 
reaction products. 
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Fig. 2. Typical 7-ray spectrum 
ferent reaction products. 
in I'^O + i'^^'Tra system at E/A = 5.9 MeV, indicating the djf-
Table 1 List of tFie residues populated 
via CF and/or ICF of ^'^O with ^^Sxb 
(taken from the Ref. 28). 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Nuclide (channel) 
" 2 T a (3n) 
I'^'Ta (4n) 
" " T a (5n) 
''•iHf (p3ra) 
i™9Hf (p4n) 
^^^Lu (2p2n)» 
i™Lu (anY 
^^^hn {a2n)'^ 
is^Tm (2a2n)' ' 
f'EXP 
n±2.4 
228 ±39.2 
263 ±38.74 
340 ± 73.5 
574 ±68.8 
611 ±64.0 
31 ±5.44 
80 ±9.45 
10 ± 1 . 3 
''Populated via CF and/or ICF. 
ICF may de-excite by the evaporation of nuclear particles and/or characteristic 7-
radiations, and also by the process of fission. As can be seen from the spectra given 
in Figs. 2 and 3, different peaks in the spectrum have been assigned to the several 
radionuclides populated via fusion(CF and/or ICF)-fission reactions. In order to 
determine the production cross-sections of these residues, first of all it is desirable 
to identify them. In order to identify the various residues, the preliminary analysis 
was performed by identifying their characteristic 7-rays in the spectra which have 
been recorded with increasing time. This is a very specific way for the identification 
T - C^<^S> 
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Table 2. List of the residues populated 
via CF and/or ICF of "^O with is^Tm 
(taken from the Ref. 29). 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Nuclide (channel) 
i«2lr (3n) 
i«Mr (4n) 
i820s (p2n) 
i**'90s (p3n) 
i**^Re (2p2n)*' 
i^^Re (oSn)" 
^'''^Hf (2apn)'^ 
" ^ L u (3an)^^ 
0"EXP 
8 ± 1 . 4 
183 ±27.2 
18 ±3 .7 
173 ±22.8 
441 ±66.9 
34 ±5 .5 
4 ±0 .6 
28 ± 3 . 3 
'Populated via CF and/or ICF. 
Table 3. List of identified fission-like events produced in 
1 6 Q _J, isS'pjj system along with their spectroscopic properties. 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
Nuclide 
7^Kr 
84771 Y 
85m g . 
T5Br 
104 To 
8 3 Y 
8,5Y 
87Tn Y 
81 Sr 
soSr 
83sr 
74771 r j - . 
83 Se 
88 Kr 
94 Ru 
102 Ag 
95RU 
™Rb 
87 Zr 
110i„ 
78 As 
n2Ag 
J^ 
5/2+ 
1 -
1 /2-
3 / 2 -
3+ 
7+ 
9/2+ 
1 /2 -
1 /2-
1 /2 -
0+ 
4+ 
9/2+ 
0+ 
0+ 
5+ 
5/2+ 
5/2+ 
9/2+ 
7+ 
2 -
2 -
half-life 
1.24 h 
40 m 
67.6 m 
1.61 h 
18.3 m 
3.19 h 
49.7 m 
10.3 m 
22.15 m 
2.79 h 
2.71 h 
46 m 
22.3 m 
2.84 h 
51.8 m 
12.9 m 
1.64 h 
22.9 m 
1.68 h 
4.9 h 
90.7 m 
3.13 h 
£-,(keV) 
146.4 
1039.8 
151.1 
427 
535.0 
479.4 
555.5 
432.3 
188.2 
388.4 
430.6 
728.3 
799 
834.8 
892.0 
964.2 
1178 
1184 
1227 
1305.2 
1308.7 
1312 
a-,(%)* 
37.6 
45.2 
12.4 
4.5 
13.1 
91.0 
94.90 
2.0 
16.0 
82.3 
3.33 
35 
31.9 
13 
25 
1.4 
5.2 
0.249 
100 
0.34 
12.4 
1.20 
of reaction products, because each radio-active isotope has a unique decay mode. 
Thus, the observed intensity of the 7-ray of induced activity is a measure of the 
production cross-section of that particular reaction channel. Since there were sev-
eral residues which may emit 7-rays of nearly same energy, the simple 7-ray energy 
identification may not be enough and hence, the intensity of the photo-peaks were 
plotted as a function of time to get the half-lives of the residues. The residues were 
identified not only by their characteristic 7-rays energies but also by the analysis of 
decay curves. From the analysis of spectra and decay-curves, the identified reaction 
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Table 4. List of identified fission-like events produced 
in ^ ' 'O+^^^Tm system along with their spectroscopic 
properties. 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
Nuclide 
lO^In 
8«Ge 
8SNb 
9.5 Y 
83 Se 
99m ^ | , 
lO^Sn 
105TC 
79 As 
105 In 
108™Rh 
95 Ru 
9 2 Y 
98m ]^b 
s^Kr 
92Sr 
lOiTc 
78 Ge 
llOmjj^ 
104 Tc 
l lS^g 
™As 
112 Ag 
108m. jj^ 
Jr, 
9/2 + 
0+ 
8+ 
1/2^ 
9/2+ 
7/2+ 
5/2+ 
9/2+ 
3 /2-
9/2+ 
5+ 
5/2+ 
2 -
5+ 
5/2+ 
0+ 
9/2+ 
0+ 
2+ 
3+ 
1/2-
4+ 
2 -
7+ 
half-life 
32.4 m 
2.26 h 
14.3 m 
10.3 m 
22.3 m 
7.2 m 
18.0 m 
11.1 m 
9.0 m 
5.0 m 
6.0 m 
1.64 h 
3.54 h 
51.3 m 
1.27 h 
2.71 h 
14.0 m 
1.4 h 
69.1 m 
18.0 m 
20.0 m 
52.6 m 
3.13 h 
58.0 m 
E^ikeV) 
204.9 
108.8 
399.6 
954.1 
225.2 
319,2 
331.0 
667.3 
432.0 
131.4 
433.9 
806.4 
448.5 
787.3 
402.6 
953.4 
127.2 
293.9 
657.7 
358.0 
131.4 
668.1 
617.4 
242.7 
a-,(%)* 
48 
10.5 
31 
19 
31.9 
0.9 
9.7 
9.7 
1.50 
100 
43 
4.09 
2.34 
93 
49.6 
3.6 
2.86 
4 
98 
79 
2.9 
21.2 
43.4 
38 
products have been found to have almost half the charge and mass as compared to 
the composite system populated via CF and/or ICF of the projectile. As such, the 
reaction products cannot be considered as target and/or projectile-like fragments. 
It is more convenient to explain them as fission-like events expected to be produced 
as a consequence of fusion (CF and/or ICF)-fission reaction channel. Furthermore, 
the radionuclides populated via CF and/or ICF of "^^ O with ^^ '-^ Tb and ^^^Tm at 
the given energies are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 with their production cross-
sections.^^'•'^ These nuclides are assumed to split up leading to the formation of 
fission-like events. The list of identified fission-hke events along with their spectro-
scopic properties are given in the Tables 3 and 4. The imclear data of radionuclides 
which have been used in the analysis are taken from the Table of Isotopes. "^^ 
4. Measurements 
The intensities of characteristic 7-lines have been used to determine the production 
cross-sections of different fission-like events, using a FORTRAN programme EXP-
SIGMA based on the following formulation,'*'' 
Or = NQ6<\)GeK{l - exp( -Ai i ) 
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where 
Ct=o = The count rate just after the irradiation, i.e. at zero time, 
A'^o = Initial number of nuclei in the target, 
6 = Branching ratio of the characteristic 7-rays, 
(p = Flux of the incident beam, 
Ge — Geometry dependent efficiency of the spectrometer, 
K~[l - exY>{-fid)]/^.d = The self absorption correction factor for the 7-ray in 
the material of the sample of thickness d{gm/cm^) and the absorption coefficient 
/u(cmVgm) 
A = Decay constant of the radionuclides, and 
ti = Time of irradiation. 
As has already been mentioned, the CF and ICF reaction products may undergo 
fission. The production cross-sections for a large number of fission-like events (25 < 
Table 5 
sections 
Cumulative (C) and 
of fission 
indepem 
like events produced 
induced fusion-fission reaction with 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Nuclide 
77Kr 
84m Y 
80Sr 
75 Br 
104TC 
8 3 Y 
8 5 Y 
STmy 
" S r 
S^Sr 
85m. c J. 
(T(mb) 
16 ±1.8(1) 
25 ±3.13(1) 
0.89 ±0.14(1) 
15 ±2.56(1) 
24.4 ±3.27(1) 
2 ±0.29(1) 
45 ±4.71(1) 
3 ± 0.4(C) 
7±0.9(I ) 
25 ±2.77(1) 
1.5±0.17(C) 
159Tb. 
S. No. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
dent (I) production cross-
in E/A = 
Nuclide 
74m gj. 
83Se 
88Kr 
94 Ru 
102 Ag 
95 Ru 
79 Rb 
87 Zr 
"Ojn 
7«As 
n2Ag 
5.6 MeV IOQ 
cr(mb) 
67 ±3.46(1) 
2 ±0.4(1) 
24 ±2.13(1) 
1.6±0.1(I) 
46 ±6.24(1) 
19±2.1(I) 
6 ±0.64(1) 
3.9 ±0.69(1) 
4.6 ± 0.28(C) 
3.8 ± 0.4(C) 
11.4± 1.4(1) 
Table 6. Cumulative (C) and independent (1) production cross-
sections of fission like events produced in E/A = 5.9 MeV '^O 
induced fusion-fission reaction with ^''^Tm. 
S. No. Nuclide ^(mb) S. No. Nuclide o-(mb) 
1. i07jn 19 ±1.96(1) 13. 9 2 Y 30 ±3.46(1) 
2. '^"Ge 4 ±0.69(1) 14. ^»^Nh 13 ±1.46(1) 
3. 88[^b 26±3.78(I) 15. ^ ^ j ^ ^ 2±0.13(I ) 
4. 9 5 Y 58 ± 3 . 4 6 ( C ) 16. 923^ 28 ± 2.62(C) 
5. 83gg 11 ±2.19(1) 17. I " 5 T C 7 ±1.01(1) 
6. 99m-pj, 4 ±0.41(1) 18. 78Qg 33 ±4.19(1) 
7. I09gn 29±2.58(I) 19. "Ofn 5 ± 0 . 8 1 
8. lO^Tc 28 ± 2.67(C) 20. lO^^^ 14 ±1.79(1) 
9. 79 As 75 ± 4.99(C) 21. ' i s ^ g 48 ± 2.49(C) 
10. I05in 2 ± 0.36(C) 22. 70^^. 33 ± 2.34(C) 
11. lOSmf^ij 2 0 ± 1.57(C) 23. il^Ag 69±3 .39 
12. 95J^ J^ 83 ±4.61(1) 24. 'O^In 26 ±2.52(1) 
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Z < 45) have been measured at given energies in *^^ 0 + ^^'''Tb and ^^0+^^^Tni 
systems and are listed in the Tables 5 and 6, respectively. Furthermore, the errors 
mentioned in the cross-sections are the statistical errors of 7-ray counting. The 
errors in the cross-sections may come up mainly due to: 
(i) Non-uniform thickness of the sample and inaccurate estimate of foil thickness 
may lead to uncertainty in the determination of the number of target nuclei in 
the sample. To check the uniformity of the sample, thickness of the sample was 
measured at different positions by a-transmission method. It is estimated that 
the error in the thickness of the sample material is expected to be less than 
1%. 
(ii) Fluctuations in the beam current may result in the variation of incident flux. 
(iii) Uncertainty in the determination of geometry dependent spectrometer effi-
ciency. The error in the efficiency determination due to the statistical fluc-
tuations in counts is estimated to be less than 2%. 
(iv) The beam intensity loss as the beam traverses the target catcher foil assembly. 
(v) The losses of product nuclei recoiling out of the target may introduce large 
errors in the measured cross-sections. The thickness of the catcher foil was 
sufficient to stop even the most energetic residues, however, in the present 
measurements, both the sample and the catcher foils were counted together 
and hence the losses due to the recoiling of nuclei is avoided. 
(vi) Dead time of the spectrometer was kept at less than 10% by suitably adjusting 
sample-detector distance. These errors exclude the uncertainty of the nuclear 
data like branching ratio, decay constant etc., which have been taken from the 
Table of Isotopes.^^ 
5. Results and Discussion 
5.1. i«'0-f-^^^Tb system 
As reported in our earlier publication,''^ the most dominant CF and/or ICF re-
action products are 170,171,172^ ^^ ^ 170 ,^171^^^ I69,17O.171LU and ^^ ^^ Tm populated in 
the interaction of ^^0 with "^'^ T^b at the given energy. As a typical example, the 
reaction products I70,i7i,i72r[.^ expected to be formed via CF of ^''O with ^^^Tb 
leading to the formation of excited composite system ^''^Ta* which may decay by 
xn-channels (x = 5,4,3), leaving behind the above residues. While, the residues 
i70s,i7ijjf expected to be populated via pxn-channels (4, 3). Furthermore, the 
residues I69,i70,i7i|^y ^^^^^ ^^^Tm are expected to be populated via both CF and/or 
ICF ^^0, in which one of the fragments (say) ^^C fuses with ^^^Tb nucleus, form-
ing an incompletely fused composite system ^''^Lu* (or, the residues ^^^Lu may be 
populated via emission of 2p2n from ^^^Tb), which may decay by the emission of 
one neutron forming i '^^ Lu and two neutrons forming ^^ '-^ Lu. Similarly, the reaction 
product ^^^Tm is expected to be populated via 2a2n channel and/or ICF (fusion 
of ^^C with ^ '^^ Tb and/or *Be) followed by subsequent emission of light nuclear 
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particles from ^^^Lu* and ^''^Tm* composite systems. The remnant CHe or *^ Be) 
of the incident ion is assumed to go on moving with beam velocity in a forward 
direction without any significant interaction with target nucleus. Furthermore, in 
the present work, the residues which are expected to be populated via CF and/or 
ICF, are assumed to undergo fission and give rise to fission-like events after emis-
sion of few nucleons and characterisitic 7-radiations. Therefore, attention has been 
paid to identify the fission-like events after CF and/or ICF processes. A list of 
fission-hke events formed as a consequence of fission after CF and/or ICF, along 
with their spectroscopic properties, which have been assinged to be produced in 
I 6 Q _J_ isa-p^ interactions at E/A = 5.6 MeV, as is already given in Table 3. The 
measured production cross-sections for these residues are given in Table 5. 
5.2. ^^O + ^^^Tm system 
In ^^0 + ^^^Tm system at E/A = 5.9 MeV,'*^ the main reaction residues are 
i8i,i82jj.^ i8i9,i82Qg i78,i8ij^g^ iTSj^ f ^^ ^^  ^^^Lu, expected to be populated via CF 
and/or ICF of *^^ 0 with '^''•^Tm. The residues ^^^-i^ ^ j^j. ^^^ populated via emission 
four and three neutrons, I**19>I**2QJ. formed after subsequent emission of three and 
two neutrons along with one proton from excited completely fused composite sys-
tem issjj.* However, ^^ **'^ *^ ^Re, ^^^Hf and ^^^Lu are expected to be populated both 
via CF and/or ICF. As already indicated in the earlier section, the population of 
these ERs can be explained in terms of the break-up of *^^ 0 into ^^C -I- ''He and/or 
**Be4-^Be and/or ' 'He+ '^^ C followed by fusion of either fragment with *^^ T^m nu-
cleus forming an incompletely fused composite system ^*'Re* or or^ '^^ Lu* in excited 
state. More than 20 fission-like events formed as a results of fusion (CF and/or ICF)-
fission in this system have been identified and are given in Table 4 along with their 
spectroscopic properties. The production cross-sections of fission-like events have 
also been determined and are given in Table 6. 
Furthermore, production cross-section for some of the fragments are substan-
tially higher than expected at this energy. One of the possible reasons for the higher 
production cross-section values for fission-like events may be due to the fact that 
the fragments which are observed in these cases are populated from various de-
cay chains and hence, they may have cumulative sum of cross-sections of these 
fragments. It should however be pointed out that in the present work the fission 
fragments which recoil in the backward direction are lost and no correction for this 
could be applied. However, if catcher foils are put at both sides of the target, then 
both the fragments of a particular fission event in forward as well as in backward 
directions may be trapped and identified. It is observed that, if activities of back-
ward and forward catcher foils are measured then symmetric mass distribution is 
expected. As can be seen from Tables 5 and 6, the total production cross-section 
of fission-hke events in ^^O + ^^^Tb and I'^O-f ^^^Tb are found to be 353.69 mb 
and 667 mb respectively, which may be the indication of more fission-like events 
production possibility for mass assymmetric system. 
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Table 7. CompariKon of isotopic yield distributions (CT^) for 
different fissioning systems. 
S. No. 
1. 
2, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
"Present 
System 
16Q_f_159j'^» 
16Q_^159-pba 
1 6 o + 1 6 9 T m a 
)6o + i6«Xm» 
' 'Li-F 232^1,43 
^Li 4-232^1,43 
l lB^23' . . -pj^44 
" B + 23'.:Th44 
l l B + 23'.!Th44 
l l g _(_ 238(j45 
n g _ | _ 23S(j4.5 
20Ne + 2 3 8 u « 
20Ne + 23,'iU45 
work. 
£;*(MeV) 
57.1 
57.1 
61.06 
61.06 
41.7 
41.7 
55.7 
55.7 
55.7 
67.4 
67.4 
64.5 
64.5 
Element 
Sr 
Y 
In 
Tc 
Sb 
I 
Sb 
I 
Cs 
Rb 
Cs 
Rb 
Cs 
-l 
3.31 
4.41 
4.24 
4.62 
4.08 
3.96 
4.0 
5.43 
3.72 
3.84 ±0.16 
3.95 ±0.14 
4.23 ±0.40 
4.26 ±0.90 
5.3. Mass distribution of fission-like events 
Mass distribution is one of the important experimental observables directly re-
lated to the collective dynamics of fission.•^'''•'^^ Figures 3 and 4 show the plot of 
experimentally determined production cross-sections of various fission-like events 
as a function of their mass numbers in ^^0 + ^''^Tb and ^ ' '0+ ^^ '•^ Tm systems at 
E/A = 5.6 and 5.9 MeV, respectively. It is evident from these figures that the mass 
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Fig. 3. Typical plot of production cross-sections fis a function of mt\ss numbers of fi.ssion-like 
events in * ^ 0 + ^^'^Tb .system at E/A = 5.6 MeV. 
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Fig. 4. Typical plot of production cross-sections as a function of mass numbers of fission-like 
events in ' ' 'O-l- ^^^Tm system at E/A = 5.9 MeV. 
distribution have been found to be symmetric as expected at presently studied en-
ergies. The activities measured in the forward catcher foil were used for the mass 
distribution plots. As such, in order to obtain the mass distribution of fission-like 
events, the experimentally measured cross-sections have to be corrected for the 
charge distribution. In the present work, the compound nucleus populated via both 
channels (CF and/or ICF) for a given system is expected to be far away from the 
/9-stability line, and therefore, the final fission-like events comes from the different 
decay chains. The yield of a particular mass chain Y{A) is calculated from exper-
imentally measured independent yield {YIND) or cumulative yield {YCUM) of the 
fission like event of mass A and atomic number Z using the following equations;^^ 
Y{A) = YiMDiA,Z)/YFi{A,Z) 
Y{A) = YCUM{AZ)/YFC{A,Z). 
(2) 
(3) 
Here YFI{A, Z) and Ypc{A., Z) are, respectively, the fractional independent and 
cumulative yields, which are given by following Gaussian distribution equations; 
1 /-Z+0..5 
YFI{A,Z) = ^ : ~ ^ / e 
v/27rCT? 
-{Z-Z,.f/2<jldZ 
Z JZ-0.5 
YFC{A,Z) 1 
s/2TTal 
Z+0.5 
,~(Z-ZpYI2(r\dZ 
(4) 
(5) 
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Here Zp and az are, respectively, most probable charge and width parameter of 
isobaric yield distribution. Thus the calculation of mass yield for particular mass 
chain with mass number "i4", from the experimentally measured yield of fission-like 
events require the value of Zp and az- For independent measurements of yield at 
least three members in an isobaric chain are required to obtained the value of Zp 
and az- Since it is difficult to measure three independent yields in an isobaric chain, 
an alternative approch may be used. In the present work, the isotopic yield distri-
bution of fission-hke events have been studied to estimate the charge distribution 
parameters. 
The Zp value for a perticular mass chain with mass number A may be calculated 
using unchanged charge distril:)ution (UCD) hypothesis, as shown in the following 
formulation;'*''''*^ 
^T^^> = 1 — z r „ (^ ) 
-^C N '^average 
where Ap is the most probable mass number for a given Z, ACN and ZCN is the 
mass and charge of CN and riaverage is average number of fission neutrons. If Ap is 
the most probable mass of the isotopic yield distribution for a given Z then the the 
value of a A may be converted into az using following equation;'*^ 
. . = 2 i ^ . (7) 
I\p 
The values of az are found to be 0.83 and 0.96, respectively for Y and Sr, while 
for In and Tc they are 0.96 and 0.90, respctively, calculated from the distribution 
parameters obtained from the experimental data. The details of how the width 
parameters a A and most probable mass Ap have been deduced is given in the 
Sec. 5.6. 
5.4. Isotopic yield distribution for Y, Sr, In and Tc isotopes 
In order to estimate width parameter for primary isotopic yield distribution, at-
tempts have been made to study this distribution for different fission-like events 
in both systems. Some systematics have been used to find out the distribution pa-
rameters. The fission-like event of mass number A for fixed Z may be the result of 
the neutron evaporation from several reaction products of a decay chain. Thus, the 
total yield of decay chain YT {A) may be expressed in terms of the corresponding 
evaporation residue yields Y{A') using following equation; 
n 
yT(A) = ^ P n l ^ ( A ' ) (8) 
1 
where A' (= A + Uavr) is the mass number of evaporation residue emitting n number 
of neutrons leading to the final reaction product (fission-like event) with mass A, 
P„ is the probability of neutron emission by the evaporation residue with mass A'. 
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Assuming the Gaussian distribution for the evaporation residues, their production 
yield may be given as 
Y{A') = Yz V2iral, 
-{A'-A'„f/2al, (9) 
Here A' is the most probable mass, cr^, is the width parameter of the isotopic 
yield distribution and Yz is the elemental yield i.e. unchanged the neutron emission 
from evaporation residues. The total yield YT{A) of corresponding decay chain may 
be obtained from the yield of evaporation residues Y(A') using following equation; 
Y^iA) = Y.f^ Yz ^lT,o\, -[A'- Ay I1c\, (10) 
As already mentioned, the mean square deviation of the calculated isotopic 
yields F'-^(yl) from the experimentally determined production yields Y^{A) may 
be estimated by chi square fit and may be represented as follows; 
X 
1 
m 
- { i ^ ^ ( ^ ) - y / ( / i ) } (11) 
The value of chi squire fit (x^) was minimized using a nonlinear least square fit 
routine, keeping the width parameter {o'j^ and most probable mass (A') of the 
evaporation residue as free parameters using ORIGIN software. 
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The experimental data have been analyzed as given above. Experimentally de-
termined isotopic yield distributions of Yttrium (83.s4m,85,87mY) ^nd Strontium 
(80,8i,83,85mgj.^  isotopes in i^Q + i^^Tb System, and Indium (los.ioT.ios.iioj^) ^^^ 
Technetium (99'"aoi,io4,i05^^(,', isotopes in ^^O + "'"Tm system are plotted in Figs. 5 
and 6. As already discussed, the parameters for isotopic yield distributions were ob-
tained by fitting the respective production cross-sections to a Gaussian distribution. 
As shown in these figures, the values of the most probable mass Ap is found to be, 
respectively, 85.03 and 82.54 for Y and Sr, and 107.88 and 102.16 for In and Tc. The 
width parameters a A of isotopic yield distributions for Y, Sr, In and Tc are found 
to be 2.10, 1.82, 2.06 and 2.15 respectively. Furthermore, the aA values reported 
in the literature for a large aumber of other fissioning systems are also given in 
Table 5 along with the presently determined values of these parameters. As can be 
seen from this table, the a A values determined in the present work are close to the 
literature values. 
6. Summary and Conclusions 
In the present work, production cross-sections for several fission-like events after 
CF and/or IGF in '*^0-f ''^"Tb and ^^O-|- '"^^Tb system at «6 MeV/nucleon have 
been measured to study mass and charge distributions. Moreover, isotopic yield dis-
tributions have also been studied using experimentally measured production cross-
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sections of Yttrium (Y) and Strontium (Sr) isotopes in ^^O + ^^^Tb and Indium 
(In) and Technetium (Tc) isotopes in ^^O + ^^^Tm, which have been found to be 
symmetric as expected. Analysis of the data indicates that the nuclear fission is 
one of the dominating decay modes of heavy nuclei expected to be populated via 
complete and/or incomplete fusion at excitation energy w 63 MeV. As such, while 
predicting the total reaction cross-sections at medium energies, fission contribution 
should also be taken into consideration. Additional information on various observ-
ables of fusion-fission reaction dynamics may be obtained by measuring angular 
distribution. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, the study of reaction dynamics in heavy ion (HI) interactions has acquired 
central place in nuclear physics research [1-7]. The Hl-induced reactions are widely different 
from light ion induced reactions due to large fusion barrier (fifus) and availability of different 
£-bins. In favorable conditions (only if the projectile energy is comparable to the Bfus). associ-
ated input angular momentum (t) is supposed to be large enough to produce nuclei in extreme 
conditions (high excitation energy and spin). Since, the de-Broglie wavelength in Hl-induced 
reactions is of the order of nuclear dimensions, therefore, the interaction may be explained by 
adopting semi-classical approach [8]. Classically, the interaction trajectories depending on differ-
ent £-bins and/or impact parameters lying within the target dimensions may lead prominently to 
reaction processes like (i) complete fusion (CF), and (ii) incomplete fusion (ICF). In case of CF, 
with the collision trajectories 0 < £ ^ (.„\u the interacting partners may be trapped in the pocket 
of entrance channel potential involving all nucleonic degrees of freedom [9-11]. Consequently, 
the entire kinetic energy and linear momentum of the projectile are ultimately equally shared 
among all the constituents of the composite system leading to the fully equilibrated compound 
nucleus (CN). However, at relatively higher values of impact parameters for the collision trajecto-
ries (input angular momentum range) with f ^ Ccrii. the pocket in the entrance channel potential 
vanishes [12-14]. Therefore, the nuclear field of target nucleus is no longer strong enough to 
trap all the nucleons, consequently, the fractional momentum transfer takes place leading to the 
ICF process. As a result of ICF of projectile, (i) the CN is formed with less mass and charge as 
compared to the total mass and charge of interacting partners; (ii) the recoil velocity of the reac-
tion products should be less than the complete fusion population and (iii) the angular distribution 
of ejectiles is expected to show maxima at forward angles. In ca.se of ICF processes, the mass 
transfer occurs mostly from lighter to heavier partner, the feature observed more prominently for 
mass asymmetric systems as compared to mass symmetric systems [15-18]. 
With a view to explain various ICF processes, several dynamical models like; Break-Up Fu-
sion (BUF) model [19], SUMRULE model [20], Promptly Emitted Particles (PEPs) model [21], 
EXCITON model [22], etc., have been proposed. In SUMRULE model, Wilczyriski et al. [20] 
suggested that ICF is mainly confined to the £-space above (^crit) for CF, and originate from pe-
ripheral interactions or non-central collisions. The non-central nature of ICF dynamics has also 
been emphasized by Trautmann et al. [14], and Inamura et al. [23,24]. The BUF-model [19] of 
Udagawa and Tamura is based on the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA), in which 
the projectile is assumed to break-up into constituent alpha-duslcrs (e.g., '^O may break-up into 
'^C -f- a and/or ^Be + ^Be) within the nuclear field range of target nucleus. One of the fragments 
may get fused with target nucleus (depending on the available £-value) [19], while the remnant 
behaves like a spectator dominantly ejected in the forward cone. According to PEP model [21], 
the nucleons transferred from projectile to the target nucleus may get accelerated in the nuclear 
field of target nucleus and consequently acquire extra velocity to escape before equilibration. 
The EXCITON model assumes that the projectile nucleons undergo a series of collisions with 
the target nucleus creating particle-hole excitations, which de-excite by emitting fast nuclear 
particles [22]. Apart from these. Overlap model [25-27] and Multistep Direct Reaction theory 
[28] have also been proposed, and Morgenstern et al. [17,29], correlated the probability of ICF 
reactions to the entrance channel mass asymmetry. It may, further, be pointed out that the afore-
mentioned models/theories, generally, have been used to fit the experimental data obtained at 
energies E/A > 10.5 MeV or so, but no satisfactory comparison has been made at relatively 
low bombarding energies (i.e., 5-7 MeV/nucleon). As such, due to the unavailability of any re-
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liable theoretical model to fit the experimental data obtained at energies ~ 5-7 MeV/nucleon, 
the study of ICF is still an active area of investigations. Furthermore, there is a renewed interest 
in the study of ICF dynamics after observation of these reactions at relatively low bombarding 
energies [30-33]. Moreover, the ICF reactions are considered to be a promising route to produce 
high spin states even at low bombarding energies [34,35]. Furthermore, some important issues 
associated with ICF dynamics at energies ^ 7 MeV/nucleon are (i) the onset of ICF at energies 
slightly above the Bfus, and (ii) the relative contributions of CF and ICF processes, which have 
not yet been fully explored or limited up to a few projectile-target combinations only. Therefore, 
in order to have better understanding of ICF processes, a comprehensive study of excitation func-
tions (EFs), forward recoil range distributions (RRDs) and angular distributions (ADs) of recoils 
in HI induced reactions have been undertaken by our group [30,36-38]. In the present work, 
the measurement of EFs for several radio-active isotopes produced in '^O + '^•'Rh system have 
been performed in the energy range « 50-85 MeV. Similar measurements for the same system 
have also been performed by Z. Buthelezi et al. [39], at energies « 40-400 MeV. However, in the 
present work, precursor decay contributions (if any) in the production of several reaction products 
have also been estimated from cumulative cross-sections of residues, which has not been con-
sidered in Ref. [39]. As such, the present work may serve as the complement and/or as, at some 
places, supplement to the above measurements at energies ~ 50-85 MeV. The present paper is 
organized as follows: the experimental details and methodology are given in Section 2. However, 
the production cross-section measurement and estimation of independent cross-section from cu-
mulative cross-section are described in Section 3. The analysis of experimentally measured EFs 
with the predictions of statistical model code PACE4 are given in Section 4. The influence of ICF 
on CF and its dependence on projectile energy and mass-asymmetry of interacting partners are 
presented in Section 4.1, while. Section 5 deals with the summary and conclusions of the present 
work. 
2. Experimental details and methodology 
Experiments have been performed at the Inter-University Accelerator Centre (lUAC), New 
Delhi, India. The targets of "'•'Rh of thickness ~ 2.0 mg/cm^ were prepared from the spectro-
scopically pure foils of natural Rhodium ('"^Rh) employing rolling technique. The thickness of 
each target was determined by a-transmission method. The targets were fixed on Al-holders of 
1.2 X 1.2 cm^ size and concentric hole of ~ 10 mm diameter. In order to cover a wide energy 
region in a single irradiation, energy degradation technique has been used. Two stacks, each con-
taining three '"•'Rh-target foils were irradiated by '^ O "^*" beam at energies ^ 80 and 85 MeV, 
separately. Typical stacked foil arrangement used for EF measurements is shown in Fig. I. The 
successive targets in the stack are backed by Al-catchers of appropriate thicknesses, so that the 
recoiling nuclei may be trapped in the catcher foil thickness itself. The incident energy on each 
target-catcher foil assembly in a stack has been estimated using code SRIM, based on stopping 
power formulation. The errors in the incident energies on each foil have been calculated as the 
energy loss at half thickness of the target/catcher foils. The first foil of the first stack at highest 
beam energy (i.e. ^ 85 MeV) has an energy uncertainty of ±2.06 MeV, however, the last foil 
of the second stack has the uncertainty of ±2.77 MeV, calculated as discussed above. Irradia-
tions have been carried out in the General Purpose Scattering Chamber (GPSC), with a beam 
current ^ 10 pnA. Keeping in view, the half-lives of interest irradiations have been carried out 
for % 8 hours. After the irradiation, the target-catcher foil assembly has been taken out from 
the scattering chamber with the help of invacuum transfer system. The activities produced in the 
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Fig. 1. Typical experimental setup for EF measurement using energy degradation technique. 
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Fig. 2. Typical y-ray spectrum of '*0 + '"-'Rh at ~ 85 MeV, peaks are assigned to the different reaction products 
expected to be populated via complete and/or incomplete fusion. 
samples were recorded by a pre-calibrated HPGe detector of 100 c.c. active volume coupled to a 
CAMAC based software FREEDOM.' The detector used in this experiment was pre-calibrated 
for energy and efficiency using various standard y-sources, viz., ^^Co, '•'^Ba and '^^Eu at dif-
ferent source-detector separations. The target-detector separation was suitably adjusted so as to 
keep the dead time < 10%. In order to detect and follow the longer lived residues, the counting of 
irradiated samples has been done for a week or so. A relevant portion of a typical y-ray spectra 
of the '^O + "^ ^Rh system at « 82.94 ± 2.06 MeV is shown in Fig. 2. The residues were iden-
tified by their characteristic y-rays as well as by decay curve analysis. A list of residues, y-ray 
energies, abundances, etc., used in the present work are tabulated in Table 1. The spectroscopic 
data has been taken from the "Table of Radioactive Isotopes" by Browne and Firestone [40]. 
' FREEDOM, Data acquisition and analysis system designed to support the accelerator based experiments at the Nu-
clear Science Centre, New Delhi. India (2000). 
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Table 1 
Spectroscopic properties of identified residues 
Channel 
(pn) 
(p2n) 
(p3n) 
(p3n) 
(p4n) 
(2p) 
(2p2n) 
(2ff) 
(2an) 
(2ffn) 
(2ff2n) 
(2a3n) 
(2a3n) 
(3an) 
(3a3n) 
(3a4n) 
Residue 
Ulgje 
II^Te 
l'5«Te 
llSmjg 
""Te 
"^Sb 
"5Sb 
lll«In 
"O^In 
"0"'ln 
109gln 
'08«ln 
lOSmj^  
106m ^ „ 
104gAg 
'03s Ag 
Half-life 
62 m 
2.49 h 
5.8 m 
6.7 m 
15.2 m 
2.8 h 
32.1 m 
2.8 d 
4.9 h 
1.152h 
4.2 h 
58 m 
39.6 m 
8.28 d 
69.2 m 
65.7 m 
J'' 
(1/2)+ 
0+ 
(7/2)+ 
(1/2)+ 
0+ 
(5/2)+ 
(5/2)+ 
(9/2)+ 
7+ 
2+ 
(9/2)+ 
7+ 
2+ 
6+ 
5+ 
(7/2)+ 
Ey (keV) 
719.7 
1090.7 
628.7 
1326.8 
1380.5 
770.3 
244.6 
726.5 
158.6 
497.4 
489.1 
171.3 
245.4 
641.6 
884.6 
937.4 
657.7 
1235.6 
203.2 
623.6 
242.7 
311.9 
968.0 
451.0 
717.4 
767.8 
555.8 
146.0 
y(%) 
64.7 
6.9 
1.0 
22.7 
23.0 
34.2 
33 
43 
85.9 
98 
1.3 
90.2 
94.0 
25.9 
92.9 
68.4 
98.0 
0.26 
73.5 
6.0 
38.0 
1.01 
4.38 
27.6 
29.0 
65.9 
92.8 
28.3 
3. Measurement of production cross-sections 
The projectile energy dependent reaction cross-sections ffriE), for different radio-nuclides 
have been determined using the following expression [48]: 
Ct=o 
NoO(pG,,K[l-exp{-Xt\)] 
where 
(1) 
C(=o = The count rate just after the irradiation, i.e., at zero time, 
A'o — Initial number of nuclei in the target sample, 
d = Branching ratio of the characteristic y-rays assigned to different reaction products, 
4> = The incident beam flux, 
GF = Geometry dependent efficiency of the HPGc detector, 
A" = [1 — exp{—nd)]/fj,d = The self absorption correction factor for the y-rays in the ma-
terial of the sample of thickness d{gm/cm^) and the absorption coefficient /x(cm^/gm), 
X •= Decay constant of the radio-nuclides, and 
t\ — Time of irradiation. 
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Further, the errors in the measured production cross-sections of different radio-nuclides may 
arise due to various factors like: (i) Non-uniform thickness of the samples, i.e., the inaccurate 
estimate of foil thickness may lead to the uncertainty in the determination of the number of 
target nuclei in the sample. However, in order to check the uniformity of the sample, thickness 
of each sample was measured at different positions by a-transmission method. The error in the 
thickness of the sample is estimated to h&K 1%. (ii) Fluctuations in the beam current may result 
in the variation of incident llux, as such proper care has been taken to maintain the beam current 
constant so that the error due to beam current fluctuations may be minimized, (iii) Uncertainly 
in the determination of geometry dependent spectrometer efficiency. The error in the efficiency 
determination due to the statistical fluctuations in counts is estimated to be less than 2%. (iv) The 
loss of product nuclei recoiling out of the target may introduce large errors in the measured 
cross-sections. The thickness of the catcher foils used in the present work were sufficient to stop 
even the most energetic residues. However, in the present measurements both the sample and the 
catcher foils were counted together and hence, the losses due to the recoiling of nuclei is avoided, 
(v) Dead time of the spectrometer was kept less than 10% by suitably adjusting sample-detector 
distance. The overall errors including statistical errors are estimated to be ^ 15%, excluding the 
uncertainty in branching ratio, decay constant, etc., which have been taken from the "Table of 
Radioactive Isotopes" [40]. 
3.1. Estimation of independent cross-section from cumulative cross-sections 
In the present work, the EFs for several radio-nuclides "'^Te(pn),' '^Te(p2n),' '^^' "TeCpSn), 
"4Te(p4n), "^Sb(2p), "^«''"Sb(2pn), "5sb(2p2n), "''Sn(Q!p4n), '"«In(2Q'), "0«-'"In(2an), 
'0'^«In(2a2n), '°^«''"In(2o!3n), '06'"Ag(3an), '°'*gAg(3a3n) and '^2«Ag(3a4n) expected to be 
populated via CF and/or ICF have been measured. Some of the pxn/apxn-channels are found 
to have contribution from higher charge isobar pre-cursor through /J"*"-emission and/or electron 
capture (EC), where the cumulative cross-sections have been measured. For such cases, if the 
half-life of the pre-cursor is considerably smaller than that of the daughter residue, the inde-
pendent production cross-sections (omi) have been estimated from the cumulative production 
cross-sections (CTCUITI)- The tTcum of a given residue is the sum of (Tjnd and the cross-section for the 
independent production of its pre-cursor rrpre multiplied by a numerical coefficient Fp, i.e.. 
The value of Fp depends on the branching ratio Pp for pre-cursor decay to the residue and is 
given by 
y,l/2 
^ind 'pre 
here Tpre and T[nd are the half-lives of the pre-cursor and the residue. In this way the cumulative 
cross-section is given by 
^1 /2 
As a representative case, the evaporation residue "'^Te (Fig. 3(a)) is likely to be populated 
via CF of '^O with the "^^Rh nucleus forming the composite system ' '*^r followed by the evap-
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K = 9 
K = 8 
50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 
Energy (MeV) Energy (MeV) 
Fig. 3. Experiinentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs for different residues populated via CF (.xn/p.j:n-
channels) in "O + • Rh system at «= 46-85 MeV, The lines represent the theoretical calculations done using code 
PACE4 for different values of K, where a value of /f = 8 is found to be the best choice for the studied system. The 
solid (black) triangle and solid (red) circles, respectively, represent cumulative (<rcum) and independent ((Tjnd) production 
cross-section of residues. Measured EFs have been compared with Ref [39], the experimental data points taken from 
Ref [39], are given by solid star. Ground and metastable states (if any) are given in self explanatory manner in the 
figures. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this paper.) 
oration of a proton and a neutron. The same residue "^sje j^ay aj^ o be populated by the S^"*" 
emission and/or electron capture (EC) of higher charge pre-cursor isobar ' '^I. As such, the mea-
sured activity of residues "^^Xe may have contribution from the decay of its pre-cursor isobar 
also. The values of branching ratios required for obtaining the coefficient Fp are taken from 
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Ref. [41]. Using the above formulation, the cumulative yield (acum) and independent yield (aind) 
for "^^Te are related by the equation 
acumC'^Te) =aind("'«Te) + 1.03ve("^«l). (5) 
Here CTpre("^^I) is the independent yield of the pre-cursor. 
In the similar way, the independent production cross-sections for other residues have also 
been deduced from the CTcum and CTpre contributions. The independent production cross-sections 
have been compared with statistical model code PACE4 [43], and are found to agree reasonably 
well with the theoretical calculations. The optimization of input parameters has been done by 
achieving best fitting for CF products (A:n/p.^n-channels), details of the code PACE4 (which is 
the modified version of PACE2) and data analysis are discussed in the following section. 
4. Analysis of EFs with PACE4 
The calculation of theoretical production cross-sections for the evaporation residues populated 
via CF channels have been obtained using code PACE4. The code PACE4 (which is a revised 
version of PACE2) is based on Hauser-Feshbach approach. It may be pointed out that the ICF 
and PE-emission are not taken into consideration in this code. The cross-sections for evaporation 
residues are calculated using Bass formula [42]. The de-excitation of the compound nucleus 
is followed by Monte Carlo procedure. The projections of angular momentum are calculated 
at each stage of de-excitation, which enables the determination of angular distribution of the 
emitted particles. The optical model parameters for neutrons, protons and a-particles are used as 
default in the code [43]. The y-ray strength functions for E\, £2 and M\ transition were taken 
from tables of Endt [44]. This code has been modified to take into account the excitation energy 
dependence of level density parameter using the prescription of Kataria et al. [45]. 
The partial cross-section (ae) for the formation of CN at angular momentum I and specific 
bombarding energy E, is given by 
CTt = — ( 2 £ + l ) ^ ^ (6) 
471 
Here X is the reduced wavelength. The transmission coefficients T^ may be given by the expres-
sion 
-1 
T,= l-fexp( — (7) 
where A is the diffuseness parameter and £max the maximum value of I detained by total fusion 
cross-section, 
00 
The transmission coefficients for the evaporation of light particles (n, p and a) during the 
de-excitation are obtained by optical model calculations [46,47]. The fission decay mode may be 
considered using a rotating liquid fission barrier routine [43]. As a typical example, at 85 MeV 
incident beam energy the values of £niax and A are « 63h and % 2h. The level density in this 
code is calculated using the expression a = A/K, where A is the atomic mass number and K 
is a parameter called level density parameter. In these calculations K is an important parameter 
and affects the equilibrium component. As such, in order to show the effect of variation of K on 
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Fig. 4. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs for different residues populated via CF and/or ICF 
(a.vn/2a'j:n-channels) in '^O + '^^Rh system at % 46-85 MeV. Dark circles represent the experimental cross-sections. 
The enhancement over the theoretical model predictions may be attributed to ICF processes. 
calculated EFs, different values of K (8, 9 and 10) have been tested, and are shown in Figs. 3(a)-
(f) and 4(a)-(d). It may be pointed out that, it might be possible to predict all the EFs with 
different values of parameters of the code for individual channels. However, it is not reasonable 
from the physics point of view. Further, a value of A" ^ 10 may give rise to the anomalous effect 
in the particle multiplicity. In the present work, a value of A" = 8 is found to give a satisfactory 
reproduction of experimental data for CF-channels within the experimental uncertainties. 
The metastable state of ' '^Te could not be observed due to its very short half-life (% 103 ms). 
As can be seen from the Figs. 3(a)-(f), the experimentally measured EFs for radio-nuclides 
"^^Te(pn), "^TeCpln), "^S'^TeCpSn), •I5sb(2p2n), "7Sb(2p) and "4Te(p4n) are satisfactorily 
reproduced by theoretical model predictions within the experimental uncertainties, and may be 
assumed to be populated via CF (as there is no alpha-particle in exit-channels). Further, in some 
cases (Fig. 3) experimental data is somewhat enhanced as compared to the theoretical model pre-
dictions. In such cases the same residues may be populated via two different modes of decay, viz., 
(i) directly from the decay of CN (independent production), and (ii) through the ;3+/EC decay of 
higher charge isobar pre-cursors. As such, the experimentally measured production cross-section 
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is expected to be the admixture of two different decay modes as mentioned above. The inde-
pendent cross-section (ffind) has been separated out from cumulative cross-section (fXcum) using 
prescription of Cavinato et al. [31], discussed in Section 3.1 of this paper. As can be seen from 
the figures, there is a reasonable agreement between theoretical and experimental EFs after sub-
tracting the contribution coming from pre-cursor decay. However, in Fig. 3(b) the higher values 
of cross-sections in the tail portion of the EFs may be an indication of pre-equilibrium-emission 
at higher energies [49-52], which is not taken into account in these calculations. 
4.1. Interpretation of experimental results 
The fact that the measured EFs for almost all predominantly populated CF-channels could 
be reproduced by PACE4 predictions, gives confidence to the choice of input parameters of the-
oretical model code. Therefore, same set of input parameters has also been used to ht the EFs 
of all a-emitting channels. As can be observed from Figs. 4(a)-(d), the experimentally mea-
sured EFs are relatively higher as compared to the theoretical predictions. Since the theoretical 
model code PACE4 does not take ICF into account, therefore the enhancement in the experi-
mentally measured production cross-sections may be attributed to the contribution coming from 
ICF of '^O with target nucleus. As such, these residues are expected to be populated both via 
CF and/or ICF of projectile. The production of these residues is assumed to be originated from 
the successive decay of CN followed by entire projectile fusion in CF process, and/or via fu-
sion of '^C/^Be from '^0-projectile in ICF processes leading to "^Sb*/'"ln*, respectively. 
The final reaction products appear after emission of a few nucleons from "^Sb*/ '"ln* (incom-
pletely fused composites). In this case it has been assumed that '^O projectile breaks-up into its 
a-clusters, viz., '^C -|- a and/or ^Be -|- ^Be, a part of projectile fuses with '"•'Rh, while remnant 
moves in forward cone with almost projectile velocity. As can be seen from Fig. 4(c), the theo-
retically calculated EFs for "'^Rh('^0, 2a2n)'^'^^In reaction is almost matching/slightly higher 
than the experimental data for all values of K, revealing very less/negligible contribution from 
ICF. It may, however, be pointed out that recoil range distribution measurement for this chan-
nel may give some clue about its population via CF only. Further, experimentally measured EFs 
for 3aA;n-channels (x = 1,3,4) are shown in Fig. 5. The theoretical calculations give negligi-
ble cross-sections for these residues and hence are not shown in Fig. 5, meaning thereby, these 
residues are likely to be populated only via ICF. It may also be pointed out that no choice of 
physically reasonable parameters in theoretical calculations could reproduce the population of 
these residues. 
Moreover, the reaction '°^Rh('^0, 3an)"'^"'Ag may be explained assuming that only a-par-
ticie fuses with the target-nucleus leading to "^'Ag*, which emits a neutron leaving behind the 
residue '^^^Ag. Similarly, the reactions '°3Rh("'0,3a3n)'°'*«Ag and •03Rh('6o, 3a4n)"°3«Ag, 
may be explained, if 3 and 4 neutrons are emitted, respectively from "^^Ag*. In these cases, 
'^C may be assumed to be a spectator. Further, in order to understand the ICF contributions 
in all a-emitting channels, an attempt has also been made to estimate ICF fraction from the 
comparison of experimentally measured EFs and theoretically calculated ones [48]. In the present 
work, the contribution of ICF has been separated out for' "ln(Q!2p2n), ' '°In(2o'n), '°^In(2a3n), 
^^^"^Ag{3an), "^'*^Ag(3a3n) and "'-'^Ag(3a4n) reaction products which are expected to have 
contribution from both CF and/or ICF processes. The deduced ICF cross-sections for the residues 
Ili,ll0,l08jj, ^^^ I03g,i04s,l06m^g ^^^^^ ^ecn plotted in Fig. 6(a). From these figure, it may be 
observed that the ICF contribution in all a-emitting channels increases with projectile energy, as 
expected. 
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Fig, 5. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs for different residues expected to be populated via only 
incomplete fusion (o'j:n/2QrA^n-channels) of ' ^ 0 with "^^Rh. 
Further, as indicated in Figs. 4(a), (b) and (d), ICF is expected to contribute significant amount 
to the evaporation residue cross-sections. As such, an attempt has been made to deduce the ICF 
contribution from experimentally measured and theoretically predicted EFs. Although, it is not 
possible to directly obtain the relative contribution of CF and ICF from the measurement of EFs, 
therefore some systematics has been followed. As already mentioned, the enhancement in the 
experimentally measured production cross-sections over theoretical model predictions based on 
CF calculations may be attributed to the contribution from ICF. As such, the ICF contribution 
for individual channels has been deduced by subtracting CF cross-sections (CTCF) (predicted by 
theoretical model code) from the experimentally measured cross-sections (CTEXP) at respective 
projectile energies, as suggested by Gomes et al. [3]. The ICF contributions (CTICF) deduced as 
mentioned in Ref. [3], for presently measured evaporation residues are plotted in Fig. 6(a) along 
with the sum of cross-section for all ICF channels (XI^^ICF) as a function of projectile energy. 
The lines drawn in these figures are just to guide the eyes. As can be seen from these curves, in 
general, the ICF contribution increases with projectile energy. It may be because of the fact that 
the projectile break-up probability of incident ion in the field of the target nucleus significantly 
increases with incident energy. 
As mentioned, the sum of cross-sections for all measured ICF-channels ( ^ cric?) and the sum 
of cross-sections for all CF-channels (X!"'CF) obtained from theoretical model predictions are 
plotted along with the total fusion cross-section (rrxF = X^^CF + ^O ' ICF) '" Fig. 6(b). It can be 
observed from this figure that the CF component has measurable contribution even at ^ 58 MeV, 
while ICF contribution seems to start from % 66 MeV, in the present work. Further, it may be 
noted from Fig. 6(b), that the separation between the plots for XI'^TF and acF increases with 
projectile energy, which indicates larger contribution from ICF at relatively high projectile en-
ergies. This may be because of the fact that the break-up of projectile may be favored as the 
projectile energy increases. As such, in order to have better representation of projectile energy 
dependence on ICF contribution, the percentage ICF-fraction (FICF) has been estimated from 
the experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs similar to as in Ref. [48]. The 
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Fig. 6. (a) Deduced EFs for different ICF («jrn/2a'A:n-channels) residues, and (b) total fusion probability (OTF) along 
with the sum of complete fusion ((TCF) '""J incomplete fusion (CTICF)-
Ficv for '^O + "^ ^Rh system has been deduced at different energies and is plotted as a func-
tion of projectile energy normalized with Coulomb barrier (Zsbeam/ Vb) in Fig' 1- The normalized 
projectile energy (Ebeam/ ^b) has been used to incorporate the effect of Coulomb barrier while 
comparing different projectile-target combinations in a plot, which is reported as best data re-
duction procedure for different systems [53]. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the relative percentage 
FicF is found to be % 5.5% of the total fusion cross-section (axp) at Ebeam/^ fe = 1-4, which 
increases with normalized projectile energy. However, at % 83 MeV (i.e. Ebeam/V/, = 1.77) the 
relative percentage of FICF approaches to % 16% of CTTF- Further, in order to support these mea-
surements, similar energy dependence of F\cv for '^O -|- '"'^ Tb and '^O + '^^Tm systems taken 
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Fig, 7. The percentage ICF fraction (FICF) as a function of normalized projectile energy (Sbeam/ ^*) for '*0 + "^•'Rh 
system, and also two different systems, viz., '*0 + '5'Tband '^0 + ' " Tm shown from literature [48], 
from our recent publications are also shown in the inset of this figure [48], As can be noticed 
from the comparison of FJCF for different projectile target combinations, the FICF is found to be 
% 5.5%, % 20% and «s 30% at the same £beam/ Vfo(= 1 -4) value for '^O + '^^Rh, "'O + '^^Tb 
and '^O + '^^Tm systems, respectively. This striking observation clearly reveals the sensitiveness 
of F]CF to the mass-asymmetry of interacting partners, which supports the systematics presented 
by Morgenstem et al. [15-18]. 
Moreover, similar mass-asymmetry dependence for ICF has been reported in one of our recent 
publications [48], wherein, it was emphasized that the FICF depends not only on the mass-
asymmetry of interacting partners but also on projectile structure, which plays an important role 
in the underlying reaction mechanism. In the present work for '^O + '^•'Rh system, the similar 
systematics for ICF processes has been studied at given energies and presented in Fig. 8, at a con-
stant value of Ebeam/ Vb= 1.4, as a representative case. As can be seen from this figure, the F\cp 
is found to increase with mass-asymmetry, individually for both '^O and '^C as a projectile. It 
may, further, be pointed out that if one considers only the mass-asymmetry of interacting partners 
as presented by Morgenstem et al. [15-18], the FJCF do not explain the observed systematics. As 
such, on the basis of systematics presented in this work and in our earlier publication [48], it may 
be inferred that not only mass-asymmetry of interacting partners but also the projectile struc-
ture effects should also be taken into account, while predicting the FJCF- Further, the systematics 
can be supported and strengthened by some more experimental data for various projectile-target 
combinations. 
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5. Summary and conclusions 
Measurement and analysis of EFs for several radio-nuclides produced via CF and/or ICF in 
16Q _|_ 103J^ J^  system at energies % 3-5 MeV/nucleon have been presented in this paper. Some 
pxn and aj:n-channels are found to have contribution from both direct and pre-cursor decay of 
higher charge isobar. As such, an attempt has been made to deduce the independent produc-
tion cross-section from cumulative and pre-cursor decay contribution of different radio-nuclides. 
The experimentally measured EFs have been compared with PACE4 predictions after correct-
ing the pre-cursor decay contribution (if any), which have been found to agree reasonably well 
for A:n/pxn-channels (CF-products). However, in case of a-emitling channels, significant en-
hancement in the production cross-sections has been observed as compared to theoretical model 
predictions. The observed enhancement in experimentally measured cross-sections may be as-
sumed to come from the prompt break-up of projectile into a-clusters ('^O => '^C -t- '*He and/or 
^Be -f ^Be) leading to the various ICF processes. It has also been observed that the probability 
of break-up increases with the projectile energy, which reveals the dependence of ICF processes 
sensitively on projectile energy. Moreover, in order to further confirm the findings of Morgcnstcm 
et al. [15-18], and of our recent publication [48], the dependence of FICF on mass-asymmetry 
and/or the projectile structure effect, experimental data for five experiments have been compared, 
wherein, the F\c? is found to increase with mass-asymmetry, individually for both '^O and '^C as 
a projectile. Therefore, it can be inferred that mass-asymmetry of interacting partners along with 
projectile structure effects should also be taken into consideration to explain the F\cv for differ-
ent projectile-target combinations. As such, it may be concluded that apart from CF, the ICF is 
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also found to contribute significantly to the total reaction cross-section even at projectile energies 
as low as ~ 3-5 MeV/nucleon. Therefore, while predicting the total reaction cross-section for a 
projectile-target combination, the contribution coming from ICF should also be taken into con-
sideration. Further, the additional information of underlying processes can also be obtained by 
comparing a rich set of experimental data for various projectile-target combinations. However, 
the measurement of recoil range distribution and spin-distribution of residues populated by CF as 
well as ICF using particle-y coincidence technique both at relatively low and higher bombarding 
energies may provide a more clear understanding of the incomplete fusion processes. 
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Large pre-equilibrium contribution in a + "'^ 'Ni interactions at «8-40 MeV 
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To investigate pre-equilibrium emission of light nuclear particle(s), an experiment has been performed using a 
beams at the Variable Energy Cyclotron Center (VECC), Kolkata, India. In the present work, excitation functions 
for 58Ni(ff, /;)*'Cu, ^'^N\(a. pn)^Cu. "^NK .^ /;2n)*'Cu, ^ma. fO^Zn, ^N\(a. 2n)^^Zn. <''Ni(u. 3nf^Zn, and 
*'Ni(a, 2nf^Zn reactions have been measured by using the stacked foil activation technique followed by off-line 
y-vdy spectroscopy. Experimentally measured excitation functions have been compared with the prediction of 
the theoretical model code ALICE-91 with and/or without the inclusion of pre-equilibrium emission. Analysis of 
the data suggests that an admixture of both equilibrium and pre-equilibrium emission is needed to reproduce 
experimental data at energies ^ 8 ^ 0 MeV and reveals significant contribution from pre-equilibrium emission. 
An attempt has also been made to estimate the pre-equilibrium contribution, which has been found to depend on 
projectile energy and on number of emitted particle(s). 
DOI: 10.110?/PhvsRevC.78.044606 PACS number(s); 25.55.-e, 25.60.Dz, 25.70.Gh 
Pre-equilibrium (PE) emission in light-ion-induced (LI-
induced) reactions has been a topic of considerable interest 
during the past decade or so from both theoretical and 
experimental aspects, owing to the strong competition be-
tween equilibrium and the pre-equilibrium emission of light 
nuclear particles [ 1 ^ ] . In PE emission, energetic light nuclear 
particles (neutrons and protons) are emitted predominantly at 
the initial stages of the nuclear interactions. The emission of 
light nuclear particles in the PE emission process followed 
by nonstatistical y rays are assumed to arise from the 
interaction of the projectile with the target nucleons at the 
early stage of reaction. However, at later stages, a fully 
equilibrated compound nucleus (CN) may be formed and 
this nucleus further decays by statistical evaporation of light 
nuclear particles and/or characteristic y radiations. Recent 
experiments have established that, at moderate excitation 
energies, the equilibrium decay is influenced by the emission of 
light nuclear particles before the equilibration of the composite 
system. Some of the important experimental signatures of 
PE emission that have emerged from the literature are 
(i) the presence of a larger number of high-energy light nuclear 
particles in the exit channel as compared to the number emitted 
in equilibrium decay, (ii) a forward-peaked angular distribution 
of light nuclear particles, and (iii) slowly decreasing tails of 
the excitation functions (EFs) [5-8]. A better understanding 
of these aforementioned characteristics of PE emission may 
provide important information about the involved reaction 
mechanism. The measurement and analysis of the EFs can 
be used as an informative probe of the PE emission process. 
In fact, the features of the EFs at low, medium, and high 
energies may reveal the characteristics of the involved reaction 
mechanism. The low-energy portion of EFs is dominated 
*pushpendrapsingh@gmail.com 
*bpsinghamu@ gmail.com 
by the equilibrium decay; however, as the projectile energy 
increases the PE emission process becomes important and a 
slowly decreasing tail in the EFs becomes apparent [9-12]. 
Thus, the cross sections for emission of a given number of 
nucleons in a reaction may be measurable at energies where 
pure evaporative processes are greatly favored. To explain the 
PE emission of the highly excited composite system, several 
dynamical models have been proposed, including the intemu-
clear cascade model (INC) [13,14], the quasifree scattering 
model (QFS) [15], and the pre-equilibrium EXCITON model 
[16-19]. The EXCITON model is considered to provide the 
most suitable description, particularly for a-induced reactions, 
in which the excitons—the excited particle (p) and hole (h)— 
are assumed to be produced through the interaction between 
projectile nucleons and target nucleus. These models have 
been used to describe various experimental data; however, the 
behavior of Ll-induced reactions associated with the energy 
regime, entrance channel, mass asymmetry, etc. is still not 
well understood. Further, the Ll-induced reactions are also 
important in basic research for the fundamental understanding 
of reaction dynamics and to test the validity of various available 
statistical model codes. Moreover, a rich set of experimental 
data on equilibrium and PE emission for various projectile-
target combinations may be applicable in applied research 
on nuclear energy generation and/or waste management [20]. 
The experimental data on different reaction processes may 
also be useful in the production of medically important 
radionuclides and in reactor technology as well, particularly in 
the recently proposed Accelerator Driven Subcritical-reactor 
System (ADSS) [21,22]. This has led to a renewed interest in 
the study of nuclear reactions. With the motivation to study 
the interplay of equilibrium and pre-equilibrium emission 
processes, the EFs for seven a-induced reactions on natural 
nickel ("'"Ni) isotopes have been measured by using the 
stacked foil activation technique followed by off-line y-ray 
spectroscopy. 
0556-2813/2008/78(4)7044606(5) 044606-1 ©2008 The American Physical Society 
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TABLE L List of reactions, identified characteristic y rays, half-Hves, branching ratios, and their Q values. 
Reaction 
5'*Ni(Q', p) 
^^K\(a. pn) 
"'Ni(Q:. p2n) 
"Nila,/)) 
'^Niia, 2n) 
"'Nilff, 3n) 
"'NiCa, 2n) 
Residue 
"Cu 
'*«Cu 
"'Cu 
«Zn 
*2Zn 
«Zn 
"Zn 
y^ 
3/2-
2+ 
3/2-
3/2-
0+ 
0+ 
3/2" 
Half-Hfe 
3.33 h 
23.7 min 
3.33 h 
38.47 min 
9.186h 
9.186h 
38.47 min 
Y -ray energies (keV) 
283.0,656.0 
826.3, 1332.5 
283.0, 656.0 
669.86, 926.27 
548.4, 596.7 
548.4, 596.7 
669.86, 926.27 
Branching ratio 
12.5, 10.7 
21.9,88.0 
12.5, 10.7 
8.4, 6.6 
15.2,25.7 
15.2,25.7 
8.4, 6.6 
Q value (MeV) 
-3.1 
-14.8 
-23.5 
-7.9 
-17.0 
-24.8 
-15.7 
The experiment has been performed at the Variable Energy 
Cyclotron Center (VECC), Kolkata, India. The "'"Ni samples 
(prepared by rolling) of thickness ~3.32 mg/cm~ (measured 
by the a-transmission method) were pasted onto Al holders. 
A collimated a beam of ~40 MeV has been allowed to fall 
on a stack of eight targets (each backed by an Al degrader 
of thickness «6.75 mg/cm-) for ~12 h with a beam current 
~100 nA. The average beam energy on a given target foil 
and degrader was calculated by using the code SRIM based 
on stopping power and range calculations. Post-irradiation 
analysis has been performed by using a high resolution, 
large volume (100 c.c), precalibrated HPGe detector coupled 
with a data-acquisition system. The activities induced in 
various samples were recorded, leading to the production 
probability measurement of individual evaporation residues. 
Various standard sources of known strength were used to de-
termine the efficiency ofthe detector at various source-detector 
separations. The sample-detector separations were suitably 
adjusted to minimize the dead lime to ^10%. The residues 
produced from different reaction channels were identified by 
their characteristic y rays, Q values, and decay-curve analysis. 
Further details of the experimental arrangement, formulation 
used, and data reduction procedure are similar to those in 
Ref. [23]. 
In the present work, the EFs for ^^Ni(a, pf'Cu, ^^N\{a, 
pnf^Cu, ''"Ni(o!, p2«)'''Cu, «Ni(a, ;^)^ ^Zn, *Ni(a, 2«)^-Zn, 
*'Ni(a, 3«)^^Zn, and '''Ni(Q', 2A7/'-'Zn reactions have been 
measured by using the activation technique followed by 
off-line Y spectroscopy. The reaction products identified on 
the basis of decay-curve analysis and Q-value systematics 
are given in Table I. In Table II the experimentally deduced 
production cross sections of identified residues are given. The 
errors quoted in the production cross sections are expected 
and are caused by several factors; (i) The statistical errors in 
counting of standard sources may introduce error in detector 
efficiency, which was minimized by accumulating the large 
number of counts for considerably longer time (%5000 s). The 
geometry-dependent efficiency of y-ray counting at various 
source-detector separations has been deduced and fitted with a 
fourth-order polynomial function, where the uncertainty from 
the fitting is found to be ^ 3 % for the energy range of interest, 
(ii) The solid-angle effect is also expected to introduce some 
uncertainty in efficiency. This may be because the irradiated 
samples were not point sources like the standard sources. The 
errors in efficiency on account of the solid-angle effect have 
been calculated as demonstrated by Gardner et al. [24] and 
are found to be ^2%. (iii) The inaccurate determination of 
foil thickness and the nonuniformity of the foil may give 
rise to an uncertainty in the total number of target nuclei 
in the sample. The errors expected in the number of nuclei 
on account of the nonuniform thickness of the sample may 
be deduced by measuring the thickness at different positions 
of the sample and are found to be % 1 % . (iv) Proper care 
was taken to keep the beam current constant; however, all 
the fluctuations were noted during the entire irradiation time 
and the beam flux was individually calculated for the duration 
of fluctuations. The error from the fluctuations in the beam 
current was found to be ~ 3 % . (v) During irradiation of the 
stack, the beam traverses the thickness of the material, thus 
reducing the initial beam intensity. It is estimated that the error 
from this decrease in beam intensity is ^2%, as suggested by 
Ernst et al. [25], The overall errors in the present measurement 
TABLE IL List of reactions with their cress section and error. 
Energy (MeV) 
9 ± 1 
14 ±0.9 
17±0.9 
23 ±0.8 
25 ±0.8 
29 ±0.8 
36 ±0.7 
40 ±0.7 
5''Ni(a, p) 
150±17 
360 ±38 
401 ±60 
201 ±32 
95 ±15 
46 ± 5 
16±2 
13±2 
"*Ni(ff, pn) 
_ 
-
-
-
148 ±22 
270.1 ±40 
251 ±38 
111 ± 17 
Cross section (mb) 
'"Niia, pin) 
— 
-
-
-
-
-
64 ±13 
191 ±33 
044606-2 
^Niia.n) 
-
-
-
-
~ 
21 ± 3 
4 ±0.9 
1±0.3 
'^''Ni(a, 2n) 
-
-
-
-
11 ±1.4 
25 ± 4 
28 ± 4 
17±2 
'*'Ni(a,3n) 
-, 
-
-
-
-
-
2 ±0.8 
10±0.7 
*'Ni(a. 2n) 
-
-
-
-
-
124±18 
151 ±27 
75 ±11 
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are found to be ^15%. However, the uncertainties in the 
branching ratio, decay constant, half-lives, etc., which are 
taken from the table of isotopes [26], have not been taken into 
account in the measured cross sections. The experimentally 
measured EFs are compared with the calculations performed 
with the theoretical model code ALICE-91 [27], which takes 
both equilibrium and PE decay processes into account, and 
are shown in Figs. I and 2. The code ALiCE-91 is frequently 
used for the analysis of experimental data [23,28]. This may 
be because of the fact that the input parameters of this 
code are few and are rather well defined. Moreover, the 
theoretical analyses with AUCE-91, in general, are found to 
give reasonably good agreement with the experimental data. 
The CN calculations in this code are performed by using the 
Weisskopf-Ewing model [29], whereas the PE component is 
simulated by using the geometry-dependent hybrid model [27]. 
The Myers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass formula [30] is used for 
calculating Q values and binding energies of all the nuclei 
in the evaporation chain. Calculations for PE emission in this 
1 0 p 
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FIG. 1. (Coloronline)Experimentallymeasuredandtheoietically 
calculated EFs using the code ALICE-91. 
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimentally measured and theoretically 
calculated EFs using code the ALlCE-91. 
code are done by assuming equipartition of energy among 
the initially excited particles and holes. The mean free path 
for intranuclear transition rates may be calculated either from 
the optical potential parameters of Becchetti and Greenlees 
[311 or from Pauli-corrected nucleon-nucleon cross sections 
[32,33]. 
In this code the level density parameter a, initial exciton 
number «o, and the mean free path multiplier MFP are 
the important parameters that may be varied to reproduce 
the experimental data. The parameter a mainly affects the 
equilibrium component, whereas «o and MFP largely govern 
the pre-equilibrium component. In the hybrid model, the inter-
mediate states of the system are characterized by the excitation 
energy E and number rip of excited particles and number «/, 
of excited holes. Particles and holes are defined relative to 
the ground state of the nucleus and are called excitons. The 
initial configuration of the compound system defined by initial 
exciton number «o = {",,+ ni,) is an important parameter of 
PE formalism. To find the value of the initial exciton number 
no, calculations for different values of no were performed. 
As a representative case, calculated EFs for different values 
of no ranging from 4 to 6 with configurations no = 4(2/? -|-
044606-3 
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2n + Oh), «o = 5(3/5 + 2n + Oh), and «o = 6(3/7 + 2A7 + Ih) 
for the reaction ^'*Ni(a, p)'' 'Cu are shown in Fig. 1(a). It 
may be pointed out that, in PE emission, the initial exciton 
number no is a crucial quantity and determines the shape of 
the PE component. For a-induced reactions, values of initial 
exciton number «o = 4 or 5 have been justified by Blann [27] 
since a lower value of «o means a larger number of two-body 
interactions prior to the equilibration of the composite system, 
resulting in a large PE contribution. In the present work, a set 
of fl = A/8, «o = 4, and MFP — 1 is found to satisfactorily 
reproduce the experimental data, in general. In the present 
work the same data set has been consistently used to obtain 
the cross-section values from the code. As shown in Figs. I 
and 2, the CN theoretical calculations satisfactorily reproduce 
the experimenta) data up to the peak portion of the EFs only. 
However, at higher energies (i.e., in the tail portion of the 
EFs) the admixture of CN and PE emission reproduce the 
experimental data to a satisfactory level. 
Further, in some cases the same residual nucleus is produced 
through different reaction channels and hence the observed 
count rate may be the sum of contributions from different 
reaction paths. The residual nuclei *'Cu, ^^Zn, and *'^ Zn are 
found to be populated via equilibrium and/or pre-equilibrium 
decay of the CN formed through the interaction of ~ 8 -
40 MeV a particles with various nickel isotopes. For example, 
the residual nucleus ^' Cu may be produced via both ^**Ni(a, p) 
and ^°Ni(a, p2n) reactions, where the Q values of these 
reactions are -3 .1 and —23.5 MeV, respectively. Thus, for 
a projectile energy above 3.1 MeV, the production of *'Cu 
will be entirely due to the ^'*Ni(a, p) channel up to 23.5 MeV. 
However, at energies above 23.5 MeV the intensity of the 
Y rays from ^'Cu will make a contribution from both these 
reaction channels. From the measured cross section for ^'Cu 
above ~24 MeV, the contribution of the theoretically calcu-
lated cross section was subtracted to obtain the contribution of 
^'Cu populated via the ^ ''Ni(Q', /)2/7)^'Cu reaction. The cross 
sections deduced for ''"Ni(a', p2n )^' Cu in this way are plotted 
in Fig. 2(c). As can be seen from this figure, the cross sections 
for the *°Ni(Q', p2n)*'Cu channel are very nicely reproduced 
by theoretical model predictions, which gives us confidence in 
the data-reduction procedure. Similarly, the cross section for 
^ •^^ -'Zn populated via two different reaction channels as given 
in Table I have been obtained by using g-value systematics. 
While deducing the cross section ratios proper care is taken for 
the threshold of each channel, isotopic abundance, half-life of 
the residual nucleus, and the branching ratio for the observed 
Y rays. Furthermore, the comparison of measured cross 
sections for the residues *^Zn(2«) and *-^Zn(n) has also been 
made with the pioneering measurements of Ghoshal [34] 
and are given in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). As can be seen from 
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the data points of the present measurement 
are not in good agreement with the literature values [34]. In 
fact, the activities of *'-Zn and ''^Zn isotopes reported in Ref. 
[34] were deduced by a chemical separation method, which 
may involve quite large uncertainties because the activities 
were recorded by detecting energetic positrons with the help of 
a thin window counter. However, in the present work a much 
better high-resolution y spectroscopy technique employing 
an HPGe detector has been used to provide a more reliable 
90 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Estimated PE contribution as a function of 
normalized projectile energy (E„ICB). 
data set. Moreover, the trends of Ghoshal's data [34] are quite 
similar to the present measurements. It may further be pointed 
out that the present experimental data are very well fitted with 
the predictions of the code AUlCE-91. 
In the present work, the PE emission is significantly 
observed in some cases. Therefore, an attempt has been made 
to estimate the PE contribution at a given energy for a particular 
channel. It may be defined as the ratio of the pre-equilibrium 
cross section (CTPE — CTER — "'CN) to the evaporation residue 
cross section (CTER). The percentage PE contribution deduced 
from the analysis of data for different reaction channels has 
been plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of projectile energy 
normalized with the Coulomb barrier (£„/CB). As can be 
observed from Fig. 3, in general, the percentage PE contri-
bution is found to increase with normalized projectile energy. 
Furthermore, the threshold of PE emission for the different 
reaction channels is found to be different, depending on the 
associated Q value. It may, however, be pointed out that the PE 
contribution is found to be greater for the channels that consist 
of fewer PE particle(s)/nucleon(s) even at small projectile 
energy. This may be because the probability of single-nucleon 
emission is greater in the PE emission process. Moreover, it 
may not be out of place to mention that the PE contribution 
shows a dependence on initial excitation energy and/or Q 
value. 
In summary, it may be inferred that the experimental data 
and the predictions of the statistical model code ALlCE-91 
reveal a significant contribution from the PE emission process 
at the studied energies. Furthermore, the input parameters— 
level density parameter A" = 8, initial exciton number no = 4 
(with configuration 2p + 2n +Q\\), and MFP= 1.0—are 
found to be a suitable set of parameters to fit the experimental 
data in the present work. The percentage PE contribution 
for individual reaction products in different projectile-target 
combinations is found to be sensitive to the Q value of the 
reactions and/or the PE particle multiplicity. As such, it may 
be concluded that the PE emission is an important mode 
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of reaction in Ll-induced reactions at the studied energies. 
Additional information about the PE emission may be obtained 
by PE particle(s) multiplicity and energy spectra measurement 
in equilibrium and PE emission processes, leading to the 
estimation of the entry point from PE emission to equilibrium 
processes. 
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Reaction mechanism in the *''0+"Al system: Measurements and analysis of 
excitation functions and angular distributions 
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To study the dynamics of heavy ion fusion reactions in the lower mass region, experiments were carried 
out to measure the cross sections of radioactive residues produced in the interaction of the "'O ion with ^'Al 
target nucleus at 19 different energies in very close intervals covering the energy range from ^5'& to 94 MeV, 
using the well-known recoil catcher off-line K-ray spectroscopy technique. The simulation of experimental data 
was performed using statistical-model-based computer codes, viz., CASC-XDE, PACE2, and ALICE-91. The analysis 
of measured excitation functions indicates that these residues are likely to be produced by complete fusion, 
incomplete fusion, and direct reaction processes. Furthermore, to confirm the contribution of different reaction 
channels, a complementary experiment was performed that measured the angular distributions of the residues 
produced in the "O-f-^AI system at 8? MeV beam energy. The analysis of the results of both experiments 
indicates that at these energies, the direct reactions compete with complete fusion and incomplete fusion reaction 
processes. 
DOI: 10.1 l()3/PhvsRevC.75.064608 PACS number(s): 25.70.Gh 
I. INTRODUCTION 
During the last couple of decades, efforts have been made 
to understand the dynamics of nucleai' interaction in light 
and heavy particle induced reactions. In light particle induced 
reactions, two apparently different mechanisms such as the 
compound nucleus (CN) and the direct reactions appear to 
be dominant. In the CN mechanism, the interaction between 
projectile and target nucleus takes place in such a way 
that the excitation energy is shared statistically among all 
the constituent nucleons of the composite system so that 
memory of its formation is lost. The time scales involved in 
these reactions are typically wlO"^'^ s. The CN reactions are 
impoitant at relatively low energies and remain a fruitful source 
of infomiation about nuclear structure. On the other hand, in 
a direct reaction (DR), the projectile interacts with a single 
or a few nucleons of the target nucleus. The time taken by the 
projectile to traverse the target nucleus is very short (~ 10"'- s), 
thus the energy required for the DR process is relatively high, 
suggesting only a few degrees of freedom are involved. 
Furthermore, at energies between those of the compound 
nucleus and direct reactions, the preequilibrium (PE) emission 
of nucleons has been observed, reflecting the dynamics of an 
excited composite system fonnation leading to the equilibrated 
CN [1,2]. In PE emission, the particle emission is assumed to 
take place after the first projectile target interaction but prior 
to the establishment of the equilibrated compound nucleus. 
Some of the important features of PE emission are (1) slowly 
descending tails of excitation function, (2) forward peaked 
angular distribution of emitted particles, and (3) relatively large 
number of high energy particles than predicated by the CN 
mechanism. 
*mks-amu@rediffmail.corn 
*bpsinghamu@gmail.com 
To explain the mechanism of such reactions, several models 
have been proposed. At present, model-based computer codes 
are available that include preequilibrium emission to explain 
the complete features of the experimental data. It is now 
possible to theoretically describe the sequence of proces,ses, 
which has led to the comprehensive description of a large set of 
cross section data for different projectile-nucleus interactions. 
In recent years, with the availability of medium energy 
heavy ion (HI) accelerators, it has become possible to study 
the nuclei at higher excitation energies and angular momenta, 
where, along with complete fusion (CF) processes, such 
processes as incomplete fusion (ICF) or breakup fusion, 
deep-inelastic collision (DIC), quasielastic collision (QEC), 
direct reaction (DR), transfer reaction (TR), PE emission, 
etc., are also likely to occur [3]. Thus, in HI reactions, the 
cross section is shared predominantly among the following 
processes: tho.se leading to complete fusion, deep-inelastic 
collision, and quasielastic collision. 
As the energy increases, one observes, in addition to light 
particles, beam like particle also, evidently emitted at an early 
stage of the reaction known as ICF particles. This emission is 
referred to as breakup fusion or ICF. The interplay between 
fusion and breakup fusion processes takes place at beam 
energies as low as just above the Coulomb hairier [4-9]. 
This observation led to a renewed interest to the study of 
the dynamics of HI reactions. Furthermore, the different 
behaviors of HI interactions, which depend on the energy 
regime, entrance channel mass asymmetry, etc., are still some 
of the unanswered and important open questions. 
There are several ways to classify HI interactions. One 
of them is in terms of the impact parameter [3]. At higher 
values of impact parameter, the DR may take place, leading 
to few nucleon transfer processes. However, at smaller impact 
parameter values, the CF, ICF, and DIC proces.ses may be 
dominant. In complete fusion reactions, the incident ion is 
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completely absorbed by the target nucleus, fonning an excited 
composite system from which particles and/or y rays may 
be emitted after the formation of the equilibrated compound 
nucleus. 
However, in the case of ICF, the projectile is assumed to 
break up in the vicinity of the nuclear field of the target nucleus 
into the fragments called projectile-like fragments (PLFs), and 
only one of the PLFs fuses with the target nucleus, while the 
remaining PLFs continue to move in the forward direction with 
approximately the same velocity as that of the incident ion. 
The ICF reactions have been reported to have the following 
characteristics: (1) a forward peaked angular distribution of 
PLFs, which are predominantly emitted at the beam velocity 
and are generally viewed as fast breakup of the projectile, 
(2) a linear momentum transfer less than that of complete 
fusion, resulting in a smaller range of the evaporation residues, 
(3) a relatively higher measured cross section than that 
predicted by statistical models, and (4) a higher energy of the 
direct a particles than that of the evaporation a particles from 
the equilibrated compound nucleus. Various models have been 
proposed to describe the dynamics of ICF reactions, but none 
of them is able to explain the experimental data over a large 
energy range and mass region as well. It may not be out of place 
to mention that there is no satisfactory theoretical support so 
far for ICF reactions that can be used to simultaneously explain 
complete and incomplete fusion processes. 
Furthermore, DICs may also be likely at these energies, 
in which the mass of the resulting nuclei are close to the 
mass of the projectile and target nuclei. The deep-inelastic 
collision may be characterized by substantial dissipation of 
initial kinetic energy and angular momentum. The time scale at 
which DICs are expected to occur is less than the CN lifetime, 
but long enough for the exchange of a significant number of 
nucleons between the target and the projectile. One may get the 
information about the mechanism through the measurement 
and analysis of cross section data, recoil range, and angular 
distributions of the residues produced in the interaction of two 
heavy nuclei. The cross section data obtained for such channels 
have a wide range of applications. Therefore, the above study 
is not only an important subject in its own right, but also 
significant for its impact on related fields of investigation and 
for its rich variety of applications. In this context, a program 
of measurement and analysis of the cross sections of nuclear 
reactions induced by HI has been undertaken [10]. 
In the present work, the excitation functions (EFs) for 
radioactive residues produced in the interaction of "'O ion 
with "''Al have been measured in order to study the reaction 
dynamics, particularly in the low mass region. Most of the stud-
ies in which the occurrence of ICF was observed were carried 
out generally with heavier mass target nuclei. Though initial 
studies on incomplete fusion have been carried out at energies 
»1() MeV/nucleon using rare-earth targets [11], there are very 
few studies with lower mass target nuclei. One advantage of 
using a lighter mass system is to avoid the possibility of fission, 
which is one of the competing modes in HI reactions on heavier 
target nuclei at these energies. Furthemiore, if heavier targets 
are used, the emission of a particles from the fused excited 
system is likely to be substantially reduced [ 12] because of the 
high Coulomb barrier. As a result, the emission of a particles 
in incomplete fusion channels may give rise to residues which 
may have very little contribution from complete fusion chan-
nels. Measurement and analysis of EFs [4,5] in HI reactions 
for heavier target nuclei have indicated that ICF is an important 
component of the reaction mechanism at these energies. 
With the motivation to determine the contribution of 
incomplete fusion processes in light mass target nuclei, 
the measurement and analysis of the cross sections for 
the reaction channels (2an). (3u3p). (3a3pn). (4a2pn). and 
(4a3p) produced in the "'0+-^AI system have been carried 
out at 19 different energies at very close intervals covering 
the energy range from SB58 to 94 MeV. There are mainly 
two experimental methods which are widely used to study the 
dynamics of HI reactions: (I) off-beam y-ray spectrometry 
by the measurement and analysis of the excitation functions 
(EFs), recoil range distributions, and angular distributions of 
the residues produced in the projectile-target interaction using 
the activation technique and (2) in-beam y-my spectrometry 
by detecting the breakup a particles of the projectile, i.e, 
projectile-like fragments, in coincidence with the prompt y 
rays of the populated residues using the particle-y coincidence 
technique. The former is based on the measurement of the 
activity produced in radioactive residues using off-line y-ray 
spectroscopy. 
In the literature [13], the measurement of cross .section 
data exists for the "'O-l-'^Al system using the activation 
technique. Landenbaurer-Bellis ctal. [13] measured the cross 
section for the reactions in the above system employing the 
activation technique in the energy range 10.5-1 MeV/nucleon, 
using a Nal (Tl) detector to identify y rays of interest and 
an end-window gas flow proportional counter to resolve p 
decay. The energy spread of the data points are substantially 
large. It may, however, be pointed out that no theoretical 
interpretation of the data was made [13]. Furthermore, it has 
been mentioned that observed trend of the data indicates a 
CN mechanism. However, more recently, McKenna etal. [14] 
tried to reproduce the experimental data [ 13] in an experiment 
using a high intensity laser produced plasma beam. They also 
perfomied theoretical calculations [14] using the Monte Carlo 
code PACE2 [15]. They reported that residue '"'Cl is produced 
by the evaporation of two a particles and one neutron from 
the compound nucleus. Furthermore, the production of other 
radioisotopes, viz., '''Mg, -'*Na, and ^*Ne, was attributed to the 
compound nucleus as well as to direct reactions. It is not out of 
place to mention here that incomplete fusion and deep-inelastic 
collision are also dominant mechanisms in HI reactions at 
these energies, and hence the contributions of these reaction 
channels are also required to be taken in to account. 
In the present work, an attempt has been made to explain 
the experimentally measured cross sections using statistical-
model-ba.sed computer codes, viz., CASCADE [16], PACE2 [15], 
and ALICE-S) 1 [ 17]. To obtain complementary information about 
the processes involved in lighter mass symmetric systems, 
angular distributions of the residues produced in the '^O-F'^ Al 
system have also been measured at 85 MeV beam energy. 
Experimental details are discussed in Sec. II of the paper; the 
analyses of the excitation functions and angular distributions 
are presented in Sees. Ill and IV, respectively. Conclusions are 
given at the end of the paper. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Tlie experiments were perfomied at the Inter University Ac-
celerator Centre (lUAC) formerly known as Nuclear Science 
Center (NSC), New Delhi, India, using the 15 UD Pelletron 
accelerator facility. The experiments for excitation functions 
and angular distribution measurements were carried out in the 
general-purpose scattering chamber (GPSC) of 1.5 m diameter 
dedicated for such studies, having an in-vacuum transfer 
facility. The time interval between the end of iiTadiation aiul 
the beginning of counting was minimized using in-vacuum 
transfer of samples from the scattering chamber to the 
counting system. Details of the measurements of excitations 
functions and annular distributions are given in the following 
subsections. 
A. Excitation functions 
The spectrcscopically pure self-supporting foils of -^Al 
(purity Ri99.999%) were rolled to obtain samples of the desired 
thickness. Target thickness plays a crucial role in each mea-
surement. Therefore, measurement of target thickness must be 
as accurate as possible to obtain accuracy in the measured 
cross section data. In the present case, the thicknesses of 
the target as well as the catcher foils were determined using 
the a-transmission method. This method is based on the 
measurement of the energy lost by 5.485 MeV a particles 
obtained from a ^" '^Am source while passing through the 
target thickness. For thickness determination, the stopping 
power values were calculated using the program SRlM-2006. 
The measured thickness of -^  Al foils were «= 1.8 mg/cm-. The 
Al samples and the degrader/catcher foils were cut into 1.2 x 
1.2 cm' squares and pasted onto rectangular target holders 
having concentric holes of 1.0 cm diameter. In the present 
work, two stacks containing five alternating samples of natural 
Tm and Al and another two stacks containing five and four 
alternating samples of natural Tb and Al, respectively, were 
used for the EF studies. The samples of Tm and Tb served 
as energy degraders and catchers. In separate communications 
[18,19], the activations of the Tb and Tm samples were studied 
for the measurement of cross sections for a large number of 
channels. The calculations of energy loss in the stack were 
done using the energy range program SRiM-2006. Four stacks 
containing in all 19 '''Al samples and an equal number of 
energy degraders were iiradiated by the '^O^* beam at four 
different energies, i.e., 86, 88,92, and 95 MeV. The irradiation 
of these four stacks covered the desired energy range ^ 5 8 to 
95 MeV. As the beam traverses the samples of the stack, the 
energy spread goes on increasing toward the last sample. As 
a typical example, the energy spread at ==58 MeV is « 2 % . 
Keeping in mind the half-lives of interest, the irradiation of 
each stack was carried out for «:8 h duration. The beam 
currents were « 5 0 nA. The total charge collected in the 
Faraday cup was used to calculate the flux of the incident 
beam. Furthermore, to monitor the flux of the incident beam, 
in an auxiliary experiment, two Rutherford monitor detectors 
kept at ±30° with respect to the beam direction were used. 
The two readings of the flux agreed with each other within an 
uncertainty of about 5%. It may, however, be pointed out that 
the unreacted beam is dumped in the Faraday cup about 1 m 
away from the samples. 
In the present work, the analysis of the ' ^ 0 + ' ' A l system is 
being presented which provides a data set of 19 points at very 
close energy intervals. The stacked foil activation technique 
followed by off-line y-ray .spectroscopy was employed to 
determine the cross sections for various reaction residues. 
In the stacked foil technique, the energetic beam traverses 
through all the samples with degrading beam energies; as 
such, it is possible to bombard different samples of the 
stack at different energies. The activities induced in the 
various samples were recorded by counting the Al samples 
as well as the degrader/catcher foils using a high-purity Ge 
y-ray spectrometer coupled to a personal-computer-based 
multichannel analyzer setup employing the FREEDOM software 
[20]. The counts under photo peaks of interest were taken for 
the determination of cross section after proper background 
correction. The HPGe y-ray spectrometer (resolution ^2 keV 
for 1.33 MeV y ray of''*^Co) was precalibrated for both energy 
and efficiency employing various standard y .sources such as 
2-Na, •'^ ''Mn, " ' ^ 'Co , ' " B a , ' " C s , and '-^'EU. To detemiine 
the geometry-dependent efficiency 6% for y rays of different 
energies, a standard source of '""'Eu of known strength was 
used. A typical plot of G, at 2 cm distance from the sample 
to the detector system is shown in Fig. 1. Relevant portions of 
the observed y-ray spectrum of the irradiated -^Al sample at 
82 MeV '^O beam are shown in Fig. 2. 
The peaks in the observed y-ray spectrum were assigned to 
different reaction residues on the basis of their characteristic 
energy of y lines as well as measured half-lives. A typical 
curve used to determine the half-life of the residue •''*"'C1 is 
shown in Fig. 3. A list of reactions, energies of the identified 
y rays, and their branching ratios [21] are given in Table I. 
The measured intensities of the characteristic y rays were 
used to compute the reaction cross sections using the formula 
[22] 
ar{E) = CaAexp(A//) 
N„4>PK{GM\ - exp( -Ar , ) J [ l - e x p ( - ^ ? J ] (1) 
0.04 
800 1200 
Energy (KeV) 
1600 
FIG. I. Typical plot of photo peak efficiency of HPGe detector as 
a function of y-ray energies of the '^ -Eu source. 
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TABIJ^ I. Reactions, measured half-lives, identified y rays, and their branching ratios. 
Sample no. Reaction Half-life Ey (keV) Branching ratio (%) 
''Al('f'0, 2a«)'*CI 
"'A1('*0. .3a.3/-))=*'Mg 
"A1("'0, 3ff3/jn)"Mg 
"Al('"0,4cy2p«)''*Na 
Til.l min 
20.9 h 
9.4 min 
14.6 h 
3.8 min 
146.5 
400.,5. 1342.3 
843.7 
1368 
472.2 
40.5 
36.0, 54 
73.0 
100 
100 
where Ca is the observed counts under the photo peak during 
the accumulation time t„ of the induced activity of decay 
constant X, No the number of target nuclei iixadiated for time r, 
with a particle beam of flux (/>, f/ the time lapse between the stop 
of irradiation and the start of counting, P the branching ratio 
of the characteristic y ^'^y^ aid C, the geometry-dependent 
efficiency of the detector for the y ray of a given energy. 
Proper correction for the geometry-dependent efficiency was 
taken into account for each case. The factor [1 — exp(—Xr,)], 
known as the saturation correction, takes care of the decay of 
evaporation residues during the irradiation. The corrections for 
the decay of the induced activity due to the delay between the 
stop of irradiation and the start of counting and during the data 
accumulation are taken into account via the factors exp(X/;) 
and [1 — exp(—>.?„)], respectively. K = [1 — exp(—/i.t)//X-x:] 
is the correction for the self-absoiption of the y radiation in the 
sample thickness itself, where x is the thickness of the sample 
and /i is the energy-dependent y-ray absorption coefficient. 
The experimentally measured values of cross sections 
at different energies for the reactions -''AK'^'O, 2an)^'^C\, 
600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 
10^ 
(0 
c 
3 
O 
o 10' 
400 keV 
iMg iiwg 
_l I I I I I I t-
1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100 
5800 5850 5900 5950 6000 6050 6100 6150 6200 
Channel No 
-^A1("'0, 3a3/>)2**Mg, -''MC^O^a^pnfU^, "'•'^MC^'O, 
4a2pn)'*Na, and ^^AK'^O, Aaipf^Ht are given in Table II. 
B. Angular distributions 
A separate experiment has also been cairied out to measure 
the angular distribution of recoiling residues produced in 
the '^0-1--^Al system at 85 MeV beam energy. In this 
experiment, an Al target supported by Tm material of thickness 
%0.48 mg/cm' followed by a stack of thick annular concentric 
Al catcher foils was mounted in the iixadialion chamber 
normal to the beam direction. Concentric annular aluminum 
catchers of thickness «:0.3 mm with diameters 0.81, 1.29, 
1.95, 2.64, 3.27, 5.46, and 6.4 cm were used to trap 
the recoiling nuclei emitted at different angles. A typical 
arrangement of the target and catcher assembly used for 
the angular distribution measurements is shown in Fig. 4. 
The airangement of annular catchers was placed 1.8 cm 
behind the target for collecting the residues emitted in seven 
different angular ranges, viz., 0 - 1 3 (most forward cone), 
13--21", 21"-30", 3 0 - 3 9 \ 39' -45 ', 45"-60' , and 60-64" . 
The irradiation was carried out for about 11 h with a beam 
current of » 7 piiA. The activities induced in each catcher 
were followed off line for a couple of days. Typical y spectra 
indicating the region of interest for different annular Al catcher 
rings covering the angular range from 0 ' - l3° to 45 •-60" is 
shown in Fig. 5. For identification of the reaction residues, the 
similar procedure is adopted, as discussed in Sec. II A. Further, 
2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
Lapse Time (Sec.) 
FIG. 2. Observed y-ray spectnim of irnrfiated -'A\ s;impk 'M FIG. 3. Typical curve, used to determine, the half-live of the 
residue •'•""CI. 82 MeV. 
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TABLE 11. Experimentally measured cross sections. 
Lab energy 
(MeV) 
58.0 ±1.3 
58.7 ±1.3 
66.5 ±1.2 
68.0 ±1.2 
68.2 ±1.2 
71.6±1.] 
75.4±1.1 
76.2±1.1 
77.1 ±1.0 
78.8 ±1.0 
81.8 ±1.0 
82.0 ±0.9 
85.5 ±0.6 
85.9 ±0.9 
88.2 ±0.6 
88.5 ±0.8 
91.4 ±0.6 
93.4 ±0.8 
94.4 ± 0.6 
rrpCl) 
(mb) 
9.40 ± 1.69 
14.57 ±2.62 
57.72 ±10.39 
62.70 ± 11.29 
154.09 ±27.74 
115.49 ±20.79 
169.53 ±30.52 
100.98 ±18.18 
126.40 ±22.75 
95.32 ±17.16 
81.96 ±14.75 
120.91 ±21.76 
84.79 ±15.26 
140.79 ±28.26 
15.53 ±2.80 
-
5.43 ±0.98 
8.26 ±1.48 
4.74 ±0.85 
rrC-^Mg) 
(mb) 
— 
-
._. 
-
-
-
-
0.08 ±0.01 
0.09 ±0.01 
-
2.48x0.44 
-
2.21 ±0.4 
3.11 ±0.5 
1.53 ±0.26 
0.42 ±0.05 
-
0.4 ±0.08 
0.2 ±0.06 
ff("Mg) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
... 
-
-
-
~ 
-
-
-
0.22 ±0.05 
0.2 ±0.05 
0.08 ±0.02 
0.11 ±0.02 
0.1 ±0.03 
a(2-»Ne) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
... 
-
-
-
„ . 
-
0.12 ±0.03 
0.11 ±0.02 
0.36 ±0.09 
-
0.22 ± 0.05 
0.12 ±0.05 
0.1 ±0.03 
nC*Na) 
(mb) 
0.46 ± 0.08 
1±0.18 
0.94 ±0.17 
0.96 ±0.17 
0.275 ±0.05 
0.63 ±0.11 
0.89 ±0.16 
1.35 ±0.243 
L17±0.21 
1.2 ±0.22 
2.33 ±0,42 
1.37 ±0.25 
7.88±1.41 
5.15 ±0.9 
1.03 ±0.18 
1.58 ±0.28 
1.15±0.20 
1.5 ±0.27 
1.33 ±0.24 
the intensities of the characteristic y rays were used to compute 
the reaction cross sections at different angular ranges, using 
Eq. (1), given in Sec. IIA of this paper. The efficiency of the 
detector was obtained for a point source. However, the annular 
catchers used for trapping the reaction residues had a finite 
area; therefore, a proper correction [23] was applied to deduce 
the cross sections for the residues of interest. 
A. Calculations with CASCADE 
The code CASCADE [16] is based on Hauser-Feshbach 
theory [24] and is generally used to obtain the theoretical 
estimates of cross sections using the CN mechanism. It does 
not consider the possibility of incomplete fusion (ICF) and PE 
emission. The main advantage of this code is that it provides 
the option of scaling the default parameters (i.e., fission barrier, 
rigid-body momentum of inertia) to obtain cross section values 
in the mass region of interest. The decay probabilities are 
III. ANALYSIS 
To obtain infonnation regarding the mechanism involved 
in these reactions, the comparison of measured excita-
tion functions was performed using three computer codes: 
CASCADE [16], PACE2 [15], and ALiCE-91 [17]. Brief details of 
these codes along with their important parameters, etc., are 
discussed in the following sections. 
Stiitk of .Al-tii(clK'iN iil'tltickmvs 
Im 51 \),i iiiiii «iili CI intern I it tmli'v 
Alum 
(Thickness a 1,1 ina/cnr !=: 6 5 cm 
FIG. 4. Typical arrangement of target-catcher assembly used for 
the angular distribution measurements covering the annular range 
from 0-13 to 45-60 . 
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FIG. 5. Typical y-spectra Al-catcher rings covering the annular 
range from 0 -13 to 45-60 . 
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determined by the level densities of the daughter nuclei and 
the barrier penetrabilities for the various channels. The optical 
model potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees [25] are used 
for calculating the transmission coefficients for protons and 
neutrons, and the optical model potential of Satchler [26] 
is used for a particles. The Fermi gas model is used for 
calculating the level densities for the product nuclei. 
The partial cross section for the formation of the compound 
nucleus of spin J and parity n from a projectile and a target 
nucleus of spins Jp and Jr, respectively, at center-of-rnass 
energy E is given by [27] 
(T(J, ;r) TTX' (27 + 1) 
7 + S 
An^(2Jp + \){2JT + 1) S=\Jp-Jr\IMJ-'>\ 
(2) 
where Ti. are the transmission coefficients, which depend 
on the energy and the orbital angular momentum /., and 
S{= Jp + JT) is the channel spin. 
The total fusion cross section for the maximum angular 
momentum L^ of the compound nucleus is given by 
^L = '^T{2L^\)TiXE). (3) 
In statistical model calculations, the critical angular momen-
tum L,. for compound nucleus fusion may he sharp, or it may 
have some overlap from L,; to higher L. The effective moment 
of inertia I may be obtained from the low-lying states of the 
isotope using the relation 
2 
/ = -mr, (4) 
5 
where r is the radius of spherical nucleus given by r„A "•'. 
The level density formula implies a yrast line, 
./(i-f- \)h^ 
where A is the pairing energy which determines the zero point 
of the effective excitation energy. In this code, the level density 
parameter constant K and the ratio of actual moment of inertia 
to the rigid-body moment of inertia of the excited system 
F(i are the two important parameters which may be varied 
to match the experimental data. In HI induced reactions, the 
high angular momentum and excitation energy are expected 
to have considerable influence on the deexcitalion cascade. 
Because in HI reactions, the increasing excitation energy also 
increases the angular momentum; therefore, the deformation 
of the nucleus due to the angular momentum effect may also 
be quite substantial. In calculations, the deformation effects 
may be included by using an angular momentum dependent 
moment of inertia, which results in the deviation of the yrast 
line from that calculated assuming the nucleus to be a rigid 
sphere. The level density parameter iif at the saddle point, 
which may be obtained from the relation Uf = A/D,\f, where 
A is the mass number of the compound nucleus and DAF is a 
free parameter, may be varied to match the experimental data. 
It has been observed that the parameter D^F has considerable 
influence on calculated EFs in the higher energy region. 
It may, however, be pointed out that a value of K > 10 
may give rise to the anomalous effects in particle multiplicity 
[28]. In the present work, the calculations were performed 
consistently using the set of parameters which are widely 
accepted and were used in our recent publication [19]. Here, 
calculations have been performed taking a value of A" = 8. 
It may also be pointed out that the residue "^"Cl produced via 
the ^^AK'^O, 2a?t) channel has metastable as well as ground 
states. In the present work, the metastable state of the residue 
'*'*'"CI was observed through the 146.3 keV y ray of intensity 
40.5%. Since the intensity of the ground state of the residue 
•'^ '•'Cl is very low, the ground state of -'"sCl could not be 
observed. The production cross sections of the residue 3'*'"C1 
were converted into the total cross section of the residue '^'Cl 
by using the standard radioactive decay method. Since the code 
CA.SCArJE gives the total production cross section of the residue, 
it is reasonable from a physics point of view to compai-e the 
total cross section of the residue '^*C1 with the calculations. 
The experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
EF for the reaction '^A1('^0, 2a'/j)'''Cl is shown in Fig. 6. The 
measured values of the cross sections for the residue •'"Cl by 
Landenbaurer-Bellis et al. [13], which has some contribution 
from the residue •'**C1, are also shown. As can be seen from 
this figure, the measured values [13] of the cross sections of 
the residue •^ '*C1 have large uncertainties in the energy scale. 
In the present work, the energy uncertainty resulting from the 
finite thickness of the sample is much smaller. Furthermore, in 
the energy range of interest, Landenbaurer-Bellis et al. [13] 
have effectively three data points, whereas in the present 
work, the measurements were earned out giving 19 data 
points, indicating a precise measurement at a very close energy 
interval, as indicated in Fig. 6. As has already been menfioned, 
the code CASCADE does not take into account the possibility 
of incomplete fusion proces.ses; therefore, the enhancement of 
measured cross sections as compared with the calculated EFs 
for the reaction " A K ' ^ ' O , 2o'n)-^ *Cl may be atti-ibuted to the 
ICF process. 
The experimentally measured EFs for the 
reactions ' 'A1('"0.3a3/5rMg, -'AlC^O, 3Q'3/>/?)''Mg, 
-^Al("^0,4Q'2;j«)-^Na, and -^A1('^0, 4a3/')-''Ne are shown 
in Figs. 7-10, where the solid curves guide the eye to 
10^ 
"A)C'0,2anfc\ 
10' : 
I 10' 
10" 
10 
. . ^ ^ • ^ 
r 
sV 
• Present work 
- - -PACE2 
AUCE-91 
CASCADE 
— I — Phys. Rev. 125 (1962) 606 
I • I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I—I—1 k—L. 
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105110 
Energy (MeV) 
FIG. 6. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
EFs. L-iteraiure values |13) are also shown. 
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Energy (MeV) 
FIG. 7. Experimentally measured EFs. Solid curve guides the eye 
to the experimental data by curve fitting. 
the experimental data by curve fitting. In Fig. 9, the 
literature values [13] of the cross sections of the residue 
-''Na are also shown. On the basis of the trends of these 
curves, Landenbaurer-Bellis el al. [13] concluded that these 
reactions are formed by evaporation processes referred to 
as the compound nucleus mechanism. Landenbaurer-Bellis 
et al. [13] in their study of the '^0-f-^Al system did not 
compare the data with theoretical simulations. Since the 
calculated values of EFs using code CASCADE for these 
reactions are negligibly small, they are not .shown in Figs. 
7-10, thus the observed enhancement by several orders of 
magnitude over their negligible theoretical predictions for 
these channels may be attributed to the fact that these reactions 
are likely to be populated by some processes other than CN 
processes. Furthermore, to confirm whether these reactions 
are formed by CF or ICF processes, the angular distributions 
of these recoiling residues produced in the '*0-|--^Al system 
have also been measured, as discussed in Sec. IV of the paper. 
10' r 
E_io° 
10 
10' 
I ' I ' I ' I 
" A I ( " 0 , 4a2pn)"Na 
-til 
* 
Ji^*~|** 
• Present work 
- t — Phys. Rev. 125 (1962)606 
I I I I I 
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 
Energy (MeV) 
FIG. 9. Experimentally measured EFs. Literature values are also 
shown. 
B. Calculations with PACE2 
The theoretical estimate of the cross sections for the 
evaporation residues has also been obtained using code PACE2 
[15], which is based on a statistical approach. It uses a 
Monte Carlo procedure to determine the decay sequence of 
an excited nucleus using the Hauser-Fechbach formalism. 
The angular momentum projections are calculated at each 
stage of deexcitation, which enables the determination of 
the angular distribution of the emitted particles. The main 
advantage of Monte Carlo calculations is that they provide 
correlations between various quantities, such as particles and y 
rays or angular distribution of particles. The evaporation cross 
sections of the residues are calculated using the Bass formula 
[29]. The code provides the ability to have an event-by-event 
traceback of the entire decay sequence from the CN system 
into any one of the exit channels. The optical model parameters 
for neutron, proton, and a emission were taken from Percy 
and Percy [15]. The y-ray strength functions for £ 1 , £2, and 
M I transitions were taken from tables of Endt [30]. This 
code has been modified to take into account the excitation 
energy dependence of the level density parameter using the 
prescription of Kataria etal. [31]. In this code, the level density 
parametero = A/K is one ofthe important parameters, where 
10 r 
10" 
. ^ 10° r 
JO 
E 
^ i o - ' t 
10' 
10-= 
" A 1 ( ' ' 0 , 3a3pn)"Mg 
H-*fH 
HfH ^ 4 ^ 
• Present work 
86 88 90 92 
Energy (MeV) 
94 96 
FIG. 8. Experimentally measured EFs. 
to 
10" 
10' 
10' 
in-' 
; ' T--'—1—'—r"-'—1—•—r 
; " A I ( " 0 , 4a3p)"Ne 
^ 
^ A 
_ . — 1 — . . - . I . 1 _ , 1 . 1 
' 1 " ' T — ' — r ' • " • T — ^ 
• 
"N-K ; 
, 
• Present work 
- ' ' • 
80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100 
Energy (MeV) 
FIG. 10. Experimentally measured EFs. Solid curve guides the 
eye to the experiinental data by curve fitting. 
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A is the mass number of the compound nucleus and K is a 
free parameter. The value of K may be varied to match the 
experimental data. In the present work, a value of A" = 8 has 
been taken. 
The theoretically calculated EFs using the code PACE2 for 
the reaction -' 'A]('^0, 2a«)''*Cl are also shown in Fig. 6 
as the dashed curve. The observed enhancement of the 
measured EFs as compared with the theoretical calculations 
again indicates that the residue -'"'Cl may not be produced only 
by the complete fusion process, but also by some other process 
such as incomplete fusion. The theoretical calculations for 
the reactions "A1('<'0, 3tt3/?)"**Mg, "•'A1('<^0. TiaJ^pnfMg, 
-•'AK'^'O, Aalpnf^na, and ^-'^AXC^O, 4a3p)-*Ne give cross 
sections which are negligibly small, and hence no comparison 
of the experimental data with the simulations of this code 
is made in Figs. 7-10. Thus, it may be concluded that the 
significant contribution to these reaction channels comes from 
processes other than complete fusion. 
C. Calculations with ALICE-91 
The code ALlCE-91 [17], developed by M. Blann, may be 
used to calculate the equilibrium as well as preequilibrium 
(PE) emission cross sections in light and heavy ion induced 
reactions. The compound nucleus calculations in this code 
are performed using the Weisskopf-Ewing model [32], while 
the PE component is simulated using the geometry-dependent 
hybrid model [33]. In this code, the possibility of incomplete 
fusion is not taken into account. The particles that could be 
emitted are neutron, proton, deuteron, and a particles. The 
code can calculate the reaction cross sections for the residual 
nuclei up to mass 11 and 9 a.u. away from the compound 
nucleus. The Myers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass formula [34] is 
used for calculating Q values and binding energies of all the 
nuclei in the evaporation chain. The inverse reaction cross 
sections used in the code are calculated using the optical model 
[35] subroutines, although there is also an option of using 
the classical sharp cutoff model. The transmission coefficients 
are calculated using the parabolic model of Thomas [36] for 
heavy ions. Calculations for PE emission in this code are done 
assuming equipartition of energy among the initial excited 
particles and holes. The mean free path (MFP) for intranuclear 
transition rates may be calculated either from the optical model 
potential parameters of Becchetti and Greenlees [25] or from 
Pauli-corrected nucleon-nucleon cross sections [37,38]. In the 
present calculations, the optical potentials of Becchetti and 
Greenlees [25] were used. 
Level densities of the residue in code ALlCE-91 may be 
calculated either from the Fenni gas model or from the constant 
temperature form. The Fermi gas model gives [39] 
form is given as [40] 
p([/) = (f/ ?,y^'^ exp [l/aiJJ S)] (6) 
where 5 is the pairing term and U is the excitation energy of 
the nucleus. The level density parameter a is taken as / I / /f, A 
being the mass number of the nucleus and K is an adjustable 
parameter. The level density p(U) in constant temperature 
ft{U) ex -e^''''. (7) 
The differential cross section for emitting a particle with 
channel energy e may be written as (cross section per unit 
energy to emit a particle of type v) 
da , 2 Tt 
^ ^ ( 2 / +1 )7 / (25 , ,+ 1) 
/=I0| y=|/~/| 
(8) 
where A. is the de Broglie wavelength of the incident ion, 7'/ the 
tran,smission coefficient of the /th partial wave of the incident 
ion, p(f:, ./) the spin-dependent level density for the residual 
nucleus, D the integral of numerator over all particles and 
emission energies, and E the excitation energy of the compound 
nucleus. .S',, is the intrinsic spin of the particle v, and 7'J(f;) is the 
transmission coefficient for the particle v with kinetic energy 
e and orbital angular momentum /. 
In the Weisskopf-Ewing calculations, the nuclear moment 
of inertia is infinite; hence there is no energy tied to rotation, 
thus no level density cutoff at high spin. This code does not 
take into account the angular momentum involved in heavy 
ion reactions. However, the heavy ion projectile imparts large 
angular momentum to the composite system having a finite 
moment of inertia and hence greater rotational energy. Due to 
nuclear rotation, a nucleus with a given angular momentum J 
cannot have energy below a minimum value E'J"'\ that is. 
ET J{J + \) II' (9) 
Here, / is the moment of inertia of the composite nucleus. 
In this code, the level density parameter a, the MFP 
multiplier COST, and initial exciton number no are some of 
the important parameters, a largely affects the equilibrium 
component, while IIQ and COST govern the preequilibrium 
component, a is calculated from a =• AjK An code ALICE-91, 
the intermediate states of the system are characterized by 
the excitation energy E and number «p of excited particles 
and «h of excited holes. Particles and holes are defined 
relative to the ground state of the nucleus and are called 
excitons. The initial configuration of the compound system 
defined by the exciton number «o = («p + «h) 'S an important 
parameter of PE fonnalisin. In the present work, a value of 
no — 16 with configuration (8/? -I- 8« -f Oh) has been found 
to satisfactorily reproduce the experimental data, where p, n 
and h represent the number of excited protons, neutrons, and 
holes, respectively. The code ALICE-91 calculates two-body 
nuclear transition rates using Pauli-corrected free nucleon-
nucleon scattering cross section data. The actual MFP inside 
the nucleus may be quite different from the one calculated 
using free nucleon-nucleon scattering data. To compensate for 
this difference, a parameter COST is provided in the code 
AL1CE-9L A value of COST greater than zero means a smaller 
value of the actual MFP for nucleon-nucleon scattering inside 
the composite excited nucleus. In the present work, a value 
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of COST = 2 is found to reproduce the experimental data 
satisfactorily. 
When ALlCE-91 calculations with the above-mentioned 
parameter values were compared with their experimental 
counterparts, it was observed that the maxima of the measured 
EFs were at higher energies than those of the calculated EFs. 
This is to be expected, because in ALlCE-91 calculations the 
angular momentum effects are not taken into account. In 
HI induced reactions, the incident particle imparts relatively 
larger angular momentum to the composite system. If, in the 
last stages of nuclear deexcitation, higher angular momentum 
inhibits particle emission more than it does y emission, then 
the peak of the excitation function con-esponding to the particle 
emission mode will be shifted to higher energies [41]. The 
effect is more pronounced in heavy ion reactions than in light 
ion reactions, since the rotational energy is much greater 
in HI reactions. An estimate of the possible shift due to 
angular momentum effects may be made from the nuclear 
rotational energy. For a rigid body, the rotational energy is 
given by £•„,! ~ (m/M)Eut. Here, mlM is the ratio of the 
projectile and target nucleus masses and /:|.,b is the incident 
energy [41]. Since the angular momentum effects have not 
been considered in the Weisskopf-Ewing calculations of the 
present version of the ALICE-91 code, it is desirable to shift 
the calculated EFs by the amount approximately equal to 
£„)! as calculated above. In the present work, the calculated 
EFs have been shifted by E,™ on the energy scale. The 
experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs for 
the reaction ^ 'AK'^'O, 2an)^^C\ are shown in Fig. 6, where 
the dotted curve shows the theoretical calculation done using 
code ALlCE-91. The observed enhancement of the measured 
EFs compared with the theoretical calculations for the reaction 
- ' A 1 ( ' ^ 0 , 2an)-'''Cl done by this code indicates that the residue 
'^'Cl may not be produced by complete fusion but by some other 
processes such as ICF. Furthermore, the measured EFs for 
the reactions -'A1('^0, 3a3pf^Mg, -''M{^^'0, 3a3pn)-'^Mg, 
-''Al("^0,4a2/j«)24Na, and '•'A1("'0, 4a3/j)^*Ne are .shown 
in Figs. 7-10. The theoretical calculations for these reactions 
give cross sections that aie negligibly small, similar to the 
codes CASCADE and PACE2. while the measured EFs for these 
channels have substantial cross sections. As such, it may 
be concluded that after including PE emission, which is one 
of the dominant mode of reaction mechanisms in heavy ion 
reactions, the experimental data could not be reproduced, 
indicating the presence of a reaction mechanism other than 
CF and PE processes. 
IV. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
The analysis of EFs for the presently measured reactions, 
as mentioned in Sees. Ill A-IIIC, clearly indicates that these 
reactions have significant contributions other than those of 
CF and ICF processes. To confirm the reaction mechanism 
involved, a specially designed experimental setup was used as 
shown in Fig. 4. In this experiment, an Al target supported by a 
natural thulium material of thickness ^=0.48 mg/cm- followed 
by a stack of thick annular concentric Al catcher foils was used. 
Depending on the momentum transfer from the projectile to 
the composite system, the residues formed by CF and ICF 
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FIG. 11. Measured angular distributions for 
"AK.'^ O. lanf^'Cl reaction 
processes will be trapped in the concentric annular aluminum 
catchers at different angles. The residues that are expected to 
be populated by a mechanism such'as a direct reaction may 
be stopped within the thulium layer. The measured angular 
distributions for the reaction -^A1('^0, 2a/i)"'''Cl is shown in 
Fig. 11. Two peaks are observed: one around 0''-13° can be 
assigned to the residues populated by complete fusion, and the 
other peak in the angular range 45°-60" can be assigned to the 
residues populated by ICF processes. 
Note that out of the five reactions identified in the EF 
measurements, only the y ray of 146.5 keV coiTesponding 
to the reaction -^A1('^0, 2a«)^''Cl could be identified from its 
energy as well as the half-life of residue '^'Cl in the angular 
distribution measurements. The residues formed by CF are 
likely to recoil in the forward cone, as such peaking of angular 
distribution around 0' indicates the population of residue '''^ Cl 
via CF. However, the same residue ''•*C1 when populated by 
ICF of residue "'O will show peaks at much higher angles. 
Therefore, it may be concluded that the basic mechanism of 
population of '^*C1 may be based on both CF and ICF processes. 
However, the EF analysis has clearly indicated that the other 
reactions, i.e., -''AK^'O, 3a3y?)-^Mg, ^^AK'^ 'O, 3a3pnpMg, 
-^Al('*'0,4a2p;7)'4Na, and " A K ' ^ O , 4a3/7)-^Ne, are not 
likely to be populated via the CF process. The same is reflected 
from the angular distribution measurements, since no peak 
corresponding to these residues is identified in the y-ray 
spectra of the angular distribution data. Thus, those residues 
are not likely to be populated via either complete or incomplete 
fusion processes. In direct reactions, the ejectile takes away a 
large fraction of the energy; hence, the residues formed may 
have ranges much smaller than those of residues formed by 
CF and/or ICF processes and may be trapped in the thulium 
layer. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Excitation functions for the reactions -^A1('*'0, 2a«)'''*Cl, 
^^AlC^O, 3a3/7)-'*Mg, '^A1('^0,3a3/?«)-^Mg, 27A1(1('O, 
4a'2/7«)-^Na. and -'^AlC^O,4u3p)-'*Ne produced in the 
O-f* Al system have been measured in the energy range 
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«58-94 MeV. Theoretical calculations based on three different 
computer codes have been carried out using well-accepted 
parameters. The codes PACE2 and CASCADE used in the 
present work are based on Hauser-Feshbach theory for 
compound nucleus calculations; however, the code AUCE-91 is 
based on the Weisskopf-Ewing model for compound nucleus 
calculations and the geometry-dependent hybrid model for 
simulating preequilibrium emission. Though preequilibrium 
emission may have considerable influence on the measured 
cross sections at relatively higher energies, even the ALICE-91 
calculations which include preequilibrium emission are not 
found to reproduce the experimental data. The present analysis 
indicates that the residues "^ '^^ ^^ Mg, -"^Na, and "^"Ne are not 
populated either via complete or incomplete fusion processes, 
because theoretical calculations based on all these codes 
give negligible value of cross sections for their production. 
At present, we have no satisfactory explanation for the 
observed high cross sections for these channels; however, 
Landenbaurer-Bellis etal. [13] have attributed their production 
to a direct reaction mechanism. From the study of the angular 
distributions of these residues, we have concluded that in 
the case of complete fusion, the residues are emitted in the 
forward cone along the beam direction; while for incomplete 
fusion, the recoiling residues emerge at relatively large angles 
with respect to the beam direction, as expected. As such, 
angular distributions of residues with respect to the beam 
direction may also provide complementary information about 
the complete and incomplete fusion processes. The analysis of 
angular distribution data has clearly indicated the significant 
contribution of the ICF process in the ^'A1("'0, 2an)-"*CI 
reaction. 
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Abstract. With a view to study the pre-equilibrium emission mechanism in o-induced reactions the 
"Tc. 93 ^ 'Nh{a,nrTc. -'^Nb(a, 2n)-''""Te, '''•Nh{a.2nf-"'Tc and excitation functions for ^^Nb(a, n)^''" 
^•'Nb(a,3n)'^''Tc reactions have been measured in the energy range threshold to ~ 10 McV/nucleon us-
ing the activation technique. The measured excitation functions have also been compared with theoret-
ical predictions ba.sed on the semi-classical code, which takes into account compound nucleus as well as 
pre-equilibrium emission. The analysis of the data indicates significant contribution from pre-equilibrium 
emission at these energies particiilarly in the high-energy tail portion of EFs. The effect of the variation 
of the parameters used in the code has been studied. The isomeric cross-section ratios have also been 
measured. It has been observed that the pre-equilibrium fraction increases rapidly with the increase in 
a-particle bombarding energy. 
PACS. 25.55.-e ^H-, ^He-, and ''He-induced reactions - 27.60.-l-j 90 < .4 < 149 
1 Introduction 
The availability of medium-energy particle accelerators 
has made possible the study of charged-particle-induced 
reactions, which are important in large-scale develop-
ments. Applications of measured cross-section data may 
be found in the nuclear-energy generation and waste man-
agement and also in nuclear medicine. The knowledge of 
cross-sections for neutron emission channels is important 
in reactor technology, particularly in the recently proposed 
accelerator driven sub-critical (ADS) reactors, typically 
known as energy amplifiers. For all these applications, an 
improved understanding of chargcd-particle interaction is 
needed for transport calculations and radiation effects. 
The charged-particle-induced reactions arc also impor-
tant for the fundamental understanding of the reaction 
mechanism and to test the validity of various available 
nuclear-reaction models. The nuclear data required for the 
above applications come mainly from nuclear scattering 
and reaction model calculations, which depend on opti-
cal models, whose parameters are determined by elastic 
scattering and the total cross-section data. The measure-
ment and analysis of the EFs is particularly interesting, 
because the features of the EFs at low, medium and high 
"' e-mail: inks_amu®redif f mail. com 
'' e-mail: bpsinghamuOgmail.com 
energies can reveal the reaction mechanism involved. The 
low-energy portion of EF is dominated by the compound-
nucleus (CN) mechanism, however, with increasing the 
projectile energy, the PE processes become important [1-
4]. The high-energy tail portion of the excitation func-
tions (EFs) of the nuclear reactions induced by light-ion 
medium-energy projectiles has been one of the important 
signatures of pre-equilibrium (PE) emission. It may, how-
ever, be pointed out that considerable data is available 
in the literature on rnrclcon- and light-ion-induced re-
actions hut the cro.s.s-section values measured by differ-
ent groups of workers for the same reaction, generally, do 
not agree. Se\'eral authors [3-8] have reported a variety of 
data for Q-induccd activation reactions on niobium (Nb) 
in the energy range from threshold to well above it. Mat-
suo et al. [5] have measured the EFs for (a ,n) , (a.2n) 
and [a. 3n) reactions on ''''*Nb and have used chemical sep-
aration of radioactive residues followed by activity mea-
surement employing the low-resolution Nal(Tl) crystal. In 
their work Bond and Jha [7] have measured EFs for these 
reactions employing the solid-state Ge(Li) 7-ray spec-
trometer. The measurements were mainly carried out [7] 
with a view to obtain the yield information as a function 
of energy. Gadioli et al, [8], however, have done more de-
tailed measurements and theoretical description has been 
given in terms of several kinds of reaction mechanism at 
relatively higher energies in the range w 40-140 MeV. As 
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such, their data is above the energy range of interest in the 
present work. Ernst et al. [9] in their paper on "Investi-
gation of a-induced reactions on Niobium and Tantalum" 
have given the experimentally measured excitation func-
tions for several reactions, however, they have not com-
pared the measured excitation functions with calculated 
ones using statistical codes. Further, Mukherjee et al. [4] 
have carried out the measurement of isomeric cross-section 
ratio in the reaction °''Nb(a, 27i)'''®'"+sTc only in the en-
ergy range upto 120 MeV with a view to study the PE 
emission. In order to test the theoretical models, Mukher-
jee et al. [4] have compared the measured EFs with calcu-
lations done using various codes [10,11]. It may not be out 
of place to mention that theoretically it may be possible 
to reproduce the measured EFs for the prominent reaction 
channels accurately and separately than trying to describe 
all open reaction chaimels sinniltaneously. It may improve 
the description of tiic data for the partial channel at the 
cost of other open channels, however, it appears unaccept-
able from the point of view of physics. Several ptienomeno-
logical as well as quantum-mechanical models have been 
launched to explain the prc-equilibrium reaction mecha-
nism. These models describe the way in which projectile 
energy gradually gets redistributed among the constituent 
nucleons of the composite system through a series of resid-
ual two-body interactions. These models have been quite 
successful in reproducing both the energy spectra of emit-
ted particles and the EFs for the specific product nuclide 
in a wide range of reactions, but primarily for reactions in-
volving mostly nucleons in the entrance and exit channels 
in the energy range up to 100 MeV or so. It is interesting 
to obtain in the analysis, simultaneously, a best descrip-
tion of all existing experimental data for all open chan-
nels, as this approach is internally consistent, detailed and 
complete. Further, the information on the isomeric cross-
section ratio of a residual nucleus and its dependence on 
the incident particle is far from abundant. The study of 
the isomeric cross-section ratio is of importance from the 
viewpoint of understanding the reaction mechanism and 
to test the nuclear models. Several models like ALICE-
91 [12], CASCADE [13]. PACE2 [14], ACT [15], COM-
PLETE [10] etc., are available in the literature and are 
generally used for theoretical calculations of EP"s for light-
and heavy-ion-induccd reactions. In all the codes except 
ACT [15], the configuration of the codes is such that they 
predict the total cross-section only for the population of 
the residual nuclei. However, the code ACT [15] calculates 
the cross-sections for the production of both the ground as 
well as isomeric states. As such, in order to obtain theoret-
ical predictions of the population of the isomeric states, in 
particular, the code ACT [15] based on the lines of codes 
STAPRE [11] has been used in the present work using 
consistently the same set of parameters. 
In light of the above and with a view to study 
PE emission in a consistent and systematic way, a pro-
gramme of precise measurement and analysis of EFs for 
a large number of Q-induced PE-dominatcd reactions has 
been undertaken. As a part of this programme, in the 
present work, EFs for tlie reactions °''Nb(a, n)'^'''"Tc, 
a^NbCa. rO'JCTc, ''^Nh{Q.2nf'^'"''Tc, '•'^Nh{Q,2nf^'JT:c, 
and '^ •^Nb(a, 3n)''''**Tc have been measured in the exci-
tation energy range from threshold to w 40.8 MeV, us-
ing the stackcd-foil activation technique and 7-ray spec-
trometry. One of the applications of technetium isotopes 
is that it is an excellent corrosion inhibitor for steel. In 
all these reactions the isotopes of Tc are formed and as 
sucii the measured EF may be used for deciding the op-
timum beam energy for the production of these isotopes. 
In the present work, the analysis of the measured EFs 
has been performed within the framework of CN and PE 
formalisms employing the Hauser-Feshback (HF) [16] and 
exciton models jl7], respectively. The experimental details 
and errors are given in sect. 2, while, sects. 3 and 4 deal 
with the results and discussion. The conclusions are given 
in sect. 5 of the paper. 
2 Experimental details 
Experiment has been carried out at the Variable Energy 
Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Kolkata, India, using a col-
limated a-particlc beam of w 40 MeV. Self-supporting 
spectroscopically pure foils of natural niobium have been 
used as targets. The thickness of these commercially sup-
plied Nb foils was « 5 mg/cm^. The target stack con-
taining 12 Nb samples having aluminium degraders in 
between them was bombarded by a-particles in the ir-
radiation chamber dedicated to this purpose in cave one 
for about half an hour. A beam current w 100 nA was 
monitored from current integrator count rate. The average 
beam energy on a given target foil and degradcr was calcu-
lated using the stopping-power values given in the tables 
of Northcliffc and Schilling [18]. Post-irradiation analysis 
has been performed using a high-resolution large-volume 
(100 c.c.) Ge(Li) detector coupled to a multicharmel an-
alyzer CANBERRA-88. The activities induced in various 
sample foils were recorded using a Ge(Li) detector, which 
was prc-calibratcd using various standard 7-sourccs. A 
''^ ^^ Eu point source was used to determine the efficiency of 
the detector for different 7-ray energies at various source-
detector distances. The sample and detector distances 
were suitably adjusted so as to minimize the dead time 
< 10%. Pertinent decay data [19] used in the present work 
for yield calculations are given in table 1. The residues 
produced due to different reaction chaimels were identi-
fied by their characteristic 7-rays and measured half-lives. 
From the observed activities of the residual nuclei, the 
cross-sections were determined for a given reaction chan-
nel using the standard formulation as given below [20]: 
(Jr{E)-- ^Aexp(At2 
No(j)0K(Gs)[l-cxp(-Xti)][l-cxY>{-Xt3)] (1) 
where, A is the observed counts (area under the photo 
peak of the characteristic gamma ray of the particular 
residues) during the accumulation time ^3 of the induced 
activity of the decay constant A, A^o the number of target 
imclei iieing exposed under the geometrical shadow of the 
beam irradiated for duration ti with a particle beam of 
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Table 1. List of reactions, identified 7-rays, half-lives and their branching ratios. 
Serial No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. n 
5. 
Reaction 
^^Nb(«,n)^' '" 'Tc 
"3Nb(a, nf^'Tc 
^^Nb(a,2n)'-'^"'Tc 
^^Nb(«,2n)^-'^"Tc 
^3Nb(a, 3n)'''^''Tc 
,/" 
4 + 
7+ 
1/2 
9/2+^ 
7+ 
Half-life 
51.5 min 
4.28 d 
61.0 d 
20.0 h 
4.8h 
E-, (kcV) 
1200 
778.1 
812.5 
849.9 
1126.8 
204.0 
765.7 
947.6 
1073.3 
702.0 
916.0 
Branching ratio (%) 
1.09 
99.79 
82 
98 
15.20 
66.20 
93.00 
2.14 
3.75 
99.60 
7.60 
flux 0, i2 the time lapse between the stop of irradiation 
and the start of counting, 9 the branching ratio of the 
characteristic 7-ray and Ge tfie geometry-dependent 
efficiency of the detector. The factor [1 — exp(—Ati)] 
takes care of the decay of evaporation residue diudng 
the irradiation and is typically known as the saturation 
correction. The correction for the decay of the induced 
activity due to the delay between the stop of irradiation 
and the start of counting and during the data accmnu-
lation is taken into account via the factors exp(At2) and 
[1 — exp(-A<3)], respectively. K = [1 — exp(—/iri)]//w/ is 
the correction for the self-absorption of the 7 radiation 
in the sample thickness itself, where d is the thickness of 
tfie sample and // is the 7-ray absorption coefficient. 
Various factors which may introduce uncertainties in 
the present measurements are discussed here. There may 
be uncertainty in determining the geometry-dependent 
detector efficiency. The statistical errors of the count-
ing of the standard sources may give rise to the er-
ror in efficiency, which was minimized by accumulat-
ing large number of the counts for comparatively larger 
times (« 5000s). Experimental data on the variation of 
geometry-dependent efficiencies with the 7-ray energy at 
different source-detector distances has been fitted with the 
power law curve. The uncertainty due to fitting of the ef-
ficiency curve is estiuiated to be < 3%. Uncertainty in 
determining the efficiency may also come up due to the 
solid-angle effect, because the irradiated samples were not 
point sources like the standard source, but they had a di-
ameter of ^ 3 mm, It is estimated that the error in the 
efficiency on account of solid-angle effect is < 5%, The in-
accurate estimate of the foil thickness and non-uniformity 
of foil may give rise to imcertainty in determining the num-
ber of target nuclei in the sample. It is estimated from 
the thickness measurements at different positions of the 
sample foils that errors due to non-uniform deposition arc 
expected to be < 1%. Errors may come up due to fluctu-
ations in beam current during the irradiation. Although, 
care was taken to keep the beam current constant within 
10%. It is estimated that beam fluctuations may intro-
duce an error of < 3%. During irradiation of the stack, the 
beam traverses the thickness of the material, thus the ini-
tial beam intensity reduces. It is estimated that the error 
due to decrease in beam intensity is expected to be < 2%. 
In all these measurements the dead time is kept less than 
10% by suitably adjusting the sample-detector distance 
and the corrections for it were applied in the counting 
rate. Further, the luiccrtaintics in the branching ratio, de-
cay constant, half-lives etc., which arc taken from the table 
of isotopes have not been taken into account. The overall 
error due to all these factors is expected to be < 15% of 
the mcasurcfl cross-section values. 
3 Results and discussion 
The measured excitation functions for the reactions 
'^3Nb(Q, n)y«"'Tc, •>'-^^h{a,nf^Tc, '•>^^h{a,2nf^"''i:c. 
'''3Nb(Q,2n)359Tc. and '•*='Nb(Q. 3n)"*9Tc have been 
shown in figs. 1-4 and 6, respectively. In fig, 5, the total 
cross-section for the Nb(Q', 2n) reaction, obtained from 
the sum of isomeric and ground-state cross-sections, 
is plotted. The experimental results are presented in 
table 2 of the paper. The uncertainties reported are the 
statistical errors of counts and the discrepancies between 
the independent measurements (different gamma rays) of 
given tmclci. The horizontal bars in figs, 1-6. represent 
the beam energy spread obtained from the energy loss 
in sample thickness. The size of the circle includes the 
magihtude of statistical errors in cros.s-section values, if 
no error bar is plotted. In all the neutron exit channel 
reactions both the ground state as well as the isomeric 
states are populated. All the above-mentioned reactions 
arc described separately in the following parts. 
3.1 ^^Nb(Q,n) reaction 
The EFs for the reactions "'*Nb(a, n)^«"'Tc and 
^Nb(c \ 9 6 Tc arc plotted in figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 
The isomer ^'^"^^c produced in the (a,n) reaction de-
cays (98%) to ""^ Tc via internal transition. The half-life 
of ^''Tc is 4.35 d which is much larger than that of the 
metastable state 96"'Tc {t.1/2 = 51.5min). As such, the 
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9 3 M L / \96mT-
Nb(a,n) Tc 
Present work ^ 
Phys Rev 139 (1965) B886 ' ^^ 
C N ( 9 „ = 0 „ J . n . = 6 ( 5 p 1 h ) •, ^ 
'RE+CN (Q.„=e,„J, n.=6 (5 p 1 h) •. 
CN+PRE (0 =0.50 1, n =6 (5 p 1 hj • 
16 20 22 24 
Energy (MeV) 
Fig. 1. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu-
lated EFs for the reaction''•''^Nb(a, rj)'^''"'Tc. The effect of the 
variation of the effective momentum of inertia on calculated 
EFs is also shown. 
Si 
b 
1 1 1 1 r 
Nb(a,n) Tc n ' r^  
• Present work 
A Phys. Rev C2 (1970)1887 
CN 
15 20 25 30 
Energy (MeV) 
Fig. 2. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu 
lated EFs for the reaction ''^Nb(n, n)'^'*Tc. 
Si 
" ^ 1 0 
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• Present work 
• Phys. Rev. 139(1965)6 886 
A Phys. Rev. C2 (1970) 1887 
- - CN 
CN+PRE 
25 30 35 
Energy (MeV) 
Fig. 3. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu-
lated EFs for the reaction ''^Nhfa, 2ri)'^''""Tc. 
^ 10 
"Nb(a,2n)'''Tc 
• Present work 
A Phys. Rev. 139 (1965) B886 
• Phys. Rev. C2 (1970) 1887 
. . . CN 
PRE+CN 
30 35 40 
Energy (MeV) 
Fig. 4. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu-
lated EFs for ^•^Nb(ft,2n)^^''Tc. 
observed activity for the residue '•^''Tc has contr ibution 
for both the isomeric and ground-s ta te cross-sections. In 
fig. 1, the cross-sections for the ' ' ' ' 'Nb(a, n)''^^"'Tc reaction 
measured by Matsuo et al. [5] have also been plot ted for 
comparison. As can be seen from this figure, the measure-
ments of Matsuo et al. [5] are lower t h a n the present work 
in the low-energy region. In fig. 2, presently measured E F 
for ^^Nb(a, n)^^Tc reaction is shown along with l i terature 
da ta [7]. As can be seen from this figure, the measurements 
of Bond et al. [7] agree with the present work within sta-
tistical errors. 
3.2 '^Nb(a, 2n) reaction 
The EFs for the reactions o-*Nb(Q. 2n)'-^^"'Tc and 
'•'•'Nb(Q, 2n)'-*^»Tc arc given in figs. 3 and 4. respectively. In 
the '''•'Nb(Q', 2n) reaction, bo th the ground and mctastablc 
s ta tes arc popula ted . The mctas tab lc s ta te ^^"'Tc is longer 
lived with a half-life of 61 d, while the half-life of the 
ground s ta te '•'^^Tc is w 20 h. The isomeric transit ion is 
only 3.9%. T h e cross-sections for bo th the states are de-
termined by taking proper account of the isomeric t ran-
sition. The measurements of Matsuo et al. [5] and Bond 
et al. [7] are also presented for bo th these reactions i.e., 
'J3Nb(a,2n)'-'^™Tc and •"Nb(Q. 2n)'-'59Tc and arc shown 
in figs. 3 and 4, respectively. As can be seen from fig. 3, 
the measurements of Matsuo et al. [5] arc in general higher 
than the present work ones, part icularly in the tail port ion 
of E F . However, in case of '•'^Nb(Q, 2n)'''^9Tc the l i terature 
values agree with the present work. In fig. 5, the excitation 
function for the reaction '''''Nb(Q'. 2n)°°Tc, obtained from 
the sum of cross-sections for isomeric and ground states is 
shown. 
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E„ 
(McV) 
11.9 ± 1 . 1 
15.9 ± 1.0 
19.3 ± 0 . 8 
22.4 ± 0 . 8 
25.2 ± 0 . 7 
26.6 ± 0 . 7 
28 ± 0 . 7 
30.4 ± 0.6 
32.7 ± 0 . 6 
34.9 ± 0.6 
37 ± 0.5 
39 ± 0.5 
Table 2. Experimentally measured cross-.sections. 
a{'^^"'Tc) 
(mb) 
21.1 ± 3 
298.7 ± 11.9 
138.1 ± 5 . 3 
64.3 ± 7 . 1 
22 ± 1.9 
a('-^«Tc) 
(mb) 
16.9 ± 2.0 
310.8 ± 1 
265.4 ± 2 . 3 
146.1 ± 5 . 9 
45.5 ± 1.9 
29.5 ± 2 . 7 
20.5 1.6 
16.6 ± 3 . 1 
8 ± 1.5 
10.3 ± 1 . 5 
6.5 ± 1 
5.9 ± 0.7 
f7{9'""Tc) 
(mb) 
44.9 ± 2.3 
90.3 ± 2.6 
92.1 ± 2 . 7 
74.9 ± 2.6 
67 ± 2 . 5 
41.8 ± 2 . 4 
26.1 ± 2 . 1 
21.1 ± 2 
12 ± 1.7 
4.8 ± 1.6 
aC^'"'Tc) 
(mb) 
2.3 ±0 .1 
199.1 ± 1.5 
541.8 ± 0 . 5 
600.15.8 
666.6 ± 6 . 3 
651.7 ± 5 . 8 
516.5 ± 3 . 7 
352.1 ± 1.7 
226.8 ± 1.4 
147.1 ± 0 . 9 
116.2 ± 1.0 
a(9' '^Tc) 
(mb) 
244 ± 2 . 7 
632.1 ± 2 . 6 
692.1 ± 6 . 4 
741.5 ± 6 . 8 
718.7 ± 6.3 
558.3 ± 4.4 
378.2 ± 2 . 7 
247.9 ± 2 . 4 
159.1 ± 1.9 
121 ± 1.9 
a('' ' '"Tc) 
(mb) 
2.3 ± 0.3 
55.9 ± 0 . 2 
205.7 ± 3 . 7 
345.1 ± 1.4 
483.6 ± 17.8 
477.2 ± 2 . 9 
549.4 ± 2 . 3 
10 r 
I -
; "Nb(a 
: 
r / 
' 1 ' 1 ' 
,2n)"Tc (Total) 
I . 1 . I . 
; 
\ " ^ 
• Experimental -
CN 
PRE+CN 
1 . 1 . I 1 . 
Energy (MeV) Energy (MeV) 
Fig. 5. The experimentally measured total cross-sections (sum Fig. 6. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu-
of meta ± ground states) and theoretically calculated EFs for lated EFs for the reaction ^^Nb(a, 3n)^'^''Tc. 
the reaction ''^Nb(«, 2TI)-'^TC. 
3.3"Nb(Q,3n) reaction 
In this reaction, both the ground state (''''•''Tc) as well 
as the isomeric ('• '^'"'Tc) states are populated. The de-
cay of these isomers is independent and the half-life of 
94mrp^ (52.5 min) is smaller than that of the ground state 
'•'"sTc (293min). The 7-rays of 702, 871 and 916keV arc 
emitted by the isotope ^''*Tc. However, ''^ m.-p^ J^I^ Q emits 
871 keV 7-rays. These two states of ''''Tc decay indepen-
dently and thus the intensity of the 871 keV 7-ray has 
contributions due to both these states, hence the separate 
contribution of the metastablc and ground states of '•''*Tc 
could not be obtained. The excitation function for the re-
action ^•*Nb(Q-,3n)^''*Tc is shown in fig. 6, along with the 
literature values. As can be seen from fig. 6, the measure-
ments of Matsuo et al. [5] and Bond et al. [7] agree to the 
present measurements in the whole energy range. How-
ever, the measurement of Matuszek et al. [21j arc slightly 
higher at energies greater than 37 McV. 
Some times the residual nucleus of two different reac-
tions emit 7-rays of nearly the same energy. The 7-ray of 
849 kcV is emitted in the decay of both the residues ^ ''Tc 
and '-'''^Tc produced via '''''Nb(Q. n) and '•'''Nb(Q. 3n) reac-
tions, respectively. The cross-sections for the ^•*Nb(a, n) 
reaction were determined from the observed intensities of 
the 778keV, 812kcV and 1126kcV 7-rays coming from 
'•"'Tc and the activity of the 849 keV 7-ray was used 
only up to below the threshold of the ^'*Nb(Q,3n) re-
action. The thresholds for ^='Nb(Q.2n) and '^•^Nb(a.2p) 
reactions are very close to each other i.e., w 13.1 MeV 
and w 15.5 MeV, respectively. The residual nuclei 'JSm-pj., 
(ti/2 = 61 d) and "^'"Nb (ij/j = 3.6 d) produced by the re-
actions ^^^h{a,2nf-'"'Tc and ^'^^h{a,2pf^'"nh, respec-
tively, both emit 7-rays of 204 kcV. As such, the observed 
intensity of the 204 keV 7-ray will have contribution from 
both these reaction channels. Since the absolute intensity 
of 204kcV 7-rays in ^^^Tc is 66.2%, while in 95™Nb it [s 
only 2.34%, as such, the contribution of the 2p channel to 
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the 2n channel is expected to be negligibly small. In order 
to check this, the counting of the samples was performed 
for several days and the intensity of the 204 keV 7-ray 
was monitored. The activity of '-"^"'Nb (fi/2 ~ 3.61 d) was 
found to drop to the backgroxmd level after ~ 4-5 half-
lives. As such, the remaining activity in the samples was 
attributed only to the '""^ Tc and the contribution of the 2p 
channel is negligibly small. 
4 Model calculations 
Various semi-classical models [17,22-24] are available for 
theoretical calculations. Quantum-mechanical (QM) the-
ories [25-28], which treat the reaction in terms of statisti-
cal multi-step compound (SMC) and statistical multi-step 
direct (SMD) processes have also been proposed. How-
ever, QM theories at present are mostly applicable to the 
nuclcon-induced reactions because for a complex parti-
cle in the entrance channel the QM treatment of the ini-
tial projectile target interaction becomes very much intri-
cate [29|. In view of the above mentioned fact, the calcula-
tions in the present work have been performed employing 
the semi-classical approach using the code ACT [15]. 
4.1 Calculations with the code ACT 
The theoretical calculations for the excitation functions 
have been performed using the code ACT [15| which is 
based on the lines of the code STAPRE [11]. In this code, 
each evaporation step is treated within the framework of 
the statistical model with consideration of angular mo-
mentum and parity conservation. For the emission of the 
first particle, PE decay is also taken into the account. The 
cross-section for the population of both the ground and 
isomeric states may be calculated using this code. The 
compound-nucleus calculations are performed using the 
HP model [16], while the exciton model is employed for 
the simulation of PE emission. The 7-compctition with 
particle emission is taken into account from the second 
compound system and onwards. The maximum 7-ray mul-
tipolarity of two (dipolc) is considered, both for electric 
and magnetic transitions. 
The code ACT [15] first generates a table containing 
for each CN, the HP denominator N,{U.J. U) for all ex-
citation energies U in steps of 0.5 McV bin size and all 
values of angular momentum ,/ and parity 77, which arc re-
quired for the subsequent evaporation calculations. These 
quantities are used for all incident energies for the cal-
culation of excitation functions. The HP denominator is 
defined as the sum of transmission coefficients for all open 
channels. The excited state of the residual nucleus is de-
scribed by the level density p(U.J,n). At low excitation 
energies, the complete information on the quantum num-
bers of the discrete levels is available. However, in the 
energy region above the discrete levels, which is referred 
to as continuum, the level densities arc calculated within 
the framework of the backshifted Pcrmi gas model by the 
spin-dependent Lang expression [30[. In this model, it is 
assumed that the levels with positive and negative par-
ities have the same density. Some of the important pa-
rameters of the code are the level density parameter a, 
the effective moment of inertia S*,,//, and the backshift 
A. In the present calculations, the level density was cal-
culated from the backshifted formula and the level den-
sity parameters given in ref. [31] are used. In the cases 
when the level density parameters a arc not known, they 
were selected for the calculation by interpolating the data 
of the neighboring isotopes, taking into account the odd-
even systematics 131,32]. In some cases the level density 
parameters were required to be varied within 20% in order 
to get a better description of the data. As a typical exam-
ple, the effect of variation of the level density parameters 
o on calculated EFs is discussed elsewhere [33]. In the 
present work, a value of a = 13.07 of the first compound 
nucleus °^Tc gives a satisfactorily representation of the 
experimental data, however, its interpolation value was 
11.37 [31]. This variation of the level density parameters 
is justified, since these parameters are empirical in nature 
and are valid [31] in the energy range up to 20MeV only. 
Pvu'ther, any change in the effective value of the moment 
of inertia (6),,//), and the temperature (T) of the nucleus 
may influence the spin cut-off parameter [a] given by the 
expression [32] 
^'' = e\,ff^. (2) 
In the present calculations, the effective moment of 
inertia 0 , / / , has been taken equal to the rigid-body value 
(Gnii), assuming the nucleus to be as a solid sphere, i.e. 
0 
(3) 
where, r\) = 1.25 fm, A is the mass number and m the nu-
cleon mass. The transmission coefficients required in the 
calculations are generated by a code TLK, which uses the 
global optical model potentials [34]. The transmission co-
efficients are assumed to depend on the orbital angular 
momentum and on the energy of the relative motion only. 
The separation energies needed in these calculations arc 
taken from the tables of Wapstra and Bos [35], and the de-
cay scheme of various imclei from the table of isotopes [19]. 
The equilibration of the compound system is treated 
within the framework of the exciton model [17]. Starting 
from a simple configuration, the composite system is as-
sumed to equilibrate through a .series of two-body interac-
tions and may emit particles from all intermediate stages. 
The states of the system are classified according to the 
number of excitons or more specifically to the numbers rip 
and re/i of the excited particle and hole degrees of fi'ccdom, 
respectively. The application of a two-body interaction to 
the state of a {n-p.nh) configuration leads to states with 
{•lip + l.rih + 1), (nj>,nh) or {rip — Ln^ — 1) excited par-
ticles and holes. In competition with these internal tran-
sitions, particles can be emitted from each stage. Por all 
these processes transition rates averaged over all states of 
a configuration are calculated. These transition rates A+, 
Ao and A_ are related by the Williams expression [36], 
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corrected for Pauli principle by Cline [37] to |A/|^. the ab-
solute value of the square of the average effective matrix 
element for two-body residual interactions: 
A+ = ¥|A^r^(" + l) h 
2-K 
t/2 
h 4 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
In order to evaluate internal transition rates, it is nec-
essary to calculate | M p . However, at present no micro-
scopic calculations for |Mp are available [38]. As such, 
the expression \M\'^ — F^ -A'^U"^ proposed by Kalbach-
Clinc [39], where A is the mass number and U the exci-
tation energy of composite system, is used for calculating 
the value of the matrix clement. Here, FM is a constant 
and is treated as an adjustable parameter to match the 
experimental data. In the literature, values of Fm rang-
ing from 95-7000 MeV'' are proposed [28,40] for repro-
ducing the experimental data. The average rates for the 
emission of particle are calculated from the principle of 
detailed balance considerations. The single-particle state 
density g, used in the transition rate calculations, is ob-
tained from the level density parameter a using the rela-
tion g = QTr~^a. 
For PE decay the initial number no of excited parti-
cles and holes and the parameter F^, which is given by 
equation \M\'^ = FM • A~^^U~^ and defines the matrix 
for internal transition rates, arc required to be given in 
the first input data and niay be treated as parameters 
of the model. In the literature, the values of the initial 
exciton number no ranging from 4 to 6 are used for a-
induced reactions. In some of our earlier analysis [15,41, 
42] of excitation functions for a-induced reactions on sev-
eral targets {A = 55, 59, 63, 65, 121, 128, 130, 165, 197 
and 209) where measurements were done to cover the tails 
of the excitation functions, a value of no = 6 along with 
FM = 430 MeV'' was found to give a satisfactory repro-
duction of the experimental data. In the present analysis 
also, the same value of the initial exciton number no = 6 
(rip = 5, n/j = 1) and FM = 430 MeV'' has been retained 
and found to give a satisfactory reproduction of the exci-
tation functions, in general, for all the reactions studied 
presently as shown in figs. 1-6. In all these calculations 
the value of the effective moment of inertia 0^/-/ has been 
taken equal to the rigid-body value, i.e. Ony. The experi-
mentally measured EFs agree well with these calculations, 
in general, except for the reaction '''•*Nb(Q, n)''*^"'Tc. The 
calculations for this reaction were again performed with 
the Ofjf = O.bGrig value and it is found that there is sur-
prisingly a good agreement between calculation and exper-
imental data. The same is again reflected in the isomeric 
cross-section ratio, as discussed in sect. 4.2. 
The configuration of the 6-exciton state may be justi-
fied [15,41,42] as the first interaction may give rise to the 
excitation of one particle above the Fermi energy leaving 
behind a hole in the excited state, i. e. in all 5 particles and 
one hole. The amount of PE emission depends on how suc-
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Fig. 7. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu-
lated EFs for the reaction ^••'Nb(a, n)^®Tc. The effect of the 
variation of parameters no and FA; on calculated EFs is also 
showvi. 
cessfully particle decay competes with internal transition 
and, therefore, is determined by the respective rates and 
the initial exciton number. Figure 7 displays the influence 
of variation of FM [i.e.. of internal transition rates) and 
the initial exciton number no on the calculated excita-
tion function for the '^''Nb(Q. n)'''''Tc reaction. It may be 
observed from fig. 7 that a lower value of the exciton num-
ber gives, in general, higher pre-cquilibrium contributions. 
This is evident as a smaller value of no means larger num-
ber of two-body interactions prior to the establishment of 
equilibrium characteristic of compound nucleus resulting 
in the large pre-equilibrium contribution. Further, a lower 
value of FM means a smaller value of |Mp and hence 
lower internal transition rates. Consequently, continuum 
decay rates for a given value of no will be relatively en-
hanced resulting in a large prc-equilibrium contribution. 
In the present work, the calculations have been performed 
using first only the compound-nucleus model and it has 
been observed that the high-energy tail portion of exci-
tation functions was underestimated, as shown in fig. 2. 
However, when the PE contribution is added to these cal-
culations with no = 6 and FM = 430 McV'^. in general, 
a satisfactory reproduction of the experimental data for 
the presently measured excitation functions has been ob-
tained. As such, it may be mentioned that there is signif-
icant contribution from PE emissiozi for these channels at 
higher energies. 
4.2 Isomeric cross-sections ratio 
Isomeric states of a given nucleus have relatively long half-
lives, they slightly differ in their energies and have large 
difference in their spins. Some imelcar reactions popu-
late both the isomeric and the ground states. The ratio 
of the population of these states is generally called "iso-
meric cross-section ratio". Since the model used in the 
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Fig. 8. The experimentally measured and theoretically 
calculated isomeric cross-section ratios for the reactions 
^^Nb(a,n)^'*Tc and ^^Nb(a, 2n)'-'''Tc. Tlie effect of the vari-
ation of the moment of inertia on calculated isomeric ratios is 
also shown. 
present work gives a satisfactory representation of the ex-
perimental data, it may be considered that the assump-
tions used in the code ACT [29] arc correct. If the ratio 
(Trn/c^T, i-E- thc ratio of the high-spin product to the low-
spin product in an (a,xn) reaction is plotted, it should 
invariably increase with bombarding energy as higher l-
wavcs arc admitted and average spin (,/,.) of the com-
pound nucleus increases. The isomeric ratio in residual 
nuclei from nuclear evaporation processes cannot increase 
indefinitly because of the effect of competing reactions. It 
is possible to calculate the EFs for both the ground as well 
as isomeric states separately using the code ACT [29]. In 
ail the presently studied reactions both these states are 
populated. In the following discussion, the isomeric cross-
section ratio is defined as the ratio of the cross-section 
for the population of the isomeric state a,„ to the to-
tal cross-section ar for the population of both isomers 
ax = ffrn+f (;• Thc study of the isomeric cross-section ratio 
(<7,„/O"T) may give information on thc angular-momentum 
effects in nuclear reactions. Thc experimental isomeric 
cross-section ratios <J„,/(TT for thc reactions '''•'Nb(a, B) 
and '•*''Nb(a,2n) are determined at different a-particle 
bombarding energies and arc shown in fig. 8(a-b). Since 
higher partial waves participate in reactions with higher 
bombarding energy, thc isomeric cross-section ratio is ex-
pected to be a function of the incident projec:tile energy. 
Thc spins of thc isomeric states '•>^"''Tc (./ = 4+) and 
osm.'j'g f^j _ 1/2^) arc lower than the respective ground-
state spins f^^ Tc (J = 7+) and s^^Tc (J = 9/2+). It is 
known that the PE particles carry away the significant 
Fig. 9. Prc-equilibrium fraction as a function of excitation 
energy per nuclcon. 
amount of angular momentum from the compound sys-
tem, hence, the isomeric cross-section ratio is expected to 
depend strongly on the initial spin distribution of thc CN. 
The isomeric cross-section ratio initially decreases with 
the increase in a-particle bombarding energy and soon 
levels off. It may be due to tfic fact that, with further in-
crease in excitation energy, more channels open up, as a 
result, larger angular momentum will be carried away by 
the ejectilcs and hence the ratio docs not increase above 
a certain energy. Thus the isomeric ratio becomes nearly 
constant. Thc isomeric ratios in '''^Tc and '•'^ Tc arc ob-
served to become nearly constant above a-encrgies of « 20 
and w 30MeV, respectively In fig. 8(a-b), thc experimen-
tal isomeric cross-section ratios are also compared with 
the ones calculated theoretically with two options of thc 
moment of inertia using the code ACT. In thc first option 
thc effective moment of inertia &e.ff is taken equal to the 
rigid-body value, while in the second option the effective 
moment of the inertia &e.ff = O.50,ig is taken. It may 
be observed from fig. 8, that the experimental isomeric 
cross-section ratios for the reactions ^•'Nb(a, n)^'''"Te and 
°'*Nb(a, n)'''''Tc are better reproduced when the calcu-
lations are performed with the effective moment of in-
ertia equal to thc rigid-body value, however the theo-
retical isomeric cross-section ratios are close to the ex-
perimental ones for thc reactions • '^*Nb(a, 2n)'-'^"'Tc and 
'^'•^m)(cy,2n)'>''«Tc. when 0,,/j = 0.56,-,^ is taken. The ef-
fective moment of inertia at low excitation energies is ex-
pected to be less than to the rigid-body value and should 
approach towards the rigid-body value with increase in 
excitation energy [43]. 
4.3 Pre-equilibrium fraction 
The total pre-equilibrium fraction "FR", which is a mea-
sure of the relative strength of the PE component needed 
to reproduce thc experimental EFs has also been calcu-
lated [3]. FR reflects the relative importance of equilib-
rium and PE processes. Thc total FR at a given excitation 
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energy may be defined as the rat io of t he sum of the cross-
sections for P E emission of all emi t ted particles (restricted 
to n, p, d and a) t o the to ta l cross-section. T h e P E fraction 
for the target '''^Nb is calculated and is shown in fig. 9. As 
can be seen from this figure, t he pre-cquilibriuni fraction 
increases rapidly with the increase in o-part iclc bombard-
ing energy per nuclcon, which indicates the dominance of 
P E emission at relatively higher energies. 
5 Conclusions 
The excitation functions and the isomeric cross-,scetion 
ratios for a- induced reactions in ^^Nb are presented in 
the energy range threshold to w 40MeV. It may be con-
cluded tha t the high-energy tails of the EFs of Q-induccd 
reactions cannot be accounted for by t he pure compound-
nucleus mechanism and they have contr ibut ions from the 
P E emission. T h e proper admix tu re of E Q and P E pro-
cesses is needed for a be t te r reproduct ion of the experi-
mentally measured excitat ion functions. An a t t emp t has 
been made to fix t he two impor tan t free parameters of 
the exeiton model and a value of no = 6 along with 
FM = 430 MeV'' is foraid t o give t h e best fit t o t he experi-
mental da ta . The pre-equil ibrium fraction has been found 
to be energy dependent . 
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Chapter 1 
Nuclear Phenomena at High 
Angular Momenta 
1.1 Prelude 
The present knowledge of nuclear interactions and the properties of nuclei is based on the 
phenomenal progress of an idea of -aiom/isni", i.e., "all the m,atter of the universe is 
made up of a set of tiny, indivisible particles called atom,". In 1898, British physicist 
J. J. Thomson conceived the atom as consisting of electrons embedded in a spherical 
matrix of positive charge[l]. Later, in 1911, Rutherford modified the above hypothesis 
on the basis of the results of large angle a-scattering experiment[2], which indicate that 
all the positive charge and most of the mass of atom is concentrated in a very small 
central part of the atom named as 'nucleus'. The electrons are assumed to revolve 
around the nucleus in nearly circular orbits and make the atom electrically neutral. The 
discovery of natural radioactivity, in 1896, by Henri Becquerel led to contemplate the 
nature of the nucleus[3]. In 1919, Rutherford achieved the first artificial radioactivity[4]. 
The nuclear transmutation experiments of Rutherford, Cock-Croft & Walton, Curie k 
Juliet and Fermi suggested new experimental methods to solve basic problems regarding 
the nuclear structure, nuclear properties, nuclear forces, energy states of nuclei, transi-
tion probabilities etc., which considerably motivated nuclear reaction studies[4, 5]. Soon 
after the establishment of the presence of neutron inside the nucleus, nuclear reactions 
were used as a tool to understand the properties of nuclear interactions in various phys-
ical conditions. Some of the basic aims of nuclear physics research are to investigate 
the nature of interactions, decay characteristics of excited nuclei and more recently to 
explore the possibilities of sizing up the heavy nuclei[6]. In general, a nuclear reaction 
takes place, when a particular chosen nuclide (target nucleus) is bombarded by a pro-
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jectile of sufficient kinetic energy which can overcome the fusion barrier (B/„s) between 
interacting partners. As a consequence of such an interaction, the components of the 
initial system (projectile and target nucleus) come close to each other within the range 
of nuclear forces, eventually transforming into a final system, consisting of reaction prod-
ucts, like; light emitted particle(s) and a residual nucleus followed by the emission of 
characteristic radiations [7]. In general, a nuclear reaction may be represented as; 
i « + z^^ -^ ZY + tib + 1 (1.1) 
Here; ^°a is the projectile and ^^^X is the target nucleus. While, ^yY and ^^b are 
the residual nucleus and the ejectiles (light and/or heavy nuclear particle), respectively. 
An important parameter involved in nuclear reactions is the Q-value of the reaction, 
which refers to energy balance of a nuclear reaction and may be written as; 
Q = {Ma + Mx)c' - (A'4 + MY)C' (1.2) 
Where, Ma and Mx are the masses of particles in the initial system, Mf, and My are 
the masses of particles in the final system in a binary reaction of the type X(a,b)Y, and 
c is the speed of light in vacuum. 
On the basis of Q-value, the nuclear reactions may be of two types; (a) Exoergic 
reaction (Q>0), in which energy is evolved, and (6) Endoergic reaction (Q<0), in which 
energy is absorbed. Since, there is a net deficit of energy in the later case (6), therefore, 
energy must be supplied to initiate such a nuclear reaction, which usually comes from the 
kinetic energy of the projectile. Further, the nuclear reactions have been used to produce 
new isotopes k elements, and today it has become possible to synthesize the super 
heavy elements[8, 9]. In the field of accelerated charged particles, the growth from the 
Cockcroft and Walton's machine to todays TeV machines has been phenomenal. There 
is a huge development in the detection systems and high speed computation facilities. 
As such, with the availability of advanced accelerators and sophisticated auxiliaries, the 
present day nuclear physics stands where it has not been imagined several decades ago. 
These new developments in nuclear physics gave birth to the several new branches. Based 
on the energy region of interest, there are three broad classifications of nuclear reaction 
studies; {i) Low Energy Nuclear Reactions, (M) Medium Energy Nuclear Reactions, and 
{in) High Energy Nuclear Reactions. This thesis deals with some of the interesting 
problems associated with Heavy Ion (HI) induced Low Energy Nuclear Reactions, which 
has been a topic of resurgence interest for HI nuclear physics community since last 
decade or so. 
1.1. PRELUDE 
The nuclear reactions can be categorized as 'elastic' and 'inelastic' reactions. The 
elastic nuclear reactions are those in which interacting partners only change their direc-
tion of motion. In above case, the particles in the exit channel are exactly same as that 
in entrance channel. While, in case of inelastic nuclear reactions, one or both of the 
interacting partners may change their internal states alongwith their nuclear properties. 
In an inelastic nuclear reaction the properties of initial and final systems are well defined 
but it is not known what exactly happens at the time of projectile-target interaction. 
Since, the nuclear reaction takes place in a very short time «10"'^^-10"^^ sec, therefore, 
it is not possible to visualize intermediate stage directly. In 1936, Bohr proposed the 
compound nucleus (CN) theory [10] to explain the nuclear reaction dynamics. According 
to CN theory, the reaction mechanism is considered as a two stage process. When a 
projectile {E>Bfus) interacts with the target nucleus, in first stage, the projectile is cap-
tured by the target nucleus, eventually, the total kinetic energy and driving input angular 
momenta of the projectile are equally shared among all the constituent nucleons of the 
composite system leading to the establishment of thermodynamic equilibrium. However, 
in the second stage, after a long time (w 10"^^sec), some how sufficient amount of 
energy may be accumulated on a nucleon or on a group of nucleons to emit from the 
CN, leaving behind a residual nucleus. The CN theory is also known as the 'Bohr's 
independent hypothesis'. As a matter of fact, the lapse time between the formation of 
composite system and its decay is too large, and hence, no trace is left to decide its mode 
of formation [10]. In 1950, the validity of 'Bohr's independent hypothesis' has been 
experimentally verified by S. N. Ghoshal [11], where the reaction cross-sections of almost 
same orders of magnitude (within the experimental uncertainties) have been observed for 
particular reaction products formed via different entrance channels. On the other hand, 
the direct reactions occur promptly, on a time scale of the same magnitude as the time 
taken by a projectile to traverse through the target nucleus (i.e.,« 10"^^sec). Hence, 
the CN and direct reaction processes may be distinguished on the basis of interaction 
time required for the completion of the reaction. The direct reactions may, further, be 
classified into two categories viz; [i) knock-out, and (n) stripping/pick-up reactions. In 
case of stripping reactions, the projectile splits up into two fragments, one of them may 
merge with the target nucleus and the other may continue to move on, more or less 
undisturbed. The inverse of the stripping reaction would be a pick-up reaction; in which 
the projectile pick(s) up a nucleon/nucleons from the target nucleus. Direct reactions 
are likely to occur at relatively large projectile velocity, where the time of contact of two 
interacting nuclei is expected to be very small. 
Further, in CN reactions it is assumed that the emission of light nuclear parti-
cle(s)/cluster(s) takes place, after the establishment of thermodynamic equilibrium. 
However, it has been inferred from the results of a large number of experiments that the 
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emission of light nuclear particle(s)/cluster(s) may also take place even before the estab-
lishment of thermodynamic equilibrium of the composite system from its intermediate 
stages [12]. The particles which are emitted before the equilibration of composite system 
are called pre-equilibrium (PE) particle(s) and the process is referred to as PE-emission 
and the mechanism is referred to as pre-compound reaction mechanism [13]. It may not 
be out of place to mention that the PE-emission serves as a bridge between the direct 
and the CN reactions. Further, with the availability of modern accelerators, it has now 
become possible to accelerate heavy ions (from a-particle, the lightest heavy ion to '^^ (^J) 
at energies varying from few MeV/nucleon to many GeV/nucleon. Thereafter, the study 
of heavy ion (Hl)-induced reactions acquired central place in nuclear physics research. 
The Hl-induced reactions are significantly different from light ion induced reactions. This 
is because of the fact that the charge and mass of Hi's are larger than the light ions, 
thus energy and momentum carried in by the Hi's are relatively large, which makes the 
Hl-induced reactions more complex. A detailed discussion on Hl-induced reactions and 
how they differ from light ion induced reactions is given here. 
1.2 Heavy Ion Induced Reactions 
The study of Hl-induced reactions is quite intricate due to the involvement of many 
nucleons interacting partners having large fusion barrier (5 / „s) . Therefore, a certain 
amount of projectile energy E>Bfus, is required to initiate a heavy ion (HI) reaction. 
Further, the de-Broglie wavelength (A) involved in Hl-induced reactions is very small, 
i.e., of the order of nuclear dimensions (compared to the radius of the target nucleus) 
and can be expressed as; 
-i h' 2mE, lab 1/2 (1.3) 
Since, the associated de-Broglie wavelength (A) of the Hi's is very small, therefore, 
the Hl-induced reactions can be described using semi-classical approach. In semi-classical 
approach, one considers radial motion of ions classically and angular motion in central 
force field quantum mechanically. The semi-classical nature of Hl-induced reactions 
makes it possible to give general description of their classical characteristics, particularly 
their relative motion along quite well defined orbits in terms of the distance of closest 
approach between interacting nuclei ( r „ , „ ) , which is related to the impact parameter b, 
and may be expressed as; 
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where, \/{rmin) is the nuclear potential acting between the interacting nuclei and 
EcM is the center of mass energy of the interacting system. 
The classical trajectories of projectile leading to the different modes of reactions may 
be classified on the basis of impact parameter, as schematically represented in Fig.1.1. 
Elastic scattering or Direct reactions 
Grazing collision 
«SK 
Close collision 
Distant collision 
Fusion (ICF and/or CF) 
Deep-inelastic Collision (DIC) 
Elastic (Rutherford) scattering 
Coulomb excitation 
Figure 1.1: A typical representation of heavy ion interaction trajectories. 
As can be seen from the Fig.1.1, at projectile energies deep below the fusion barrier 
{Bfus), the projectile does not touch the target nucleus and is assumed to be elastically 
scattered through the Coulomb field, at large values of impact parameter, leading to the 
'distant collisions'. In these 'distant collisions' no mass is transferred from projectile 
to target nucleus and/or vice-versa, and the Coulomb forces exclusively determine the 
process (elastic scattering, Coulomb excitation). However, when the projectile and 
target nucleus come into close contact then the nuclear interactions will set in. Meaning 
thereby, if the impact parameter is comparable to the sum of the radii of interacting 
partners, 'grazing collision'takes place and the projectile can be elastically or inelastically 
scattered, in which the projectile smoothly grazes along the outer surface of target 
nucleus. In this process, the system keeps its original asymmetry in kinetic energy, mass, 
etc. Moreover, when the projectile interacts with the target nucleus at smaller values of 
impact parameter with relatively high bombarding energies (just enough to enter in the 
nuclear field range of target nucleus) then 'deep inelastic collision' (DIC) dominates, 
in which the projectile interacts strongly with the target nucleus. In such a case, the 
nuclear densities rise very rapidly in the surface region of target nucleus, and a few 
nucleons may get transferred from projectile to target nucleus, which is also called as 
'massive transfer reaction'. Further, if the projectile interacts with the target nucleus 
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very strongly at still smaller values of impact parameters, the projectile fuses with target 
nucleus to form a compound nucleus (CN). The ranges of impact parameters associated 
with different processes are summarized in Table.1.1. 
Table 1.1: Ranges of impact parameter and angular momentum associated with 
different types of heavy-ion interactions 
Impact parameter 
b> RN = {RI + R2) 
b ^ RN 
b<RN 
b « RN 
Angular momentum 
t>tN 
IN > ^> inic 
inic >i>iF 
i<iF 
Types of interaction 
Rutherford (Elastic) scattering 
or Coulomb excitation 
Elastic and inelastic scattering 
Few-nucleon transfer reactions 
Deep inelastic scattering 
or close collision 
Fusion (CN formation) 
{Where, R^ = Ri + R2 is the sum of radii of interacting partners, b=impact 
parameter.) 
As has already been mentioned, in a Hi-induced reactions, when the center of mass 
energy of the interacting partners is greater than the Bfus, they overcome the barrier 
and may lose some of the relative energy through nuclear friction to get trapped in the 
pocket of the potential and ultimately, it may lead to the CN formation. In general, the 
angular momentum dependent partial reaction cross-section (yf{E) at a given energy 
for these reactions may be given as, 
af[E)^T^\^{2^ + l)Tt{E) (1.5) 
where, Ti{E) is the transmission coefficient for a particular £-wave. 
In the simplest form, one may assume a nuclear potential which depends on the 
relative separation ( r ) of two nuclei. The nucleon-nucleon interaction is the key for the 
proper understanding of any nuclear phenomenon. In nuclear reactions, emphasis is laid 
on the interaction between incident particle and the target nucleus, since the nuclear 
scattering processes are more sensitive to the K / / ( ^ ) in the nuclear surface region. The 
Veff{r) as a function of distance and relative angular momenta consists of the sum of 
Coulomb, centrifugal and nuclear potential terms and may be given as. 
K//(r) = Vcoui{r) + Vnuci{r) + V,ent{r) (1.6) 
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Where; Vcmii{r) is the repulsive Coulomb potential, Vcentir) is centrifugal potential and 
Vnuci{r) is the attractive nuclear potential. As a representative case, the effective poten-
tial Veff{r) for ^^0+^^^Tm system as a function of separation (r) between interacting 
ions is shown in Fig.1.2, for different ^-values. 
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Figure 1.2: Plots of effective potential V{r) as a function of relative separation (r) 
between the interacting ions for the system ^^O +^^^ Tm. 
The repulsive Coulomb potential Vcoui{r) may be expressed as follows; 
Vcoui{r) = 1 Zp ZT e^ for r>{Rp + RT) (1.7) 
Here, Zp and ZT are the atomic numbers Rp and RT are the radius of the projectile 
and the target nuclei, respectively. 
Several forms of the complex short ranged attractive nuclear potential K«c/(r) have 
been used in literature. One of the commonly used forms for the nuclear potentials is 
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the Wood-Saxon form which may be given as; 
y--(^^=TT^) (^-^^ 
Where, R = r^iA]!^ + A]{^), K is the depth of the potential, 'a' the diffuseness 
parameter and ro=1.31 fm. 
The repulsive centrifugal potential Vcent{r) is given by; 
V.Ur) - 2^  V-^ (1.9) 
Here; i is the angular momentum and /i is the reduced mass of the interacting 
partners. . 
It may, further, be pointed out that at low bombarding energies and at relatively large 
impact parameters, when two ions pass through each other at distances larger than the 
range of the nuclear interaction, they interact only through their Coulomb fields, where 
only elastic scattering may take place as only Vcoui and Vcent potentials are important. 
There is nearly no dissipation of kinetic energy, and the nuclear interaction is only a small 
perturbation of Coulomb interaction. For grazing impact parameter '6^^, processes like 
inelastic scattering and a (few) nucleon may get transferred from projectile to target 
nucleus. This may be due to the overlapping of the extreme tails of nuclear matter 
densities. On further reduction of impact parameter, the wave functions of the two 
interacting nuclei overlap considerably and a part of the relative kinetic energy may be 
converted into internal excitation before the two separate out into target and projectile 
like systems. These deep inelastic collisions take place at energies of the order of a few 
MeV/nucleon above the Bfus- At still lower values of impact parameters the interacting 
partners may come close within the range of nuclear forces, where a large dissipation of 
energy takes place leading to a fully equilibrated CI\I. 
The dependence of the reaction probability for different types of collisions on the 
impact parameter '6', can be converted into a dependence on the driving input angular 
momenta, using the relation I = rripVph. In this expression rripVp denotes the asymptotic 
initial momentum of the projectile nucleus relative to the target nucleus. A qualita-
tive picture of the reaction probability [ae) as a function of entrance channel angular 
momentum (£) is given in Fig.1.3, for the collision types discussed above. As can be 
observed from Fig.1.3, the area below the solid curve gives the reaction cross-section 
for CN formation {acN), deep inelastic collision (CTD/C). direct reactions (ao) to the 
right area of elastic collisions and/or Coulomb excitation follow. As indicated in this 
figure, different regions are overlapping in different ^-values. At present, it is not clear. 
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how large the overlapping regions are for a individual mode of reaction. Moreover, the 
different modes of reactions can also be understood on the basis of contact duration of 
projectile and target nuclei, depending upon the relative velocity of projectile. 
'crit r^ 
— Time of contact 
Figure 1.3: A qualitative picture of the reaction probability for fusion (CN-
formation), deep inelastic collisions, direct reactions, etc., as a function of entrance 
channel input angular momentum and time of contact of interacting partners. The 
higher partial waves and smaller time of contact with target nucleus at higher rel-
ative velocity mainly contribute to elastic scattering (aEi) and Coulomb excitation 
Further, for sufficiently large time of contact corresponding to the small relative 
velocity, CN formation is more likely to takes place. However, at high relative velocity 
of projectile where the time of contact is supposed to be very small, other reactions like 
Die, direct reactions etc., follow. It is now well established that, in Hi-induced reactions 
at energies near and above the Bf^s, the most dominating fusion processes are; (i) 
complete, and (ii) incomplete fusion. Brief description of these processes is given in the 
following sub sections. 
1.2.1 Complete Fusion 
in complete fusion (CF) reaction, a composite system is expected to be formed after 
an intimate contact and transient amalgamation of projectile and target nucleus lead-
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ing to the formation of fully equilibrated "compound nudeus"{CN). For CN formation 
several conditions must be fulfilled, such as; 
• The projectile energy must be sufficient enough to overcome the Bf^s of the 
projectile-target system. The Bf^s in the center of mass frame may be given as; 
Where; the symbols used have their usual meaning. 
• The projectile and target should have maximum mass overlap for amalgamation 
to occur. 
• The CN can not be formed, if the entrance-channel introduces more input angular 
momenta than the composite system can sustain. 
Further, for CF to occur, the entrance channel angular momentum should be < tcrit, 
the upper limit of sustainable angular momentum. In such a case, the attractive nuclear 
potential overcomes the sum of repulsive Coulomb and centrifugal potentials during the 
projectile-target interaction. This implies large transmission probability, even for higher 
partial waves {(. < Icru) and smaller mean-free path. Consequently, the target nucleus 
hugs the projectile with the involvement of all nucleonic degrees of freedom essentially 
at projectile energy comparable to their B/„., or well above it. Absorption of projectile 
and target nucleus means that, after a while, nucleons from both the projectile and the 
target lose their previous collective and individual characteristics and take on a set of new 
characteristics in a single nuclear potential leading to the formation of the composite 
system. A typical representation of CF reaction dynamics in given in Fig.1.4. The CF 
reactions are said to occur probably at zero/small values of impact parameters and for 
the input angular momenta range 0<£<4r i t , where the probability of CF is supposed to 
be maximum. In case of CF, the total linear momentum of the projectile is given to the 
composite system and hence the nuclei recoil at angles very close to the beam direction. 
The mass of the composite system is nearly equal to the sum of the projectile and the 
target nucleus masses [7, 14], It may, further, be pointed out that the kinetic energy 
of projectile in the center of mass frame is converted into the excitation energy of the 
CN. All the kinetic energy which is allowed by momentum conservation is distributed 
statistically among all accessible internal degrees of freedom until the memory of its 
mode of formation is lost, except that required by the conservation of energy, total 
angular momentum, and parity. 
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Moreover, the CN is only formed if the life-time of the merged system (projectile 
plus target nucleus) is long enough to attain thermodynamic equilibrium. The CN thus 
formed de-excites by the evaporation of light nuclear particle(s) alongwith characteristic 
7-radiations. Each particle takes away a definite amount of excitation energy from the 
equilibrated system, but only a small amount of angular momentum. With the stipulation 
that fission is also an acceptable means of de-excitation in favorable conditions. The CN 
in case of CF, is assumed to be formed via essentially a single route with pre-determined 
mass and charge, excitation energy, angular momentum, etc. The angular distribution of 
the emitted particle(s) from a CN may be obtained by simple classical considerations. In 
such a case, evaporation residues (target-like fragments) are expected to be concentrated 
in forward cone. 
Formation of CN* 
Projectile(P) Target|T) Capture 10»sec V / 
10-«sec 
Figure 1.4: A typical representation of CN formation and its decay via CF-process. 
The accelerated projectile nucleus collides and fuses with target nucleus involving 
all nucleonic degrees of freedom, which may leads to excited compound nucleus 
(CN*). The CN* first cools by evaporation of neutrons, protons and/or a-particles. 
Eventually, it may lose the rest of its excitation energy and almost all of its initial 
angular momentum by emission of 7-rays. The total decay process is completed 
very quickly in about 10~^ seconds 
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Further, it has been experimentally observed that the total CF cross-section {acr) is 
smaller than the total reaction cross-section [an) at a given projectile energy [16]. As a 
matter of fact, large angular momenta inhibit CF, which is expressed as a i cut-off for CF 
(4ri«). above which the centrifugal potential is so large which prevents fusion between 
two colliding nuclei. Starting with usual expression (equation-1.5), the sharp-cut-off 
model calculates the cross-section for CF as a summation of contributing ^-values from 
i=0 upto a limiting value i=£crit. where the probability of CN formation is assumed 
to be maximum. Since, £-values are related to the interaction trajectories, therefore, at 
higher ^-values beyond lent ot" at relatively higher values of impact parameters, minimum 
mass overlap between projectile and target nuclei takes place. This is obvious when a 
grazing collision involves only the tails of nuclear matter, where fusion incompleteness 
may take place, the details of such a process is given in subsection-1.2.2 
1.2.2 Incomplete Fusion 
Incomplete fusion (ICF) corresponds to the reaction dynamics where a ''hot" 
metastable incompletely fused composite system is formed as a result of partial linear 
momentum transfer (LMT) from projectile to target nucleus. In case of ICF relatively 
less nucleonic degrees of freedom are expected to be involved as that in CF. A typical 
representation of ICF dynamics is given in Fig.1.5. As already mentioned, at relatively 
higher projectile energies and at finite values of impact-parameters, CF gradually gives 
way to ICF, where the centrifugal potential (Vcent) increases due to projectile-target 
interaction. Under the influence of centrifugal force field, the driving angular momenta 
exceed its critical limit (icrit) for CF, as such, the attractive nuclear potential [Vraid] is 
no more strong enough to capture entire projectile by the target nucleus. As can be seen 
from Fig.1.2, at relatively small centrifugal potentials, a pocket remains in the potential 
energy curve in the vicinity of critical distance of approach. However, the pocket in the 
entrance channel potential almost vanishes at high input angular momentum (depends 
on projectile energy and the value of impact parameter). As such, no fusion can occur 
unless a part of projectile is emitted to release excess driving angular momenta. After 
the prompt emission of a part of projectile (predominantly a-cluster in case of ^^0 and 
^^C beams) allows a loss of input angular momenta(A£), so that another curve is at-
tained corresponding to a lower £-value where the pocket does exist, as shown in Fig.1.2. 
As such, the remnant is now supposed to have input angular momentum less than or 
equal to its own critical limit for fusion with the target nucleus as is shown in Fig.1.2. 
Eventually, an incompletely fused composite (IFC) system (a part of projectile plus tar-
get nucleus) appears with less charge and mass as that of CF population. Further, the 
ICF is associated with the £-bins above the 4rtf- The statement about the ^-window 
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in the entrance channel for ICF reaction dynamics, is based on the comparison of the 
population of 'yrast' states (spin distribution) in final nuclei populated via CF and/or 
ICF [14]. 
Formation of IFC = CN 
Projectile (P) Target (T) 
Projectile (P) = participant (P') + spectator (S) 
Incompletely Fused Composite = IFC 
CN formed via ICF sCN'* Decay Of CN' 
Figure 1.5: A typical representation of ICF process. As shown, one of the fragments 
fuses with target nucleus called participant leading to the formation of IFC sys-
tem, while the remnant moves in forward cone as spectator, with almost projectile 
velocity. The IFC de-excites in the similar fashion as the CN decay in CF. 
It may, however, be pointed out that in case of ICF, most of the time either a-particle 
or cluster of a-particles (i.e., ^Be or ^^C) depending on the incident ion, escape as un-
fused spectator. Nonetheless, the viscous forces between interacting partners also play 
an important role in the occurrence of fusion and fusion-like (ICF) processes [15]. At rel-
atively higher projectile energies (or at large relative velocities) the viscous force between 
interacting partners decreases, which may significantly reduces the sticking probability of 
projectile with target nucleus. However, it has experimentally been observed that there 
is no such boundary of input angular momentum for CF and ICF, both the processes are 
found to contribute significantly below and above their input angular momentum limits. 
Some most prominent features of ICF dynamics, which have emerged from a qualitative 
inspection of more recent experimental results are summarized below. 
Characteristics of incomplete fusion 
• ICF processes mainly occur for the ^-values above the icrit for CF, meaning thereby 
the lower ^-values don't contribute to ICF [14]. 
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• The fused system is formed with less mass and charge as compared to the total 
mass and charge of interacting partners [16]. 
• The contribution of ICF is found to increase with projectile energy. Relatively large 
yield comes from fast-a-particles, which increases the production cross-section of 
residues populated via a-emitting channels as compared to the fusion-evaporation 
model codes. At higher beam energies ICF is found to contribute a significant 
fraction to the total reaction cross-section [16, 19]. 
• The forward recoil velocity of the reaction products formed via ICF has been 
observed to be less than those populated via CF, due to partial linear momentum 
transfer [21]. 
• The angular distribution of ejectiles in case of ICF (outgoing projectile-like frag-
ments) is found to be peaking at forward angles, where the Q;-particle(s) are 
emitted with a velocity centered nearly to the projectile velocity. The ejectiles 
behave like spectator and assumed to have no significant interaction with target 
nucleus. 
• The composite system formed via ICF has a narrow angular momentum distri-
bution than in case of CF, i.e., the spin-distribution and side-feeding pattern of 
evaporation residues (ER's) are likely to have distinctly different nature for ICF 
than that observed for CF [23]. 
• The ICF has been observed to be more prominent for relatively more mass 
asymmetric systems (or Zi and Z2 effect) as compared to mass symmetric 
systems[24, 25, 26]. 
1.3 Motivation and review of li terature 
Incomplete fusion in Hl-induced (A<20) reactions has been a topic of renewed interest 
after the observation of such processes even at energies near and/or just above the Bf^s 
[32, 33, 34]. Large-scale efforts in the field of interest have been made to understand 
the multitude of ICF processes at energies ^ 4-7 MeV/nucieon, where only complete 
fusion (CF) is expected to be dominant. The first evidence of ICF reaction dynamics also 
referred to as massive transfer reactions was presented by Kauffmann and Wolfgang [17] 
in 1961 by studying ^^C-|-"°*Rh system at ^ 7-10 MeV/nucleon, where strongly forward 
peaked angular distribution of various light nuclear particles have been observed. In the 
same year, Britt and Quinton [37] found similar observations in the reaction ^^0-|-^°^Bi 
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at energies from RS 7-10 MeV/nucleon. In these measurements, significantly large yield 
of dire(;:t emitting a-particles of mean energy roughly corresponding to the projectile 
velocity at forward angels has been observed. The results of this pioneering experiment 
suggested that the principal process involved in the production of fast-a-particles is the 
projectile break-up, in the nuclear field of target nucleus, in a hard grazing interaction 
through the surface of target nucleus. Later, similar experimental evidences have also 
been obtained by Galin et al. [38] in the interaction of "^^ N with ^°^Rh, where it has 
been observed that ICF processes compete with CF at the bombarding energies above 7 
MeV/nucleon. Since then, the question of fast projectile-like-fragment(PLF) production 
has been studied quite intensively. Moreover, ICF processes have, predominantly, been 
observed in case of projectiles having a-ciuster structure such as; ^^C and ^^0 projectiles 
at energies f«7-10 MeV/nucleon, and well above it [22]. The advances in the study of 
ICF reaction dynamics took place after spin distribution study by Inamura et. al. [23], 
using particle-7-coincidence technique for the identification of CF and ICF channels. 
As of now, several dynamical models viz; SUMRULE model[14], Break-Up Fusion 
(BUF) model[40], Promptly Emitted Particles (PEP's) model[41], Exciton model[12], 
HOT SPOT model[39], etc., have been proposed to explain some of the characteristics 
of ICF reaction dynamics. The SUMRULE model of Wilczynski et a/.[14], considers 
that ICF processes mainly originate from peripheral interactions and are localized in the 
angular momentum space above the critical angular momentum {icnt) for the CF. The 
peripheral nature of ICF reaction dynamics has also been emphasized by Trautmann et 
a/.[42], and Inamura et a/.[43, 44]. The BUF-model of Udagawa and Tamura[40], is 
based on the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) formalism for elastic break-
up, where the projectile is supposed to break-up into its constituent a-clusters (e.g., 
^^O may break-up into ^"^C+a and/or ^Be+^Be) as it approaches the nuclear field of 
target nucleus. One of the fragments of the projectile is assumed to fuse with target 
nucleus to form an incompletely fused composite system and unfused fragment continues 
to move nearly undeflected or less deflected in the forward cone with almost projectile 
velocity. However, in PEP's model[41], the particles are assumed to be transferred from 
the projectile to target nucleus and get accelerated in the nuclear field of target nucleus 
and hence, acquire extra velocity to escape from the surface of composite system before 
the establishment of thermodynamical equilibrium. Moreover, the leading-particle model 
of Matowitz et a/.[45]. Hybrid model of Blann et a/.[13], Fermi-jet model[46, 47, 48], 
and Moving-Source model[49] have also been proposed and seem to explain some of the 
experimental data related to ICF at relatively higher projectile energies. As a matter of 
fact, the above existing models qualitatively explain the experimental data particularly 
at E/A > 10.5 MeV, however, none of the proposed models is able to reproduce the 
experimental data obtained at energies as low as «4-7 MeV/nucleon[50]. 
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Further, in several Hi-reactions, significant ICF contribution has been observed even 
at energies just above the Bfus, which has become the motivation to study ICF dynamics 
at relatively low bombarding energies[51, 52, 53]. Apart from that, Parker et a/.[54], 
observed forward a-particles in low-Z heavy ion interactions on ^^V target at E/A ^ 
6 MeV. Morgenstern et al. [24], observed the velocity spectra of evaporation residues 
in the interaction of '"^Ar with Boron and Carbon targets. Morgenstern et a/.[25, 26], 
have also showed that, ICF reactions significantly contribute to the total reaction cross-
section for mass asymmetric systems as compared to mass symmetric systems at the 
same relative velocity. Later studies by Vineyard et al. [55], and Beck et al. [56], 
also supported the systematics presented by Morgenstern et a/.,[25, 26]. Further, it has 
also been observed that both the processes contribute significantly below and above 
their input angular momentum limits[27]. Gerschel[82] suggested that the localization 
of £-window depends on target deformation at energies <10MeV/nucleon. Where, in 
case of deformed targets peripheral collisions are observed with ^-values in the vicinity 
of Icrit for CF, while for spherical targets, the ^-window is found to be centered around 
values <0.5icHt- Since then, the ICF reaction dynamics has been extensively studied, 
nevertheless, no clear picture regarding the multiplicity of linear momentum transfer, 
effect of mass asymmetry, role of different ^-values associated with different reaction 
processes could not be drawn, and/or such studies are still limited for a few projectile-
target combinations in medium mass region i.e., A « 150. As such, in order to have 
better understanding of reaction dynamics, it is required to further investigate the un-
derlying processes for above mentioned aspects. Moreover, Dracoulis et. a/.[83]. Lane, 
et al.,[8A] and Mullins, et a/.,[85] reported that ICF can selectively populate high spin 
states in final reaction products even at low bombarding energies, and can be used as 
a spectroscopic tool. However, the perfect modeling of the ICF processes is still lack-
ing. Nonetheless, a better understanding of the underlying processes can also provide 
an insight into the production of radio-active ion beams (RIBs) [57, 58] and may be 
used to determine optimum irradiation conditions to produce radio-isotopes of interest. 
In the Hi-induced reactions, the final state is expected to be a heavy residual nucleus 
which may also lead to the synthesis of super heavy nucleus in favorable conditions, but 
presence of ICF may play a negative role in the super heavy synthesis due to significant 
fusion incompleteness. 
In the present work, in order to explore some of the important issues related to the 
ICF reaction dynamics at energies near and just above the S/„s, ie. , 4-7MeV/nucleon, 
the information of considerable value have been obtained from the measurements of; 
• Excitation functions (EFs): as an indication of ICF reaction dynamics in which the 
relative contributions of CF and ICF processes have been deduced [59], 
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• Forward recoil range distributions (RRDs): as a proof of fractional linear momen-
tum transfer in which significant fusion incompleteness, associated with fractional 
degree of linear momentum transfer (LMT) has been observed [60], and 
• Spin-distributions and feeding intensity profiles of evaporation residues (ERs): to 
probe the entirely different entry state populations in CF and ICF reaction processes 
[61, 62]. 
The experiments for all the above measurements have been performed at the Inter-
University Accelerator Center (lUAC), New Delhi, India. In the first set of experiments, 
the excitation functions (EFs) and forward recoil range distributions (RRDs) measure-
ments have been carried out using General Purpose Scattering Chamber (GPSC). In these 
experiments activation technique followed by off-line 7-spectroscopy have been used to 
measure the EFs for several radio-nudides produced in '^''0-l-^^^Tb and ^^0-1-^^^Tm sys-
tems via CF and/or ICF at the energies ^ 5-7 MeV/nucleon[59, 60]. The experimentally 
measured EFs for various radio-nuclides produced in the given systems are compared with 
the predictions of statistical model code PACE2. The experimental details for the mea-
surement of EFs, results and their interpretations are given in Chapter-2 of this thesis, 
where the significant information on the dependence of ICF on projectile energy and mass 
asymmetry of interacting partners have been obtained. Further, in order to confirm the 
findings of the measurement and analysis of EFs presented in Chapter-2, and also to 
have proof of fusion incompleteness associated with the various degrees of linear mo-
mentum transfer (LMT) from projectile to target nucleus, a complementary experiment 
has been carried out for the same systems to measure forward recoil ranges of different 
reaction products produced via CF and/or ICF processes at energies ~87 and 82 MeV, 
respectively[60]. The forward recoil range distributions have been used to separate out 
the relative strengths of CF and ICF components. The detailed discussion on experimen-
tal set-up, measurement and analysis, results obtained and their interpretations are given 
in the Chapter-3. While, in the second set of experiments, the Gamma Detector Array 
(GDA) set-up together with the Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA) has been used 
to investigate the multitude of driving input angular momenta associated with differ-
ent CF and/or ICF processes. Two particle-7-coincidence experiments for ^^0-|-^^^Tm 
and ^^C-|-^''^Tm systems at energies f^5.6MeV/nucleon and ^4-7 MeV/nucleon, re-
spectively, have been performed. In these experiments, the de-excitation pattern in the 
framework of spin population of different reaction products have been studied and the 
information about the driving input angular momenta involved in various CF and ICF 
channels have been obtained [61, 62]. In order to understand the results obtained from 
spin-distribution measurements, feeding intensity of 7-transitions for different reaction 
products have been deduced from spin-distribution of residues. However, in order to 
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have confidence in the spin-distribution data, relative production yields of different CF 
and/or ICF products have been compared with the predictions of theoretical model code 
PACE4. The detailed discussion of the experimental and electronic set-ups, the method 
of analysis, findings etc., are given in Chapter-4 of this thesis. The conclusions and 
future perspectives of the present work are given in the last Chapter of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Influence of Incomplete Fusion on 
Complete Fusion 
This chapter deals with the measurements carried out to understand the influence 
of incom.plete fusion on complete fusion at energies near and above the Coulomb 
barrier. Excitation functions for ^^^"^Lu, ^^'^Lu, ^^^Yb, ^^^Tm, ^^^Re, ^'^^Re, ^'^^W, 
^^^ Ta and ^^''Hf radio-nuclides populated via complete and/or incomplete fusion of 
^^0 with ^^^Tb and ^^^Tm have been m.easured and analyzed over a wide projectile 
energy range i.e., Eproj^75-95 MeV. Recoil-catcher technique followed by off-line 
"/-spectrometry has been employed in the present m,easurements. The radio-nuclide 
'^^ ^ W is found to have contribution coming from its pre-cursor decay, which has been 
separated out from its cumulative cross-section. Experimental data have been com-
pared with the predictions of statistical model code PACE2. Sizable enhancement 
in the experimentally measured production cross-sections has been observed in case 
of a-emitting channels over the theoretical ones, ivhich has been attributed to com-
ing from incom,plete fusion of projectile at these energies. During the analysis of 
experimental data, incomplete fusion has been found to be in competition with com-
plete fusion, and is observed to be more at higher energies. As such, an attempt 
has been made to estimate the fraction of incomplete fusion for both the systems, 
and has been found to be sensitive to the projectile energy and m.ass asymmetry of 
interacting partners. 
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In Hl-induced reactions, at energies near and above the Bf^s a large number of reac-
tion channels are expected to open up, where the measurement and analysis of excitation 
functions may provide significant information about the involved reaction mechanism. 
Since, the mechanism of CF reactions (CN-mechanism) is well established and several 
theoretical codes based on CN-mechanism are available, it is expected that model based 
calculations of EFs for CF channel will agree rather well with their corresponding ex-
perimental data. Therefore, if one compares the experimentally measured EFs with the 
predictions of theoretical model codes, the experimentally measured EFs are expected 
to agree well with the theoretical model predictions in case of fusion-evaporation chan-
nels. However, as has already been mentioned in the Chapter-!, at relatively higher 
projectile energies corresponding to the critical limit of driving input angular momenta 
for CF (above Icrit), the CF gives way to the ICF, where a-particles are emitted in 
forward cone as spectator. As such, due to the presence of this type of reaction process 
i.e., the ICF processes, the production cross-section of reaction products may get en-
hanced as compared to the predictions of theoretical models codes. It may, further, 
be pointed out that this enhancement in the production cross-section is expected to 
be more at relatively higher projectile energies. It may be because of the fact that, 
the break-up probability significantly increases with projectile energy and driving input 
angular momenta. As such, in order to investigate the presence of contribution coming 
from ICF in the production of different a-emitting channels, excitation functions(EFs)^ 
for nine radio-nuclides produced in ^^0+^^^Tb and ^^O+^'^^Tm systems at energies « 
5-7 MeV/nucleon have been measured [59]. The experimentally measured EFs have 
been compared with the predictions of theoretical model code PACE-2. Experiments 
have been carried out using 15-UD Pelletron accelerator facility [63, 64] of the Inter-
University Accelerator Center (lUAC), New Delhi, India. Activation technique followed 
by off-line gamma-spectroscopy has been used [65]. Since, ICF is found to contribute 
significantly to the production cross-section of residues associated with a-emitting chan-
nels, as such, in order to have better understanding of ICF contribution, the percentage 
incomplete fusion fraction has been estimated from the comparison of experimentally 
measured and theoretically calculated EFs. This Chapter is organized as follows; the 
details of technique used in the measurement of EFs are given in section 2.1. However, 
the experimental details like; sample preparation, experimental set-up, calibration of the 
spectrometer, irradiation of target samples and post irradiation analysis, detection of 
residues and/or identification of populated reaction products are given in the following 
sections/sub-sections, respectively. 
^Pushpendra P. Singh et al, Physical Review C77, 14607 (2008) 
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2.1 Stacked Foil Activation Technique 
Activation technique [65] is one of the simplest and powerful methods for measuring 
the EFs to deduce important information about the nuclear reaction dynamics, and has 
been extensively used. In this technique, a stack of targets backed by Al-catchers may 
be irradiated by an energetic beam. After the irradiation, the activities induced in the 
target-catcher foil assembly are recorded off-line for a considerably long time depending 
on the half-lives of reaction products of interest. Some of the important advantages of 
the activation technique are following; 
• Measurement of induced activity may be done after the irradiation. Therefore, 
there is no possibility of contamination from beam background. 
• When a sample is irradiated, several nuclear reactions take place simultaneously. 
Many of these reactions leave radioactive nuclides. Each radioactive nuclide has 
its characteristic half-life and decay mode. The stacked foil activation technique 
provides the possibility of measuring cross-sections for several reactions at different 
projectile energies in a single irradiation, hence the beam-time requirements can 
be minimized. 
• With the availability of high resolution detectors, it is, now, possible to separate 
out the activities of different reaction products decaying by 7-rays of nearly same 
energies, accurately. As a result, errors in these measurements are expected to be 
quite low. 
2.2 Target preparation and irradiation 
The self supporting, spectroscopically pure, ^^^Tb (abundance = 99.99 %) targets of 
thickness ^ 0.83 mg/cm^ were prepared by rolling method and the ^^^Tm (abundance 
= 100 %) targets of ^ 0.65 mg/cm^ thickness were deposited on Al-backing of ^ 1.5 
mg/cm^ thickness, using high vacuum-evaporation technique. The Al-backing of ^^^Tm 
targets served both as energy degrader as well as catcher for residues recoiling out of 
the target foil during the irradiations. In the present experiment, the ^^^Tb targets were 
backed by thick Al-catchers of thickness ^ 2 mg/cm^ to trap recoiling reaction products. 
Since, a precise knowledge of the target thickness is an essential part of the absolute 
cross-section measurement of different reaction products, therefore, the thickness of 
each target was determined by a-transmission method. This technique is based on the 
measurement of the energy lost by 5.487 MeV a-particles obtained from standard ^^^Am 
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source, while passing through the material of target. The targets were cut into the size of 
1.2x1.2 cm^ and were pasted on Al-holders having concentric hole of 1.0 cm diameter. 
The Al-holders were used for rapid dissipation of heat produced during the irradiations. 
The irradiations have been carried out in the General Purpose Scattering Chamber 
(GPSC) having an Invacuum Transfer Facility (ITF) using recoil-catcher activation tech-
nique. A photograph of GPSC and ITF are shown in Figs.2.1. The ITF has been used to 
minimize the lapse time between the stop of irradiations and beginning of the counting. 
Two stacks, each containing 4 and 5 samples of ^^^Tb were irradiated at the beam 
energies w 87 and 95 MeV, while, two stacks of ^^^Tm targets having 4 and 3 samples 
each were irradiated at the beam energies w 92 and « 95 MeV by ^^ O "^*" beam. Typical 
target-catcher foil arrangement for the measurement of EFs is given in Fig.2.2. 
Figure 2.1: Inside view of the General Purpose Scattering Chamber (GPSC), and 
typical arrangement of an Invacuum Transfer Facility (ITF), used for invacuum 
transfer of irradiated samples. 
As can be seen from this figure, catcher foils of sufficient thicknesses are placed just 
after each target to stop the recoils produced in the reaction. The beam current in 
all irradiations was ss 30-50 nA. However, extra care has been taken to keep the beam 
current constant during the irradiations. The stack of targets along with Al-catcher 
foils was placed normal to the beam direction so that the recoiling nuclei, which have 
been populated during the interaction of projectile and target nuclei may be trapped in 
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the catcher foil thickness. Keeping in view the half-lives of interest, irradiations have 
been carried out for w 8-10 hrs. The beam flux was calculated by the total charge 
collected in the Faraday cup, placed behind the target-catcher foil assembly, using a 
current integrator device. 
Al-Catcherfoil 
Target 
Incidant b«am 
Figure 2.2: Typical target-catcher foil arrangement for the measurement of EFs. 
Moreover, in a separate experiment done earlier, the determination of the incident 
flux was checked by putting two Rutherford monitors at 30*^  with respect to the beam 
direction. As the incident beam passes through the stack, it loses its energy. As such, 
successive targets of the stack get irradiated at different energies. The energies of 
the incident ion on successive targets have been calculated using stopping power code 
SRIM06 based on the range-energy formulations [66]. 
2.3 Post irradiation analysis 
2.3.1 Calibration and efficiency of HPGe-detector 
After the irradiation the stack of targets along with catcher foils was taken out from the 
GPSC with the help of ITF. The evaporation residues populated in each target-catcher 
foil assembly via complete and/or incomplete fusion of ^^0 were identified by counting 
the induced activities (characteristic 7-rays) in a complex 7-ray spectra. The activities 
induced in the irradiated samples were recorded using high resolution (resolution ?»2 
keV for 1.33 MeV 7-ray of ^ Co) HPGe 7-ray spectrometer of 100 c.c. active volume 
coupled to a PC through CAMAC based FREEDOM software [67]. The HPGe detector 
was pre-calibrated both for energy as well as efficiency by using various standard 7 
sources i.e., ^Co and ^^"^Eu of known strengths. 
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The geometry dependent efficiency (Ge) of the HPGe detector at a given energy has 
been calculated using the following expression; 
Ge N^ 
iV.„e(-^*)^ (2.1) 
Where, No is the disintegration rate of the standard 7 source at the time of mea-
surement, Nao is the disintegration rate at the time of manufacture of the source, A is 
the decay constant, t is the time lapse between the manufacture of the source and the 
start of counting and 6 is the branching ratio of the characteristic 7-ray. The promi-
nent 7-rays of the standard ^^'^Eu source given in Table 2.1, have been used in the 
present measurements, both for energy calibration of the 7-ray spectrometer and for the 
determination of detector efficiency for different energies. 
Table 2.1: The energy and absolute intensities of some predominant 7-rays from 
standard 7 source ^^'^Eu 
7 ray energy (keV) 
121.78 
244.69 
344.29 
443.89 
778.92 
867.58 
964.11 
1089.71 
1112.08 
1212.90 
1299.16 
1408.00 
Absolute Intensity(%) 
28.40 
7.51 
26.60 
2.80 
12.98 
4.21 
14.50 
1,71 
13.60 
1.40 
1.63 
20.80 
In order to keep the geometry dependent detector efficiency same for both stan-
dard 7-sources and samples/catchers, the standard 7-sources and the irradiated samples 
and/or catcher foils were counted in the same geometry. However, the source-detector 
separations for various irradiated samples were kept different depending on the intensity 
of the induced activities in order to keep the dead time of counting less than 10%. The 
geometry dependent efficiency curves for the 7-rays of different energies and for various 
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source-detector separations were plotted using the ORIGIN graphics software and are 
given in Fig.2.3(a-b). 
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Figure 2.3: Typical geometry dependent efficiency curves of HPGe detector for 
different 7-energies at source-detector separations (a) d=2cm, and (6) d=3cm. Solid 
line represents the best polynomial fit. 
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Further, the geometry dependent efficiency of HPGe spectrometer is found to be best 
fitted with a 5th order polynomial function of following type; 
ao + aiX + aaX^ + 03^^ + a^X^ + a^X^ Ge (2.2) 
Where, X being the energy of the characteristic 7-ray and ao, cti, a2, 03, a^ and 
05 being the coefficients having different values for different source-detector distances. 
Further, the activities induced in the target-catcher foil assembly were recorded at in-
creasing times, so that the recorded activity at different times may be used for the decay 
curve analysis. 
2.3.2 Identification of radio-nuclides 
The radio-nuclides populated by beam-target interactions are likely to decay to the 
ground state by emitting characteristic 7-rays. As typical examples, the 7-ray spectrum 
of ^^O+^^^Th and ^^0-\-^^^Tm bombarded at ^ 95 MeV are shown in Fig.2.4 and 
Fig.2.5, respectively. 
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Figure 2.4: Typical 7-ray spectrum showing 7-lines of different radio-nuclides pop-
ulated via CF and/or ICF in ^^0+^^^Tb system at projectile energy sa 95MeV. 
In order to determine the production cross-section of these residues, first of all it is 
desirable to identify characteristic 7-rays corresponding to the various reaction products. 
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The assigned 7-lines of the various residues have also been identified in the spectra 
recorded at increasing times by decay curve analysis. The identification of residues has 
been performed by identifying characteristic 7-rays of reaction products and also by 
measuring their half-lives. This is a very specific way for the identification of reaction 
residues because each radio-active isotope has a unique decay mode. Thus, the observed 
intensity of induced activity is a measure of the production cross-section of that particular 
reaction residue. 
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Figure 2.5: Typical 7-ray spectrum showing 7-lines of different radio-nuclides pop-
ulated via CF and/or ICF in ^^0+^^^Tm system at projectile energy « 95MeV. 
However, since there may be several residues which may emit 7-ray of nearly same 
energies, in such a case only 7-ray identification may not be enough. As such, the 
intensity of the photo-peaks were plotted as a function of time to get the half-lives of 
the residues to confirm the identification. As a representative case, the observed decay 
curve of ^^^Hf having half-life ti/2 = 51.4min is shown in Fig.2.6. As can be seen from 
this figure, the minimum counts at the time just after the irradiation Ct=o is found to 
be 606 which reduces by half i.e. 303 at the time 50 min after the stop the irradiation. 
Thus, different peaks have been assigned to various residues that may be produced via 
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CF and/or ICF reaction channels. 
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Figure 2.6: Experimentally observed counts have been plotted as a function of lapse 
time, which indicates half live of 51.4 min corresponding to '^^ '^ Hf residue produced 
in ^^0+^^^Tm system at 7-ray energy E^ = 638.1 keV. 
The reaction products identified using the assignment of characteristic 7-radiations 
and decay curve analysis are given in Tables-2.2 & 2.3, alongwith their spectroscopic 
properties which has been taken from the Table of lsotopes[68] and Nuclear Wallet 
Card [69]. 
2.3.3 Product ion cross-section measurement 
The production cross-section fTr(E) is a measure of the probability of the formation of 
a particular reaction product. Experimentally, the cross-section for a reaction X{a,b)Y 
may be defined as the number of events of a given type X{a, b)Y per unit area per unit 
target nucleus per unit time. The cross-section is generally expressed in units of barn 
which is equal to lO'^'^cm^. As such, the reaction cross-section may be represented as. 
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Table 2.2: List of identified evaporation residues produced in ^^0+^^^Tb system via 
complete and/or in-complete fusion. 
Reactions 
i^^TbC^0,a3n) 
'^^TbC^O, a4n) 
^'"^TbC^O.apSn) 
1592-^(160^ 2an ) 
Residues 
\f"'Lu 
\fLu 
167yL 
69 -'- "^ 
E^{keV) 
298.61 
539.88 
239.13 
317.48 
143.46 
594.37 
1176.68 
half-life 
6.7 m 
57.5 m 
17.5 m 
7.7 h 
J. 
3+ 
7/2+ 
5/2-
2+ 
a^{%) 
17 
47 
8.2 
1.5 
2.10 
3.08 
8.4 
- , Number of events of a given type X[a^b)Y/area 
aAE) = j ^ - ^ ^ (2.3) 
Where, A^ o is the number of nuclei in the target, 0 is the flux of incident beam and 
t is the time of bombardment. In order to determine the cross-section of a particular 
reaction, the quantities given in the denominator of the above equation are known and 
the quantities in the numerator i.e., the number of events of a given type X{a,b)Y are 
required to be measured. The number of events of a given type may be obtained from 
(a)On-line measurements, by recording the outgoing particles directly using particle tele-
scopes accommodated in the irradiation chamber, and/or by (6)0ff-line measurements, 
by following the activities induced in the irradiated samples, only in case the radio-active 
residues {Y) are of measurable half-lives. As has already been mentioned, the irradiation 
of a sample by a particle beam may initiate various reactions in it and many isotopes 
are formed by the process of transmutation. The rate of formation (A^) of a particular 
activation product may be given by the following expression, 
N = No0ar (2.4) 
where; 4> is the flux of incident beam, A^ o is the initial number of nuclei in the 
target/sample and ar is the reaction cross-section for that particular channel. 
The disintegration rate of the induced activity in a sample after a time t from the 
stop of irradiation may be given as. 
dN 
lit 
, J 1 ~ exp{-\ti)] 
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Table 2.3: List of identified evaporation residues produced in ^^0+^^^Tm system 
via complete and/or in-complete fusion. 
Reactions 
1692.^^16^^ ap3n) 
'^^TmC^O, a2pn) 
i69rp^^i6Q^ a3pn) 
^^^Tm{^^0,a4:n) 
^^^Tm{^^0,a2n) 
Residues 
WW 
\l'Ta 
WHf 
WRe 
\l'Re 
E^{keW) 
115.0 
426.94 
325.5 
331.6 
214.4 
638.1 
1118.4 
723.4 
221.9 
401 
498.2 
half-life 
2.21 h 
2.36 h 
51.4 m 
14.0 m 
19.5 m 
" 7 7 
1/2-
7-
7/2-
5/2-
5/2+ 
a-,(%) 
59 
13.1 
94.1 
32 
8.3 
20.0 
25 
15 
3.6 
7.3 
5.7 
where; t i is the time of irradiation and A is the decay constant of the induced activity 
given as, 
A = ^ (2.6) 
^1/2 
The factor [1 — exp{—\ti)\ is called the saturation correction. It should also be 
considered that some radio nuclei produced may also decay during the irradiation time, 
therefore, the number of decays of the induced activity in a very small time dt may be 
given as, 
dN = A r l i n ^ ^ ^ t M d t (2.7) 
exp[Xt) 
If the activity induced in the irradiated sample is recorded for time duration t^i after 
a lapse time ^2. then the number of nuclei decayed in time between t2 to {t2+h) may 
be given as, 
^ _ ^ ,^[1 - exp{-Xti)][l - exp{-\t'i)\ 
X.exp{Xt2) 
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If the activity induced in the sample is recorded by a 7-ray spectrometer of efficiency 
Ge, then, absolute count rate C and observed counting rate may be related as, 
C = ^ (2.9) 
Where, 6 is the branching ratio of the char-
acteristic 7-ray and i ^ = [ { l — exp{-jid)}Ii.id] is the self absorption correction factor 
for the material of the sample of thickness d {gm/cm?) and of absorption coefficient // 
{cm'^/gm). Thus, cr^  can be written as, 
A.X.exp{Xt2) 2^ 10) 
' No.e.(t>.G,.K.[l - exp{-Xti)][l - expi-Xts)] 
Also, the count rate at the time of stop of irradiation Ct=Q can be given as, 
_ A.X.exp{Xt2) , . 
^*=° - [1 - exp{-Xts)] ^'-'^^ 
The reaction cross-section CT^ may be written with the help of above equations as, 
C 
'"^^^^ " No.9.4>.G,.K.[l-exp{~XU)] ^^ '-^ ^^  
A FORTRAN program EXP-SIGMA based on the above formulations has been used 
for the determination of the reaction cross-sections of the populated reaction products. 
In the present work, excitation functions for nine radio-nuclides (expected to be 
populated via CF and/or ICF processes) i6*^'"Lu(a3n), i6'Lu(a4n), i^^Yb(ap3n) and 
i^6Tm(2an) produced in i^O-fisgyb system, and ^^^Re{a2n), i^^Re(a4n), i^^W(ap3n), 
^^^Ta(a2pn), and ^^''Hf(Q;3pn) produced in ^^0-l-^^^Tm system have been measured. 
Experimentally measured production cross-sections of identified radio-nuclides are given 
in Tables-2.4 & 2.5. 
2.3.4 Uncertainties in the measurements 
The errors in the measured production cross-sections may arise mainly due to following 
reasons; 
• The non-uniform thickness of samples may lead to the uncertainty in the deter-
mination of the number of target nuclei. To check the uniformity of the sample, 
thickness of the each sample was measured at different positions by a-transmission 
method. It is estimated that the error in the thickness of the sample material is 
less than 1%. 
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Table 2.4: Experimentally measured production cross-sections for evaporation 
residues populated via ICF and/or CF in ^^0+^^^Tb system along with the pro-
jectile energies. 
T^h Energy (j(i68-/7n) ^(le^Lu) ^(i^^Yb) ai'^^^TrnT 
{MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
75.2±0.9 
78.7±0.9 
83.2±0.9 
87.2±0.8 
89.6±1.0 
3±0.59 
12±1.86 
57±6.81 
69±9.8 
87±11.67 
-
-
5 i l . l 2 
46±6.54 
59±9.61 
-
-
9±1.23 
28±4.22 
49±5.94 
-
1.93±0.36 
7±1.24 
28±3.11 
31±5.69 
94.6±0.4 145±16.93 118±17.52 21±3.63 49±7.56 
Fluctuations in the beam current may result in the variation of incident flux. Proper 
care has been taken to minimize the beam current fluctuations as far as possible 
and, correction in flux determination has been applied. 
Uncertainty in the determination of geometry dependent efficiency of 7-
spectrometer. The error in the efficiency determination due to the statistical 
fluctuations in counts is estimated to be less than 2% for the present measure-
ments. 
The loss of the product nuclei recoiling out of the sample may introduce large errors 
in the measured cross-sections. In order to reduce it, the thickness of the catcher 
foils was kept sufficient to stop even the most energetic residues. Moreover, in 
the present measurements both the sample and the catcher foils were counted 
together and hence, the losses due to the recoiling of nuclei is further avoided. 
The dead time of the recording system may also introduce errors in the measured 
cross-sections. The dead time of the spectrometer in present measurements has 
been kept <10% by suitably adjusting sample-detector distance and corrections 
for it were applied. 
The overall errors from all the aforementioned factors are estimated to be < 15 %, 
including statistical errors. These errors exclude the uncertainty of the nuclear data 
like branching ratio, decay constant etc., which have been taken from the Table of 
isotopes[68, 69]. 
• 
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Table 2.5: Experimentally measured production cross-sections for evaporation 
residues populated via ICF and/or CF in ^^0+^^^Tm system along with the projec-
tile energies. 
^beam 
{MeV) 
(m 
(mb) 
W) (m\ 
(mb) 
a 78^ a(-^Ta) 
(mb) 
G •177 Hf) a 77 Re) (-179 Re) 
(mb) (mb) (mb) 
74.9±0.9 
78.7±0.9 
82.0±0.8 
85.8±0.8 
88.9±1.0 
91.6±0.4 
94.6±0.4 
-
17±2.49 
41±4.3 
36±5.9 
73±6.2 
79±8.3 
96±9.5 
-
-
35±3.17 
28±4.63 
58±5.31 
62±6.48 
61±7.19 
-
36±4.58 
87±8.91 
106±7.61 
143±13.57 
149±12.81 
194±18,41 
-
8±0.89 
11±1.27 
28±2.32 
37±2.59 
40±3.71 
63±6.51 
-
-
5±1.09 
7±1.04 
13±1.96 
15±2.97 
31±3.17 
3±0.89 
14±1.24 
19±3.02 
39±4.64 
46±5.36 
37±6.98 
32±3.71 
2.4 Analysis of EFs with code PACE2 
In order to examine the extent to which the observed quantities are described in 
terms of the equilibrated decay of excited compound nuclei ^"^^Ta* and ^^^Ir* produced 
in the interaction of ^^0 with ^^^Tb and ^^^Tm target nuclei at projectile energies ^ 
5-7 MeV/nucleon, the presently measured EFs have been compared with the predictions 
of theoretical model code PACE2 (based on Hauser Feshbach theory)[71]. The code 
PACE2 is based on statistical approach of CN de-excitation by Monte Carlo procedure. 
This code does not take ICF into consideration. In code PACE2 the angular momentum 
projections are calculated at each step of de-excitation. The angular momentum con-
servation is explicitly taken into account, and the CF cross-sections are calculated using 
BASS formula[72]. 
The partial cross-section (cr^) for the formation of compound nucleus at a particular 
angular momentum i and specific bombarding energy, E is given by. 
ae = —{2i+l)Te 
47r 
(2.13) 
where, A is reduced wavelength. Transmission coefficients Ti may be given by the 
expression. 
Tf 1 + exp A (2.14) 
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where, A is the diffuseness parameter, while i„ 
mined by total fusion cross-section. 
the maximum amount of £ deter- / -
Up E 
f=0 
C^ f (2.15) 
The optical model potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees[73] have been used for calcu-
lating the transmission coefficients for neutron and proton, and optical model potential 
of Satchler[74] for a-particle emission. In the description of 7-ray competitions, emission 
of E l , E2, M l and M2 7-ray are included and the 7-ray strength functions for different 
transitions, are taken from tables of Endt[75]. In code PACE-2, the level density parame-
ter a (= A/K), is an important parameter, where, A is the mass number of the nucleus 
and K \s a free parameter. The value of K may be varied to match the experimental 
data. 
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Figure 2.7: Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs for ^^ I^r pro-
duced via CF in ^^0+^^^Tm system. The lines represent the PACE2 calculations 
for different values of parameter K. 
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In the present work, the experimental data has been tested using different values of 
level density parameters. It may, however, be pointed out that a value of i ^ > 10, 
may give rise to the anomalous effect in particle multiplicity, and compound nucleus 
temperature[76]. Although, it is possible to explain all the excitation functions with 
different values of parameters of the code for individual channels, however, from the 
physics point of view, it is quite unreasonable. As such, in the present work all the 
calculations have been performed consistently using same set of parameters for all the 
channels. The value of level density parameter (a) was taken as A/8 MeV~^ i.e., K=8, 
as suggested by Gilbert and Cameron[77]. The theoretical calculations done by adopting 
the given set of parameters is found to agree well with the experimentally measured EF 
for CF-channels. As a representative case, the EFs for ^^^Ir produced via CF through 
3n-channel is shown in Fig.2.7, where the effect of variation of 'K' on calculated EFs is 
presented. As can be seen from this figure, the above choice reproduces the experimental 
data for xn-channel, predominantly populated via CF process. 
2.4.1 Excitation Functions: ^^O+^^^Tb system 
As has already been pointed out, ICF is not taken into consideration in the theoretical 
model code PACE2. Hence, if there is any enhancement in the experimentally measured 
production cross-sections as compared to PACE2 calculations, it may be attributed to 
ICF processes [16, 19]. In Figs.2.8 and Fig.2.9, the experimentally measured and theo-
retically calculated EFs for four radio-nuclides i67,i68m[_ j^ levyt, and ^^^Tm produced in 
160+159Jb system in the energy range ?:^ 70-95 MeV are shown. The reaction products 
i67,i68m|_jj i^ gyg ground and metastable states of half-lives 51.5 m and 6.7 m, respectively. 
The reaction products i67,i68m|_^ ^gy ^^ formed both via complete and/or incomplete 
fusion of '^ ^O with ^^^Tb. In case of complete fusion, composite system ^^^Ta* is formed, 
which may decay via the emission of an a-particle and 3 or 4 neutrons leaving behind the 
above residues. Since, no choice of physically accepted input parameters is able to fit 
the experimental data [as shown in Fig. 2.8(a)&;(b)], the enhancement of measured EFs 
over the theoretical predictions based on CF model may be attributed to ICF. As such, 
it may be inferred that the same residues may also be populated via ICF. It may, fur-
ther, be explained by assuming the break-up of ^^0-nucleus into its fragments e.g., ^^C 
and ^He(Q;-particle) in the nuclear force field of target nucleus. One of the fragments 
^^C fuses with ^^^Tb, forming an incompletely fused composite system ^'^^Lu*, which 
may decay by the emission of three neutrons forming i68m|_ j^ ^^^ ^^^^^ neutrons forming 
^^^Lu. Similarly, the reaction product ^^''Yb, which has ground state of half-life 17.5 
m, is expected to be populated via complete fusion (ap3n) channel and/or incomplete 
fusion. In case of ICF population the ^^0 may be assumed to break-up in to "^ C^ and 
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an a-particle, and one of the fragments ^^C fuses with ^^^Tb followed by subsequent 
emission of one proton and three neutrons from ^''^Lu*. 
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Figure 2.8: Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EFs for 167,I68TOL^ 
isotopes, populated, respectively via a4n and aSn channels in ^^0+^^^Tb system. 
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However, the remaining a-fragment (^He) of the incident ion is assumed to go on 
moving with beam velocity in forward direction without any significant interaction with 
target nucleus. Similarly, the evaporation residue ^^^Tm (ti/2 = 7.7 hours), is expected 
to be populated via fusion of ^Be and subsequent emission of one neutron from ^^^Tm*. 
However, the remaining part ^Be may be assumed to behave like a spectator. Further, 
it may be observed from the Fig.2.8(a), the experimentally measured production cross-
sections are almost matching with PACE-2 calculations in the energy range ^ 75-80 
MeV. However, in the higher energy region the measured cross-sections are some what 
under predicted by PACE-2 calculations. As shown in Fig.2.8(a), the enhancement 
as compared to theoretical model predictions may be explained by assuming that only 
complete fusion contributes to the formation of i68m|_u j ^ ^y^^ energy range ~ 75-80 
MeV, while, as the energy increases both complete and incomplete fusion contribute to 
the production probability. In the similar way, the theoretical values of cross-sections for 
most of the a-emitting channels are found to be some what underpredicted than that 
of experimental data, as indicated in Fig.2.8 and Fig.2.9. 
In order to see the effect of the variation of input parameters of Code PACE-2 on 
theoretical EFs, the calculations have been performed using different values of level 
density parameters for Lu isotopes produced in ^""O-l-^^^Tb system and are shown in 
Figs.2.8(a)-(b). As can be observed from this figure, the theoretical predictions with 
different input parameters are almost similar or a very small change comes into picture 
for higher value of level density parameters at relatively higher projectile energies. Since, 
ICF is not taken into consideration in code PACE-2, therefore, substantially large values 
of experimental cross-sections (in case of i67a68m|_u g^ j^ i^Tyb evaporation residues) as 
compared to the theoretical ones can not be the uncertainty in measurement and hence 
may be attributed to the contribution coming from ICF process of the type; 
1^0 (12C+4He) =» 12c+159jb ^ 171|_ j^* + 4He 
{a as spectator) 
Moreover, in case of reaction product '^''''Tm(2Q;n), the theoretical predictions of PACE-2 
give almost negligible cross-section and hence are not shown in Fig.2.9(b). This indicates 
that, the major contribution for the production of ^''''Tm comes from ICF process of the 
type; 
i«0 (^Be+^Be) => «Be + ^^ '-^ Tb =» i^ r j^^+SBg 
(Beryllium as spectator) 
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Figure 2.9: Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated excitation func-
tions for (a) ^^ '^ Yb populated via ap3n channel, and {b) ^^ '^Tm populated via 2an 
channel in the interaction of ^ '^0 with ^^^Tb 
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2.4.2 Excitation Functions: ^^O+^^^Tm system 
The EFs for five radio-nuclides ^^'-^^^Re, i^'^W, ^^^Ta and ^^^Hf populated in the inter-
action of ^^0 with ^^^Tm at energies ss5-7 MeV/nucleon are shown in Figs.2.10 and 
Fig.2.11. The above residues may be populated via CF and/or ICF of ^^0 with ^^^Tm. 
The production of these residues via cc-emission channels may also be explained in terms 
of the break-up of ^^0 into ^^C and ''He followed by fusion of '^C with '^^Tm forming 
an incompletely fused composite system ^^^Re*. The reaction products ^^^"^^Re having 
half-lives of 14 m and 19.7 m, are expected to be populated via the emission of four 
and two neutrons from ^^^Re*. Thus, the evaporation residues ^^^Re and ^™Re may not 
only be populated via in-complete fusion but may have significant probability of being 
formed via complete fusion of the projectile leading to the formation of ^^^Ir*, which may 
decay by the emission of two and four neutrons along with an a particle. The complete 
fusion component calculated by PACE-2 code is shown in Fig.2.10(a)-(b) by solid lines. 
As can be seen from these figures, the calculated cross-section values by PACE-2 have 
lower magnitudes than the experimental data, which indicates the contribution from 
incomplete fusion at these energies. Similarly, the reaction products ^''^Ta and ^^^Hf 
have half-lives 2.45 h and 51.4 m, respectively and are expected to be populated via 
a2pn and a3pn-channels, respectively, in which a-particle behaves as spectator. Since, 
the theoretical predictions of code PACE2 are negligible in cases of ^^^Ta, ^^^Hf and 
^''^W residues, and are, therefore, not shown in the Fig.2.11(a)-(b). As such, it may be 
inferred that, the major contribution to these reaction channels comes from incomplete 
fusion processes of the type; 
160 i'K+'Ue) => i2c+i69Tm =» '^'Re* + 'He 
(a as spectator) 
It may be pointed out that the evaporation residue ^^"W (half-life of 2.21 h) may be 
populated via three different reaction channels, viz; 
(i) complete fusion of ^^0: where subsequent emission of an a-particle, a proton and 
three neutrons from ^^^h* leaving behind ^^^W residual nucleus, i.e., 
160 + i 6 9 j ^ ^ 185,,* ^ i77yv + a + p + 3n 
(ii) incomplete fusion of ^^O; where only ^^C is assumed to fuse with target nucleus, 
while '^He behaves as a spectator. In such a case, ^^^W may be formed after emission 
of a proton and three neutrons from an excited IFC '^^Re*, i.e., 
160 (i^C+^He) + I'^ '^ Tm ^ ^^^Re* + ""He (spectator) 
181 Rg* ^ 177^ + p + 3n 
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Figure 2.10: Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated EF's for '^^ '^ '^ ^^ Re 
isotopes expected to be populated, respectively via a4n and Q;2n channels in 
160+169^^^ system. 
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[iii) 13^ emission and/or EC decay of higher charge pre-cursor, i.e., 
160 + i^^Tm ^ i^^Re* + ^He + 4n 
177Re* ^ 177W + /?+/EC 
It may, further, be pointed out that the theoretical calculations (PACE2) for the 
CF channel {i) gives negligible cross-section and hence not shown in Fig.2.11(a)-(b). 
As such, it may be inferred that the residue ^^^W is populated predominantly via ICF 
(channel '{ii)') and the pre-cursor decay (channel '{iii)'). Since, the residue '^^ ^W is 
assumed to be populated via ICF and pre-cursor decay, hence, it is required to separate 
out the independent {(Tind) and pre-cursor decay (apre) contributions from cumulative 
cross-section (acum)-
2.4.3 Est imation of independent cross-section {(Tind) from 
cumulative cross-sections {(Tcum) 
It has been pointed out that the cumulative cross-section (acum) of ^^^W may have 
contribution coming from its higher charge isobar pre-cursor through /J^-emission and/or 
electron capture(EC). For such a case, if the half-life of the pre-cursor is considerably 
smaller than that of the daughter residue, the independent production cross-sections 
{(^ind) may be estimated from the cumulative production cross-sections (acum)- As such, 
an attempt has been made to separate out the contribution due to its pre-cursor from 
the cumulative activity of ^^^W. Therefore, the acum of a given residue is expected to be 
the sum of a^nd and the cross-section for the independent production of its pre-cursor 
apre multiplied by a numerical coefficient Fp[78] i.e.. 
Where; acum and aind represent, respectively, the cumulative and independent yields 
of the residue and apre stands for the independent contribution of the pre-cursor. The 
value of pre-cursor fraction [Fpre) depends on the branching ratio Pp for pre-cursor decay 
to the residue and is given by; 
1/2 T 
Fpre = ^P 1/2 '_^^ l /2 (2-17) 
Here, T^e and T.„J are the half-lives of the pre-cursor and the daughter residues, 
respectively. Thus, the cumulative cross-section may be given as; 
^1 /2 
Ccum = aind + Pp 1/2 _ ^1 /2 ^P''^ (2-18) 
^ind ~ -'-pre 
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Figure 2.11: Experimentally measured excitation functions for (a) ^^ ^Ta & ^^ H^f, 
and (b) '^'^ W, residues expected to be populated via, respectively, a;2pn, aSpn and 
apSn channels in ^^0+^^^Tm system. The theoretical predictions are found to be 
negligible for these residues and hence are not shown here. 
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The values of branching ratio and the half-lives required for obtaining the coefficient 
Fpre are taken from the ref.[42,44]. Using the above formulation, in the present case, 
the cumulative yield (acum) and independent yield {(lind) for ^ ^''W are related as follows; 
a, cum. \ W) = a,^,C W) + l-ll8a,,erRe) (2.19) 
where, cTpre(^ '^^ Re) is the independent yield of the pre-cursor. 
The pre-cursor contribution of ^^^W at different energies has been subtracted from 
cumulative yield for the determination of independent yield. The measured cumula-
tive cross-sections {(Jcum) as well as independent cross-sections [amd] for ^^^W residue 
deduced in such a way are given in Table-2.5 (on page 33) and are also plotted in 
Fig.2.11(b). As can be seen from this figure, the pre-cursor (^^''Re) of ^^^W contributes 
a finite value of yield to the production of ^^''W. Moreover, the pre-cursor (^''''Re) starts 
contributing to the production probability at « 82 MeV, which is found to increase with 
projectile energy. It may, however, be pointed out that the cumulative and independent 
yields of ^ ^^W reaction product are almost same up to ^  87 MeV (within the error bars), 
which indicates a small contribution from the pre-cursor decay for the energies up to 
~87MeV, while as the energy increases the pre-cursor contribution increases as inferred 
from the data points at « 95MeV. As shown in this figure, the solid stars represent 
the cumulative cross-section of the residue ^^^W, while the open circles represent the 
independent yield of this residue. A closer look to Fig.2.11(b) indicates that acum for 
^^^W and aind for the independent production of ^^^W have cross-sections with a very 
small difference at lower energies. However, as one moves towards the relatively higher 
energy the difference increases to a sizable value, indicating the influence of pre-cursor 
contribution in this case. 
Although, it may not be possible to directly obtain the relative contribution of com-
plete and incomplete fusion from the measurement of excitation functions, however, an 
attempt has been made to obtain the incomplete fusion contribution. The production 
cross-sections which have been measured experimentally may be attributed to both the 
CF and/or ICF. As already mentioned, the enhancement in the experimentally measured 
production cross-sections than that of PACE-2 predictions may be assumed to be at-
tributed to the incomplete fusion processes. As such, the incomplete fusion contribution 
for individual channels has been deduced by subtracting complete fusion cross-sections 
{acr) (obtained by PACE2) from the experimentally measured cross-sections {asxp) at 
respective projectile energies. The incomplete fusion contributions {ajcp), for presently 
measured evaporation residues are plotted in Fig.2.12(a)-(b) along with the sum of all 
incomplete fusion channels [Y^ajcF) as a function of projectile energy for ^^0-h^^^Tb 
and ^'^0+^^^Tm systems, respectively. The lines drawn in these figures are just to guide 
the eyes. As can be seen from these curves, in general, the incomplete fusion contri-
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bution increases with projectile energy, which is expected as the break-up probability of 
the incident ion significantly increases with projectile energy. 
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Figure 2.12: Deduced ICF contribution as a function of projectile energy for (a) 
i6Q_j_i59'p|^ ^ and (6) ^^0+^^^Tm systems. Open circles represent the sum of all 
T,aicF-
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In the present work, the cross-sections for CF and/or ICF channels have also been 
calculated using SUMRULE model [14], which is based on the generalized concept of 
critical angular momentum. In these calculations, it is assumed that, ICF channels open 
only for those partial waves which have ^-values>4rit- On the other hand, partial waves 
with i<icrit contribute to CF process. In these calculations, the input parameters like; 
temperature (T) of the contact zone of interacting partners, the diffuseness parameter 
(A) of transmission probability distribution (T^), and the Coulomb interaction radius 
{Re) are taken as 3.5MeV, 1.7 unit of angular momentum and 12fm, respectively, as 
suggested by Wilczynski et a/.[14]. In the present work, it has been observed that the 
experimental cross-section for fusion-evaporation channels agree reasonably well with 
the predictions of SUMRULE model. However, there is a large discrepancy between 
measured and calculated cross-section values for ICF channels. As a typical example for 
ICF channels producing Lu isotopes in ^^O-h^^^Tb system, and Re isotopes in ^^O-h^^^Tm 
system, the SUMRULE calculations are lower by a factor of more than 100, in general. 
Similar discrepancy has also been observed in case of ^'^C+^^^Ta system studied by Babu 
et a/.[79] in their experiment at projectile energy w6MeV/nucleon. As a matter of fact, 
Wilczynski et a/.[14] tested the SUMRULE model for the reactions at 8-lOMeV or higher 
energies and found satisfactory agreement in calculated and experimental cross-sections. 
One of the possible reasons for the above disagreement in case of ICF channels may be 
the non-validity of the generalized concept of critical angular momentum at energies in 
the range of «5-7MeV/nucleon. Further, the cluster structure of incident ion may also 
play an important role in ICF reactions. 
2.5 Fraction of Incomplete Fusion (FJCF) 
As already mentioned in the earlier section, the sum of all incomplete fusion compo-
nents is taken as the total incomplete fusion contribution {Eajcp)- The experimentally 
measured contribution coming from all incomplete fusion channels (ECT/CF) and the sum 
of all complete fusion channels (S(TCF) obtained from PACE-2 calculations are plotted 
along with the total fusion cross-section {aTF=^"'CF+^o-icF) for presently studied sys-
tems i60+i59Tb and i^O+^'^'^Tm in Figs.2.13(a)-(b). As can be observed from these 
figures, the CF component has measurable contribution even at ^lOMeV, while ICF 
contribution seems to start from w75MeV, in case of presently studied systems. Fur-
ther, as can be observed from the Figs.2.13(a)-(b), the separation between the plots for 
aTF (solid stars) and acF (solid circles) increases with projectile energy, which indicates 
that, the ICF contributes larger production yield at relatively high projectile energies. 
This may be on account of the increasing probability of the break-up of incident ion into 
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a--clusters (^^C+a and/or ^Be+^Be) as the projectile energy increases. 
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Figure 2.13: Total fusion probability {<JTF) along with the sum of complete {J^OCF) 
and incomplete fusion contributions {Y^OICF) at different energies for (a) ^ '^O+^^^Tb, 
and (fe) i*^0+i'^ '^ Tm systems. 
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It may, however, be pointed out that the difference between the plots for EacF 
(solid stars) and axF (solid circles) is more for ^"^O+^^^Tm system as compared to 
I6Q_,_I59J^J system at different energies. This observation may be because of the fact 
that, ^^0+^'^^Tm system is more mass asymmetric as compared to ^^0+^^^Tb sys-
tem, indicating the dependence of underlying process on mass asymmetry of interacting 
partners. Further, the data seems to support the sensitiveness of incomplete fusion on 
projectile energy and mass asymmetry of interacting partners, as inferred by Morgen-
stern et al. [24, 25, 26]. An attempt has been made to investigate the effect of above 
variables on the relative contributions of complete and incomplete fusion fraction. The 
percentage incomplete fusion fraction {FICF) for both the systems has been estimated 
from the experimentally measured production cross-sections, as given below; 
FICF = ^ ^ ^ ^ x 100 (2.20) 
O'TF 
The FJCF for both the systems has been deduced at different energies and is plotted 
as a function of reduced projectile energy {Eheam/Vb, where Vb is Coulomb barrier of re-
spective systems) in Fig.2.14(a)-(b). The reduced projectile energy (Ebeam/Vb) has been 
used to incorporate the effect of Coulomb barrier while comparing different projectile-
target combinations in a plot. As can be seen from Fig.2.14(a), at the threshold of ICF 
(i.e., ^ 75 MeV in case of ^^0-f^*^^Tm system) the relative percentage FJCF is found 
to be Ri 10 % of the total fusion cross-section {arF), which increases with projectile 
energy. At the highest studied energy (i.e., ~ 95 MeV) the relative percentage of ICF 
fraction approaches to « 30 % of axF- Similar energy dependence of ICF fraction for 
I6Q_|_I59-|-[^ system has also been observed, where ICF fraction at « 75 MeV is found 
to be < 1 % of axF, but at « 95 MeV, it approaches to ^ 20 % of the total fusion 
cross-section. 
Further, it may be observed that the percentage ICF contribution is an order of 
magnitude higher for ^*'0-t-^^^Tm system as compared to ^^O+^'^^Tb system at ^ 75 
MeV. However, it almost approaches to nearly the same value at higher energies. This 
may be because of the fact that as the beam energy increases, the effect of Coulomb 
barrier goes on diminishing. An attempt has also been made to estimate the similar 
energy dependence of FJCF for ^^C-h^^^Te and ^'^C+^^^Ho systems [36, 53], and is 
shown in Fig.2.14(b). The data for these systems is taken from our earlier publications. 
The percent FICF for "^^C+^^^Ho system is shown in the inset of Fig.2.14(b) in order 
to see the variation more clearly. As can be seen from this figure, the incomplete fusion 
fraction for these systems also increases with the projectile energy. It may, however, be 
pointed out that on the basis of Fig,2.14(b) the ICF fraction for ^^C and '^''0 induced 
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reactions increases with the charge and mass of target nucleus. 
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Further, the difference between two systems at different projectile energies can be 
seen quite clearly, where the ICF fraction is found to be more for i^O+^'^^Tm system 
than that for ''^0+^^^Tb system, which shows the sensitiveness of ICF fraction to the 
mass asymmetry of interacting partners. 
Mogenstern et a/.[24], suggested that the onset of incomplete fusion is governed 
by the relative velocity (vreiative) of projectile (i.e., ^/2{Ec.rn. - Vb)/iJ., here; Vb is the 
CB between the interacting partners, Ec.m. is the projectile energy in center of mass 
system and i^i is the reduced mass of the system) and mass asymmetry of the interacting 
partners. With this in view, the percentage FJCF for ^^O+^-^^Tb, i^O+iesTm, ^K+^^He 
and ^^C+^'^^Ho systems have been deduced at a constant value of VreiaUve- The mass 
asymmetry dependent percentage ICF fraction is shown in Fig.2.15. 
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Figure 2.15: Percentage incomplete fusion fraction {FJCF) as a function of mass 
asymmetry at a constant normalized projectile energy. 
As can be seen from Fig.2.15, in general, the data points suggest more ICF probability 
for more mass asymmetric systems than relatively mass symmetric system, which support 
the systematics presented by Morgenstern et a/.,[25, 26]. However, the percentage ICF 
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fraction for ^^0+^^^Tm system is not following the general trend as inferred from the 
plot (Fig.2.15). The above descrepency may be attributed to the projectile structure 
effects. It can be pointed out that, for ^^0-induced reactions with ^^^Tb and ^^^Tm, 
percentage ICF fraction is more for mass asymmetric systems. Further, for ^^C-induced 
reactions with ^^^Te and ^^^Ho, the percentage FJCF also indicates similar trends as 
that of ^^0-induced reactions. As such, it may not be out of order to state that, mass 
asymmetry is also a function of projectile structure. However, for better understanding 
of underlying processes, detailed measurements for various projectile-target combinations 
are required. In order to see the effect of projectile structure on the ICF fraction, one 
may look separately for reactions induced by differnt incident beams. For example, as 
can be seen from Fig.2.15, ICF fraction for all reactions induced by ^^0-beam increases 
with beam energy. Similarly, the ICF fraction for all reactions induced by ^^C-beam also 
increases with beam energy, but at different rate. 
2.6 Summary 
in summary of the present work, it can be inferred that the fraction of incomplete 
fusion [FICF) has been deduced from the measurement and analysis of EFs for various 
radio-nuclides produced via CF and/or ICF in ^^O+^^^Tb and ^^O+^^^Tm systems at 
energies ~ 75-95 MeV. As far as the projectile energy dependence of FJCF is concerned, 
it may be pointed out that the FJCF is found to be sensitive to the projectile energy. In 
case of ^*^0-|-^^^Tb system, the FICF has been observed to be < l % at ^Ib MeV, while, 
it approaches to ~20% of the total fusion cross-section [OTF) at the highest measured 
energy i.e., ~95 MeV. However, the FJCF is found to be ~10% at J«75 MeV and is 
observed to be ?a30% of (JTF at R^95 MeV for ^''0-F^^^Tm system. Further, the percent-
age FJCF is also found to be sensitive to the mass-asymmetry of interacting partners, 
where FJCF is found to be larger for more mass asymmetric system. Moreover, in order 
to have better understanding of underlying processes and to have perfect modeling for 
ICF dynamics, it would be quite interesting to perform more detailed experiments for 
various projectile-target combinations. As such, complementry experiments have been 
performed to measure the forward recoil ranges of evaporation residues as a direct indi-
cation of fractional linear momentum transfer in ICF processe(s), and are presented in 
the next Chapter. 
^ * -
Chapter 3 
Investigation of Fusion 
Incompleteness 
In order to investigate fusion incompleteness due to fractional linear momentum 
transfer from projectile to target nucleus, most probable forward recoil ranges of 
various radio-nuclides produced via CF and/or ICF in ^^0+^^^Tb and ^^0+^^'^Tm 
systems have been measured at « 90 MeV and ~ 87 MeV, respectively. In this 
chapter, the measurement and analysis of forward mean recoil ranges for different 
radio-nuclides have been perform,ed in the framework of degree of linear momen-
tum transfer from projectile to the target nucleus by adopting break-up fusion m.odel 
considerations. Different full and fractional linear m.om.entum transfer components 
corresponding to the fusion of^^O and/or ^'^C and ^Be transfer from, ^^0 projectile 
to the target nucleus have been observed. Further, the experimentally measured recoil 
range distributions can be used to deduce the relative strengths of full and fractional 
linear momentum transfer components. As such, an attempt has been made to sep-
arate out the relative percentage contributions of CF and ICF by the analsysis of 
experimentally measured forward recoil ranges. 
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The ERs produced in heavy ion-induced reactions may originate via two different 
processes viz; {i) from the compound nucleus (full linear momentum transfer), after 
the statistical emission of light nuclear particles and/or characteristics radiations, and 
(a) from the statistical decay of incompletely fused composite (IFC) system formed 
after the direct emission of Q;-cluster(s) at the initial stages of nuclear reaction. For 
incident energies near and a little above Bf^^, the observed ERs predominantly originate 
from the first mechanism, i.e, from the de-excitation of compound nucleus. However, 
at relatively higher projectile energies, both the processes contribute to the production 
probability. As already mentioned, with the increase of incident projectile energy, the 
ICF becomes more and more dominant. Therefore, the question comes, how one can 
estimate the relative contributions of CF and ICF processes in the energy regime where 
both the processes are believed to co-exist. An attempt has been made in Chapter-2, 
to extract the relative contributions of CF and ICF from the analysis of experimentally 
measured EFs and by comparing them with the predictions of theoretical model code 
PACE2, where it has been concluded that as the projectile energy increases, influence of 
incomplete fusion comes into play with an increasing probability. 
Further, one of the straightforward methods, to tackle this problem experimentally or 
to get information about involved linear momentum transfer (LMT), is to measure the 
Recoil Range Distributions (RRDs)^ of the residues. The forward recoil ranges of CF and 
ICF reaction products depend on the recoil velocity of composite system associated with 
the various degrees of linear momentum transfer {PLMT) from projectile to the target 
nucleus. The PLMT may be defined by the following equation; 
PLMT = ^ (3.1) 
where; P/rac is the linear momentum of fused fraction of projectile and Pproj is the entire 
linear momentum of the projectile. The PLMT depends on the fused mass of the pro-
jectile, i.e., maximum LMT may give maximum recoil velocity to the reaction products. 
This is supposed to be a promising way of investigating the full momentum transfer in 
case of complete fusion process, and a relatively small recoil velocity in partial momen-
tum transfer reactions (ICF). In case of complete fusion, entire projectile fuses with the 
target nucleus, hence the PLMT is expected to be unity. For a given entrance channel the 
CN has predetermined mass, energy, linear momentum and angular momentum. How-
ever, for incomplete fusion, only a part of projectile fuses with target nucleus, and the 
above mentioned quantities (mass, energy linear momentum and angular momentum of 
incompletely fused composite system) may be different than in CN reactions. This may 
^Pushpendra P. Singh et al, Europeon Physical Journal A34, 29-39 (2007) 
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be because of the fluctuations in the fused mass from projectile to target nucleus and 
interaction trajectories. For a given reaction product formed via particle evaporation 
from a recoiling intermediate with a well defined velocity vo, the velocity distribution will 
be symmetric about vo with a width which depends on the evaporation process and, in 
particular upon the number of alpha particles evaporated in case of incomplete fusion 
processes. For the CN formed via complete fusion the velocity WQ. rnay be written as; 
Vo = VcN = ^ (<5.2j 
Where, m is the projectile mass, M is the total mass of the system (projectile + target), 
and E is the projectile energy. Further, as already mentioned, any intermediate complex 
which is supposed to be formed via partial fusion of projectile, the recoil velocity will 
be less than that achieved by complete momentum transfer population. Therefore, the 
reaction products populated via incomplete fusion will show relatively smaller range in 
the stopping medium as compared to complete fusion reaction products. In principle, by 
measuring the forward recoil ranges, one can predict the linear momentum transferred 
in the associated reaction channel. It is possible to characterize CF and ICF by the 
measurement of forward recoil ranges of heavy residues in the stopping medium. This 
technique is also applicable even when a reaction product is produced via different modes 
of reaction. Further, the RRD measurements can also be used to separate out the 
relative contributions of various partial fusion components to the formation of particular 
evaporation residue. The radio-nuclides populated via less degree of LMT, show relatively 
smaller depth (momentum transfer component) in the stopping medium as compared 
to the entire LMT populations. For a different PLMT, the residues may have different 
recoil ranges in the stopping medium. 
Further, some of the important and unaddressed issues associated with ICF dynam-
ics at energies J«5-7MeV/nucleon are; («) The degree of fusion incompleteness i.e., the 
degree of LMT associated with ICF at different energies, and (n) the relative contri-
butions of CF and ICF processes have not yet been fully explored or limited upto a 
few projectile-target combinations. As such, in order to have better understanding of 
fusion incompleteness and to give the complement to the EF measurements presented in 
Chapter-2, forward recoil ranges of several residual nuclei ^^^'"Lu, ^^^Lu, ^^^Yb, ^^^Tm, 
i79pg^ i77f^ g^ i77yy_ 178J3 g^ j^ i77|^f populated via Complete and/or incomplete fusion in 
i6Q_,_i59j[3_i69jp^ systems have been studied at, respectively, ^ 90 MeV and « 87 MeV. 
An attempt has also been made to separate out the relative percentage contributions 
of CF and ICF components from the experimentally measured forward recoil ranges. In 
the present work, recoil-catcher technique followed by off-line gamma-spectroscopy has 
been used. 
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3.1 Target Preparation and Irradiations 
In the measurement of forward recoils ranges, same projectile-target combinations 
have been used as in case of EF measurements presented in Chapter-2. In the present 
measurements, self-supporting sample of ^^^Tb (Abundance = 99.99%) of thickness w 
0.80mg/cm ^ has been prepared by rolling method, while the sample of ^^^Tm (Abun-
dance = 100%) of thickness t w 0.60 mg/cm^ has been deposited employing electro-
deposition technique on Al-foil (prepared by rolling method) of thickness ~ 1.5 mg/cm^. 
The thickness of samples have been estimated by the a-transmission method as discussed 
in Chapter-2, section 2.2. The irradiations have been performed using ^^0^+-beam in 
the GPSC (set-up is same as given in Chapter-2, Fig.2.1). Stacks of Al-catcher foils 
(sufficient to stop the most energetic residues formed by total linear momentum trans-
fer) have been placed just after the target, so that the heavy slow residues populated 
via CF and/or ICF may be trapped at various Al-catcher foil thicknesses. A typical 
target-catcher foil set-up used for the measurement of forward recoil ranges is shown in 
Fig.3.1. 
Target Al-Catcher foils 
Incident beam 
Figure 3.1: Typical target-catcher foil arrangement for forward recoil ranges mea-
surements. 
Further, the thickness of targets has been kept in such a way that the recoiling nuclei 
may not be stopped in the target thickness itself. The thicknesses of the catcher foils 
used in the experiment are given in the Table-3.1, alongwith the serial number from 
the target. The catchers used to stop the evaporation residues, which are very thin 
have been prepared by ultra-high vacuum evaporation technique. For the measurement 
of forward recoils ranges, it is quite essential that recoiling nuclei should flow in the 
medium provided in the forward cone i.e. the stack of Al-catchers.However, in case of 
^^^Tm target deposited on Al-foil, the target has been mounted in such a way that the 
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Al-backing faced the beam so that the recoiling nuclei (if any of very short range) may 
not be stopped in the target backing itself. The effective projectile energy on the target 
has been estimated by calculating energy loss in the Al-backing of ^^^Tm target. The 
irradiations have been carried out for the duration of ?sl0-12 hrs, with beam currents 
!^ 30 and 40 nA, respectively. The delay time between the stop of irradiation and 
the beginning of counting was minimized using invacuum transfer of target-catcher foil 
assembly. 
Table 3.1: List of catcher-thicknesses used in RRD measurements. 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
i60+i«yTm 
thickness in j^ig/cm!^ 
16.8 
19,6 
27.4 
27.8 
28.6 
29.5 
30.2 
30.6 
31.3 
31.9 
32.1 
33.2 
33.9 
37.1 
39.9 
44.2 
46.1 
47.0 
i«0+i5^Tb 
thickness in f^ig/cm^ 
50.2 
50.3 
50.8 
51.1 
51.2 
55.5 
52.2 
52.2 
52.9 
52.9 
53.0 
53.0 
54.1 
54.8 
57.2 
57.6 
57.8 
58.5 
3.2 Post irradiation details and ERs identification 
The target-catcher foil assembly (a target followed by a stack of Al-catchers) irradi-
ated at a given energy was taken out from the scattering chamber after the irradiations 
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using an ITF. After taking it out from the scattering chamber, the target-catcher foil 
assembly was disassembled to count the activities produced in the irradiated catcher 
foils. The ERs populated via CF and/or ICF processes are expected to be trapped at 
different catcher foil thicknesses, depending on the ER's recoil velocity and/or on the de-
gree of linear momentum transfer associated with the mode of formation. The activities 
produced in each catcher foil of the stack were counted separately using pre-calibrated, 
high resolution HPGe-spectrometer of 100 c.c. active volume coupled to a CAMAC 
based FREEDOM software [67], The HPGe-spectrometer was pre-calibrated both for 
energy and efficiency. The resolution of 7-spectrometer was ^ 2 keV, for 1.33 MeV 
7-ray of ^°Co source. The residues decay to the ground state by emitting characteristic 
7-radiations, that have been used for their identification. Thus, the induced activities 
has been used to measure the production probability of evaporation residues. The 7-
ray spectra of each foil has been recorded at the increasing times and the decay curve 
analysis has been done to measure the half-lives of the residues. The measured half-lives 
of evaporation residues were found to be in good agreement with the literature values. 
Typical 7-ray spectra of irradiated ^^^Tb and ^^^Tm samples, respectively, at ^ 90 and 
w 87 MeV are shown in Figs.3.2 and Fig.3.3. 
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Figure 3.2: The observed 7-ra.y spectrum of ^^^Tb sample irradiated by ^^0"^+ beam 
at energy ^ 90MeV. Peaks have been assinged to different reaction products popu-
lated via CF and/or ICF. 
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The various peaks which have been used for recoil range analysis are assigned to the 
different reaction products on the basis of their characteristic 7-ray energies and mea-
sured half-lives, and are indicated in the figures. Nuclear data like; half-lives, gamma-ray 
energies, etc., have been taken from the Table of lsotopes[68, 69]. The list of identified 
radio-nudides populated in ^^0-f^^^Tb and i'^0-l-^*'^Tm alongwith their spectroscopic 
properties used for forward recoil range measurements are given in Chapter-2, Tables 2.2 
and 2.3. 
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Figure 3.3: The observed 7-ray spectrum of Tm sample irradiated by O ^ beam 
at energy « 87MeV. 
The measured intensities of the characteristic 7-radiations were used to estimate 
the production yield of evaporation residues using formulations given in Chapter-
2. In the present work, the production probability of ERs ^^^'"Lu(a3n), ^^^Lu(a4n), 
i^^Yb(ap3n) and i<^'^Tm(2an) produced in i^O+^'^'^Tb system, and ^^^Re{a2n), 
i^^Re(a4n), ^'^^\N{ap3n), ^^na{a2pn). and i^^Hf(a3pn) produced in i^Q+iesTm sys-
tem have been measured at different catcher foil thicknesses to estimate the recoil range 
distributions. In order to obtain the normalized yield (mb/mg/cm^) as a function of 
cumulative depth in the catcher stack, the cross-section of the reaction products in each 
catcher foil was divided by its measured thickness. The resulting normalized yields of 
different reaction products have been plotted against cumulative catcher foil thicknesses 
to obtain the differential recoil range distributions and are shown in Figs.3.4 to Fig.3.8. 
The size of the circles in these figures includes the uncertainty in the yield values. The 
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overall errors in the measured production cross-sections including statistical error are 
estimated to be < 15 % and the details of the factors responsible for errors in data are 
already given in subsection-2.3.4 of Chapter-2. 
3.3 Estimation of most probable recoil range (Rp) 
It is difficult to measure the precise form of the corresponding LMT component. The 
reason for such a difficulity is the recoil velocity distribution of evaporation residues due 
to straggling effects. In addition to this, the effects due to prompt particle(s) emission 
may also contribute extra broadening in the recoil range distributions. As such, in order 
to get a reliable form for the degree of linear momentum transfer from the experimental 
data a careful deconvolution is required. The relative contributions and precise form 
of linear momentum transfer in complete and incomplete fusion in the production of a 
particular reaction product may be computed by fitting the experimentally measured RRD 
data with Gaussian peaks using the ORIGIN software. The yield curves of evaporation 
residues obtained from RRDs are assumed to be Gaussian in nature and may be given 
as [70]; 
A Y = Y, + ^ ^ e - f ^ ^ ^ ' ' ) ' / ^ . ^ (3.3) 
Where; Rp is most probable mean range, -w^ is the width parameter (FWHM) of the 
recoil range distribution, and A is the area under the peak. Further, the normalized 
yield Y may be estimated by chi square fit (x^) from the experimentally determined 
production yield at different catcher foil thicknesses and may be represented as follows; 
X' = ^—-{Y{A)-Y,{A)Y (3.4) 
m ~ p ~ i 
The value of x^ was minimized in this analysis using a non-linear least square fit routine, 
here WA is the the width parameter and Rp is the most probable mean range of the 
evaporation residues. As indicated in the Figs.3.4-3.8, most of the residues show more 
than one LMT components. In such cases, the experimentally measured normalized 
yields have been fitted by assuming multi-peaks in the similar way as mentioned above. 
The contribution of different fusion components (^^0, ^^C and ^Be - fusion) have been 
obtained by dividing the area under the peak of the corresponding fusion component by 
the total area associated with the distribution. The percentage contributions coming 
from different complete and/or incomplete fusion components deduced in such a way 
for the residues populated in both the systems are also indicated in Figs.3.4 to Fig.3.8, 
along with their corresponding channels. 
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3.4 Interpretation of experimental results 
3.4.1 i^O+i^^Tb System 
In Figs.3.4-3.5, the experimentally measured recoil range distributions for four reaction 
products i67,i68mL^^ i^'^Yb and ^''^Tm, populated via complete and/or incomplete fusion 
in i^O+^^^Tb system at s^90 MeV are shown. The reaction products i67,i68m|_^ ^^^^ 
ground and metastable states of half-lives 51.5 m and 6.7 m, respectively. As can 
be seen from Figs.3.4(a)-(b), these reaction products i67,i68m[_^ ^^y [^ g formed both 
via complete and/or incomplete fusion of ^^0 with ^^^Tb. In case of CF, the composite 
system '^^ ^Ta* is formed, which may decay via the statistical emission of an alpha-particle 
and 3 or 4 neutrons leaving behind the above residues. The above residues may also 
be populated, if it is assumed that, as soon as the incident ^^0 nucleus approaches the 
nuclear range of target nucleus, it may break-up into a-clusters viz; ^^C and '*He(alpha). 
One of the fragments ^^C fuses with ^^'^Tb, forming an incompletely fused composite 
system ^''^Lu*, which may decay by the emission of respectively three neutrons forming 
i68m|_^ and four neutrons forming ^^^Lu. As can be observed from Fig.3.4(a), that the 
RRD for the residue ^^''Lu show both complete and incomplete fusion components having 
two peaks at the cumulative catcher thicknesses at « 239 i^bg/cvn? (due to ^^C-fusion) 
and K, 426 i^ig/cm^ (due to ^''O-fusion). The observed mean recoil range of ^^0-fusion 
with ^^^Tb correspond to the expected recoil range of the compound system ^^^Ta in 
Aluminum, calculated using code SRIM06 [66]. 
It may, however, be pointed out that, the relative contribution of ^^C-fusion for 
the reaction ^^^Tb(^^0,Q;4n)^^^Lu [Fig.3.4(a), indicated by dotted curve] is found to be 
Ri33%, while the contribution from ^^0-fusion [indicated by dashed curve] is ^67%. The 
observation of a peak at relatively smaller cumulative depth clearly indicates relatively 
less degrees of LMT involved in the process. The reaction product i68m|_u ^ i ^ ^ shows 
two components in RRD data, respectively at ~ 256 (jg/cni^ (due to ^^C-fusion) and at 
^ 451 i.i,g/cm^ (due to ^^0-fusion). Similarly, for the reaction i''9Tb(i^O,Q;3n)i'^^'"Lu, 
the contribution of '^"^ C (ICF) and ^^0 (CF)-fusion [Fig.3.4(b), indicated by dotted and 
dashed curves] are found to be ~74% and ^26%, respectively. The above description 
clearly indicates that depending on the degree of linear momentum transfer {PLMT) 
two components are well separated giving a clear indication of the population of the 
same residue via two different processes. Further, the reaction product ^^^Yb, which 
has ground state of half-life 17.5 m, is expected to be populated via complete fusion 
(Q;p3n) channel and/or incomplete fusion i.e., the fusion of ^^C with ^^^Tb followed by 
subsequent emission of one proton and three neutrons from ^^^Lu*. The remaining alpha 
fragment ("^He) of the incident ion is assumed to go on moving with the beam velocity 
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in forward direction without any significant interaction with target nucleus. 
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Figure 3.4: The experimentally measured recoil range distributions for (a) 
i'5^Lu(a4n), and (6) i*'S'"Lu(a3n) produced in I'^ O+^^^Tb system at ^ 90 MeV. 
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Figure 3.5: The experimentally measured recoil range distributions for (a) 
i^^Yb(ap3n), and (6) ^^'^Tm{2an) produced in "K)+i59Tb system at « 90 MeV. 
As indicated in the Fig.3.5(a), there are two LMT components, respectively at « 
214 ^ig/cm^ (corresponds to ^^C-fusion) and ^ 435 fig/cm.'^ (due to ^''0-fusion). The 
relative contribution of ICF (due to ^^C-fusion) and CF (^*^0-fusion) for the reaction 
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i59jb(i6o (jp3n)i67Yb are found to be f«37.5% and «62.5% respectively, as indicated in 
the Fig.3.5(a) by dotted and dashed curves. While, the evaporation residue ^^^Tm(2an) 
of half-life ti/2 = 7.7 hours), is expected to be populated via fusion of ^Be and subsequent 
emission of one neutron from ^^^Tm*. However, the remaining part ^Be (two a-particles) 
is assumed to behave like a spectator. Further, it may be observed from the Fig.3.5(b), 
that there are two LMT components, at ^ 143 fig/cm^ and ^ 296 jig/cm^, due to ^Be 
and ^^C-fusion, respectively, indicating the major contribution for the population of the 
above residue only from the two incomplete fusion channels. 
Table 3.2: ExperimentaJly measured most probable ranges Rp(exp) deduced from 
RRD curves, and theoretically estimated forward mean ranges Rp^the) for CF and 
ICF components using range-energy relation along with the reaction products pro-
duced in i^'O+^^^Tb system at %90MeV. 
Residues 
i^^Lu(a4n) 
i'^»'"Lu(a3n) 
i6^Yb(ap3n) 
^^^Tm{2an) 
•^p(exp) 
16Q 
426±18 
451±25 
435±14 
-
Rp(the) 
16Q 
432 
432 
432 
-
'^p{exp) 
12C 
239±L5 
256±13 
214±21 
296±27 
Rp(the) 
12(3 
245 
245 
245 
245 
^p{exp) 
«Be 
-
-
-
143±19 
Rp{the) 
^Be 
-
-
-
126 
Table 3.3: Experimentally measured cumulative (CF+ICF) production cross-
sections, deduced (using RRD's) cross-section for ICF and CF components and 
the theoretically calculated (PACE) cross-sections for the residues produced in 
leQ+isgrpj^ system at K. 90 MeV. 
Residues 
^^^Lu 
168mL^ 
167Yb 
166rpj^ 
(Teo^ p ( m b ) 
CF+ICF 
46±6.6 
146±18.5 
49±7.6 
31±5.7 
cTexp (mb) 
ICF 
15±2.2 
108±13.7 
18±3.2 
31±5.7 
o-e^p(mb) 
CF 
30±4.4 
37±4.8 
30±4.4 
-
cTtfte ( m b ) 
CF 
26.50 
42.46 
27.18 
-
It may, however, be pointed out that, the relative contribution coming from ^Be and 
^^C-fusion [Fig.3.5(b), indicated by dotted and dashed curves] are found to be sa42% 
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and w58%, respectively. In order to get confidence in the experimentally measured 
RRD, an attempt has been made to estimate most probable ranges Rp theoretically us-
ing range-energy relation. The experimentally measured most probable ranges Rp{exp), 
and theoretically estimated forward mean ranges Rp{the) for CF and/or ICF compo-
nents using range-energy relation for the reaction products produced at w 90 MeV are 
given in Table-3.2. As can be seen from this table, the experimentally measured most 
probable ranges for both CF and/or ICF components agree well with the theoretical ones 
within the experimental uncertainties. The errors shown in Rp[exp) indicates the fitting 
errors of the Gaussian distribution to the experimental data. Further, the experimentally 
measured production cross-sections for CF and ICF deduced from the fitting of RRD's 
have been compared with the theoretical predictions of PACE2 for the residues pro-
duced in ^^0-f-^^^Tb system at ?a 90 MeV. As can be seen from Table-3.3, the deduced 
cross-section from the fitting of RRDs for CF and ICF are in good agreement with the 
predictions of PACE2. 
3.4.2 i^O+i^^Tm System 
The recoil range distributions for ^''''•^''^Re, ^^^W, ^^^Ta and ^^^Hf reaction residues 
populated in the interaction of " ' 0 with ^^^Tm at •^ 87 MeV are shown in Figs.3.6 and 
Fig.3.7. As already indicated in the earlier section, the above residues may be popu-
lated both via complete and/or incomplete fusion of ^^0 with ^^^Tm. The population 
of these residues in a-emission channels may also be explained in terms of the break-up 
of ^^0 into ^^C and •^He(a-particle) followed by fusion of ^^C with ^''^Tm forming an in-
completely fused composite system ^^^Re*. As shown in Fig.3.6(a), the reaction product 
^^^Re of half-life 14 m is expected to be populated via the emission of four neutrons from 
^^^Re* and show two peaks, respectively at w 221 iig/crn^ (belongs to ^^C-fusion) and 
« 379 ^g/cm^ (belongs to ^*^0-fusion). Thus, the evaporation residues ^^^Re may not 
only be populated via in-complete fusion but may have significant probability of being 
formed by the CF of the projectile leading to the formation of ^^°lr*, which may decay 
by the emission of four neutrons along with an alpha particle. Similarly, the reaction 
product ^^^W(Q; p3n) having half-life 2.21 h is also expected to be populated dominantly 
via ICF of ^^C with ^^^Tm, leading to the formation of ^^^Re*. The reaction product 
"^ ^^ W may come into picture after emission of a proton and three neutrons from ^®^Re*. 
As can be seen from the Fig.3.6(b), there are two LMT components, respectively at •^ 
110 fig/cm'^ (due to *Be-fusion) and w 214 ^ .g/cm^ (due to ^^C-fusion) associated with 
the incomplete fusion of following type; 
i6o(i2c + 4He) ^  12C + leojm ^ isip^* + A^^ (^iphg 33 spectator) 
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Figure 3.6: The experimentally measured recoil range distributions for (a) 
i^^Re(a4n), and (6) i^^W(ap3n) produced in i^O+^ '^-^Tm system at ^ 87 MeV. 
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Figure 3.7: The experimentally measured recoil range distributions for (a) 
i™Re(a2n), and [b] i^'^Ta(a2pn) produced in 1^0+^ '^^ Tm system at ^ 87 MeV. 
It may however be pointed out that the LMT component at the relatively smaller 
depth i.e., ^ 110 i-ig/cni^ may be associated with the ICF of ^Be with the target 
nucleus, which may lead to the formation of '^^Ta*. The final reaction product ^^^W 
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may also be populated via /?+-emission and/or EC decay of higher charge precursor 
isobar ^^^Ta* via incomplete fusion of ^Be of following type; 
1*^0(866 + ^Be) => «Be + "'^Tm => ^^^Ta* + ^Be (Beryllium as spectator) 
Similarly, the reaction products ^^^Ta and '^^ ^Re have the half-lives 2.36 h and 19.5 m, 
respectively and are expected to be populated via a2pn and a2n-channels respectively, 
in which a-particles may be assumed to behave as spectator. As indicated in Fig.3.7(a), 
^^^Re is expected to be populated via both complete and/or incomplete fusion and hence 
shows two LMT components, respectively at « 212 fig/crn^ (due to ^^C-fusion) and ^ 
383 fig/crn^ (due to ^''0-fusion). While, ^^^Ta is populated only via incomplete fusion 
and showing two LMT components, respectively at ^ 114 [_i.g/cm^ (due to ^Be-fusion) 
and •^ 383 fig/crn^ (due to ^^C-fusion), which is shown in Fig.3.7(b). Further, the 
RRD for reaction product ^^^Hf(Q;3pn) of ti/2=51.4 m is found to have only one peak 
corresponding to the cumulative depth « 216 iig/crti^, indicating the population of this 
residue by incomplete fusion of ^^C only, as indicated in Fig.3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: The experimentally measured recoil range distribution for '^^ '^ Hf(a3pn) 
produced in ^^O+ '^^ ^Tm system at ^ 87 MeV. 
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Further, for ^'^0+^'^^Tm system, the experimentally measured most probable ranges 
Rp{exp) for various residues deduced from RRD curves, and theoretically estimated for-
ward mean ranges Rp{the) for CF and ICF components using code SRIM06 based on 
range-energy formulation are given in Table-3.4. Moreover, the experimentally mea-
sured range integrated cross-sections have been compared with that of theoretical pre-
dictions based on PACE2 code. The CF contributions deduced from forward recoil range 
data aea:p(CF) have been compared with the CF contributions deduced using fusion-
evaporation model code PACE2. A comparison of the CF contributions is given in 
table-3.5 for various residues produced in ^''0+^^^Tm system at «87MeV. It may be 
pointed out that the code does not take ICF process into account. As can be seen from 
these tables, the experimentaWy deduced contributions of CF and their forward ranges 
agree well with the theoretical values within the experimental uncertainties. 
various Table 3.4; Experimentally measured most probable ranges Rp(exp) for 
residues deduced from RRD curves, and theoretically estimated forward mean ranges 
Rp(the) for CF and ICF components using range-energy relation along with the re-
action products produced in ^^0+-'*^^Tm system at «87MeV. 
Residues 
i^^Re(a4n) 
i^^W(ap3n) 
i^-'Re(a2n) 
i^8Ta(a2pn) 
i"Hf(«3pn) 
16Q 
379±22 
-
383±21 
-
-
Rp{the] 
16Q 
402 
-
402 
-
-
^p{exp) 
12C 
221±13 
214±17 
212±18 
230±15 
216±17 
Rp(the) 
nQ 
228 
228 
228 
228 
228 
-^p{exp) 
^Be 
-
l l O i l l 
-
114±17 
-
Rp(the) 
«Be 
-
117 
-
117 
-
It has already been mentioned, the RRD for the residues ^*^^Tm, ^ '^^ W, '^^ ^Ta and ^^^Hf 
show the peaks corresponding to the ICF of ^Be and/or ^^C only. As such, experimental 
CF contributions for these residues are not observed and are not shown in these tables. 
It may not be out of place to mention that the PACE-2 predictions also give negligible 
contribution for these residues as well. As such, it may again be inferred that these 
residues are predominantly produced in ICF processes, in the above description, it is 
assumed that the residues produced by CF of ^^0, ICF of ^^C and ICF of ^Be would 
produce residues with the observed average recoil ranges. It has also been pointed 
out by Parker et a/.,[54] on the basis of detailed theoretical calculations that the recoil 
range distributions of many residues produced in HI interactions can not be explained 
by assuming the pre-equilibrium emission of particles &. clusters from the composite 
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system, As such, it may be inferred that inclusion of ICF is essential to explain the 
observed RRDs. The enhancement in cross-sections for the production of Re, W, Ta 
and Hf isotopes that are observed here may be attributed to the ICF processes.^  It may, 
further, be mentioned that observation of RRDs obtained in the present work may be 
considered as confirmation of ICF processes at the studied energies. 
Table 3.5: Experimentally measured cumulative (CF-I-ICF) production cross-
sections, deduced using RRD cross-section for ICF and CF components and the the-
oretically calculated (PACE) cross-sections for the residues produced in ^^O+^'^^Tm 
system at ^ 87 MeV. 
Residues 
i^^Re 
1 7 7 ^ 
i^^Re 
i^^Ta 
177Hf 
aexp(mb) 
CF+ICF 
26±4.1 
39±5.9 
23±3.7 
106±12.6 
48±7.3 
crexp(mb) 
ICF 
9±1.5 
39±5.9 
8±1.2 
106±12.6 
48±7.3 
crexp(mb) 
CF 
17±2.6 
-
15±2.5 
-
-
CTthe ( m b ) 
CF 
19.8 
-
13.4 
-
-
3.5 Summary 
The RRDs of different reaction products populated via CF and/or ICF have been 
measured, which strongly revealed the significant contribution of ICF processes at ener-
gies «90 and 87 MeV. Different momentum transfer components have been observed 
and are found to be attributed to ^^ C and/or ^Be transfer from "^"O projectile to target 
nucleus. CF components in the above measurements are also found to be consistent 
with the theoretical predictions based on model code PACE2. In addition to the mea-
surements presented in Chapters-2 and 3, information regarding CF and/or ICF have 
also been obtained using particle-7-coincidence technique experiments discussed in the 
Chapter-4. 
_*_*_*_ 
Chapter 4 
Reaction Dependent Spin 
Population 
Aiming to probe the incomplete fusion dynamics within the framework of in-
put angular mom.enta, spin-distributions of various reaction products populated 
via xn,a/2axn-channels have been measured for ^'^0+^'^^Tm, system, at E^5.6 
MeV/nucleon and ^"^C-h^^^Tm at E s^a^ -Y MeV/nucleon. Prompt 'y-rays in coin-
cidence with fast charged particles (Z=l,2) have been recorded to obtain the in-
formation about involved reaction processes on the basis of their experimentally 
observed spin-populations during de-excitation. The experimentally observed spin-
distributions for direct-a-emitting channels (associated with incomplete fusion) ha,ve 
been found to be distinctly different than that observed for fusion-evaporation (com,-
plete fusion) channels. The m,ean value of driving input angular momenta associated 
with various direct-a/2axn-channels have been found to be higher than that observed 
for fusion-evaporation xn/axn-channels, and increases with direct-a-multiplicity in 
the forward cone. Experimentally measured production yields of fusion-evaporation 
xn/axn-channels have been found to be in good agreement with the predictions of 
theoretical model code PACE4. Further, in order to understand the feeding proba-
bility in both complete and incomplete fusion reaction products, an attem,pt has been 
m,ade to generate feeding intensity profiles from, spin-distribution data for both the 
systems. It has been observed thai the complete fusion products are strongly fed over 
a broad spin range, however, incomplete fusion products are found to be less fed 
and/or the population of lower spin states are strongly hindered. 
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It has already been inferred from the analysis of excitation functions and recoil range 
distributions data, that the significant fusion incompleteness play an important role in 
Hl-induced reactions at projectile energies as low as Es^S-TMeV/nucleon. The related 
processes were interpreted as ICF on the basis of several observations, such as; (i) Most 
of the a-emitting channels were found to be produced with a large production cross-
section as that predicated by fusion-evaporation model code PACE2. The observed 
enhancement has been assumed to be the contribution coming from the incomplete fu-
sion of projectile, ( M ) Reaction products are found to be associated with the partial 
degree of linear momentum transfer (PLMT) from the projectile to target nucleus, where 
different mean recoil ranges of residues populated via ICF processes have been observed. 
However, the information about the multiplicity of driving input angular momenta as-
sociated with CF and ICF could not be obtained from the measurements presented in 
Chapters-2 and 3. As such, further measurements have been performed for the better 
understanding of underlying processes, where qualitative information about driving in-
put angular momenta involved in CF and ICF processes have been obtained at energies 
as low as ERi4-7MeV/nucleon. In this chapter, an attempt has been made to show 
that the ICF processes most likely result from the peripheral collisions associated with 
large input angular momentum in HI induced reactions, where input angular momen-
tum limit do not allow CF. As such, in order to obtain the experimental information 
on CF and/or ICF within the framework of driving input angular momenta involved in 
various channels, spin-distributions (SDs)\^ and side-feeding intensity profiles of several 
reaction products have been measured [61, 62]. In these measurements, different reac-
tion modes have been disentangled on the basis of entry state spin population during 
the de-excitation of excited/equilibrated complex nucleus produced via CF and/or ICF 
processes. It may further be pointed out that, an excited/equilibrated complex nucleus 
produced through CF and/or ICF processes, generally, leads to the final reaction prod-
uct(s) via emission of characteristic 7-rays and/or light nuclear particle(s). In such a 
case, two type of decay steps may take place, viz; 
• Those that cool the excited/equilibrated complex nucleus to/or towards the yrast 
line, and are expected to remove less angular momentum and more excitation 
energy called statistical transitions, and 
• Those that are roughly parallel to the yrast line, and remove more angular mo-
mentum and relatively less excitation energy in comparison to statistical transitions 
called yrast-like transitions. 
^Pushpendra P. S ingh et al, Physics Letters B, (2008)doi:10.10l6/j .physletb.2008.11.035 
^Pushpendra P. Singh et al, Physical Review C78 , 017602 (2008) 
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It may, further, be pointed out that, there is a competition between statistical and 
yrast-like transitions at each stage during the de-excitation. The competition between 
these two type of transitions depends on the available excitation energy (E*) which affect 
the level density, and also on the degree of collectivity above the yrast line which produces 
faster yrast-like transitions. The relative number of statistical and yrast-like transitions 
also depend strongly on the angular momentum left with the final reaction product. 
According to the definition of CF, as a result of projectile-target interaction a composite 
system is formed with definite mass, charge, E* and angular momenta, which may de-
excite via light nuclear particles and/or characteristics 7-rays, isotropically, leading to 
more statistical transitions. In such a case, the yrast state may be predominantly fed by 
statistical 7-rays over a broad spin range, where a gradual monotonic increase in intensity 
is expected upto the band head, as expected for CF. However, ICF is assumed to be 
the result of fractional momentum transfer from projectile to the target nucleus after 
projectile break-up into a-clusters. In this case, the incompletely fused composite system 
(a part of projectile plus target nucleus) is formed with less excitation energy (due to the 
involvement of partial degrees of excitations), high angular momenta (relatively higher 
values of impact parameters contribute to the high spin states) at a given projectile 
energy. In case of high angular momenta, the de-excitation of excited nucleus favours 
more number of yrast-like transitions as compared to statistical ones, where less or no 
feeding is expected. Therefore, a rapid increase in the production yield (intensity) upto 
a certain value of spin is expected, thereafter, the production yield is expected to remain 
constant down to the band head. This production yield pattern may arise from the 
narrow ^'-window, localized near and above to the critical angular momentum for CF. 
As such, on the basis of aforementioned description, the spin-distribution of CF and 
ICF products are expected to be distinctly different in nature and may be used as a 
sensitive tool to probe reaction dynamics by looking into entry state spin population 
[23]. In this work, the involved dynamical processes such as CF and/or ICF in HI 
induced reactions have been investigated by two different approaches, such as; 
• Spin-distribution studies i.e., the study of qualitative behaviour of intensity profiles 
with observed spin, and 
• Side-feeding of 7-ray intensities for different reaction products, which have been 
deduced from experimentally measured spin-distributions. 
Significant information about the multiplicity of driving input angular momenta in-
volved in CF and ICF processes have been obtained from the spin-distribution and side-
feeding intensity profiles. The details of experimental set-up & methodology electronics 
k data collection, the data analysis and results with interpretations are given in the 
following subsections. 
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4.1 Experimental Details 
In order to understand the multiplicity of driving input angular momenta involved in 
CF and ICF reactions, two particle-7-coincidence experiments have been performed at 
the Inter-University Accelerator lUAC, New Delhi using Gamma Detector Array (GDA) 
alongwith charged particle detector array (CPDA) setup, for ^"-'O+^^^Tm and ^^C+^^^Tm 
systems at energy Ri4-7 MeV/nucleon. Coincidences were recorded between prompt 7-
rays observed by HPGe detectors and charged particles (Z= l ,2 ) detected by the charged 
particle detector system. The first experiment has been carried out for ^^0+^^^Tm sys-
tem, where spin-distribution and feeding intensity profiles of several evaporation residues 
have been measured at Ri5.6MeV/nucleon. However, for additional information on the 
multiplicity of driving input angular momenta, and to investigate the effect of projectile 
energy and structure on the entry state spin populations, another experiment has been 
performed to measure spin-distributions and side-feeding intensity profiles at 8 different 
energies ranging from KiA to 7MeV/nucleon. Brief description of target preparation, 
experimental setup and the description of used electronics, etc., is given in the following 
subsections. 
4.1.1 Target Preparat ion 
In these experiments for the spectroscopy of prompt 7-rays (in-beam spectroscopy), it 
is required to have spectroscopically pure and uniform target foils. As such, the targets 
have been prepared by rolling technique. In the first experiment, (i.e., ^^0-l-^^^Tm 
system, where spin-distributions and feeding intensity profiles have been measured 
at ERi5.6MeV/nucleon) spectroscopically pure and self-supporting ^^^Tm target of 
thickness «0.96 mg/cm^ has been used. However, for the second experiment (i.e., 
i2(-_|^i69jj^ system, where the spin-distributions and feeding intensity profiles have been 
measured at 8 different energies ranging from E»4-7MeV/nucleon) ^^^Tm target of 
thickness « 1.85mg/cm^ has been used. Thickness of the targets has been measured 
by a-transmission technique. The brief details of a-transmission technique have already 
been given in the Section-2.2 of Chapter-2. Further, the above projectile-target com-
binations have been chosen because of the fact that the possible reaction products are 
the well known rotational nuclei, and also the prompt 7-transitions are available in the 
literature. 
4.1.2 Experimental Setup 
For in-beam particle-7-spectroscopy, a large improvement in the experimental tech-
nique has been achieved in recent years due to the availability of multi-detector systems, 
different energy filter detectors as well as anti-Compton spectrometers. This advance-
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ment arrised as a large scale scientific efforts made to improve upon the spectroscopic 
limitations of single detector system, where the total counting rate is not, in general, 
allowed to exceed 10,000 counts per second due to the excessive pile up. However, it 
may be reduced to 3,000 counts per second after Compton scattering correction. The 
counting rate in a single HPGe detector may be calculated as; 
A^, = N,(fi/47r)MG, (4.1) 
Where; N^ is the number of residual nuclei produced per second. ^I/ATT is the fraction 
of solid angle covered by each detector, M the number of photons emitted per event, 
and Gj is the total 7-ray detection efficiency of the detector after Compton correction. 
In case of in-beam 7-spectroscopy, it is required to collect the coincidence data to 
improve the resolving power. This technique is one of the most reliable criteria for 
assigning 7-transitions and/or cleaning up the spectrum considerably. The main disad-
vantage of coincidence experiments is that the count rate goes down drastically with 
the degree of coincidence or with the number of fold(s). For example, the data rate 
may be very less for an a-7-coincidence as compared to proton-7-coincidence in a nu-
clear reaction. As such, with any gating condition, the count rate in coincidence with 
one detector may be too small for analysis and/or to draw any significant conclusion. 
The count rate may be increased by increasing number of residual nuclei produced per 
second (Nr), which may be done by increasing beam current and/or target thickness. 
But, the above way of increasing the count rate may be constrained due to the pile-up 
events. Further, the coincidence count rate can not be increased much by increasing 
the solid angle of individual detector, since with this increase the Doppler broadening 
of 7-rays also increases. Therefore, the coincidence count rate can only be increased 
by using multi-detector system without affecting the quality of data. As such, in the 
present work, Gamma Detector Array (GDA) consisting of 12HPGe detectors has been 
used to record characteristic 7-rays. However, for particle identification and to generate 
particle-7-coincidences. Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA) set-up has been used 
alongwith Gamma Detector Array. A brief description of GDA and CPDA set-up, and 
their specifications are given in the following sections. 
Gamma Detector Array (GDA) 
Gamma Detector Array (GDA) is a multi-detector system of high counting efficiency, 
installed at the Inter-University Accelerator Center, New Delhi, India. This detector 
system is a dedicated array for 7-spectroscopy and reaction dynamics studies. With 
the advancement in the technology of the high-purity germanium material, the purity 
level of germanium crystal can be maintained as high as 10^-10^°. The detectors used 
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in this array are made up of such high purity germanium and efficient in detecting 7-
rays. This detector array consists of 12 n-type, intrinsic, HPGe-detectors. The n-type 
Ge-semiconductors are used almost universally as detector material for 7-spectroscopy, 
because of the good timing and high resistance to neutron damage. Further, in the 
mechanism of 7-ray detection, the photo-electric processes are important, as they result 
in full energy deposition. Generally, only 15-20% of photons result in full energy peak in a 
typical (100 C.C.) HPGe detector. For a particle-7-coincidence experiment, the situation 
gets much worse, where only 4% events are expected to be full energy deposition events. 
Thus, it is required to improve the signal to background ratio for coincidence experiments. 
The signal to background ratio can be increased by detecting Compton scattered 7-rays 
coming out of the HPGe detector, by another scintillator and veto them out electronically. 
Such an array of scintillators surrounding an HPGe detector is known as Anti-Compton 
Shield (ACS). Both Nal and BGO crystals (which has absorption thickness about 2.2 
times of Nal) have been used to construct an ACS. As an example, a typical schematic 
diagram of ACS is shown in Fig.4.1. 
Figure 4.1: The symmetric Anti-Compton Shield (ACS) as used in GDA. The 
lengths are in mm. 
As can be seen from this figure, the ACS is of symmetric design, and surrounded 
around each HPGe detector of the array. It has got two parts, i.e.. 
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• The main cylindrical body, which consists of eight optically separated 15cm long 
BGO crystals. To each of these BGOs, PMT is attached at an angle of 20°. 
• A piece of Nal crystal is optically coupled to BGO crystals forming the front end 
of ACS. 
Further, since, the energy of the back-scattered 7-rays from HPGe are <300 keV, 
the very high density material like BGO is not needed to detect those. Therefore, Nal 
crystal are used for the front part of ACS, which has a higher light output than BGO, 
particularly at lower 7-ray energies. Fig.4.2 gives the view of GDA set-up at the lUAC. 
Figure 4.2: The Gamma Detector Array (GDA) in position 
As shown in Fig.4.2, the HPGe detectors are inserted axially inside the ACS and are 
mounted on two rigid mechanical structures on either side of 30° beam line at the lUAC 
in Beam Hall-I. Each ACS is shielded from in-beam 7-rays from the target by 3 cm thick 
tantalum (Ta) collimator. The structures are movable with the help of rails fixed on the 
floor vertical to the beam line. Each of the structures consists of six HPGe detectors in 
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two rows, 25° above and below the horizontal plane with three detectors in each row at 
45°, 99° and 153° in plane angles. This makes approximately 50°, 98° and 144° actual 
angles, respectively, with respect to the beam direction and there are four detectors at 
each of these angles. These detectors are cooled to liquid Nitrogen temperature (i.e., 
77 K) to reduce the thermally generated leakage current. 
Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA) - ,:;> 
In HI induced reactions a large number of reaction products are observed to be 
populated predominantly via CF and ICF processes at energies «4-7MeV/nucleon. As 
such, in order to distinguish between CF and/or ICF fusion processes, the detection of 
charged particles (Z= l ,2 ) in coincidence with prompt-7-rays becomes very important. 
Moreover, coincidences are also essential for selecting the desired reaction channels 
and/or for removing the unwanted background. As such, it is required to have a detector 
system for charged particle detection in a 47r-arrangement. The motivation of present 
work is to study the ICF reaction dynamics, where charged particle gating is an important 
tool for selecting the desired incompletely fused composites formed via ICF processes. In 
ICF reactions, the probability of projectile-like fragments emission is expected to be large 
as compared to CF reaction process, particularly in forward cone (as per the definition of 
ICF processes). Therefore, a device capable of particle (Z= l ,2 ) identification is required 
to investigate the interplay of particle emission from different reaction processes, such 
as; CF and/or ICF fusion. The CPDA at lUAC consists of 14 charged particle detectors 
(CPD's) arranged in two truncated hexagonal pyramids. The bases of all pyramids lie 
in a horizontal plane with each other having trapezoidal shape. The remaining space at 
the top and bottom are filled by hexagonal detectors, which together with trapezoids 
cover nearly 90% of the total solid angle. The corner of the trapezoids are cut in V-
shape for the entrance and exit of the beam and also for the target support (mounting) 
arrangement. The full CPDA is held in place from the top and bottom flanges of the 
scattering chamber, and is shown in Fig.4.3. There are four detector at the forward angles 
(F) covering 10°-60°, four in backward (B) covering 120°-180° and six sideway (S) at 
an angle around 90°. The specific features of CPDA are summarized in the Table.4.1. 
However, various stages of the installation of CPDA are shown in Fig.4.4. As can be 
seen from this figure, each CPD consists of the following components; (i) Phoswich 
detector made of plastic scintillator, {ii) Optical Guide, and {in) Photo-multiplier Tube 
(PMT) with its base. 
(i) Phoswich De tec to r : •• ; ^ v ' 
The plastic scintillator is an organic scintillator, which is characterized by the presence of 
benzene ring structure in their constituent molecules. This particular structure possesses 
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chemical bonds in which the electron configuration can be distributed into a number of 
excited states by the absorption of radiation. These excited states then decay to their 
original ground state and emit light during the de-excitation. The entire process takes 
few nanoseconds in most of the orogenic scintillators. This is the principle used in 
the detection of charged particles in the Phoswich detectors. The combination of two 
dissimilar plastic scintillators optically coupled to a Photo-Multiplier Tube (PMT) is 
called Phoswich detector. One of the detectors (thin-BC400-0.1 mm) has a fast rise 
time giving information on the type of particle detected based on the energy deposited 
by a particle (AE) inside the detector material. However, the second (thick-BC444-5 
mm) detector has a slow decay constant containing the total energy (E) deposited by 
the traversing particle(s). The scintillator (BC400, and BC444) of each CPD are having 
proper shapes (edges and sides) to match with the optical guide's trapezoidal face and 
the shape of the truncated hexagonal pyramid of full detector system. Each Phoswich 
detector is made by heat pressing the two plastic scintillators at constant temperature 
for about two hrs under pressure (sandwiched between two flanges tightened with a set 
of bolts). If the joining temperature and pressure is more, then the scintillator material 
may melt and cause drastic changes in the optical properties (and becomes opaque), 
where, the dimension changes will not allow the precise positioning of the detectors in 
the compact array. The front face of the Phoswich detector is having a layer of gold 
(100 jigjcra^ deposition) for good collection efficiency. 
{a) optical Guide: 
The optical guide is the material which joins the scintillator and the PMT. The PMT 
converts the light signal into electrical signal for further processing. As the wavelength 
of the light (emitted by plastic scintillator) is of the order of Ultra-Violet (UV) region, 
the UV transmitting (UVT) lucite material (BC800 UVT acrylic) is there for better 
transmission of light. The length of the optical guide has to be kept minimum for 
maximum light collection efficiency at the PMT. For joining the optical guide to the 
Phoswich detector and also with PMT, an optical cement BC600 was used, which is a 
clear, optically transparent epoxy. The optical guide alongwith the Phoswich detector is 
covered with the aluminized mylar foil of 6 /ig/cm^ for the good transmission of light. 
The vacuum seal is used with the PMT, as it avoids the light leakage and vacuum 
problem to a large extent. 
{in) Photo-Multiplier Tube (PMT): 
Considering the space availability in the scattering chamber, rise time compatibility 
between the scintillator and the Photo-Multiplier Tube (PMT), stability and low noise, 
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the HAMAMATSU PMT R1924 is used as the PMT for the charged particle detector. 
The working of the PMT is ensured by keeping the anodes and plates successively at 
a positive stable voltage with respect to photo-cathode. As the gain of the PMT is 
extremely sensitive to changes in voltage, it is very important that sources of high 
voltage be well regulated and free of ripples. 
Beam 
^ 
PMT Base 
PIVIT R1924 
Optical Guide 
Scintillator 
Target position 
Figure 4.3: Charged particle detector array housed in a small scattering chamber, 
where target position is also shown 
Table 4.1: Salient features of CPDA 
Geometry of CPDA 
Detector material 
Solid angle covered 
Number of detectors 
Count rate for each element 
AE detector 
E detector 
Optical guide 
PMT 
Glue for PMT k optical guide 
Two truncated hexagonal pyramids 
Plastic scintillator 
90 % of 4 TT 
14 
50,000 counts/sec 
BC400, thickness ^ 100 fim 
BC444, thickness » 5 mm 
BC800 UVT lucite material 
1" diameter, R1924- HAMAMATSU 
Optical cement (BC600) 
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Phoswich detector 
Top flange of CPDA, 
7 CPD's are installed 
aiongwith PMT 
Figure 4.4: Different components of Charged particle detector array. 
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4.2 Irradiations 
The scattering chamber of 16cm diameter (made up of Aluminum) housed the CPDA 
for the configuration of GDA+CPDA operation. This scattering chamber is made up 
of aluminum to minimize the absorption of emitted 7-rays from the target area. It 
also houses a special arrangement to mount the target, beam collimator (called CPDA 
collimator), and the current feed-through for the beam current monitoring. Special care 
has been taken so that the center of the CPDA and that of GDA coincide. This chamber 
has two rotatable flanges for the alignment purposes. As the CPDA is held and aligned 
by the top and bottom flanges of the target chamber, specially designed set of two 
flanges hold each set of seven charged particle detectors (CPD's) in a proper geometry 
to reliably reproduce the center. 
In the present set of experiments, natural ^^^Tm (100%) targets of given thicknesses 
have been bombarded with ^^O"*"^  and ^^C+^ projectiles, respectively, at projectile ener-
gies i^90 MeV and ^ 57-90MeV delivered from ISUD-Pelletron Accelerator at lUAC. 
As has already been mentioned, in these experiments, particle-7-coincidences have been 
recorded using GDA aiongwith CPDA set-up. The GDA is an assembly of 12 Compton 
suppressed, high resolution HPGe 7-detectors at angles 45°, 99°, 153° with respect to 
the beam axis and there are 4 detectors at each of these angles. However, the CPDA 
is a set of 14-Phoswich detectors, covering nearly 90% of total solid angle, so that the 
angular distribution of charged particles (Z=l ,2) in ^ 47r-solid angle may be recorded. 
For coincidence purposes, all 14 detectors of CPDA have been divided into the three 
angular zones; 
• Forward angles (F) 10° - 60°, 
• Sideways (S) 60° - 120°, and 
• Backward angle (B) 120° - 170°. 
Moreover, in order to remove the scattered beam during the experiment, CPD's have 
been covered by Al-absorber of appropriate thickness. The Al-absorber also reduces 
the number of random coincidences due to elasticaiiy scattered beams and prevents the 
detector array from the direct radiation damage. As a kinematical fact, in HI (e.g., 
^^0, ^^ C etc.) induced reactions, different a-components (fast and slow) are, generally, 
emitted, as; 
• the fusion-evaporation (CF) a-particles i.e., the slow-a-component (CN-a) ex-
pected to be emitted after equilibration of composite nucleus, and 
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• the spectator a-particles i.e., the fast-a-component {Edirect~a) after projectile 
break-up in an incomplete fusion reaction. 
It may, further, be pointed out that the slow-a-component (CN-a) may be simulated 
by fusion-evaporation model code PACE. However, fast-a-component with a forward 
peaked angular distribution emitted in ICF process is expected to be peaking at the 
projectile velocity. The energy of fast-a-component {Edirect-a) may be calculated as 
the energy of projectile times ejectile to projectile mass ratio {Edirect-a = Eprojectue x 
Mejectiie/Mprojectiie)- As 3 typical example, spectra for slow-a-component simulated for 
i6Q_|_i69-j-f^  system at !5s5.6MeV/nucleon using statistical model code PACE4 is shown 
in Fig.4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Typical spectra for slow-a-component (i.e., EcN-a'^'^^MeV) simulated 
by statistical model code PACE4. 
As can be seen from the Fig.4.5, the slow-a-component (CN-a) emitted in 
i6Q_|.i69 j ^ system at wS.GMeV/nucleon indicates the most probable energy Ecw-a^ 
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18MeV. However, as per the definition of ICF the Eoirect-a has been estimated to be 
Ri 22.5MeV corresponding to ^ 90MeV projectile energy. Since, there is a significant 
difference in the energy of fast and slow-a-components, therefore, it is possible to dis-
tinguish them by using the charged particle detector system. Moreover, in a nuclear 
reaction initiated by His, the charged particle detectors at forward angles (F) 10° — 60° 
are expected to detect both fast and slow-a-components. As such, in order to record 
only fast-a-particles originated from ICF processes in forward cone (F), an Al-absorber 
of appropriate thickness has been kept at forward cone (F) 10° — 60° CPDs to cut-off 
the low energy alpha component (i.e., EcN-a ~18 MeV). All HRGe 7-detectors of GDA 
set-up have been calibrated using various standard 7-sources of known strength. The 
efficiency of these high-resolution HPGe 7-detectors have been measured by putting 
^^^Eu and '^^ '^ Ba 7-sources at the target position. While, the '^^ ^Am a-source has been 
used for CPDA gain matching. 
4.3 Electronics set-up 
4.3.1 Electronics for GDA 
The electronics for the GDA consists of the following requirements; 
• The rejection of 7-rays associated with Compton scattering. When a signal comes 
from the ACS, the corresponding signal from the HPGe detector should veto out 
electronically. 
• Coincidence relation should be satisfied at the hardware level before recording the 
data. 
• The energy and timing information from the valid signal obtained from HPGe 
detector after the suppression of the Compton background should also be recorded, 
which is very important for coincidence measurements. 
As a matter of fact, the valid signals are those, which satisfy the first two requirements. 
The HPGe detectors have two signal outputs, i.e., 'fast' for deriving the timing, and 'slow' 
for 7-ray energy information, although both the signals are actually identical in nature 
while coming out from the Ge pre-amplifier, The pre-amplification of both the signals 
are achieved inside the detector housing itself. These 'slow' and 'fast' signals are sent 
to linear amplifier, and then fed to the analog to digital convertor (ADC) for recording 
of the energy information, proportional to the pulse height. The TFA output on the 
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other hand is used as timing and logic signals for generating master triggers. The block 
diagram of the electronics for the Compton suppression is shown in Fig.4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of Compton suppression logic; used in Gamma Detector 
Array Experiments . 
As has already been pointed out that the 'fast' signal from HPGe is fed into a TFA and 
then the output of TFA is fed into a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) for deriving 
the timing signal. The CFD is used in slow rise time (SRT) mode for achieving better 
timing resolution. The thresholds of CFDs for the HPGe are set just above the noise by 
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looking at the linear amplifier output on an oscilloscope triggered by the CFD out-put. 
The CFD pulse width for HPGe is kept to 60 ns. The signals from the shield scintillator 
are summed up and the timing of this summed signal is also derived from a TFA-CFD 
combination. This signal is used to veto the HPGe CFD output in a coincidence module 
CO4010. Moreover, in order to ensure that the HPGe signal is at the center of the ACS 
signal or not, and to take care of pulse walk in the HPGe signal, the HPGe CFD output 
is delayed by 100ns before feeding into the coincidence unit CO4011. To remove the 
pile up signals, the signal A is further delayed by a delay generator, which is further 
fed into the same coincidence module and demanding an anti-coincidence with the first 
signal. The coincidence now generates a logic output which is Compton suppressed 
and is termed as GE.ACS(bar). The coincidence unit CO4010 has both TTL and NIM 
outputs. The TTL outputs, after proper delay and width adjustments, are used to gate 
the ADCs of individual HPGe detector. 
4.3.2 Electronics for CPDA 
In the present experiments, the particle identification has been done based on the pulse 
height of the signal. The same signal has been used for both protons and a-particles, 
where the buffer module takes the analog signal, priori shaped by the fast amplifier and 
give two outputs with 50Q output impedance. Hence eight channel buffer module with 
each channel having one input and two outputs is used for this purpose. The count 
rate from the individual charged particle detector is quite high, i.e., 50,000 counts per 
second, therefore, the regular spectroscopic amplifier can not be used as they will choke 
the data flow. Hence, an amplifier cum attenuator is used which takes the input from 
buffer module, amplifies it and gives output alongwith twelve attenuated outputs. The 
block diagram of CPDA electronics is shown in Fig.4.7. The circuit diagram shown in 
this figure is used to record the particle(Z=l,2)-7-coincidences. However, Fig.4.8 is used 
to record the multiplicity of charged particles (Z= l ,2 ) detected in the various angular 
zones of CPDA. 
As demonstrated in the figure, the signal from each charged particle detector is fed 
into 776 amplifier (16 channel-fixed gain amplifier), which amplifies the CPD signals 
with a constant rate. The output of the fast amplifiers are fed into the 777 amplifier 
(variable gain amplifiers), which are used to match the gain and for further amplification 
of all the signals. Moreover, two multi-unit constant fraction discriminators (ORTEC 
CF8000) are used to adjust the threshold of CPDA to differentiate the particles (Z= l ,2 
i.e., proton and a-particles respectively), and alpha are set by looking at the output of 
777 amplifiers on an oscilloscope triggered by the CF8000 output. For the particles (Z 
= 1,2) and alpha-particle, the threshold of the CF8000 in the CPDA channels is set just 
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above the noise. The threshold of the a-particle(s) has been kept high in comparison 
to the particles. These modules give a multiplicity (M) signal and OR (ORed) signal, 
which is then fed into the modules 744 FIFO and the coincidence unit CO4010. The 
coincidence unit CO4010 generates a logic output. The output of CF8000 is delayed 
using delay generator GG8000. 
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram for generating master-gate to record particle-7-
coincidences. 
This signal is further fed into the same coincidence unit and master-coincidences 
in between particles (Z= l ,2 ) and prompt 7-rays emitted are demanded as a course of 
projectile-target interactions. Further, the output of CF8000 is delayed by 130ns using 
delay unit and then the delayed output fed into FIF0744 module. The output from the 
coincidence unit CO4010 is fed into a DV8000 module. However, the NIM signal is fed 
into the trigger logic unit to generate the master gate. After proper delay and width 
adjustment the output of DV8000 is fed into FIF0744 unit, where output is further fed 
into the 572 ORTEC amplifier. The amplified signal from 5720RTEC amplifier is fed 
into the analog to digital converter (AD 418A QUAD 8k) for recording the a-multiplicity 
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and particle-multiplicity spectra. 
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram for particle (Z=l,2) multiplicity 
4.3.3 Data acquisition System 
In the GDA-I-CPDA experiments, a LINUX based computer was used for data ac-
quisition. The CAMAC (Computer Automated Measurement And Control) crates were 
used for the interfacing. The online data acquisition program CANDLE of lUAC, New 
Delhi was used to collect the multi-parameter data in event-by-event (LIST) mode. Each 
event has been recorded with following parameters; 
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• The bit-pattern from the 16-channel discriminator latch gives the information 
about the pair of detectors fired when coincidence conditions are satisfied. 
• The twelve energy signals from twelve detectors which satisfy all the coincidence 
and anti-coincidence conditions. 
• The timing of all the detectors from TDC module. 
• The charged particles (Z= l ,2 ) and a-particle multiplicity. 
Moreover, in order to collect the coincidence information, the events for particle 
(Z=l,2)-7-coincidences have been collected in three angular zones. As such, six AD's 
(one for each angular zone) have been assigned for particle (a sum of proton and a-
particles), and a-gates, in the following manner; 
• CPDA-P-F (CPDA-particle-forward) for 10° - 60° angular zone, 
• CPDA-P-S (CPDA-particle-sideways) for 60° - 120° angular zone, 
• CPDA-P-B (CPDA-particle-backward) for 120° - 170° angular zone, 
• CPDA-a-F (CPDA-a-forward) for 10° - 60° angular zone, 
• CPDA-a-S (CPDA-a-sideways) for 60° - 120° angular zone, and 
• CPDA-a-B (CPDA-a-backward) for 120° - 170° angular zone. 
Apart from the particle-7-coincidence events in different gating conditions, data has 
also been collected in singles mode without any hard and/or soft gating condition, so 
that the pure neutron channels may be identified during the analysis. As such, the 
singles data has been collected using the best (resolution and efPiciency wise) backward 
and forward angle detectors, which have also been used for Doppler correction during the 
analysis. The detailed discussion on the off-line analysis of data is given in the following 
section. 
4.4 Data Analysis 
In the present work, in-beam prompt 7-ray spectra have been analyzed in the multi-
parameter mode. After recording the list mode data, the off-line data analysis has been 
performed by sorting the data and subsequent projection of gating conditions on spectra 
using nuclear physics analysis software INGAsort [81]. The sorting of list-mode data went 
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through a series of data processing before the twelve energy ADCs (7-energ(es recorded 
in HPGe detectors) have fired. The gain of all ADCs are approximately matched during 
the experiment, but a precise gain matching is required to add the projected spectra 
of all the HPGe detectors. The efficiency determination and gain matching of HPGe 
detectors have been done by using standard radio-active sources of known strength to 
cover the energy range from w 80-1408 keV. In these experiments, the efficiency of 
HPGe 7-detectors have been determined by putting ^^^Eu and ^^^Ba 7-sources at the 
target position. In order to show the quality of calibration and gain matching, as a 
typical example, calibrated and gain matched spectra (from channel no. 286 to 859) 
taken by Ge7 and Ge8 detectors are shown in Fig.4.9, where different peaks of standard 
^^^Eu-source are marked. 
CHANNEL NUMBER 
Figure 4.9: Typical partial 7-ray spectra of standard ^^^Eu-source. Gain matching 
with Ge7 and Ge8 is also shown in this figure. 
It may, however, be pointed out that each 7-ray may have contribution due to back-
ground, therefore, its contribution has been corrected by subtracting separately taken 
background spectra. After gain matching of the detectors, different gating conditions 
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as given in the earlier section have been projected onto energy spectra to generate the 
particle (Z= l ,2 ) gated spectra. The width of different particle gates have been pro-
jected in such a way that covers the essential part of particle (Z= l ,2 ) gates. In order to 
improve the data statistics, assuming the angular distribution of the observed 7-rays to 
be isotropic, all gated spectra for a particular gating condition have been summed up. 
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Figure 4.10: A typical partial 7-ray spectrum for ^°0+ Tm system at 
i5:i5.6MeV/nucleon in singles mode. Peaks has been assigned to different CF prod-
ucts, predominantly populated via xn-channels. 
Further, in addition to the particles (Z= l ,2 ) gated data, singles data has been col-
lected to identify the CF products (xn-channels). Specific reaction products produced 
via CF and/or ICF have been identified by looking into various particle(s) and a-gated 
spectra. As mentioned above, the pure neutron channels (xn-channels) have been iden-
tified by looking into the singles data taken from the best Ge-detectors (resolution and 
efficiency wise). These channels, as a matter of confidence, have also been confirmed 
by the identification of their characteristic decay 7-lines from the decay spectra recorded 
time to time during the experiment without beam. However, CF products populated via 
pxn/axn-channels have been identified from the backward (B)-particles(Z=l,2) and a-
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gated spectra. In particular, for the identification of pxn-channels, backward(B)-a-gated 
spectra has been subtracted from the backward(B)-particles (Z=l,2)-gated spectra to 
achieve only proton-gated spectra. While, Q;xn/2axn-channels produced via CF have 
been identified from the backward(B)-a-gated spectra. Further, as per the kinematical 
definition of ICF, the fast-a-particles (particles having velocity of the order or projec-
tile velocity) produced in an ICF reaction are expected to flow only in forward cone 
(10° — 60°). As such, the ICF products produced via Q:xn/2axn-channels have been 
identified from forward(F)-a-gated spectra. It has already been mentioned that, the 
CN-a component of most probable energy i.e., EcN-a ~ 18MeV (simulated by PACE4), 
has been completely cut-off by putting an Al-absorber of appropriate thickness on the 
forward cone (10° - 60°) Charged Particle Detectors (CPDs). However, in order to, 
further, remove contamination of CN-a's, the backward(B)-a-gated spectra has been 
subtracted from forward(F)-a-gated spectra. 
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Figure 4.11: A typical paxtial 7-ray spectrum gated with CPDA-P-F. This spectrum 
has been generated for the identification of pxn-channels. 
The intensity and area under the photo-peak (efficiency corrected) of the characteristic 
prompt 7-transitions were used to determine the relative production yield for the observed 
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spin. The 7-ray energies and their intensities used in the present work have been taken 
from RADWARE and/or NNDC [86]. A typical 7-ray spectum of ^^O-h^^^Tm system 
recorded in singles mode is shown in Fig.4.10, while the 7-ray spectra in coincidence 
with proton(s) and a-particle(s) are shown in Fig.4.11 and Fig.4.12, respectively. In 
order to show the quality of selection and the accuracy of calibration, 7-ray peaks have 
been labelled belonging to the different residual nuclei expected to be populated via CF 
and/or ICF channels in '^''0+^^''Tm system at 5.6 MeV/nucleon. In order to further 
improve the statistics, subtracted spectra have been added up for all four forward angles 
CPD's. Out of these 7-ray spectra, 7-transitions belonging to the xn, axn and 2axn-
channels have been assigned. Area under the peaks of relevant 7-transitions assigned to 
the different reaction products have been used to obtain the relative production yield of 
ER's. 
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Figure 4.12: A typical partial 7-ray spectrum gated with CPDA-a-F ( C P D A - Q -
forward). This spectrum has been obtained after subtraction of backward(B)-a-
gated spectra from forward(F)-Q:-gated spectra for the identification of direct-a-
emitting channels. 
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4.5 Results and interpretation:^*^0+^^^Tni system 
in the present work, different reaction modes have been identified on the basis of 
experimentally observed spin population in a residual nucleus prior to its de-excitation, 
which are expected to be distinctly different for CF and ICF reactions. In order to gen-
erate experimental spin-distributions [i.e., the yield (intensity) profile as a function of 
observed spin {Jobs)] of various CF and ICF reaction products, relative production yields 
have been plotted as a function of experimentally observed spin (J^bD corresponding 
to prompt 7-transitions. For better comparison of different reaction channels (xn, axn 
and 2axn) in a panel, relative production yields have been normalized with their own 
highest experimentally measured values (YJJ °^^ ) at lowest J™ .^". The spin-distributions 
of evaporation residues obtained as mentioned above have been fitted to a function of 
following type adopted as the simplest analytical representation of data[23]; 
Y Y./[l + exp{J - Jo)/A] (4.2) 
Where; A is related to the width of input angular momentum (Jo) and Yo 
is the normalization constant. Here, J^ is a sensitive parameter which pro-
vides the qualitative information about the mean driving input angular momenta 
associated with various reaction channels. The main reaction channels that 
were identified in the forward (F) cone in coincidence with fast a-particle(s) 
are ^^nm{^^0,axnY^^-^Re, i69Tm(i60,apxn)i»°-^W, '^nmC^O,2axnY^'-''Ta and 
^^^Tm(^^0,2apxn)^^^"'^Hf. However, the residues which have been identified in back-
ward cone are i'^9Tm(i^O,axn)i8^-^Re and i6^Tm(i^0,pxn)i^^-^0s. The normal xn-
channels ^^^Tm(^^0,xn)^^^~^lr(CF products) have been identified from singles spectra 
and confirmed from decay gamma-lines. 
4.5.1 Spin-distributions:^^0+^^^Tm system 
Experimentally measured spin-distributions for xn, axn and 2axn-channels are pre-
sented in Figs.4.13-4.15. Notations 'F' and 'B' represent the reaction products identified 
respectively from 'Forward' & 'Backward' a-gated spectra. The lines and curves through 
data points are the results of best fit to the data points. The errors have not been shown 
in these figures and are estimated to be < 10 %. The normalized yield (Y„or) at different 
^obs for a particular reaction product has been obtained as the ratio of Y^^^ at J ^ " to 
Yobs at different ^obs values. As such, the fractional errors are significantly reduced in 
the value of Ynor- It has been checked that the inclusion of these reduced errors does 
not alter the fitting of spin-distributions, and hence the present analysis. The reaction 
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channels are labelled by self-explanatory notations of corresponding emission cascade, 
as discussed in text. 
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Figure 4.13: Experimentally measured spin-distributions for xn(CF) and 
axn/2Q;xn(CF and/or ICF) channels in ^^0+^^^Tm system at w 5.6 MeV/nucleon. 
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Figure 4.14: Experimentally measured spin-distributions for different residues pop-
ulated via xn and Q!xn/2axn-channels in ^^0-|-^ ^^Tm system at w 5.6 MeV/nucleon. 
It can be observed from the Figs.4.13-4.15, that there is a striking difference in the 
experimentally measured spin-distributions of different reaction products expected to 
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be populated via CF and ICF processes, which indicates the involvement of entirely 
different reaction dynamics in the production of these reaction products. As shown in 
these figures, the intensity of xn-channels (predominantly populated via CF) falls off 
rather quickly with ^obs or the intensity is increasing steeply towards the band head, 
indicating the strong feeding during the deexcitation of CN. This gradual monotonic 
increase in the intensity towards the band head may be because of the fact that the 
CF process leads to a CN of definite excitation energy {E*), and a broad spin states 
populations. In this case, the yrast states are expected to be fed over a broad spin range. 
It may, further, be pointed out from the Figs.4.13-4.15 that the spin-distributions for axn 
and/or 2axn channels identified from forward(F)-a-gated spectra (associated with ICF) 
are found to distinctly different as that observed for CF. In this case, the yield appears 
to be almost constant upto J«10fi. and }^12h for a/2a-emitting channels, respectively, 
and then decreases rapidly for higher J-values. 
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Furthermore, in order to have better insight into the spin-distributions of a-emitting 
channels, the spin-distributions of ^^^-^^^Re-isotopes identified from backward-a-gated 
spectra (CF products) and forward-a-gated (ICF products) spectra have been compared 
in a panel in Figs.4.13(a)-(b). As given in these figures, the spin-distributions for ICF 
products are found to be distinctly different than that observed for CF products. It 
may, further, be pointed out that the yield of ^^^'^^^Re-isotopes [Figs.4.13(a) and (b)] 
identified from the backward(B)-a-gated spectra is found to fall steeply with observed 
spin, indicating strong feeding as expected for CF products. While, the yields of the 
same residues ^^ '^^ ^^Re identified from the forward(F)-a-gated spectra (ICF products) 
are found to increase towards band head upto a certain value of Johs and then is almost 
constant upto the lowest Jobs- The similar characteristics (spin-distributions) as that 
observed for ICF-channels have been observed for ^''^•^^^Hf-isotopes (populated via 2Q;pxn 
and Qfxpn channels) identified from the forward(F)-a-gated spectra, which are shown in 
Fig.4.14(b). These results imply the absence of feeding to the lowest members of the 
'yrast' band, or the population of low spin states are strongly hindered in direct-a-
emitting channels (ICF products). Moreover, the increase in yield from highest Jobs 
to J !^10-12fi, indicates significant feeding even in case of ICF for some initial spin 
states from the entry side. The spin-distributions for W-isotopes populated via CF and 
or ICF processes are given in Fig.4.15. The residue ^^^W (apxn) has been identified 
from backward(B)-Q;-gated spectra and the residues (i76,i77,i78y\/^ produced via apxn-
channels have been identified from forward(F)-a-gated spectra. As can be seen from the 
figure, the residues, which are identified from forward(F)-Q;-gated spectra are showing 
the same trend as has been observed for ICF reaction products, however for apxn-channel 
identified from backward(B)-a-gated spectra, the yield is falling exponentially with spin, 
as has been observed in case of CF products. 
As such, it may be inferred that the trends of experimentally measured spin-
distributions are likely to reflect the fact that the spin population for ICF reaction 
products is narrow and peaked at large ^-values associated with the large values of 
impact parameters at a given projectile energy. However, the CF products are found to 
be originated from the relatively low £-values associated with the small values of impact 
parameters. The dispute on this point has been discussed by Gerschel[82]. Further, in 
general, the spin at half yield i.e., the mean value of input angular momenta (Jo) is found 
to be ^ 9-10 h for xn-channels, while for direct-axn and 2axn-channels (ICF products) 
the value of Jo approaches upto ^ 13 h and « 16 h, respectively. Again, it is interesting 
to note that, the value of Jo for a-emitting channels (^ '^ '^ -^ '^ ^Re isotopes) identified from 
backward(B)-a-gated spectra is also found to be ^ 9-10 h, which indicates involvement 
of significantly less input angular momenta as compared to ^^^'^^^Re-isotopes populated 
via direct-a-emitting channels («13-14 h). It may, however, be pointed out (from the 
•!Ae^?3S«1» ft. 
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deduced values of Jo) that the multiplicity of direct-a-particles increases with the driving 
input angular momenta. The above observation indicates the variation of available £-
bins due to different interaction trajectories at a given projectile energy. It may also 
be inferred that the lower £-values do not contribute to the ICF, significantly, and the 
smallness of Jo indicates the involvement of less input angular momenta in CF reactions 
as compared to ICF reactions. 
4.5.2 Analysis with PACE4:i60-|-i^^Tm system 
Accuracy and self-consistency of presently measured spin-distributions have been 
tested by comparing experimental data with the predictions of theoretical model code 
PACE4. Description of code PACE is already given in Chapter-2, Section-2.4. 
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As has already been mentioned in this section, this code does not take ICF into 
consideration, therefore, the relative production yields of CF products populated via 
xn,axn,2axn-channels may be compared. As such, the production yields of CF products 
have been deduced from experimentally measured spin-distributions of CF reaction prod-
ucts identified from backward particle(Z=l,2) gated spectra and from singles spectra. 
The experimentally measured yields of CF reaction products have been extrapolated up 
to ^—0h, and the yield value at }—0h (Y"'"^) has been normalized with the total yield 
(sum of all fusion-evaporation channels) to deduce relative yield value of each reaction 
product. In the same way, the production yield of individual reaction products, calcu-
lated using theoretical model code PACE4, have been normalized with the total yield 
of fusion-evaporation channels. The ratio of experimentally measured and theoretically 
calculated relative production yields of different residues populated via CF and/or ICF 
in ^^0+^^^Tm system at sa 5.6 MeV/nucleon have been plotted in Fig.4.16. As can 
be seen from Fig.4.16 that both the experimental data and theoretical predictions agree 
reasonably well, as the yield ratio (YEXp/ypACE) of different ER's is found to be nearly 
unity within the experimental uncertainties. The above agreement strengthens/gives 
confidence in the measured spin-distributions. 
4.5.3 Feeding intensity profiles:^^0+^^^Tm system 
It has already been pointed out from the spin-distributions of different ERs (as shown 
in Figs.4.13-4.15), the intensity of 'yfast'-line transitions decreases gradually with high 
spin states for CF. While, in case of ICF the intensity remains almost constant up to 
a certain limiting spin value and decreases rapidly for transitions of higher spin states, 
indicating entirely different de-excitation patterns for CF and ICF from entry states to the 
'yrast' line. This implies a rather smooth and broad feeding distribution for the Vast ' -
states in case of CF. However, for ICF channels this distribution must have a 'narrow 
window' meaning thereby a well localized angular momentum region, where a given 
projectile-1 ike fragment is emitted in contrast to the large £-window than that involved 
in the fusion reactions. As such, in order to understand the feeding intensity pattern 
in different reaction channels associated with CF and/or ICF, the feeding intensities of 
7-population have been deduced from the experimentally measured spin-distributions of 
different reaction products. The feeding intensity profiles for different studied reaction 
channels have been plotted as a function of Jobs in Figs.4.17-4.19. As shown in Figs.4.17-
4.19, the feeding intensity for axn and 2Q;xn-channels identified from forward(F)-a-gated 
spectra is found to be increasing upto J ^ lA h and J ^ 17 h, respectively from the 
higher spin states (entry side), indicating that the high spin states are strongly fed even 
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in case of ICF channels. 
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However, as J decreases further the feeding intensity also decreases. As such, it may 
be pointed out that as the residual nucleus de-excites, the feeding intensity decreases 
gradually with the available excitation energy and/or angular momentum, which indicates 
the absence of feeding to the lowest members of the Vast ' band or the low spin states 
are less populated in axn and 2axn-channels identified from forward-a-gated spectra. 
Such feeding intensity pattern is expected to arise from narrow ^-window, localized near 
and/or above to the critical angular momentum for CF, that is associated with ICF, 
where a given projectile-like fragment is emitted. Furthermore, as shown in Figs.4.17-
4.18, the feeding intensity is showing sharp exponential rise towards low spin states for 
all xn-channels (CF), indicating strong feeding. Apart from that, for better comparison 
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of forward and backward a-channels populated via ICF and CF, respectively, the feeding 
intensity profiles for backward(B)-a-channels alongwith forward(F)-Q;-channels have also 
been plotted in Figs.4.17-4.19. As can be seen from these figure, the feeding intensity 
of axn-channels identified from backward(B)-Q:-gated spectra shows exponential rise 
towards lower spin states, as expected for CF channels, where the band is fed over a 
broad spin range. Further, the feeding intensity profiles for W-isotopes populated via 
apxn-channels indicated as CF-apxn (predominantly CF-channel) and ICF-apxn (ICF-
channels) are given in Fig.4.19. As can be seen from this figure, feeding intensity 
for ^^^W (apSn) identified from backward-a-gated spectra (CF product) is found to 
increase toward band head as expected in case of CF products. However, the feeding 
intensity for I'^ ^-i^ '^ 'i^ ^W (apxn) identified from forward-a-gated spectra (ICF products), 
in general, is found to be increasing with spin up to some extent and then found to 
decrease with low spin states, as has been observed in case of ICF reaction products. 
Moreover, it may, further, be pointed out that the feeding intensity is found to be less in 
the production of i77,i78,i79pg isotopes identified from backward-a-gated 7-spectra, as 
compared to xn-channels. This difference may be because of the fact that the neutron 
emission carry almost negligible angular momentum from CN, however, emission of an 
a-particle from CN takes away significant amount of angular momentum and excitation 
energy, which may not provide broad feeding range towards the band head. As such, it 
can be inferred that the trends of feeding intensity profiles suggest that the a-emitting 
channels identified from forward-a-gated spectra particles are produced via ICF, however, 
those detected at backward cone are mainly from CF, which are expected to produce an 
isotropic a distribution in the center-of-mass. 
4.5.4 Remarks on associated £-values:^^0+^^^Tm system 
In order to get an idea of driving input angular momenta involved in the production of 
various reaction channels, mean input angular momenta have been plotted as a function 
of reaction channels in Fig.4.20. Data presented in the Fig.4.20 have been obtained 
from the best fitting procedure of spin-distributions. It can be observed from this figure 
that the value of mean input angular momenta for xn, axn and 2axn-channels are ^lOh, 
^13h and ~16/i , respectively. As such, an approximate but quite useful essence which 
emerged from these measurements about how the driving input angular momenta (i) 
increases with the direct-a multiplicity, can be represented as follows; 
• The mean input angular momenta associated with axn-channel identified from 
forward-a-gated spectra (CPDA-alpha-forward) is found to be 1.3 times than that 
observed for xn/axn-channel identified from backward-a-gated spectra (CPDA-
alpha-backward) and/or singles spectra, and may be represented as; 
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ilCF-axn ~ 1-3 £cF —xn/axn 
Similarly, the mean input angular momenta associated with 2axn-channel identi-
fied from forward-a-gated spectra (CPDA-alpha-forward) is found to be 1.6 times 
than that observed for xn/axn-channel identified from backward-a-gated spectra 
(CPDA-alpha-backward) and/or singles spectra, and may be represented as; 
(lCF-2axn ^ 1-23 i-ICF-axn ^ 1-6 icF-xn/axn 
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Figure 4.20: A typical plot to show the dependence of reaction mode on mean input 
angular momentum. 
It may, further, be pointed out that the multiplicity of direct-a-particles in forward 
cone (ICF-a) increases with Jo, indicates the variation of ^-values (impact parameter 
dependent) even at energy as low as 5.6 MeV/nucleon. As such, on the basis of afore-
mentioned description, it may be quite safely inferred that the CF predominantly occurs 
at lowest driving input angular momenta values. However, ICF occurs in the peripheral 
interactions (at finite values of impact parameters) at large input angular momenta, 
which have been found to be increasing with decreasing fused mass from projectile to 
target nucleus. 
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4.6 Results and interpretationr^^C+^^^Tm system 
In Section-4.5 of this Chapter, it has been demonstrated that the ICF processes gen-
erally occur at large driving input angular momenta, as compared to that involved in 
CF processes, which is assumed to be imparted into the system due to the availability 
of high ^-values at different interaction trajectories. An approximate but quite useful 
information about the driving input angular momenta associated with CF and/or ICF 
processes have also been deduced from the experimentally measured spin-distributions. 
It has been observed that as the angular momenta imparted into the system increases, 
the fused mass from projectile to target nucleus decreases. The measurements presented 
in the earlier section have been performed for ^^0-|-^^^Tm system at 5.6 MeV/nucleon, 
which provided significant understanding of ICF reaction dynamics within the frame-
work of driving input angular momenta. It may, further, be pointed out that the energy 
dependence of driving input angular momenta could not be understood from the mea-
surements presented in the earlier section. As such, keeping in view the outcome of 
I6Q_|_I69JJ^ data, as motivation, to explore the behavior of spin-distributions associated 
with different CF and/or ICF-channels a complementary experiment has been performed 
for ^^C+^^^Tm system within the energy range ^A-7 MeV/nucleon, using similar ex-
perimental technique. In this experiment, variation of input angular momenta involved 
in the production of CF and ICF residues have been investigated at different projec-
tile energies. The ^^C has been chosen as a projectile, so that residues produced via 
direct-a-emitting channels in ^^0+^^^Tm system will be similar to those produced via 
pure neutron(n)-emitting channels in ^^C-|-^^^Tm system, and also to understand the 
entrance channel dependence of spin state population at the same projectile energy i.e., 
5.6 MeV/nucleon. In the present work, experimental data obtained for ^^O-H^^^Tm and 
UQ_^I69J^ systems at the same projectile energy i.e., ~ 5.6 MeV/nucleon have also 
been compared. The data reduction procedure and analysis are similar to that adopted 
for ^^O-H^^^Tm system in the earlier section. The results and interpretation of experi-
mental data obtained for ^^C-|-^^^Tm system at different projectile energies are given in 
the following subsections. 
4.6.1 Spin-distributions: ^^C+^^^Tm system 
It has already been mentioned that the variation of driving input angular momenta 
involved in CF and/or ICF products at different projectile energies can be studied by the 
measurement and analysis of spin-distributions. Therefore, spin-distributions of various 
CF and/or ICF products in ^^C-l-'^^^Tm system have been obtained in the similar way as 
demonstrated in earlier section. It may, further, be pointed out that the spin-distributions 
of different ERs have been obtained using some systematics, viz; the experimentally 
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measured yields of a particular reaction product at different projectile energies have been 
plotted as a function of observed spin (Jobs)- ' " order to plot full studied energy range 
(i.e., !^57-90 MeV) in a panel, experimentally measured yields have been normalized with 
its own maximum value (y'"<»^) at minimum observed spin ( J ^ " ) - ^°^ better analytical 
representation of data and to achieve the qualitative information about mean value of 
driving input angular momenta involved in various reaction channels, normalized data 
points have been fitted with a function as given in earlier section (and in ref.[23]). The 
experimentally measured spin-distributions of i75.i76,i77,i78Rg^ i76,i77y^^ I74,i75j3^ 3^^ 
^''^Hf isotopes populated via CF and/or ICF are given in Figs.4.21-4.26. The Figs.4.21 
and 4.22 show the spin-distributions of i?e-isotopes (I75,i76,i77,i78pg^ produced after 
emission of 6n,5n,4n and 3n, respectively, from the excited composite nucleus ^ '^^ Re* 
formed via CF. Since, these reaction products have been populated via successive neutron 
decay (xn-channels, where; x=3,4,5 and 6) from excited composite nucleus ^^^Re*, 
therefore, the identification of these reaction products have been made by looking into 
the singles spectra collected without employing any hard or soft gate. The identification 
of these reaction products have also been confirmed from the decay-7-lines at different 
projectile energies by looking into the decay spectra recorded for each projectile energy 
after the irradiation. As can be seen from the Figs.4.21 and 4.22, the yield values at 
different projectile energies are found to increase towards band head, which indicates 
continuous population of spin states over a broad spin range. The above trend (increase 
in yield towards band head) of spin-distributions may be the indication of strong feeding 
to the low spin states, as has already been observed for CF reaction products produced 
in i^O+i^^Tm. 
Further, the spin-distribution for ^''^•^^''W-isotopes populated via emission of p4n and 
p3n from the excited composite nucleus ^^^Re*, respectively, are shown in Figs.4.23(a-b). 
These reaction products (^^^'^^^W-isotopes) have been identified from the backward(B)-
proton-gated spectra, obtained by subtracting backward (B)-Q;-gated spectra from back-
ward (B)-particle(Z=l,2)-gated spectra. As shown in Figs.4.23(a-b), the spin- distribu-
tion of ^^^'^^^W-isotopes show the similar trend as that observed in case of Re-isotopes 
identified from singles spectra, indicating the involvement of same reaction process in 
the production of these residues. The observed trend of spin-distribution clearly indicates 
the broad spin- population during de-excitation, where 7-transitions of these reaction 
products are expected to be strongly fed over a broad spin range. Moreover, as can 
be observed from the spin-distributions of Re and W-isotopes (Figs.4.21-4.23), that the 
highest observed spin (JX""^) in case of ^'^^Re-isotope (as a representative case) is found 
to be J = 18 ^ at energies within the range w84-90 MeV. while, at relatively low bom-
barding energies i.e., sa72-78 MeV, it is only approaching upto J ^ ^ ^ = 16 h. Similar 
systematics can be seen in other Re and W-isotopes (Figs.4.21-4.23). As such, on the 
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basis of above observation, it can be inferred that the probability of high spin state 
population increases with projectile energy. 
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Figure 4.23: Experimentally measured spin-distributions for (a) ™^W (p4n), and 
(6) ^^ ^W (p3n) ERs identified from Backward(B)-particle-gated spectra. 
However, as more energy is provided to the system, the population of high spin states 
somewhat saturates at sa 18 ^ even at highest studied energy. The saturation in the 
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population of high spin states indicates the hindrance of high spin states population 
due to onset of other reaction modes at relatively higher projectile energies or at high 
input angular momenta. It can be inferred that at relatively higher projectile energies, 
the increased input angular momenta imparted into the system may be subdivided into 
other reaction channels, where less mass and charge of projectile is expected to fuse 
with target nucleus to provide sustainable input angular momenta. 
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Figure 4.24: Experimentally measured spin-distributions for ^^ '*Ta (a3n) identified 
from Backward(B)-Q:-gated spectra. 
Furthermore, in order to compare a-emitting channels identified at backward (pre-
dominatly populated via CF) and forward (ICF products) cones, the spin- distributions 
of different a-emitting channels have been measured. The spin-distribution of ^^^Ta 
(a3n) identified from Backward(B)-a-gated spectra is given in Fig.4.24. As can be seen 
from this figure, the yield is showing exponential rise towards the band head, which is 
similar to the non-a-emitting CF products, i.e., similar to xn-channels. As such, the 
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reaction product '^''^ Ta identified from backward(B)-Q:-gated spectra, is expected to be 
populated only via CF. It may, further, be pointed out on the basis of above observa-
tions (Figs.4.21-4.24), that the slope of spin-distributions is found to decrease for higher 
projectile energies, which indicates large probability of high spin states population. How-
ever, at lowest measured energy the large value of slope indicates less probability of high 
spin states population. In order to get energy dependence, and qualitative informa-
tion of driving input angular momenta, the spin-distributions at different energies have 
been plotted in a panel (Figs.4.21-4.24). In general, the values of mean input angular 
momenta (Jo, obtained from the best fitting procedure of experimentally measured spin-
distributions) associated with the production of Re-isotopes (Figs.4.21-4.22) are found 
to be ^ 7,8,9,10,12,13,14 and 15 h, respectively at energies « 57,60,63,67,72,78,84 and 
90 MeV. However, as indicated in Figs.4.23 and 4.24, the values of mean input angular 
momenta (Jo) are found to be almost similar in case of W-isotopes (populated via pxn-
channels and identified from backward-proton-gated spectra) and '^^ '^ Ta (populated via 
axn-channels and identified from backward-a-gated spectra) at respective projectile en-
ergies as that observed for Re-isotopes, which indicates the production of these reaction 
products via same reaction dynamics i.e., CF. 
Apart from CF channels identified from backward(B)-Q;-gated and singles spectra, 
some ICF channels (^ "^^ '^ ^^Ta and ^^^Hf) have also been identified from forward(F)-
a-gated spectra and are shown in Figs.4.25-4.26. These residues are identified from 
forward(F)-Q;-gated spectra, where the prompt-7-lines of only ICF products are expected 
to be recorded. As shown in Figs,4.25 and Figs.4.26, the spin-distributions for both 
Ta and Hf-isotopes are found to be distinctly different than that observed for fusion 
evaporation channels given in Figs.4.21-4.24, where a monotonic increase in the yield 
has been observed towards the band head. However, in case of a-emitting channels 
^I74,i75j3 gpjj ^''^Hf) shown in Figs.4.25-4.26, the yields at different projectile energies 
show sharp exponential rise from entry side to a certain value of Jobs towards the band 
head. This exponential rise in the normalized yield may be the indication of continuous 
spin state population or may be because of the feeding from unknown and/or known 
yrast-line transitions. It may, further, be pointed out that the normalized yield appears 
to be almost constant upto a certain limiting value of Jobs- The limiting value where 
the yield is showing constant behaviour is found to increase with projectile energy. Here, 
the values of normalized yield are found to be constant up to JR^ 8,9,10,11,12 and 13 
h for Q-emitting channels, respectively at projectile energies « 63,67,72,78,84 and 90 
MeV. This constant behaviour of normalized yield with Jots may be because of the fact 
that the population of low spin states is strongly hindered in case of direct-a-emitting 
channels, as expected in case of ICF processes. It may, further, be pointed out that the 
highest Jobs in case of a-emitting channels identified from forward(F)-Q:-gated spectra 
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is found to be higher at a particular projectile energy than that observed for CF. 
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Figure 4.25: Experimentally measured spin-distributions for (a) ^^ "^ Ta (aSn), and 
{b) '^''^ Ta (a2n), ERs identified from Forward(F)-Q;-gated spectra. 
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As indicated in Figs.4.25-4.26, the highest observed spin increases with projectile 
energy, which shows the dependence of spin-population on projectile energy, as expected. 
Further, as has already been pointed out in the earlier section that the fast-a-emitting 
channels associated with ICF are expected to be originated from the relatively higher 
^-values. The same can be observed from Figs.4.25-4.26, for a-emitting channels, as the 
value of Jo (mean input angular momenta obtained from the best fitting procedure of 
experimentally measured spin-distributions) associated with the production of i'^4,i75jg 
and ^''^Hf isotopes are found to be w 12,13,14,15,16 and 17 h, respectively at energies 
« 63,67,72,78,84 and 90 MeV. It may, however, be pointed out that the mean input 
angular momenta (at a particular projectile energy) obtained from the spin-distributions 
of direct-a-emitting channels identified from forward(F)-Q;-gated spectra are found to be 
almost 4 h higher than that observed for xn/pxn/axn-channels identified from backward-
a-gated spectra. The above stricking observation clearly indicates the involvement of 
high input angular momenta in case of direct-a-emitting channels (associated with ICF) 
as compared to the CF channels. In case of direct-a-emitting channels, the observation 
of slightly higher angular momenta imparted into the system may be due to the peripheral 
interactions, as expected for ICF processes. 
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Figure 4.26: Experimentally measured spin-distributions for '^^ H^f (a;p4n), identified 
from Forward(F)-a-gated spectra. 
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4.6.2 Analysis with PACE4:i2c+i6^Tm system 
In order to check the accuracy of data reduction procedure and for self-consistency of 
presently measured spin-distributions, experimentally measured relative EFs for different 
CF products produced in ^^C+^^^Tm system within the energy range w4-7MeV/nucleon 
have been compared with the predictions of PACE4. It may be pointed out that the 
code PACE4 does not take ICF into consideration, therefore, the relative production 
yields of CF products (xn,axn,2Q;xn) can only be compared. In order to plot EFs, the 
production yields have been deduced from the experimentally measured spin-distributions 
of different reaction products identified from backward particle(Z=l,2) gated spectra and 
from singles spectra. The experimentally measured yields of CF reaction products have 
been extrapolated up to J=0^, and the yield value at J=Oh (Y'^^") has been normalized 
with the total yield (sum of all fusion-evaporation channels) to deduce relative yield 
value of each reaction product. 
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Figure 4.27: Relative EFs of different xn-channels produced via CF in ^^ C-l-^ ^^ Tm 
system 
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The ratio of experimentally measured and theoretically calculated relative production 
yields of different residues populated via CF and/or ICF in ^^C+^^^Tm system within the 
energy range w 4-7 MeV/nucleon have been plotted as a function of projectile energy. 
The relative EFs of different xn-channels are shown in Fig.4.27, while the relative EFs 
of pxn/axn-channels are plotted in Fig.4.28, where lines and/or curves indicate the 
polynomial fitting to the PACE4 predictions. 
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Figure 4.28: Relative EFs of different pxn/axn-channels produced via CF in 
I2Q^169TJJJ system. 
As can be seen from the Figs.4.27 and 4.28 that both the experimental data and 
theoretical predictions agree reasonably well. It may, further, be pointed out that the 
most suitable set of parameters have been used in the present calculations. Different 
values of level density parameter, which is an important parameter in this code, have been 
tested. In the present work, a value of X = 8 is found to give a satisfactory reproduction 
of experimental data for CF-channels. The above agreement of theoretical EFs with the 
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experimental ones strengthens/gives confidence in the measured spin-distributions. 
4.6.3 Feeding intensity:i2(2;_^i69rpj^ system 
It has been understood from the measurement of spin-distributions that the CF prod-
ucts are strongly fed over the broad spin range, however, population of low spin states 
are strongly hindered or 7-transitions are less fed in case of the reaction products formed 
via ICF. Further, in order to have better insight into the feeding pattern of differeent 
reaction products at a given projectile energy, feeding intensity profiles of different reac-
tion products produced via CF and/or ICF in ^^C+^'^^Tm system at fa4-7 MeV/nucleon 
have been generated from their experimentally measured spin-distributions. In order to 
figure out the effect of projectile energy on the strength of feeding, the feeding intensity 
profiles of various reaction products obtained at different projectile energies have been 
compared in a panel. The feeding intensity profiles have been obtained in the similar 
way as given in the section-4.5.2, and are plotted in Figs.4.29-4.34. Feeding intensity 
profiles of ^^^'^^^-^^^'^^^Re-isotopes populated via xn-channels are shown in Figs.4.29 and 
4.30. As can be seen from these figures, the feeding intensity for all of xn-channels, 
in general, increases towards the band head, as has been observed for the CF products 
in ^^0-l-^^^Tm system also. It has already been pointed out that the observed trends 
of feeding intensity profiles indicate the significant feeding from the side bands and/or 
from the unidentified bands towards the band head during the de-excitation of excited 
composite nucleus. The observed trend of feeding intensity profiles may be because 
of the strong feeding over the broad spin range. It may, further, be pointed out that 
the observed feeding intensity profiles may also be the indication of the population of 
low spin states with finite intensity, which fairly support the measurements presented in 
earlier section for ^^0-f ^^^Tm system at ^ b.QMeV/nucleon. 
Further, the feeding intensity profiles for ^^-'^''W-isotopes populated via pAn and 
pSra-channels, respectively are given in Figs.4.31. As shown in these figures, the feeding 
intensity increases towards the band head, in general, similar to that of Re-isotopes 
(CF products), which shows rather broad spin population. It may be pointed out that, 
though the feeding intensity increases, in general, towards the band head, however, 
the observed fluctuations may arise due to the variation of direct and/or side-feeding 
values at different energies. The above variation becomes dominant at relatively higher 
energies, as expected. Moreover, in order to disentangle the feeding intensity profiles 
of xn and axn-channels, feeding intensity profile of '^^ '*Ta formed via emission of a3n, 
identified from backward(B)-a-gated spectra, from excited composite nucleus i^iRg* 
is given in Fig.4.32. As can be seen from Fig.4.32 that the feeding intensity profile is 
showing the same characteristics as that expected for CF product. The production of 
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this product via CF is also supported with the fact that this reaction product (^''^Ta) 
has been identified from the backward(B)-a-gated spectra. 
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Figure 4.29: Experimentally observed feeding intensity profiles for the production of 
(a) ^^^Re, and (b) ^^^Re isotopes in i^C+isoTm system at energies 4-7MeV/nucleon. 
Lines and curves are drawn to guide the eye. 
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Figure 4.30: Experimentally observed feeding intensity profiles for the production of 
(a) '^''''Re, and (b) '^''^ Re isotopes in ^^C+^^^Tm system at energies 4-7MeV/nucleon. 
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Figure 4.32: Experimentally observed feeding intensity profile for the production of 
^^ •^ Ta (aSn), identified from backward(B)-a-gated spectra. 
Further, the feeding intensity profiles for ^^'^'^^^Ta-isotopes populated via aSn and 
a2n-channels are shown in Figs.4.33(a-b), respectively. These reaction products have 
been identified from the Forward(F)-Q;-gated spectra, and hence, are named as direct-a-
emitting channels. As can be seen from these figures that the feeding intensity increases 
from entry side towards the band head upto a limiting value, and then, in general 
decreases toward band head. This trend shows narrow spin population associated to ICF 
reactions. It may, further, be pointed out that the feeding intensity profiles for ^^^Hf 
(Fig.4.34), identified from Forward(F)-Q:-gated spectra are also found to be qualitatively 
same as that observed for ^^^'^^^Ta-isotopes (direct-a-emitting channels). The observed 
striking difference in the feeding intensity profiles, of CF and/or ICF residues, shows 
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involvement of entirely different reaction mechanisms in the production of these residues. 
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Figure 4.33: Experimentally observed feeding intensity profiles for the production 
of (a) '^'''*Ta(Q;3n), and (b) '^''^ Ta(Q;2n) identified from Forward(F)-a-gated spectra. 
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4.6.4 Remarks on associated ^-values:^^C+^^^Tm system 
In order to have better picture of projectile energy dependence on mean input angular 
momenta, the value of mean input angular momenta involved in various reaction channels 
have been obtained from the best fitting procedure of experimentally measured spin-
distributions. Deduced values of mean input angular momenta for xn,pxn and ccxn-
channels produced via both CF and/or ICF have been plotted as a function of projectile 
energy in Fig.4.35. As shown in this figure, in general, the mean input angular momenta 
is found to increase almost linearly with projectile energy. In particular, the values of 
mean input angular momenta involved in the production of Re(xn-channels), W(pxn-
channels) and Ta(axn-channels, identified from backward(B)-Q;-gated spectra) isotopes 
are found to be w 7 ^ at lowest projectile energy i.e., «57 MeV. However, as the 
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projectile energy increases, the value of mean input angular momenta approaches upto 
j«15 h at «:!90MeV. Further, the mean input angular momenta increases linearly with 
projectile energy, and is found to be almost same (within < 1 ^) for all CF-channels 
[Re(xn-channels), W(pxn-channels) and Ta(axn-channels)] at a given projectile energy. 
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Figure 4.35: Experimentally measured mean input angular momentum associ-
ated with the production of various isotopes in •'^ C-l-^^^Tm system at energies 4-
7MeV/nucleon. The nomenclature used in the plots indicate the involved reaction 
dynamics, where F and B represent the reaction products identified respectively 
from Forward and Backward a-gated spectra. The lines and curves through data 
points are drawn just to guide the eyes. 
It may, further, be pointed out that the observation of nearly similar mean input 
angular momenta in case of Re-isotopes (populated via neutron emission channels) at 
studied energies shows that the neutron emission from excited nucleus does not depend 
strongly on involved angular momenta, and it seems to depend on the available excitation 
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energy of the composite nucleus. In order to have better comparison of mean input 
angular momenta involved in CF/ICF-channels, the values obtained for different a-
emitting channels in forward cone (ICF products) have also been plotted in Fig.4.35. As 
can be seen from this figure, the values of mean input angular momenta for ICF-channels 
are found to be higher by 3 to 4 /i in comparison to the CF-channels at the respective 
energies. This observation indicates the variation of ^-values with the mode of reaction, 
which strongly supports the systematics presented in the earlier section. As such, on 
the basis of aforementioned description, it may be inferred that the ICF occurs in the 
peripheral interactions (at finite values of impact parameter or with relatively higher 
^-values) at a particular projectile energy. 
4.7 Summary 
Spin-distributions and feeding intensity profiles of various reaction products popu-
lated via CF and/or ICF in ^^'O+^^'^Tm system at TH 5.6 MeV/nudeon, and ^^C-fi^^^Tm 
system at ^ 4-7 MeV/nucleon have been measured. Particle-7-coincidences have been 
employed to achieve the information about involved reaction modes on the basis of their 
experimentally observed spin states populations during the de-excitation. For both the 
systems, the experimentally measured spin-distributions and feeding intensity profiles 
of ICF products have been found to be distinctly different than those observed for CF 
products, which indicate the involvement of entirely different de-excitation patterns for 
CF and ICF products. The driving input angular momenta associated with ICF prod-
ucts have been found to be relatively higher than that involved in the production of CF 
products, and found to increase with direct-a-multiplicity. It has also been observed 
that ICF products are less fed and/or the population of lower spin states are strongly 
hindered, while CF products indicate strong feeding over a broad spin range during the 
de-excitation. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future 
Perspectives 
On the basis of results and analysis presented in Chapters-2,3 and 4 of this thesis, 
significant information about CF and ICF reactions have been obtained. In Chapter-2, 
to study the influence of ICF on CF, EFs of four radio-nuclides; l68'n,l67|_ J^^  leryb and 
i^^Tm produced in i^o+i^STb system, and five radio-nuclides; ^^^^^^Re, ^^^W, ^^^a 
and ^^''Hf produced in ^^0-|-^^^Tm system have been measured in the energy range w 
75-95 MeV [59]. In order to get the indication of ICF dynamics and to deduce the ICF 
contribution at a particular energy, experimentally measured EFs have been compared 
with the predictions of theoretical model code PACE2. As demonstrated in Chapter-2, 
enhancement in the experimentally measured production cross-sections over the theo-
retical model predictions have been observed for most of the a-emission channels. It has 
been shown that the enhancement is not the discrepancy in the measured cross-sections, 
as the overall errors from all the possible sources have been found to <15 %. As such, 
this enhancement has been attributed to the contribution coming from ICF dynamics. 
In order to understand the influence of ICF on CF, the percentage fraction of incomplete 
fusion (FICF) has been deduced as a function of projectile energy and mass asymmetry 
of interacting partners. The FJCF has been found to be sensitive to the projectile en-
ergy, and also to the mass symmetry of interacting partners. For ^'^O+^'^^Tb system, the 
FICF is found to be < 1 % at «d75 MeV, while, as the energy of projectile increases, it 
approaches to Ri20% of the total fusion cross-section at the highest measured energy i.e., 
Ri95 MeV. On the other hand, the FJCF is found to be RilO% at «75 MeV and Ki30% 
of <7TF at w95 MeV for '^-'O-h '^^ ^Tm system. On the basis of the above findings, it may 
be pointed out that the FJCF at almost same projectile energy is large for ^^0-l-^*^^Tm 
system than that observed for ^^0-l-^^'^Tb system. This striking observation indicates 
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the dependence of FJCF on mass-asymmetry of interacting partners. As such, the FJCF 
has been deduced as a function of mass-asymmetry of interacting partners at a constant 
relative velocity where, the FJCF is found to be higher for more mass-asymmetric sys-
tems. It has also been observed that the data for ICF can not be explained only on the 
basis of mass-asymmetry of interacting partners without taking into account the projec-
tile structure effect. As such, it may be inferred that the projectile structure effect also 
plays an important role in the mass-asymmetry systematics. Further, the observation of 
large percentage FJCF may be attributed to the prompt break-up of projectile into its a-
clusters (^^0 =^ ^^C+^He and/or '^Be-l-^Be). The probability of break-up increases with 
the incident projectile energy, and hence the percentage FJCF has been found to increase 
with projectile energy. It may, however, be pointed out that the present observations are 
in agreement with the systematics presented by Morgenstern et a/.[24, 25, 26]. However, 
the observation of large percentage FJCF in case of ^*^0-projectile as that observed for 
^^C-projectile induced reactions may be because of the fact that the ^^0 is assumed 
to be a bunch of 4a-clusters, while ^^C consists only of Sa-clusters. As such, in ^^0 
induced reactions the probability of successive a-emitting channels is more as compared 
to ^^C induced reactions. The above mentioned description/discussion on ICF based 
on the measurement and analysis of EFs strongly reveal that apart from CF, the ICF is 
also a process of greater importance at these energies, and hence, while predicting the 
total reaction cross-section, the contribution coming from ICF may also be taken into 
consideration. It may, however, be pointed out that while predicting percentage FJCF 
in the frame work of mass-symmetry of interacting partners, it is also required to take 
projectile structure effect into consideration. 
Further, in order to study the fusion incompleteness at energies ~5-7 MeV/nucleon, 
forward recoil ranges (RRDs) of nine evaporation residues; ^"^^"'Lu, ^^^Lu, ^^^Yb, ^''^Tm, 
i^ '^ Re, i^^Re, ^^^W, ^^^Ta and ^"^Hf produced in i^O +'^^ Tb and ^^O +^'^^ Tm systems 
respectively, at ^ 90 MeV and « 87 MeV have been measured [60] and are presented 
in Chapter-3. The results presented in this chapter on the measurement and analysis of 
forward recoil ranges of heavy reaction products, strongly reveal significant contribution 
coming from partial linear momentum transfer of projectile associated with incomplete 
fusion. Different linear momentum transfer components attributed to the fusion of ^^0 
and/or transfer of ^^C and/or ^Be from ^*^0-projectile to the target nucleus have been ob-
served. An attempt has also been made to obtain the percentage relative contributions 
of complete and/or incomplete fusion components, which shows ICF as a competing 
mode of reaction at these energies. The absolute production cross-sections of different 
reaction products have been obtained by integrating the cross-sections obtained from 
the experimentally observed recoil range distributions. The contributions of various CF 
components have been deduced from the experimentally measured RRDs, and then com-
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pared with that calculated using theoretical model code PACE, where a fine agreement 
has been noticed. On the basis of above description based on RRDs analysis, it may be 
inferred that the residues are not only populated via CF but ICF is also found to play an 
important role in the production of different reaction products involving direct a-cluster 
emission. However, in case of ^^'^Tm, ^^^W, ^^^Ta and ^^^Hf residues, the RRDs data 
clearly indicate that ICF is dominant at the energies of interest in the present work. 
Moreover, an attempt has also been made to validate the experimentally measured most 
probable recoil ranges (obtained from the fitting of experimental data points). The 
experimentally measured most probable recoil ranges have been compared with those 
estimated by using range energy formulations, and are found to be in good agreement. 
The measurements presented in Chapter-3, clearly indicate the partial fusion of projectile 
with target nucleus associated with ICF at these energies. 
In order to have information about the involved input angular momenta in various 
reaction channels, spin distributions and side-feeding intensity profiles of several reaction 
products produced in ^^0-l-^^^Tm and '^C-H^^^Tm systems at 5.6 MeV/nucleon and ~4 -
7MeV/nucleon have been studied, and are presented in Chapter-4. Comparison of spin 
distributions and side-feeding intensity profiles in the ^^C and ^Be capture reactions have 
been made with those observed for fusion-evaporation reactions for both the systems. 
From the above comparison, it has been observed that the experimentally measured spin-
distributions of direct-Q:/2Q-emitting channels (ICF reaction products) identified from 
forward(F)- a-gated spectra have been found to be distinctly different than that observed 
for CF reaction products. Further, the population of low spin states are observed to be 
strongly hindered and/or less fed in case of ICF reaction products, while significant 
feeding has been observed over the broad spin range in case of CF products. It may, 
further, be pointed out that, the values of mean input angular momentum increases 
with direct-a-multiplicity in the forward cone, which indicates the competition from 
successively opened ICF channels for each /-value above lent for normal fusion (CF) at 
respective projectile energies. This confirms the fact that ICF reactions predominantly 
occur due to influence of centrifugal potential at higher values of impact parameters, 
where only CF is expected to be dominant. As such, it may not be out of place to 
mention that the ICF is a natural extension of the fusion processes for those interaction 
trajectories for which the limit of input angular momenta do not allow CF. 
Further, as an extention of the present work, it is proposed to perform some experi-
ments to measure the energy spectra of projectile-like fragments, which are supposed to 
be an extra degree of freedom to explain the findings of present work. The extension of 
the present work at relatively higher energies would be interesting, and helpful for the 
refinement of the present findings. Since, it has already been mentioned that there is no 
reliable theoretical model available for ICF process at these energies, as such, in order 
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to develop some model/systematics, it is also required to have a rich data set at these 
energies. 
_ * * * _ 
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